
SCPR QUARTERLY PROGRAMMING REPORT OCT-DEC 2014

DATE KEY SYNOPSIS REPORTER/GUEST DURATION

10/1/2014 HEAL Team from CDC & P in Dallas to track anyone in close contact with Duncan, the first US Ebola patient. CC :12

10/1/2014 LAW Proscecutors will decide whether to file charges against wife of Mayor Crespo. CC 1:14

10/1/2014 LAW Proscecutors will decide whether to file charges against wife of Mayor Crespo. CC 1:14

10/1/2014 POLI Bell Gardens Mayor Crespo shot and killed Tuesday CC :06

10/1/2014 LAW New gun law in CA will allow family members to ask a judge to take guns from mentally-unstable relatives. Detrow 1:11

10/1/2014 POLI A Perris City Councilman charge in connection with possession of meth is speaking out. CC :02

10/1/2014 POLI A Perris City Councilman charge in connection with possession of meth is speaking out. CC :02

10/1/2014 POLI Governor Brown has wrapped up his decisions on legislation for the year.  He signed 930 bills and vetoed 143.Julian 3:44

10/1/2014 HEAL
Nine member team of federal health officials snet to North Texas to work with local authorities on first US 
Ebola Case. CC :12

10/1/2014 POLI Proscecutors will decide whether to file charges against wife of Mayor Crespo. CC :12

10/1/2014 EDU For the first time, some California community colleges will be able to offer 4-year baccalaureate degrees. CC :16

10/1/2014 ECON Beacon Economics says mid next year LA County will be back to Pre Recession employment peak. Watt :53

10/1/2014 LAW Secret Service Director Julia Pierson resigned today. CC :11



10/1/2014 LAW LA County Sheriff's officials investigate killing of Mayor Daniel Crespo. Stoltze :49

10/1/2014 ENV National Weather Service issued red flag warning for socal weekend heatwave CC :15

10/1/2014 LAW Reax to Gov bill signings/vetoes Orr 1:19

10/1/2014 ENV Wednesday begins new water year Peterson :51

10/1/2014 ECON
Federal judge rules pension contracts of workers, retirees under CA law are not protected in the bankruptcy 
process CC :14

10/1/2014 POLI Claremont McKenna government professor Jack Pitney analyzes Brown's bill signings/vetos CC :17

10/1/2014 RELIG
Roman Catholic Church leaders filed a complaint with the federal government of state's policy on health 
insurance, abortion CC :14

10/1/2014 FOR Local event planned to show support for pro-democracy demonstrators in Hong Kong Huang :29

10/1/2014 POLI Legislative leaders reax to Gov Brown bill signings CC :08

10/1/2014 HEAL
Health officials have confirmed the first two cases of a disease known as enterovirus (EN-ter-oh-virus) D-68 in 
Los Angeles County CC :15

10/1/2014 POLI Legislative leaders reax to Gov Brown bill signings CC :08

10/1/2014 HEAL Two cases of EV-D68 confirmed in LA County Plevin :46

10/1/2014 IMM Federal Gov. sending money to help unnaccompanied child immigrants navigate courts. Rojas 1:12

10/1/2014 LAW Federal judge issued ruling that could shape California's public employee pension system. Adler :58

10/1/2014 SCI A new retinal implant developed at USC is helping patients with severe blindness gain back some vision Totten 4:32



10/1/14 HIST

A string of recent incidents surrounding the Secret Service has put the agency into the spotlight. Multiple 
incidents of intruders attempting to enter the White House have occurred this year, and it turns out it’s more 
common than we may think. Jonathan Allen, Kent Moyer 21:33

10/1/14 SAC
Legislation signed Tuesday by California Governor Jerry Brown allows immediate family members to request 
firearms restraining orders for relative who may post a threat. Lindsey Zwicker, Brandon Combs 19:51

10/1/14 ENT

Three of the largest theater chains in the U.S. say they'll boycott the new "Crouching Tiger" sequel after 
Netflix, which is financing the Weinstein Co. film, announced it will make the film available on the same day it 
hits Imax theaters. Gina Keating, Benjamin Fritz 17:29

10/1/14 SCI
Advancements in measuring wildlife populations have elucidated the latest dismal decline in wildlife 
populations: a 52 percent drop between 1970 and 2010. Jon Hoekstra 12:24

10/1/14 SCI

At the deceptively-named Napa State Hospital - a sprawling forensic mental facility in California - Dr. Stephen 
Seager treats the criminally insane, the violently crazed, the real-life Hannibal Lecters of the world. Seager's 
new book, "Behind the Gates of Gomorrah" recounts his rookie year in Unit C - populated by sociopaths who 
attack each other and hospital staff with the reliable regularity of any other hospital's rounds. Dr. Stephen Seager 0:27

10/1/2014 POLI
Things keep getting worse for the Secret Service, with two recent security breaches. Politico's Ronald Kessler 
weighs in. Ronald Kessler 6:45

10/1/2014 POLI
Protests continued in Hong Kong, where mostly young people have taken to the streets to demand change. 
The protests today appeared to have attracted the biggest crowd since demonstrations began. Gordon Chang 7:42

10/1/2014 MED
The Times announced the news Wednesday and hopes to make the cuts through voluntary buyouts but will 
start layoffs if not enough buyouts are taken. David Folkenflik 5:00

10/1/2014 FOR
Echaveste is the daughter of Central California farmworkers and previously served in both Clinton and Obama 
administrations. What does she face if appointed? Michael Doyle 1:37

10/1/2014 EDU
Thanks to bill SB 850, signed by Governor Jerry Brown this week, some community colleges will soon be 
allowed to offer four-year baccalaureate degrees. Marty Block 1:52

10/1/2014 LIT
If you're a comic book fan, you'll notice something a little different about the Marvel character Thor on news 
stands Wednesday. He is now a she. Melody Severns 5:37

10/1/2014 TRANS

The "Great Streets" plan proposed by Mayor Eric Garcetti would create avenues closed off to cars to allow for 
cafes, boutiques and more foot traffic. A former NYC transportation commissioner shares how New York City's
plans can translate to LA. Janette Sadik-Khan 2:35



10/1/2014 HEAL
Parents and pediatricians often turn to antibiotics when a child is sick. But a new study finds a link between 
early and frequent use of antibiotics and childhood obesity. Charles Bailey 7:26

10/1/2014 ECON
Establishments can charge a premium for food sold with the phrase, "Farm to table," but growers might still be 
struggling to get by. Rebecca Thistlethwaite 6:50

10/1/2014 SCIE
Scientists have struggled to pinpoint exactly why peanut allergies are on the rise. And it turns out the peanut 
itself may not be to blame. Quentin Sattentau 4:05

10/1/2014 LIT
Dining out and watching movies on the couch can lead to weight gain and health decline for couples. But a 
new book shares how couples can team up to help their health. Thomas Bradbury and Benjamin Karney 7:03

10/1/2014 ART John explores the buzz around California's revamped tax credits for film and TV productions Amy Lemish, Kathy Garmezy 3:00

10/1/2014 ART Director Jason Reitman talks about his new movie "Men, Women & Children" Jason Reitman 2:38

10/2/2014 EDU Green Dot Public Schools launched fundraising campaign to rebuild one of its campuses in South LA. CC :19

10/2/2014 HOUS New law may help homeowners deal with squatters. Cuevas 1:24

10/2/2014 ECON
A federal judge has ruled that pensions run by CalPERS - the California Public Employees Retirement System 
are not protected from being cut in bankruptcy proceedings. CC :10

10/2/2014 FOR
About 500 natives of Hong Kong got together last night (WED) in downtown Los Angeles to show support for 
pro-democracy protesters back home Huang 1:11

10/2/2014 ENV Fire Danger Warning today due to Santa Ana winds and low humidity. CC :17

10/2/2014 SPOR
The baseball playoffs come to Southern California.  The Kansas City Royals play the Angels tonight (6:07PM) 
in Anaheim. Knight 3:40

10/2/2014 HEAL
Health officials are reaching out to about 100 people to determine if they have had contact with the Ebola 
patient hospitalized in Dallas. CC :13

10/2/2014 LAW
Attorney for wife of slain Bell Garden's Mayor Daniel Crespo says evidence will prove wife was victim of 
domestic violence. CC :10

10/2/2014 LAW LA law enforcement officials are cracking down on black market pharmaceuticals CC :18



10/2/2014 LAW
Federal officials are cracking down on LA's fashion district following allegations of massive money laundering 
there. Jahad 1:03

10/2/2014 LAW
The US Treasury Department is taking steps to curb money laundering in LA's fashion district after a big bust 
last month. CC :16

10/2/2014 ENV Local air regulators report Cancer-causing air pollution is down in the region. Kim 1:04

10/2/2014 ENV Local air regulators report Cancer-causing air pollution is down in the region. CC :24

10/2/2014 LAW Wife of slain Bell Gardens mayor hires attorney who says wife was a domestic violence victim. Aguilar 1:01

10/2/2014 EDU
Thousands of new preschool slots are now available for four-year-olds in California fro low-income families 
with at least one working parent CC :12

10/2/2014 LAW
LA law enforcement officials are cracking down on black market pharmaceuticals, prosecuting sellers and 
warning consumers to steer clear. Rojas :55

10/2/2014 EDU State unveils web site listing educators salaries. Lopez :55

10/2/2014 EDU LA School board's superintendent Deasy is up for review, spurring conversations about his depature. Gilbertson 1:01

10/2/14 LAW

In a landmark blow to CalPERS, a federal bankruptcy judge ruled yesterday that the bankrupt city of Stockton 
can legally reduce its pension obligations to California's massive public pension system and use that money to 
pay other creditors. Marcia Fritz, Terry Brennand 19:41

10/2/14 LAW

Today the Supreme Court justices granted hearings to eleven new cases for this term. In a religious 
discrimination dispute, the Court will hear the case of a young Muslim woman denied a job at Abercrombie & 
Fitch because she wore a headscarf. Greg Stohr, Ilya Shapiro, Karen Kruger 20:51

10/2/14 YOUT
Animal cruelty was once considered a sideline issue relegated to a few “extremists” who cared alot about our 
four legged friends. Diane Balkin, Matthew Guerrero 21:22

10/2/14 RACE
When Jennifer Cramblett gave birth to her baby girl, it was immediately clear the sperm donor was not 
caucasian, as she and her domestic partner, Amanda Zincon, had requested. Arthur Caplan 11:42

10/2/14 POLI
The race for the 14th District City Council seat got interesting last month, when outgoing LA County supervisor 
Gloria Molina decided to throw her hat in the ring against incumbent Jose Huizar. Jose Huizar 13:29



10/2/2014 POLI
Resiging appears to be the typical move of any chief whose organization experiences a series of mistakes, but
is it really best for the organization? Rosabeth Moss Kanter 6:22

10/2/2014 FOR
Pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong continued today, as the territory's leader refused demands from 
protestors that he resign. CY Leung 3:49

10/2/2014 POLI
While thousands of protesters gathered in the streets of Hong Kong, locals in Southern California came 
together, too. Josie Huang 4:36

10/2/2014 TRANS
Ride-sharing platform Lyft wants to make carpooling cool again. The company has introduced Lyft Line, a 
program that uses an algorithm to match users based on their routes. Veronica Juarez 5:37

10/2/2014 DIS
Hundreds of residents in the Hawaiian town of Pahoa are near a slow-marching lava flow that's been 
advancing for weeks.  Leslie Lai 4:55

10/2/2014 DIS
The recent eruption at Mount Ontake in Japan killed more than three dozen people but in Hawaii, the slow 
moving lava is being watched by residents just miles away. Dr. Rosaly Lopes 6:07

10/2/2014 TRANS
Pickup trucks outsell every other vehicle in America. Now the big three automakers are pushing new, more 
efficient "green" trucks. Will they find buyers? Susan Carpenter 7:45

10/2/2014 EDU
USC opened the Wallis Annenberg Hall this week as part of a major expansion to the university's Annenberg 
School for Communication and Journalism. Willow Bay 5:09

10/2/2014 ART
More than 150 costumes — from the likes of "Dallas Buyers Club" to Charlie Chaplin's "The Tramp" — are on 
display at the "Hollywood Costume" exhibit by the Academy of Motion Pictures. Deborah Nadoolman Landis 9:38

10/2/2014 POLI
In today's State of Affairs: what could be a big blow to government pensions in California, using humor to win 
votes, and the big money behind California's ballot propositions. Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze 14:47

10/2/2014 SCIE
The implant was developed by USC and is the first FDA approved eye implant of its kind to help people with a 
rare type of vision loss regain some sight. Sanden Totten 4:41

10/2/2014 LIT
After Dan Harmon was fired, he began to focus on a podcast called "Harmontown." It's part of a new 
documentary also called "Harmontown." Dan Harmon 8:27

10/2/2014 ART
Actor David Tennant talks about what it's like to be the same character on two different shows, "Broadchurch" 
and "Gracepoint" David Tennant 2:34

10/2/2014 ART Joe Adalian talks about the DVR ratings of new shows like "Black-ish" and "Red Band Society" Joe Adalian 3:02



10/3/2014 ENT Larry Mantle is joined by KPCC critics to review this week's releases Mantle 3:00

10/3/2014 ENV New AQMD study shows cancer risks halved in LA Kim 1:08

10/3/2014 YOUT One-third of CA children live in single-parent households Fernandes 4:02

10/3/2014 ENV March for Elephants and Rhinos killed for their tusks Small 3:10

10/3/2014 EDU Superintendent of Public Instruction race heats up Tintocalis 2:27

10/3/2014 SPOR Angels lost against the Royals CC :07

10/3/2014 LAW San Bernardino Police shot and killed a man breaking into a hotel room CC :17

10/3/2014 ECON Labor Dept reports employers added jobs, drove unemployment to lowest rate since July 2008 CC :13

10/3/2014 ENV Heat wave continues through the weekend CC :09

10/3/2014 LAW Man whose pit bulls mauled Palmdale woman to death sentenced to 15 years to life in prison CC :11

10/3/2014 SCI
California typically sees hot weather when the rest of the country cools down because that cooling creates a 
pressure difference resulting in hot west-blowing winds Totten 1:00

10/3/2014 SPOR Dodgers play the Cardinals in on a hot day CC :12

10/3/2014 ENV Fire departments are on high alert during heat wave CC :14

10/3/2014 SPOR Dodgers take on Cardinals in MLB playoffs CC :12

10/3/2014 LAW US Dept of Justice moves forward with federal consent decree of County jails Stoltze 1:12



10/3/2014 TRAN CA High Speed Rail Authority takes first steps toward actually acquiring trains Watt :55

10/3/2014 LAW US Dept of Justice moves forward with federal consent decree of County jails CC :15

10/3/2014 ENV Postcard about people's attitudes towards heat wave Kim 1:13

10/3/2014 HEAL California now has 14 cases of kids with EV-D68 Aguilera :57

10/3/2014 LAW
Confidential documents obtained by KPCC show Bell Gardens mayor Daniel Crspo, who was killed this week, 
had a long history of confrontations with his colleagues at City Hall Aguilar :45

10/3/2014 POLI Two candidates compete for open seat on LA County Board of Supervisors Stoltze 4:19

10/3/2014 LAW US Dept of Justice intends to take control of mental healthcare inside jail system CC :15

10/3/14 ECON
Riled up community members opposed to a change in operations at the Greek Theatre packed a meeting 
yesterday at the LA Department of Recreation and Parks. Dave Brooks, Rena Wasserman 11:19

10/3/14 HEAL
 The disease is spreading at a rapid rate in West Africa, with public fears of health workers making treatment 
of the disease even more challenging than it would be otherwise. Elise Viebeck, Amesh Adalja 14:50

10/3/14 EDU
The rumor mill has been churning for weeks now about whether LAUSD superintendent John Deasy might 
lose his job or possibly resign.

Annie Gilbertson, Larry Sand, Scott 
Folsom, Cheryl Ortega 20:48

10/3/14 RACE
The Los Angeles Fire Department’s hiring practices have been under scrutiny due to calls of mismanagement 
and possible nepotism. Joshua Thompson, Kim West-Faulcon 11:50

10/3/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Wade Major, Lael Loewenstein, Charles Solomon and Tim Cogshell review 
this week’s releases, including “Gone Girl,” “Men, Women and Children,” “Annabelle” and more.

Wade Major, Charles Solomon, Tim 
Cogshell 0:31

10/3/14 LIT The 1939 film swept the Oscars, winning Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actress, Best Cinematography. Steve Wilson 15:39

10/3/2014 ART
We know, the heat wave is back and you probably don't feel like doing much of anything. But hey, it’s Friday 
and you deserve some fun. Kristen Lepore 5:39



10/3/2014 POLI

President Barack Obama addressed immigration reform at the Hispanic Caucus conference on Thursday 
night. He was interrupted by a heckler who was clearly not happy with the administration's lack of action on the
issue.  Seung Min Kim 4:50

10/3/2014 POLI
Every week Take Two looks back on the week's events and puts them into perspective. Our guests this week 
are Elahe Izadi from the Washington Post and David Gura from Marketplace public radio. Elahe Izadi, David Gura 10:40

10/3/2014 EDU
For many single parents, this comes as no surprise: Rising costs and stagnating incomes have made child 
care the biggest expense for a family of three. Deepa Fernandes 4:18

10/3/2014 SCIE
Thousands of walruses have been forced on to an Alaska beach because melting sea ice has left them with no
other options for refuge. Margaret Williams 5:03

10/3/2014 SCIE
What's really on the moon that looks like a man's face? The politics of smell. And sharks - some wanna party, 
some just want to hang out alone. Sanden Totten 5:21

10/3/2014 ENT
"The Boxtrolls" lead animator and CEO of Laika Studios, Travis Knight says "We want to aspire to be the 
bravest animation studio in the world." Travis Knight 9:29

10/3/2014 MED
Starting a new magazine in the current journalism climate may sound foolhardy, but that's just what the folks 
behind a new California media supplement have done. Doug McGray 4:53

10/3/2014 TRANS
With technological advances, planes basically fly by themselves. That's made traveling by air much safer, but 
it has also had a negative effect on pilots' flying skills. William Langewiesche 8:19

10/3/2014 POLI
Former State Senator Sheila Kuehl and former Santa Monica Mayor Bobby Shriver both want to to replace 
County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky. Frank Stoltze 4:43

10/3/2014 ART The Catfé is a pop-up cafe with cats that's only open this weekend. Get your cuddles on now. Leo Duran 4:52

10/3/2014 ART
The famed American pop artist may be most known for taking iconic images and "remixing" them. But all that's 
absent in his piece, "Shadows," now at the Museum of Contemporary Art. Bennett Simpson 5:35

10/3/2014 ART Mario Montez was one of Andy Warhol's superstars, but he was a celebrated artist in his own right, too.  Conrad Ventur 5:34

10/3/2014 ART "Annabelle" director John Leonetti talks about taking over the reins of a horror film John Leonetti 2:40

10/3/2014 ART Kate Yoland of Marfa Public Radio talks to musicians and fans at Marfa's Trans Pecos Festival Trans Pecos Festival 2:15

10/4/2014 SPOR Angles lost to the Royals CC :12



10/4/2014 SPOR Dodgers pitcher blames himself for losing CC :07

10/4/2014 ENV Heat wave continues through the weekend CC :17

10/4/2014 LAW Car crash killed five and put a sixth in the hospital CC :10

10/4/2014 LAW Officials investigate fiery crash on the southbout 5 CC :09

10/4/2014 I
Lewis MacAdams takes Off-Ramp on a tour of the L.A. River as he nears his 70th birthday and a huge 
celebration of his accomplishments as founder of FoLAR, Friends of the LA River. John Rabe / Lewis MacAdams 15:16:00

10/4/2014 ENV
In anticipation of triple digits in October, Jed Kim asks San Fernando Valley residents and some of his KPCC 
colleagues what they're boiling point is. Jed Kim 3:26:00

10/4/2014 I
Novelist James Ellroy meets KPCC's John Rabe in a jail cell to talk his new novel, "Perfidia," set in L.A. in the 
weeks around the beginning of the internment of Japanese-Americans. John Rabe / James Ellroy 12:49:00

10/4/2014 TRAV
Off-Ramp's Alana Rinicella talks with members of the Travelers' Century Club at a lunch meeting in Laguna 
Beach. Alana Rinicella 2:20:00

10/4/2014 ART
Off-Ramp commentator Marc Haefele reviews "An Opening of the Field: Jess, Robert Duncan, and their 
Circle," at the Pasadena Museum of California Art through Jan. 11. Marc Haefele 3:33:00

10/4/2014 HEAL
KPCC's Adrian Florido reports on a billboard currently on display in West Hollywood. The nonprofit responsible
for it says it wants African-American parents to be more open about the risk HIV poses to their gay sons. Adrian Florido 4:12:00

10/5/2014 TRAN Ciclavia gets underway today CC :15

10/5/2014 TRAN Ciclavia gets underway today CC :16

10/5/2014 TRAN Ciclavia gets underway today CC :19

10/5/2014 POLI Ballots post-marked by election will be included in the tally next year CC :14

10/5/2014 TECH A look at what CA is doing to become part of broadband network Adler :51



10/5/2014 TECH A look at what CA is doing to become part of broadband network CC :14

10/5/2014 EDU Superior court judge expected to decide on scheduling issues at Jefferson High School CC :15

10/5/2014 EDU Superior court judge expected to decide on scheduling issues at Jefferson High School CC :12

10/5/2014 ENV Volunteers study fish in the LA River CC :15

10/5/2014 ENV Volunteers study fish in the LA River CC :05

10/5/2014 ECON Hall of Justice building reopens this week CC :22

10/5/2014 ECON Hall of Justice building reopens this week CC :19

10/5/2014 TRAN Friends and family mourn deaths of ten people killed in car crashes this weekend CC :09

10/5/2014 SPOR Police investigate beating outside Angel Stadium CC :13

10/6/2014 EDU Grief counselors talk to students at schools attended by teens who died in fiery car crash in Irvine CC :08

10/6/2014 LAW
LA County Supervisors decide whether to continue controversial partenership with Sheriff's Dept and Federal 
immigration officials CC :16

10/6/2014 TECH Report says LA County has more high-tech jobs than Santa Clara County Watt 1:03

10/6/2014 HEAL Study finds more women choosing double mastectomies, but unnecessarily Aguilera 4:25

10/6/2014 HOUS Vacancy rates are dropping, especially in Inland Empire Bergman :54

10/6/2014 Loh Life Bulbs Loh 2:53



10/6/2014 EDU Superior court judge expected to decide on scheduling issues at Jefferson High School CC :15

10/6/2014 POLI California Legislature lays out priorities for coming session CC :15

10/6/2014 TRAN Car crash at Jelly Donuts killed one, injured four CC :12

10/6/2014 SPOR Police investigate beating outside Angel Stadium CC :04

10/6/2014 SCI
New study from JPL finds that the deep ocean is not heating up dramatically from global warming, leaving 
open the question of why climate change seems to have slowed Totten 1:17

10/6/2014 SPOR Police investigate beating outside Angel Stadium CC :11

10/6/2014 ECON Hall of Justice building reopens this week Jahad 1:02

10/6/2014 EDU Superior court judge expected to decide on scheduling issues at Jefferson High School Jahad :57

10/6/2014 POLI
LA County Supervisors decide whether to continue controversial partenership with Sheriff's Dept and Federal 
immigration officials Berestein Rojas :41

10/6/2014 ENT "Gone Girl" tops the box office Bailey :34

10/6/2014 LAW New LA-based task force will focus on meth problem CC :10

10/6/2014 HEAL Prop 45 would give the CA insurance commissioner the power to reject health rate increases O'Neill 3:58

10/6/2014 EDU School holds party to get students to start college applications Guzman 1:04

10/6/2014 ENV 50+ sperm whales seen off the coast of OC Kim 1:10

10/6/2014 LAW Investigators plan to release more information about the crash at a press conference at 11:00 this morning CC :12



10/6/2014 LAW Investigators plan to release more information about the crash at a press conference at 11:00 this morning CC :12

10/6/2014 EDU Congresswoman wants to push back school start time for teens Tintocalis 1:51

10/6/2014 POLI California legislature will be under new leadership when it reconvenes in December Orr 1:29

10/6/2014 SPOR Angels lost against the Royals CC :09

10/6/2014 ENV Weather will cool after the heat wave CC :11

10/6/2014 HEAL Soldiers head to Liberia to join Ebola effort CC :11

10/6/2014 EDU Officers continue to search for tutor accused of hacking school computers CC :06

10/6/2014 LAW US Supreme Court decided not to hear appeals from five states seeking to ban gay marriage CC :18

10/6/2014 POLI Vote-by-mail ballots are being sent out around CA Orr :45

10/6/2014 LAW California Highway Patrol seeks witnesses to fiery car crash CC :13

10/6/14 DC
 Supreme Court makes waves across nation: Today, the highest court in the land refused to grant appeals 
from five states seeking to ban gay and lesbian marriages. David Savage, Dennis Romboy 10:59

10/6/14 RELI
At St. Peters basilica on Sunday, the Pope convened a two week synod consisting of 200 cardinals and 
bishops from around the world to dig into many contentious issues. Thomas Rausch, Steven White 23:47

10/6/14 FOR
Student demonstrators in Hong Kong began to retreat to comply with an ultimatum handed down over the 
weekend by the city’s Chief Executive. Lily Kuo, Bernard Luk 11:23

10/6/14 TECH
A digital estate plan is a document that includes what your digital assets are, and what to do with them 
posthumously. Charley Moore 16:14



10/6/14 IMM

Tomorrow the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors takes up the question of whether to extend a 
controversial program that allows U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents to be placed in 
county jails. Gloria Molina, Chris Newman 19:07

10/6/14 ART The road trip is an unabashedly American tradition, but long the open road, sometimes you’ve got to eat, too. Michael Stern 17:03

10/6/2014 LAW
The fight for religious freedom heads back to the US Supreme Court this week. This time, the argument lies in 
the length of a beard. Amy Howe 5:34

10/6/2014 LGB
Many had hoped the high court would take on at least one of those cases to directly address the question of 
whether same-sex marriage is legal throughout the whole nation. Evan Wolfson 5:00

10/6/2014 ECON
Hewlett Packard has announced it is splitting itself into two. What does this say about HP and the changing 
world of technology?  Joann Lublin 4:35

10/6/2014 POLI
"It's a protest unlike any other I've ever covered and any that Hong Kong has ever seen," said Stuart 
Leavenworth, Beijing Bureau Chief for McClatchy. Stuart Leavenworth 4:21

10/6/2014 MIL
A new machine called the Ghost Gunner, which can be used to manufacture unregistered, operational AR-15 
weapons, has been released to the public. It sold out in a matter of days.  Adam Winkler 5:20

10/6/2014 HEAL
A study published last month in the Journal of the American Medical Association says the more radical 
procedure is largely unnecessary. Why are more women choosing it? Elizabeth Aguilera 4:44

10/6/2014 ENT
Showcase for strong female characters? Or an exercise in misogyny. On The Lot takes on the debate over 
this week's box office winner, "Gone Girl." Rebecca Keegan 9:07

10/6/2014 POLI
ISIS is the acronym for the Islamic militant group operating in Iraq and Syria, but it's also the name of many 
businesses, including a New Jersey company that makes weaves, wigs and hair pieces. Tom Murphy 5:22

10/6/2014 TRANS
Los Angeles Magazine's latest issue called “How L.A. Works” explains everything from how the “SigAlert” got 
its name to the things that go on in the city before 6 a.m. Nancy Miller 6:08

10/6/2014 HIST
The story of the botanical gardens big and small throughout southern California is more than just about seeds 
and earth -- it's the story of people who toil away in the dirt to make it happen.  Pierrette Hondagnu-Sotelo 9:39

10/6/2014 POLI
Seventeen years ago, Oregon became the first state to allow legal options for physician-assisted dying. Past 
attempts in California have failed, but activists are now launching new efforts once again. Reverend Ignacio Castuera 5:41

10/6/2014 HEAL
The ballot measure in the upcoming election would give the California insurance commissioner's office the 
power to reject proposed health insurance premiums. What are supporters and detractors saying? Stephanie O'Neill 4:18

10/6/2014 DIS
Six months after the deadly Oso landslide in Washington, an investigation shows that many local governments
do much less than Snohomish County to keep people from building on dangerous ground. John Ryan 5:25



10/6/2014 EDU
Robert Morris University in Chicago offers a video game scholarship and considers it part of the sports 
department. Kurt Melcher, the assistant Athletic Director at the school, shares more. Kurt Melcher 6:36

10/6/2014 SCIE
Linguist Dan Jurafsky studied menus for his new book that examines the history of food language and how 
cheaper and more expensive restaurants word their menus. Dan Jurafsky 8:03

10/6/2014 ART Annabelle producer Peter Safran talks with John Horn about the film's opening weekend success Peter Safran 2:44

10/6/2014 ART Belle & Sebastian's Stuart Murdoch reveals his secrets on tour life Stuart Murdoch 2:30

10/7/2014 POLI Prop 46 is a complicated measure Dembosky 4:55

10/7/2014 POLI Kashkari pushes on, despite falling behind in polls and bankroll Walton 3:19

10/7/2014 ENV Lake of the Woods has dropped off list of towns dangerously close to running out of water Peterson 4:31

10/7/2014 LAW Private tutor accused of hacking high school computer in Orange County is finally in custody CC :10

10/7/2014 SPOR Dodgers are down two games to the Cardinals CC :03

10/7/2014 LAW Police investigate beating outside Angel Stadium CC :06

10/7/2014 SCI UC Santa Barbara professor awarded Nobel Prize in physics CC :08

10/7/2014 ENV Water officials urge Californians to conserve Mieszkowski 4:53

10/7/2014 ECON European Commission investigates Amazon tax arrangements with govt of Luxembourg Leggett :40

10/7/2014 POLI Four City Council members propose minimum wage hike CC :19



10/7/2014 HEAL Soldiers head to Liberia to join Ebola effort CC :09

10/7/2014 POLI Four City Council members propose minimum wage hike CC :20

10/7/2014 LAW Memorial service for Covina motorcycle officer killed in collision last week CC :14

10/7/14 HEAL
President Barack Obama on Monday said that the US is looking to implement additional screening measures 
for Ebola, two weeks after a Liberian man infected with the disease landed in Dallas. Amesh Adalja, Melinda Moore 22:52

10/7/14 SCI
A new study from the AAA and the University of Utah has found that using hands-off technology for making 
phone calls while driving can be at least as dangerous as using your phone. David Strayer 19:19

10/7/14 SPOR

Dutee Chand, the 100-meter champion in the 18-and-under category in India, has hyperandrogenism, a 
condition that makes her body naturally produce levels of testosterone so high that she registers in the range 
of male athletes. Eric Vilain, Katrina Karkazis 18:25

10/7/14 MIL
This week, a federal court in Washington D.C. hears unprecedented arguments over the practice of force-
feeding inmates who endanger their lives by going on hunger strikes at Guantanamo Bay. Laura Pitter, Jeffrey Addicott 18:33

10/7/14 SPOR
The severe beating of a fan in the Angels Stadium parking lot Friday raises the question of whether security is 
sufficient at sports venues. Steve Adelman 19:15

10/7/2014 ECON
The tech industry is providing a boost to Colorado's movement to change the way businesses revolving 
around recreational marijuana are perceived.  Kim Gittleson 3:40

10/7/2014 POLI
Republican Neel Kashkari's bid for governor was always going to be an uphill battle, but he may have an 
ulterior motive in running for office. Alice Walton 3:38

10/7/2014 ECON
We've talked about what raising the minimum wage would mean to people getting by at that rate. But what 
about the people in other income brackets? Chris Thornberg n/a

10/7/2014 ENT
It's ladies night this week on Tuesday Reviewsday, our weekly new music segment. Shirley Halperin joins Alex
Cohen in the studio to talk about some breakout female acts. Shirley Halperin 6:48

10/7/2014 LIT
In his new book "A Deadly Wandering," Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Matt Richtel investigates why people 
text and drive even when they know they shouldn't. Matt Richtel 8:48

10/7/2014 SPOR
With two seasons left in it's current television contract, the NBA has extended its deals with ESPN and TNT. 
The new one runs for nine years and is worth just over $2.6 billion annually. Howard Beck 6:41

10/7/2014 SCIE Jet Propulsion Laboratory scientist Tom Painter studies how dust affects the melt rate of the Sierra snow pack. Tom Painter 4:57



10/7/2014 ENV
Back in February, the mountain community Lake of the Woods was identified as one of 17 California 
communities that could run out of water within four months. Molly Peterson 6:15

10/7/2014 IMM
Other localities in the state have dropped the program called 287(g). LA would be one of only two counties in 
the state to keep it going if the supervisors vote to renew it. Leslie Berenstein Rojas n/a

10/7/2014 IMM
UC Davis began the school year last week with a new office on campus, a resource center for undocumented 
students. Andrea Gaytan 5:30

10/7/2014 HEAL
This November, California voters will have to decide whether to pass Proposition 46, a measure inspired by a 
tragic accident that left two children dead. April Dembowsky 5:26

10/7/2014 SCIE
A dry season in Brazil is leading to less coffee bean production, and yes, that means the cost of your next cup 
of Joe could be increasing. Chuck Jones 6:56

10/7/2014 ART
While Sophocles's tragedies are hundreds of years old, the themes have proved an effective way to address 
the costs of war for military veterans today. Bryan Doerries 7:50

10/7/2014 ENV
The trip can be grueling for hikers — toenails fall off and their feet can swell whole shoe sizes — the only thing 
they talk about more than their feet is food. Lisa Morehouse 7:25

10/7/2014 ART
Documentary filmmaker Rory Kennedy talks about producing a segment on women in Hollywood for PBS's 
series "Makers" Rory Kennedy 2:30

10/7/2014 ART Team Downey talks about their newest movie, "The Judge" Sarah + Robert Downey Jr. 3:30

10/8/2014 POLI Prop 46 would require random drug testing of doctors Dembosky 3:53

10/8/2014 POLI Gov Brown released first campaign ads CC :22

10/8/2014 POLI Voter's Edge released voter guide CC :11

10/8/2014 POLI Legislative Analyst's Office says revenues are well above projections Orr :47

10/8/2014 POLI Gov Brown released first campaign ads Orr 1:11

10/8/2014 POLI Labor unions stand behind Sheila Kuehl Stoltze :57



10/8/2014 EDU LAUSD audit found questionable purchases at two charter schools CC :18

10/8/2014 POLI Gov Brown joined vets and families to mark future site of new state veterans' cemetery CC :11

10/8/2014 POLI LA County will continue to partner with Sheriff's Dept and ICE CC :12

10/8/2014 POLI Looking at Prop 2 Adler 1:41

10/8/2014 EDU Wal to School Day, school crossing guards Aguilar 1:11

10/8/2014 SCI
A NASA study led by a Caltech researcher discovered that there may be fewer black holes than scientists 
once believed Totten 1:04

10/8/2014 ENV Californians saved water this summer CC :20

10/8/2014 DIS Pilot assisting firefighting effort near Yosemite died in flight CC :12

10/8/2014 SPOR Dodgers are done for the year CC :05

10/8/2014 POLI LA County will continue to partner with Sheriff's Dept and ICE CC :06

10/8/2014 ENV Largest study of SoCal mountain lions show genetic restriction Kim 1:01

10/8/2014 DC President makes San Gabriel Mountains a National Monument Felde 1:00

10/8/14 LAB
The nation's largest private employer, Wal-Mart, is cutting back on its health-care costs by eliminating part-
time workers from coverage, as well as hiking premiums and co-payments for full-time employees. Anna Mathews 10:24

10/8/14 ECON When it comes to tech innovation and the law, the latter is typically playing catch up. Carolyn Said 17:29



10/8/14 SPOR
In a dizzying deja vu, Dodgers ace pitcher Clayton Kershaw gave up a three-run homer in the seventh inning 
last night, allowing the Cardinals a 3-2 win and the division series. Ryan Fagan 3:30

10/8/14 ENV
A lucky few caught the antics of what is thought to be at least fifty sperm whales and their kids socializing off 
the coast of California this week. Dave Anderson, Alisa Schulman-Janiger 10:29

10/8/14 LAW

Attorneys for the FBI are in court this morning defending a challenge that the “gag order” that comes with the 
thousands of national security letters the agency sends out each year, is a constitutional violation of free 
speech rights.  Andrew Crocker, Robert Turner 11:28

10/8/14 ECON
Charity donations from wealthier Americans have declined over the years, while those from middle and low-
income households are giving more. Alex Daniels 9:27

10/8/2014 LGB

Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy put a hold on gay weddings in Idaho and Nevada that were 
supposed to have started Wednesday. Adam Romero, professor of law at UCLA's Williams Institute, explains 
why. Adam Romero 4:36

10/8/2014 FORE
A new tracking system has found that nearly one in five ammunition cartridges found from fighters with the 
group calling itself the Islamic State were actually made in the US. James Bevan 5:13

10/8/2014 FORE

Last month, more than 40 university students disappeared in the Mexican City of Iguala. Authorities recently 
discovered more than two dozen bodies in shallow graves, the mayor has gone missing and the federal 
government has removed the entire local force due to corruption. Tracy Wilkinson 5:07

10/8/2014 IMM
To discourage future migration flows, experts say the violence and poverty that helped trigger the exodus from 
Central America to the U.S. must be addressed. Jude Joffe-Block 5:29

10/8/2014 SPOR
Sports writers Andy and Brian Kamenetzky talk about the MLB playoffs moving on without Los Angeles and 
what they predict for the World Series. Andy and Brian Kamenetzky 9:03

10/8/2014 HEAL
We're getting close to the second open enrollment period for people to buy health insurance under the 
Affordable Care Act, which starts next month. California is seen as a bellwether of the law's success. Stepanie O'Neill 3:58

10/8/2014 HEAL
Behind each one of the millions of cases of Alzheimers is a personal and often devastating story of people like 
Jackie Belcoe. Her niece and writer Tiffany Stanley describes what she learned caring for her aunt.  Tiffany Stanley 7:02

10/8/2014 LAW
In just a few weeks, voters in San Francisco could approve Proposition E, which would be the first ever soda 
tax in the nation. Heather Knight 5:36

10/8/2014 HEAL
Proposition 46 would require random drug testing of doctors and pits doctors against lawyers, California 
Report's April Dembosky reports. April Dembowsky 4:09

10/8/2014 EDU
Educators, community leaders and editorial writers all have weighed in about Superintendent John Deasy, but 
KPCC's Annie Gilbertson wanted to hear from parents and students. Annie Gilbertson 3:07

10/8/2014 ART
David Kipen, KPCC literary contributor and founder of the lending library Libros Schmibros in Boyle Heights, 
checks in for his latest "Reading by Moonlight" segment. David Kipen 5:16

10/8/2014 ART Collin Friesen talks about a new run of "Spring Awakening" at LA's Deaf West Theater Deaf West Theater 3:28



10/8/2014 ART "Whiplash" director Damien Chazelle discusses the sacrifices of artistry Damien Chazelle 2:00

10/9/2014 SPOR Kings lose to the Sharks CC :09

10/9/2014 HEAL Discredited in the 70s and 80s, the IUD is making a comeback, with new and improved models Plevin 4:23

10/9/2014 LAW Prop 47 would change six property and drug crimes from felonies to misdemeanors Aguilar 3:29

10/9/2014 ENV Govt meteorologists predict El Nino weather pattern Kim :43

10/9/2014 POLI President Obama visits SoCal CC :19

10/9/2014 EDU Judge orders state and local officials to intervene now to fix "learning time" problem Guzman :59

10/9/2014 DIS Federal officials investigate cause of air tanker crash Khokha 1:22

10/9/2014 LAW Police arrest man who kidnapped UC Riverside student four months ago CC :05

10/9/2014 FOR Leaders of African nations meet with UN, IMF and World Bank to discuss Ebola CC :12

10/9/2014 POLI City Council asks for simplified parking signs in LA CC :20

10/9/2014 POLI San Gabriel Mountains declared a national monument CC :15

10/9/2014 POLI San Gabriel Mountains declared a national monument CC :12

10/9/2014 ART Luis J. Rodriguez named LA Poet Laureate CC :22

10/9/2014 POLI President Obama visits SoCal CC :19



10/9/2014 TRAN LA Metro starts excavation on three underground light rail stations CC :14

10/9/2014 POLI Controller Ron Galperin releases data on Los Angeles' purchases Walton 1:08

10/9/2014 ECON Control of Greek Theatre hangs in the balance Jahad ??

10/9/2014 HEAL Hospitals prepare for Ebola, just in case Orr :58

10/9/2014 EDU Judge orders scheduling fixes at Jefferson High Gilbertson :56

10/9/2014 HEAL Hospitals prepare for Ebola, just in case CC :10

10/9/2014 ENER Third version of fracking regulations have been released Quinton :54

10/9/2014 ENER CA makes changes to fracking regulations CC :17

10/9/2014 ENT Control of Greek Theatre hangs in the balance Jahad :59

10/9/14 ENV On Friday, President Obama will be in town to designate the San Gabriel Mountains as a national monument. Char Miller, Judy Nelson 10:30

10/9/14 ECON In late July, a tanker loaded with 400,000 barrels of American oil, left Texas for South Korea. Jeff Peck, Erik Milito 11:30

10/9/14 TRAN
LA drivers know finding street parking can be frustrating, but deciphering parking signs is an even more 
daunting challenge. Paul Krekorian, Michael Brouillet 9:29

10/9/14 TRAN The automobile reigns supreme in Los Angeles. Ethan Elkind, Art Leahy 0:31

10/9/2014 RACE
Two voices – one black, one white – weigh in on police reform, dialogue and the ongoing investigation into 
Michael Brown's death. David Whitt, Paul Roesler 7:34

10/9/2014 HEAL
While two versions of IUDs were pulled from shelves in the 1970s and 1980s, the IUDs on the market today 
are safer, effective and cheap. Rebecca Plevin 4:42



10/9/2014 HEAL
IUD's increasing reliability and convenience are some of the reasons their popularity are on the rise, says Dr. 
Bryna Harwood, director of the Obstetrics and Gynecology Residency Program at Cedars Sinai.  Dr. Bryna Harwood 4:49

10/9/2014 POLI
If approved, Proposition 47 would reduce the classification of most "non-serious and nonviolent property and 
drug crimes" from a felony to a misdemeanor. Erika Aguilar 3:49

10/9/2014 TRANS
After a century of entrusting railroad companies to monitor bridge safety for themselves, the state of California 
has decided to inspect the bridges. Tony Biziak 5:56

10/9/2014 POLI
Voting is a simple enough process, but it becomes a little more complicated if you're trying to exercise your 
democratic right from space. Alex Brown 3:48

10/9/2014 TRANS
Auto accidents are the No. 1 killer of teenagers. But new programs seek to better prepare teens for the 
challenges of driving. Susan Carpenter 5:37

10/9/2014 POLI
Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze look back on the week in California politics. On the slate: proposals to raise the 
minimum wage, Jerry Brown campaign ads, and inmates with mental illness. Alice Walton, Frank Stoltze 10:01

10/9/2014 HEAL
Colorado's marijuana dispensaries are offering products specifically for the novice cannabis user. These are 
inexperienced customers that want to try marijuana without regretting it. Kristen Wyatt n/a

10/9/2014 ART
"Jimi: All Is By My Side", looks at a pivotal year in the life and career of Jimi Hendrix, but the creators used no 
Hendrix songs... Alex Cohen finds out why. Danny Bramson 6:55

10/9/2014 ART
Richard Montoya talks about his new film, "Water and Power", which debuts at the first ever Highland Park 
Film Fest Richard Montoya 2:30

10/9/2014 ART OK Go talk about their visual identity and the listener takeaway from their newest album Damian Kulash, Tim Nordwind 3:00

10/10/2014 ECON President of CA Public Utilities Commission steps down Shuler :57

10/10/2014 POLI Sacramento congressional race is a tight one Pringle 2:46

10/10/2014 LAW More than 11-hundred people arrested in crime sweep in the high desert CC :07

10/10/2014 ENT Former SNL cast member Jan Hooks has died CC :14

10/10/2014 ENV
Non-profits have pledged millions on restoration projects after President Obama declared San Gabriel 
Mountains a national monument CC :15



10/10/2014 POLI LA County Board of Supervisors debate focused on environmental law Stoltze 1:00

10/10/2014 ART Modernism Week kicked off in Palm Springs CC :09

10/10/2014 POLI Prop 48 puts Indian casino on the ballot Myers 4:15

10/10/2014 ENV
Big part of San Gabriels Mountains will be designated a national monument on Friday, not clear what this 
means yet Kim 1:10

10/10/2014 ART A Long Beach museum buys a bus to try and boost student attendance Plummer 4:01

10/10/2014 FOR Malala Yousafzai awarded Nobel Peace Prize CC :15

10/10/2014 FOR New UN envoy to Syria said 500 civilians are trapped in Syria/Turkish border town of Kobani CC :15

10/10/2014 LAW Susan Mellen released after 17 years in prison, wrongly accused of murdering her ex-boyfriend CC :17

10/10/2014 POLI President Obama designates San Gabriel Mountains as a national monument CC :15

10/10/2014 TRAN The new carpool lane has not improved traffic conditions on the 405 Watt :59

10/10/2014 LAW Cal Fire's air tankers are back in service after a crash this week Joyce :50

10/10/2014 ENV Still largely unclear what new national monument designation for San Gabriel Mountains will mean Kim 4:11

10/10/2014 SPOR The Dodgers season is over Bergman 4:32

10/10/2014 LAW New report says LAPD has been inflating officers and patrol cars on duty at any given time CC :12

10/10/2014 ENV
Development plan for the Santa Monica Mountains approved by Costal Commission. The plan has been 40 
years coming. Kim :53



10/10/14 HEAL
Dr. Tom Frieden, director of the Centers for Disease Control, commenting on the Ebola outbreak yesterday 
said, "[I]n the thirty years I've been working in public health, the only thing like this has been AIDS. Philip Alcabes 11:00

10/10/14 TECH
At a conference on women in computer in Phoenix Thursday, new Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella was asked 
what he would say to women who are uncomfortable asking for a raise. Daisy Swan, Rebecca Kieler 21:00

10/10/14 ART

Larry and KPCC film critics Claudia Puig and Tim Cogshell  review this week’s releases including St. Vincent,
The Judge, Kill the Messenger and more. TGI-Filmweek! 

Claudia Puig, Tim Cogshell 0:31

10/10/2014 POLI
While President Obama is in Los Angeles, he has a special message for millennials: I <3 you. But what do 
millennials, themselves, think of the President's job performance? Danielle Acheampong 4:34

10/10/2014 EDU
As museum field trips decline, museums are concerned. The Museum of Latin American Art in Long Beach 
acquired a bus in hopes that it will help student attendance. Mary Plummer 4:19

10/10/2014 POLI
Take Two looks at the week in news, including President Obama coming out to LA to discuss the economy 
and millennials, and celebrities like Lil John in the new Rock the Vote campaign. Dave Shaw, Robin Abcarian 9:26

10/10/2014 ENT
Author and journalist Nick Schou delves into the story of Gary Webb, who was discredited for his investigative 
series "Dark Alliance" about the crack epidemic. Nick Schou 7:19

10/10/2014 ENT

Renner stars in "Kill the Messenger" as Gary Webb, who wrote a series of controversial stories titled "Dark 
Alliance" in which he connected the crack epidemic that swept through LA in the 1980s, to the CIA-backed 
Contras in Nicaragua. Jeremy Renner 3:48

10/10/2014 TRANS The new Tesla S has auto pilot and other new features, Elon Musk revealed Thursday night. Susan Carpenter 4:31

10/10/2014 FORE
North Korean leader Kim Jong Un has not been seen in public for more than a month, sparking rumors that 
he's ill or may have even been deposed. Stephen Evans 5:01

10/10/2014 ECON
Next month voters will decide whether to approve or reject a proposed Indian casino in the heart of the Central 
Valley. What could this mean for Indian gaming? John Myers 9:51

10/10/2014 ENV
More than half of the San Gabriel mountain acreage will be protected, thanks to an order directly from 
President Obama. Bill Possiel 5:16

10/10/2014 ART
TGIF, but when there's so much going on this weekend (and it's not even Halloween, yet), how do you decide?
KPCC's social media producer shares her picks for weekend events. Kristen Lepore 3:59

10/10/2014 ART
The new Disney film "Alexander and the Terrible Horrible No Good Very Bad Day" is based on the beloved 
children's book of the same name, but with a twist. Miguel Arleta 6:27



10/10/2014 ART Rotten Tomatoes's Grae Drake talks about the critical reception of the movies premiering this weekend Grae Drake 2:30

10/10/2014 ART Comedian Dan Mintz talks about his role as Tina on "Bob's Burgers" and his method of standup Dan Mintz 3:00

10/11/2014 SCI NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab hosts an open house CC :15

10/11/2014 DIV
Actor and writer Seth Menachem turns Off-Ramp commentator to tell us a story about his 2-year old son's 
preference for girl's clothing. Seth Menachem 4:39:00

10/11/2014 ART Off-Ramp's Elyssa Dudley reports on the resurfacing of synchronized swimming. Elyssa Dudley 3:29:00

10/11/2014 ART
Off-Ramp host John Rabe talks with Piero Selvaggio, owner and founder of Valentino Restaurant in Santa 
Monica. The 42-year old restaurant is one of the birthplaces of the Food Revolution. John Rabe / Piero Selvaggio 10:15:00

10/11/2014 ART

Someone is killing the peacocks of Rollings Hills Estates. The birds have roamed the upscale South Bay 
community for decades, but now almost 50 of them have been killed by car, bow-and-arrow, and pellet gun. 
Off-Ramp's Kevin Ferguson reports. Kevin Ferguson 6:45:00

10/11/2014 ART
Writer Luis J. Rodriguez's resume: jail time, homeless, gang member, 15 books, gubernatorial candidate. Now 
he's Los Angeles's poet laureate. Robert Garrova / Luis J. Rodriguez 2:16:00

10/11/2014 I

If you want Burmese food, from the country now known as Myanmar, you only have five choices in L.A. 
County. At one of these, the owner uses her expertise as a scientist — in the kitchen. Off-Ramp contributor CJ 
Greenspon reports. CJ Greenspon 5:12:00

10/11/2014 HIST
Michael Holland, Los Angeles city archivist, checks in regularly with Off-Ramp. This time he pulls out a box 
from the archives that shows how L.A. dealt with the threat of nuclear war. Michael Holland 5:20:00

10/12/2014 EDU UC Irvine awarded $8 million dollar grant from NIH to advance treatment of brain disease CC :16

10/12/2014 SCI JPL open house returns this weekend after being cancelled due to budget crisis Totten :43

10/12/2014 POLI CA struggles to regulate medical marijuana Orr :54

10/12/2014 POLI CA has 13 ballot measures dealing with marijuana CC :11

10/12/2014 POLI Not all ballots are created equal, mail-in votes are not necessarily counted Orr :57



10/12/2014 POLI Not all ballots are created equal, mail-in votes are not necessarily counted CC 10

10/12/2014 LAW Casino ordered to close after armed standoff between tribal factions CC :11

10/13/2014 SCI A new study from UCSB explains a new method for de-blurring images from deep space Totten 1:01

10/13/2014 Loh Life Bulbs Loh 3:08

10/13/2014 SPOR AEG asks for extension in its effort to build a stadium in downtown LA Jahad :56

10/13/2014 HEAL State's reinstated adult Denti-Cal program has gaps in coverage Florido 4:04

10/13/2014 DC California's senators aren't on the ballot, but they're actively fundraising Felde 3:21

10/13/2014 ENER Fracking continues to be a controversial practice in CA Shafer 5:14

10/13/2014 ECON Economic recovery is varied in different parts of CA Adler 4:02

10/13/2014 POLI Two candidates to replace LA County Supervisor have similar politics Stoltze 1:25

10/13/2014 ECON Gas prices fall to lowest this year CC :14

10/13/2014 HEAL More than 25,000 people turned out for AIDS Walk CC :10

10/13/2014 ECON French economist won Nobel Prize for Economics CC :13

10/13/2014 ENT Rapper Iggy Azalea is the lead nominee at AMAs CC :15

10/13/2014 HEAL Federal official advises Ebola patients only be sent to specialized containment hospitals CC :08



10/13/2014 POLI Prop 45 would give the CA insurance commissioner the power to reject health rate increases Dembosky 4:33

10/13/2014 EDU Three Huntington Beach schools have closed for asbestos testing CC :10

10/13/2014 EDU Inglewood Unified trustee apologizes for his comments about feeling unsafe in the city Foshay :59

10/13/2014 TECH App selling parking spaces draws criticism from city officials Bergman :38

10/13/2014 LAW A judge will decide if a reporter on the McDade police shooting from 2012 will be released Aguilar 1:11

10/13/2014 POLI Neel Kashkari airs his first ad Adler :57

10/13/2014 HEAL CC clears most consumers who were missing documents to prove lawful residence O'Neill :40

10/13/2014 HEAL Nurses and public health experts want to train health care workers for the Ebola virus Bartolone :46

10/13/2014 EDU The plan to fix scheduling woes at Jefferson high Gilbertson 1:02

10/13/2014 ENV Water monitoring group tries to streamline the process Joyce 1:04

10/13/2014 HEAL Nurses and public health experts want to train health care workers for the Ebola virus CC :13

10/13/14 HEAL
A Dallas nurse has become infected with the Ebola virus after treating Thomas Duncan, the Liberian patient 
who fell to the disease. Angela Hewlett 10:30

10/13/14 LAW
Los Angeles police intentionally over-reported the number of officers or patrol cars available to answer service 
calls, according to a report released Friday by the inspector general of the Police Commission. Tim Williams, Sharon McNary 11:28

10/13/14 HEAL
Antibiotics revolutionized medicine in the modern era, yet the spread of antibiotic-resistant bacteria has 
become a looming concern across the globe. David Hoffman 9:29

10/13/14 YOUT
"I woke up very early this morning to the sensation of hands tentatively feeling up the length of my legs and a 
man standing over me." Tracy Moore 21:58



10/13/14 ART World-champion triathalete, Erin Beresini, was down for the count. Erin Beresini 9:28

10/13/2014 HEAL
As Ebola touches the U.S. and more deaths occur in Africa, a Scripps Research Institute scientist is 
crowdfunding research for a cure. Erica Ollmann Saphire 5:40

10/13/2014 DIV
Seattle now joins a list of cities, including Minneapolis, that have chosen to shift the attention away from the 
Italian explorer credited with discovering America. Jason Pagano 4:54

10/13/2014 POLI
California's U.S. Senators Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer have contributed nearly half a million dollars to 
Senate races nationwide, though the two are not up for election this year. Kitty Felde 3:36

10/13/2014 HEAL
Several of the contracts went to a consulting group whose founder had ties to the health agency's executive 
director. Michael Blood 5:15

10/13/2014 ENT
Is NSA leaker Edward Snowden on the way to the Oscars? A new film about him, "Citizenfour," is getting lots 
of award buzz. Plus, Will Arnett as Lego Batman. Rebecca Keegan 9:26

10/13/2014 LAW
Amid concerns about sperm bank regulation, such as a recent lawsuit by a white woman who mistakenly got 
sperm from a black donor, a professor looks at regulation in the fertility market. Naomi Cahn 7:24

10/13/2014 HEAL
Despite the California legislature bringing back dental coverage for adults on Medi-Cal, some procedures are 
still not covered, leaving poor residents with few choices. Adrian Florido 4:16

10/13/2014 ENV

The ongoing drought and late heat waves have hit pumpkin farmers particularly hard this year. Several 
farmers have had to fallow their fields and invest what little water they have on more important crops like 
almond trees. John Boss 4:33

10/13/2014 ENV
For the most part, California's drought has been nothing but bad news for farmers. But for wine grape growers,
the drier weather may actually be a boon. Will Bucklin 4:50

10/13/2014 ENT
The documentary film was created by the LDS Church because it knew it had an image problem. Now it has a 
movie that's bringing waves into theaters. Blair Treu 7:06

10/13/2014 ART
Alex Nogales, CEO of the National Hispanic Media Coalition, examines the landscape of Latino representation 
on TV right now Alex Nogales 4:00

10/13/2014 ART Erik Merlin, a ticket-taker at The Landmark Theater, joins us to talk box office from his unique vantage point Erik Merlin 3:00

10/14/2014 LAW LA County Supervisors renew controversial partenership with Sheriff's Dept and Federal immigration officials Berestein Rojas 1:07

10/14/2014 POLI Republicans try to knock Democrats off of supermajority perch in the CA legislature this fall CC :17



10/14/2014 EDU Preschool teachers are some of CA's lowest paid workers Fernandes 4:01

10/14/2014 TRAV American Airlines flight made emergency landing after wall panels inside cabin cracked CC :08

10/14/2014 HEAL Police look for a man who told a bus driver he had Ebola CC :04

10/14/2014 HEAL Police look for a man who told a bus driver he had Ebola CC :07

10/14/2014 ENV Gray whales migrate south, down the CA coast CC :16

10/14/2014 HEAL Consumer groups investigate Covered California Dembosky :54

10/14/2014 POLI Campaign mail continues to take the low-tech route Detrow 4:11

10/14/2014 ENV Slight chance of rain tonight, says National Weather Service CC :12

10/14/2014 FOR Top US and Russian diplomats meet in Paris today CC :13

10/14/2014 POLI Mayor Garcetti unveiled plan to reduce water use Walton :48

10/14/2014 POLI Mayor Garcetti unveiled plan to reduce water use CC :10

10/14/2014 LAW Police Commissioners say there's too much pressure on command staff to inflate patrol numbers CC :15

10/14/2014 ENER Most Californians will receive credit on October/November electricity bills Joyce :49



10/14/2014 POLI Mayor Garcetti unveiled plan to reduce water use Roman 4:22

10/14/2014 DIS More than half of Californians have an emergency supply kit, but fewer than 45 percent have a plan CC :12

10/14/2014 POLI Mayor Garcetti unveiled plan to reduce water use CC :08

10/14/2014 ECON LA City Council granted AEG another six months to convince NFL team to come to LA CC :09

10/14/2014 EDU Plan to fix scheduling problems at Jefferson High Gilbertson 1:29

10/14/2014 LAW Plan to fix scheduling problems at Jefferson High CC :14

10/14/2014 EDU LAUSD voted to fix scheduling snafu at Jefferson  High CC :13

10/14/2014 EDU LA Unified officials present improvement plan for Jefferson HS to parents Guzman :49

10/14/14 GEND There are many perks to working for a Silicon Valley tech firm. Danielle Friedman 21:59

10/14/14 RELI
In a document released Monday, the Vatican expressed reforming approaches towards divorce, 
homosexuality, and premarital sex. Jason Berry 9:29

10/14/14 SCI
In a National Geographic feature story, “The High Cost of Food Waste,” author Elizabeth Royte deplores the 
amount of food the United States wastes. Elizabeth Royte 10:28

10/14/14 YOUT
In her new book Generation Unbound: Drifting into Sex and Parenthood Without Marriage, Isabel Sawhill 
explores the changing relationship between marriage and parenthood. Isabel Sawhill 20:58

10/14/2014 RELI
A document released by the Vatican Monday calls for looking at the positive aspects of same-sex couples. But
some in the Catholic Church say the document is a betrayal. John Allen 8:51

10/14/2014 IMM
El Salvador's new president has announced a strategy to expand community police units in the face of crime 
and powerful gangs. Jude Joffe-Block 5:03

10/14/2014 FORE
Demonstrators demanding full democracy for Hong Kong have adopted the anthem, "Do You Hear the People 
Sing" from the musical "Les Misérables."  Shaoling Ma 7:29



10/14/2014 ENT
It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, Take Two's weekly new music segment. Joining A Martinez in the studio 
this week is Oliver Wang from Soul-Sides.com. Oliver Wang 8:18

10/14/2014 HEAL

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said a “breach in protocol” led to the infection of the Dallas 
health worker. But a recent survey conducted by National Nurses United found that 85 percent of health 
workers have not been provided with educational training sessions in their hospitals. Dan Diekema 5:43

10/14/2014 TRAV
The holiday travel season is fast-approaching and more passengers will start heading to airports, bringing 
common colds and viruses with them. But now fear of Ebola is in the air, too. Barbara Peterson 5:09

10/14/2014 SCIE

This week marks the 25th anniversary of the Loma Prieta earthquake, the magnitude 6.9 quake that shook 
San Francisco's Marina District in 1989. A new study finds that conditions in the Bay Area are ripe for a quake 
that could match or rival the 1989 temblor. Jim Lienkaemper 5:18

10/14/2014 EDU
As the debate over federal and state minimum wages continues, Southern California Public Radio's Deepa 
Fernandes looks at preschool teachers, who are among the lowest paid in the state despite having degrees. Deepa Fernandes 4:16

10/14/2014 POLI
For the consultants who run political campaigns, the campaign mailer remains one of the most reliable and 
effective tools. Scott Detrow 4:28

10/14/2014 TRANS
Increase the number of roads out there and drivers think it's less crowded. But once they head out, the roads 
get just as clogged as they were before. Matthew Turner 4:01

10/14/2014 ART The duo behind the band Foxygen talk about their inspirations and history making music together Sam France, Jonathan Rado 3:40

10/14/2014 ART
Kinan Valdez and Richard Montoya of the Encuentro Theater Festival talk about the festival's importance for 
Latino theater artists Kinan Valdez, Richard Montoya 3:21

10/15/2014 FOR BBC headlines Hugh-Jones 1:24

10/15/2014 HEAL UCLA study suggests expanded Medicaid will lead to only temporary spike in ER visits Florido 1:10

10/15/2014 LAW Fate of Indian casino near Yosemite may be decided today Khokha 1:02

10/15/2014 ECON Voters in San Francisco and Berkeley consider tax on sugary beverages Aliferis 5:19

10/15/2014 HEAL Dallas nurse tests positive for Ebola CC :12

10/15/2014 LAW Details of McDade shooting have yet to be released to the public CC :18



10/15/2014 LAW Hate crime is down to lowest point in 24 years CC :13

10/15/2014 ENV Seismologist works with city of LA to make it better prepared for a big earthquake, worries about water supply CC :13

10/15/2014 POLI State Sen Kevin de Leon prepares to be sworn in as senate president pro tempore CC :19

10/15/2014 TRAN Air tanker that crashed fighting Dog Rock Fire may have hit a tree before it crashed Moffitt :45

10/15/2014 HEAL CA health officials consider designating certain hospitals as Ebola facilities CC :18

10/15/2014 POLI State Supreme Court decided not to hear appeal of rulings that upheld high speed rail project CC :14

10/15/2014 LAW "Defensive medicine" is blamed for billions of unnecessary health care spending every year O'Neill :50

10/15/2014 LAW LA City Attorney prosecutes mom for sun who allegedly brought gun to school Aguilar 1:02

10/15/2014 SCI
Officials from the Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety are on track to complete a list of seismically 
vulnerable soft-story buildings by January Totten :59

10/15/2014 HEAL CA health officials consider designating certain hospitals as Ebola facilities Plevin :47

10/15/2014 HEAL The Yellow Fever Mosquito O'Neill :53

10/15/2014 DIS More than half of Californians have an emergency supply kit, but fewer than 45 percent have a plan Adler :51

10/15/2014 ENT Actress Elizabeth Pena has died CC :13

10/15/2014 HEAL Doctors discuss how they try to persuade vaccine skeptics to immunize their kids Plevin 3:59

10/15/2014 ECON A look at the Central Valley's economy post-recession Mitric 3:51

10/15/2014 POLI State Sen Kevin de Leon prepares to be sworn in as senate president pro tempore Walton :47



10/15/2014 HEAL Mission Hospital put elective surgeries on hold after patients developed infections after operations CC :14

10/15/14 HEAL
Last week, the country faced one of its most recent fears as a man who returned to Texas from Liberia died 
due to Ebola; this week, a second nurse has contracted the disease on domestic soil. Eric Aasen, Dr. Amesh Adalja 10:30

10/15/14 ENT Cord-cutters rejoice! Andrew Wallenstein 11:24

10/15/14 ECON
From its rubber toe cap to the black stripes lining its ankle-high canvas body, Converse’s “Chuck Taylor” 
model shoe is one of the most recognizable on the market, selling nearly a billion pairs since its debut in 1917. Polk Wagner 9:31

10/15/14 GEND

While tragedies of family violence are looming large in recent weeks, UC Irvine law professor Jane Stoever is 
combining the expertise of nurses, psychologists, even engineers and artists to collaborate on prevention and 
intervention. Jane Stoever, Dara Sorkin 10:30

10/15/14 SCI
A second nurse who treated Ebola patient Thomas Eric Duncan, the first person to die from the disease on US
soil, has been confirmed to have contracted the virus. Margaret Aguirre, Rich Moseanko 20:59

10/15/2014 HEAL Ebola is not a global pandemic, but still, there's plenty of panic. Phillip Alcabes 7:03

10/15/2014 FORE
Since the disappearance of the students, the local police has been removed, two-dozen bodies have been 
found in shallow graves and arrest warrants have been issued for the mayor of Iguala. Carrie Kahn 5:00

10/15/2014 RACE
In 2012, Kendrec McDade was shot and killed by Pasadena police officers responding to a 911 call. The exact 
details of the incident have yet to be released. Anya Slaughter 6:34

10/15/2014 RACE
But it's not good news for everyone. African Americans continue to be the most targeted group, although they 
comprise less than 9 percent of country residents. Robin Toma 5:30

10/15/2014 SPOR Every week we'll talk about the latest in sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky. Andy and Brian Kamenetzky 6:33

10/15/2014 GEND

Host Alex Cohen talks with writer Brigid Schulte, author of "Overwhelmed: Work, Love, and Play When No 
One Has the Time," about the potential implications of Apple and Facebook's policies of covering egg freezing 
for employees. Brigid Schulte 5:49

10/15/2014 SPOR
Wednesday night, the U.S. women's soccer squad begins its World Cup campaign as it faces off against 
Trinidad and Tobago. Christen Press 5:05

10/15/2014 IMM
Dreaming Sin Fronteras is the title of a new show that explores the lives of young, undocumented immigrants 
through their own voices. It includes dialogue, drama and lots of live music. Antonio Mercado 7:37

10/15/2014 ART
Hrishikesh Hirway of "Song Exploder" breaks down the track "Go" by the band Valley Lodge, which has 
become the theme for John Oliver's show Hrishikesh Hirway 1:08



10/15/2014 ART
Craig Watson is the Director of the California Arts Council, and he talks about the plans and goals for the 
delegation's trip to China Craig Watson 6:02

10/16/2014 HEAL Public health officials ramp up precautions after nurse in Dallas diagnosed with Ebola Adler :47

10/16/2014 HEAL CA prepares for Ebola, just in case CC :15

10/16/2014 FOR BBC headlines Hugh-Jones 1:26

10/16/2014 ENV
New website unveiled todaylists trails and gives pics/info about them, but you have to be at the spot to access 
the info Kim :57

10/16/2014 LAW
California Supreme Court will not hear appeal of two lawsuits challenging the way CA plans to pay for High 
Speed Rail Quinton :52

10/16/2014 POLI State Sen Kevin de Leon prepares to be sworn in as senate president pro tempore Quinton :50

10/16/2014 EDU LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy expected to resign today Gilbertson 2:34

10/16/2014 EDU Coalition of civil rights groups has sued the Kern County high school district Cuevas 1:28

10/16/2014 POLI State Sen Kevin de Leon prepares to be sworn in as senate president pro tempore CC :23

10/16/2014 EDU LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy expected to resign today Gilbertson 2:56

10/16/2014 IMM Harvard student returns to US after violating the 2012 Dream Act CC :08

10/16/2014 EDU LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy expected to resign today CC :12

10/16/2014 EDU LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy has resigned CC :16

10/16/2014 ENV Winter forecast says wetter SoCal but no call on rest of state. That means drought likely to persist Kim :56



10/16/2014 HEAL Second round of Open Enrollment under federal health care law starts in less than a month CC :16

10/16/2014 POLI Young voters did not show up to CA June primary CC :09

10/16/2014 EDU United Teachers Los Angeles applauds resignation of Superintendent Deasy CC :17

10/16/2014 EDU United Teachers Los Angeles applauds resignation of Superintendent Deasy CC :25

10/16/2014 HEAL
LA public health officials assure public that health care workers will be prepared to handle Ebola patients 
safely CC :09

10/16/2014 HEAL LA County officials provide more protective gear to health care workers CC :13

10/16/2014 HEAL Public health officials ramp up precautions after nurse in Dallas diagnosed with Ebola Plevin 4:30

10/16/2014 EDU LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy has resigned CC :16

10/16/2014 ENV Even if CA gets plenty of rain and snow, the drought will continue CC :11

10/16/2014 ECON A look at the Inland Empire post-recession McNary 3:45

10/16/2014 EDU Profile of interim superintendent Ramon Cortines Guzman 3:05

10/16/14 YOUT
Although his contract was renewed last year through 2016, LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy announced 
his resignation today. 

Annie Gilbertson, Cheryl Ortega, Alicia 
Lara 10:30

10/16/14 YOUT
In an unprecedented decision, L.A. City Attorney Mike Feuer announced Wednesday that he will file criminal 
charges against the mother of a 17-year old high school student who allegedly brought a loaded gun to school.Mike Feuer 20:51

10/16/14 FOR
Militants unleashed a wave of attacks in Iraq on Thursday, mainly targeting Shiite areas in and around the 
capital of Baghdad, killing at least 47 people and wounding dozens, authorities told the Associated Press. Josh Rushing 10:30



10/16/14 ENT
Students of the history of Hollywood might know the name William Desmond Taylor, the Irish-born American 
actor and director who helmed and appeared in a number of films in the 1910s and early 1920s. William Mann 20:45

10/16/2014 EDU

The move comes after months of controversy, including Deasy's handling of LA Unified's iPad program. 
Emails published by KPCC show Deasy communicated about project specifications before the project went 
out for public bid. Annie Gilbertson 6:06

10/16/2014 LAW
A Los Angeles mother is facing criminal charges this week because her 17-year-old son took a loaded gun to 
school. Should parents be held accountable for their kids' actions?  Stanley Goldman, 6:11

10/16/2014 ECON
The Chukchansi Gold Resort & Casino in Central California is to remain closed, a U.S. District court judge 
ruled Wednesday. It is the latest in tribal disputes at state casinos. Nelson Rose 6:16

10/16/2014 ENV
Fracking has allowed oil and gas firms to tap new supplies and has led to a boom in some U.S. states but 
environmentalists have concerns. The BBC's Kim Gittleson reports from a Colorado fracking meeting. Kim Gittleson 5:44

10/16/2014 TRANS
Move over Harley. Indian, the iconic cycle maker, is back, and our motorcycle critic says their two new models 
are sweet, sweet, sweet. Susan Carpenter 5:22

10/16/2014 SCIE
Sanden Totten, Southern California Public Radio's science reporter, joins A Martinez to talk about some fun 
new scientific studies for Take Two's new regular segment Lab Notes. 4:54

10/16/2014 POLI

What is the reaction to Superintendent John Deasy resigning and a new ad by governor candidate Neel 
Kashkari? SCPR political reporters Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze talk about this and other state political 
news. Alice Walton, Frank Stoltze 12:21

10/16/2014 EDU
John Deasy's resignation from the LAUSD may encourage parents to get away from these troubles and put 
their kids into charter schools, instead. What does that look like? Guilbert Hentschke 5:01

10/16/2014 EDU
L.A. Unified board member Steve Zimmer discusses the school district's interim replacement and how a 
permanent superintendent will be chosen. Steve Zimmer 4:56

10/16/2014 ENT
The new film "Young Ones" tells the story of two men and a teenage boy fighting to survive in a world where 
water is disturbingly scarce. Jake Paltrow 6:40

10/16/2014 ART

Antonio Mercado, creator and director of "Dreaming Sin Fronteras," discusses the origins of the stories used in
his production, which mixes spoken word and musical performances to explore the challenges and issues 
faced by undocumented immigrants. Antonio Mercado 4:34

10/16/2014 ART Director Alejandro Innaritu talks about casting Michael Keaton in "Birdman" Alejandro Inarritu 2:30

10/17/2014 ECON CA unemployment rate continues to fall Orr :48

10/17/2014 ECON CA unemployment rate continues to fall CC :17



10/17/2014 ART Larry Mantle is joined by KPCC critics to review this week's releases Mantle 3:00

10/17/2014 POLI Two seats on the LA County Borad of Supervisors will be filled in the November election Gardner 1:00

10/17/2014 FOR BBC headlines Hugh-Jones 1:26

10/17/2014 POLI Republicans try to reclaim Antelope Valley seat in the state legislature Cuevas 4:34

10/17/2014 EDU Ramon Cortines comes out of retirement to lead LAUSD until permanent replacement is found CC :11

10/17/2014 EDU Former Pierce College student faces criminal carges for threats on social media CC :16

10/17/2014 EDU Former LAUSD Superintendent Deasy had first interview since resigning CC :21

10/17/2014 HEAL First nurse diagnosed with Ebola at a Dallas hospital is in stable condition CC :12

10/17/2014 HEAL President Obama names Ron Klain to lead Ebola response CC :12

10/17/2014 ECON A look at San Diego's economy post-recession Orr 3:55

10/17/2014 POLI Committee recommends moving LA city elections Walton 1:05

10/17/2014 SPOR Dodgers put hopes in Andrew Freidman CC :19

10/17/2014 EDU Former LAUSD Superintendent Deasy had first interview since resigning CC :14

10/17/2014 LAW Investigation underway after nooses found hanging from trees at two local high schools CC :06

10/17/2014 SPOR Dodgers put hopes in Andrew Freidman Bergman 1:01



10/17/2014 ENV Lawsuit over tiny pollution particles filed against EPA may not have leg to stand on Kim 1:05

10/17/2014 EDU LAUSD Superintendent Deasy has resigned Gilbertson 4:06

10/17/2014 HEAL LA County issues guidelines for Ebola cases Plevin :55

10/17/2014 LAW
More than two dozen Californians filed lawsuits in LA Superior Court today alleging a kickback scheme by 
southland doctors Aguilera :54

10/17/14 HEAL
Infected nurses, fearful flyers, disaster rehearsals and a familiar face returns to become the Ebola Czar: 
nobody can deny that this week in Ebola news has been as eventful as it has been alarming. Olga Khazan, 10:29

10/17/14 SEC

Apple’s new iPhone 6 has FBI Director James Comey worried: encryption technology that comes pre-loaded 
on every device makes it virtually impossible for law enforcement to access its information without the owner’s 
password. Greg Nojeim, Reynaldo Tariche 20:43

10/17/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Andy Klein, Henry Sheehan and Charles Solomon  review this week’s 
releases, including “Birdman,” “Fury,” “The Best of Me” and more. Henry Sheehan, Andy Klein, Claudia Puig 0:31

10/17/2014 EDU
John Deasy's successor will have a tough balancing act in making people happy. But what do people with a 
vested interest in LAUSD want in their next leader? Manuel Urrutia and Sujata Bhatt 9:11

10/17/2014 POLI Take Two takes a look at this week in news for Friday Flashback. Emily Schultheis, Jim Rainey 8:48

10/17/2014 ENT

The film "Rudderless" focuses on Sam, played by Billy Crudup, a father whose life falls apart when he loses 
his son to gun violence. After discovering of a box of his son's demo tapes and lyrics, he's set off in a whole 
new direction. William H. Macy 10:21

10/17/2014 POLI

Latinos only make-up single digit percentages in several unexpected southern and midwestern states, but 
politicians should pay attention now to set the right tone for when millions more of them become eligible to 
vote.  Gary Segura 5:05

10/17/2014 ENV
Drought, overgrazing and oil and gas development have devastated vast tracts of ranchland across Texas, 
Arizona and New Mexico in recent years. But a new seed experiment may help. Lorne Matalon 3:38

10/17/2014 EDU

Former LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy resigned Thursday after controversy but still defends his 
decisions regarding the school district. Southern California Public Radio education reporter Mary Plummer 
shares more. Mary Plummer 4:40



10/17/2014 ART
Need a cheat day for your diet? This weekend there's the Pancakes and Booze in DTLA, the Monterey Night 
Market with a zombie twist, and the 2nd Annual LA Sriracha Festival in Chinatown. Kristen Lepore 3:54

10/17/2014 ART
Old home video cameras may not be as portable as the hi-tech gadgets we have today, but the images are 
just as compelling. LA's Wende Museum hosts the 12th Home Movie Day on Saturday. Kate Dollenmayer, Dino Everett 5:45

10/17/2014 ART Jorge Gutierrez talks about writing and directing his first movie, "Book of Life" Jorge Gutierrez 4:12

10/17/2014 ART
Playwright/performer Dael Orlandersmith talks about the themes and inspirations behind the new play, 
"Forever" Dael Orlandersmith 1:49

10/17/2014 ART USC's Archivist talks about unearthing student films by John Carpenter and Dan O'Bannon Dino Everett :58

10/18/2014 LAW Authorities have identified body found in Palm Desert CC :06

10/18/2014 ENV Anniversary of the Loma Prieta earthquake CC :15

10/18/2014 RELI
Sunday Assembly has a lot in common with the mainline churches its name calls to mind, and has almost 
everything people turn to organized religion for ... except the God part. R.H. Greene / Ian Boyle / Amy Boyle 7:20:00

10/18/2014 ENV
As it turns out, the 1.2 million gallon reflecting pool that surrounds LADWP headquarters is more drought-
friendly than it appears. Kevin Ferguson / Guy Lipa 3:43:00

10/18/2014 ECON KPCC listeners v a magic unicorn. Guess who wins? John Rabe / Stephan Hoffman 2:25:00

10/18/2014 ART
Chris Greenspon talks with members of The Flesh Eaters about their 1981 album - one of the most eclectic 
ever - "A Minute to Pray, a Second to Die."

Chris Greenspon / Chris Desjardins / 
Dave Alvin 7:01:00

10/18/2014 ART
"Gertie the Dinosaur" was arguably Winsor McCay's greatest achievement, and a watershed in the history of 
animation. Nobody bettered it for 20 years. Charles Solomon 3:12:00

10/18/2014 I
Norman Lear — who wrote, produced and created shows like "All in the Family," "Sanford and Sons," "The 
Jeffersons" — says he feels he got America to talk to each other. Patt Morrison / Norman Lear 6:15:00

10/18/2014 I
Forty-four years later, 76-year old Ralph Brissette tells the harrowing story of the Sylmar Tunnel explosion that 
killed 17 of his MWD co-workers. He was the only survivor. John Rabe / Ralph Brissette 5:38:00

10/18/2014 I
Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, George Harrison — none of them would sound quite like they do without Del 
Casher, who lives in Burbank. Robert Garrova / Del Casher 7:39:00



10/18/2014 I
Writer Luis J. Rodriguez's resume: jail time, homeless, gang member, 15 books, gubernatorial candidate. Now 
he's Los Angeles's poet laureate. Robert Garrova / Luis J. Rodriguez 2:16:00

10/18/2014 P
In 1954, Bert Hemphill founded an exclusive social club in LA: the Travelers' Century Club. What does it take 
to join? Just a visit to 100 countries. Alana Rinicella 4:22:00

10/19/2014 ART Free admission at the Peterson Automotive Museum today CC :24

10/19/2014 POLI Voters wait until the last minute to register to vote Quinton :53

10/19/2014 ART Bowers museum exhibits Ancient Chinese artifacts CC :20

10/20/2014 EDU New LA Unified superintendent says he won't consult with outgoing leader Guzman :47

10/20/2014 POLI
LA County government and business leaders condemned local labor union for killing a deal to bring 
manufacturing plant to Palmdale Gardner 1:14

10/20/2014 LAW Long Beach man charged with murder of CSUN student CC :16

10/20/2014 ENV Brown says state can lead way with its water policies, like it has with climate initiatives CC :20

10/20/2014 LAW Murrieta mayor resigns after arrest on suspicion of drunken driving CC :12

10/20/2014 LAW CSUN Saudi student killed while trying to sell car on Craigslist Aguilar 1:14

10/20/2014 DIS Legislative hearing examines response to Napa quake Orr :55

10/20/2014 ENV What CA may have to do to make our forrests less prone to megafires. Quinton 5:07

10/20/2014 ENV Fracking in CA has been happening for over 40 years, this controversial issue will be on Novembers ballot. Shafer 5:14

10/20/2014 SCI New research from USC shows how the internet behaves on a global scale. Totten :57



10/20/2014 HEAL LA County urgent care centers now have guidelines pertaining to Ebola preparedness. Plevin :55

10/20/2014 DC Incumbent Democrat Faces tough battle in Ventura County Felde 3:57

10/20/2014 EDU Former LAUSD Superintendent Ramon Cortines takes over district on an interim basis CC :30

10/20/2014 Heal Sleep No More; Part one: The Walking Dead Loh 2:53

10/20/2014 POLI 100 + volunteers are running the get-out-the-vote phone bank in 17 languages. Rojas 1:13

10/20/2014 POLI Today's ( MON) the deadline to register to vote in LA and OC. Walton :46

10/20/2014 ART The bloody WWII movie "Fury" opened atop the box office this weekend. Jahad :47

10/20/2014 ART The Petersen Automotive museum is closed for renovations for about a year. Bailey 1:05

10/20/2014 DC Mayor in DC to talk trade, transportation CC :24

10/20/2014 TECH App designed to help catch child predators for Android.  Available in spanish as well. Daniel 1:24

10/20/2014 GOV
An investigation led by the AP reveals the federal govt. used a legal loophole to persuade suspected Nazis to 
leave the US before deportation hearings, in exchange for SS payments. CC :13

10/20/2014 SPOR The Kansas City Cheifs beat the San Diego Chargers 23-20 CC :04

10/20/2014 ENV
Prop 1 enjoys widespread support, a provision that could be used to pay for new dams is drawing fire from 
some environmentalists, and economists. Brekke 4:26

10/20/2014 HEAL
TX health officials say 120 people are still being monitored for possible Ebola infection. 21 days in incubation 
period for Ebola. 43/48 people quarantined have been cleared. CC :11

10/20/2014 GOV
Secretary of State John Kerry is deffending the Administrations decision to airdrop weapons and ammunition 
to Kurdish forces in the Syrian border town Kobani. CC :11



10/20/2014 HEAL Tomorrow (tue) leaders of two nursing organizations plan to meet with Gov. Brown about Ebola. CC :15

10/20/2014 SPOR NHL suspends Kings player arrested on suspicion of domestic violence CC :15

10/20/14 DC
As midterm elections arrive in just a couple weeks, the Supreme Court has upheld a voter ID law in Texas that 
requires voters to present one of seven types of identification at the ballot box. Hans A. von Spakovsky, Myrna Pérez 20:36

10/20/14 TECH Apple Pay launches today.
Menekse Gencer, Maria Aspan, Chris 
Carlis 20:10

10/20/14 RACE
The new movie “Dear White People” is a satire about being a black face in a white place, specifically a 
fictionalized version of an Ivy League college. Shereen Marisol Meraji 0:32

10/20/14 HOUS
Pet owners searching for a place to live in Berkeley may soon have one less thing to worry about during the 
hunt for an apartment. Jesse Arreguin, Albert Sukoff 12:23

10/20/14 LIT
"Dog Whistles, Walk-Backs, and Washington Handshakes" is the new dictionary for a political vocabulary that 
was created to leave you bewildered. David Mark 13:39

10/20/2014 HEAL
Due to "feeling vulnerable," two nursing organizations will meet with CA Governor Jerry Brown to talk about 
Ebola and ask the state to increase safety precautions for health care professionals. Bonnie Castillo 7:52

10/20/2014 ENV
Another pollutant in our water that we can't see is medicine we take that passes through our bodies and into 
our water supply. Andrea Sella 5:02

10/20/2014 ECON
Wealthy investors from mainland China have been flocking to this LA suburb even more in recent years, 
spending millions to tear down old properties and build super-sized homes in their place. Karen Weise, Tom Xia 15:47

10/20/2014 ENT
Brad Pitt and "Fury" top the box office, Warner Bros. bets big on comic book movies, and a Latino-centric 
animated film, "The Book of Life" are discussed in this week's On the Lot. Rebecca Keegan 10:25

10/20/2014 ENT
Actress Sumi Haru had modest success with TV roles in the 1960s and 70s. However, she found her true 
passion as an activist calling for better representations of Asians on screen. Jack Ong 4:42

10/20/2014 ENV
The future of the state's water is something the governor has spent more of his political attention on this fall 
than his own re-election campaign. Southern California Public Radio's Molly Peterson explains Prop 1. Molly Peterson 5:09

10/20/2014 ENV From Capitol Public Radio, Amy Quinton looks at what needs be done to better prevent megafires. Amy Quinton 5:21

10/20/2014 POLI
Nationwide, the GOP has targeted more than half a dozen Congressional seats - three of them in the Golden 
State. Kitty Felde 4:10



10/20/2014 ART

Despite being Food & Wine Magazine's editor, Dana Cowin is not a very good cook. She's trying to change 
that with her new book "Mastering My Mistakes in the Kitchen: Learning to Cook with 65 Great Chefs and Over
100 Delicious Recipes." Dana Cowin 8:24

10/20/2014 ART
Take Two visits noted BBQ chef Adam Perry Lang to see the food he's making at a BBQ pop-up spot in the 
heart of Hollywood. What makes this BBQ different? Perry Lang 6:54

10/20/2014 ART
Classical guitarist Milos Karadaglic is taking an active role in Awards for Young Musicians, the charity that 
supported him in the days before the big record companies came knocking on his door. Jason Caffrey 4:23

10/20/2014 ART

In Horton Foote's "The Trip to Bountiful," the elderly Mrs. Watts (Cicely Tyson) sets out to escape her 
overprotective son and daughter-in-law (Blair Underwood and Vanessa Williams), and fulfill her dream of 
returning to her small hometown of Bountiful, Texas one final time.

Cicely Tyson, Blair Underwood and 
Vanessa Williams 11:13

10/20/2014 ART Vincent Kartheiser of "Mad Men" discusses playing Billy Wilder in the off-Broadway production of "Billy & Ray" Vincent Kartheiser 1:53

10/20/2014 ART
Dan Romer of the Annenberg Public Policy Center details their new study that seeks to explain "ratings creep,"
the idea that parents and the MPAA alike are gradually being desensitized to violence in movies Dan Romer 4:26

10/20/2014 ART Producer of "Fury" Bill Block talks about taking #1 at the box office Bill Block 1:34

10/21/2014 DIS Wildfires are inevitable, so homeowners take matters into their own hands Quinton 5:05

10/21/2014 ENV Napa earthquake victims wait on FEMA money CC :09

10/21/2014 POLI Gov Brown says state legislature and Congress have to focus on water use in CA CC :10

10/21/2014 POLI Neel Kashkari isn't talking about Troubled Asset Relief Program in his campaign Detrow 4:22

10/21/2014 OBIT Oscar de la Renta has died CC :16

10/21/2014 LAW Mother of Bell Gardens Mayor Crespo has filed wrongful death lawsuit against her daughter-in-law CC :20

10/21/2014 HOUS Home sales reached fastest pace of the year CC :14

10/21/2014 EDU LA Unified approves new contract for interim superintendent John Deasy CC :14



10/21/2014 OBIT Firefighters remember pilot killed in air tanker crash while fighting wildfire near Yosemite CC :11

10/21/2014 DC McCarthy still king of campaign cash Felde :54

10/21/2014 EDU Education Secretary Arne Duncan speaks in LA about early childhood education CC :21

10/21/2014 POLI
Republican gubernatorial canddiate Neel Kashkari says he's staying positive, despite lack of support from 
other major GOP candidates CC :13

10/21/2014 SPOR NFL surveys Angelenos about bringign professional football team to LA. Bergman :50

10/21/2014 POLI Kashkari speaks with CPR, criticizes Brown's decision on Vergara Orr 1:38

10/21/2014 ENV LA Recreation and Parks no longer using worst rat poison Kim :52

10/21/2014 LAW
The LA County Board of Supervisors approved a plan today (tue) to divert 75 percent of its trash from landfills 
by the year 2025. Gardner :59

10/21/2014 LAW Actress Danielle Watts and boyfriend are charged with lewd acts. Aguilar :46

10/21/2014 EDU Education Secretary Arne Duncan speaks in LA about early childhood education Fernandes 4:26

10/21/2014 LAW Use of force by deputies in county jails jumps 11-percent in first nine months Stoltze :56

10/21/2014 ECON CA processing tomato growers expected to meet production target CC :13

10/21/2014 HEAL We walk through Original Medicare, Medicare Advantage and how to find invo Roman 4:48

10/21/2014 HEAL Obama administration places flight restrictions on travelers from West Africa CC :17

10/21/14 TECH "Avoid scams, deal locally! Carolyn Said 20:23



10/21/14 SCI
A hotly contested ballot issue this November is Proposition 46 focusing on medical malpractice suits and 
doctor drug-testing, pushed forward by Robert and Carmen Pack. Bob Pack, Dr. Hector Flores 0:38

10/21/14 HEAL
Before she started working on a potential Ebola vaccine, Dr. Nancy J. Sullivan was doing what many other 
researchers were doing in the late 90s: attempting to find a cure for HIV. Tom Burton 12:22

10/21/14 HOUS

Researchers at Ancestry.com, the popular genealogy website, have crunched Census data from as far back 
as 1900 to find out the relationship between occupation and homeownership from then and now.

Todd Godfrey 12:40

10/21/14 EDU If the American public's attitude toward the Ebola outbreak is any indication, fear is a very powerful thing. Ed Day 14:13

10/21/2014 EDU
On Monday, Ramon Cortines took over as the superintendent for the Los Angeles Unified School District. He's 
replacing John Deasy who resigned from the post last week. Ramon Cortines 8:50

10/21/2014 POLI
On the campaign trail, Republican gubernatorial candidate Neel Kashkari doesn't spend much time talking 
about the Troubled Asset Relief Program, or TARP, that he led. The California Report's Scott Detrow explains. Scott Detrow 4:46

10/21/2014 ART
For as long as conflicts have taken place around the world, women have been involved, but often the 
contributions of women in wartime are overshadowed by the achievements of men Rachel Grady 5:39

10/21/2014 ART
One of the "Makers" documentary trailblazers in "Women in War," Retired Maj. Gen. Angela Salinas enlisted in
1974 and became the highest ranking female officer in the Marines. Gen. Angela Salinas 9:44

10/21/2014 OBIT
Oscar de la Renta had an important influence on Hollywood -- it's rare when his name isn't uttered on the red 
carpet. Michelle Tyree Dalton 7:06

10/21/2014 ENT
Steve Hochman and Justino Aguila talk new albums from Saul Hernandez, Danay Suarez, Daniel Lanois and 
Tony Allen, this week on Tuesday Reviewsday. Steve Hochman and Justino Aguila 8:12

10/21/2014 SPOR
The reaction to the ban has been mostly supportive, said a San Francisco radio station program director, 
though he did hear from some San Francisco-area Royals fans. Brian Figula 5:05

10/21/2014 ENV
Firefighters are often unable to prevent fire from reaching neighborhoods, so homes without suitable defenses 
are left to burn. The problem is especially bad in Southern California. Amy Quinton 5:27

10/21/2014 ART Charles Phoenix shares the recipe for his six layer, milk soaked cereal cake with Frosted Flakes frosting. Charles Phoenix 5:14

10/21/2014 HIST
California is in the midst of another historic drought. Having a cool, standing pool of water in the backyard isn't 
the best way to convey that you're passionate about conservation. Ryan Reft, 8:37

10/21/2014 ART

Laugh Factory owner Jamie Masada has been on a quest to find the funniest person in the world. And 
yesterday, the legendary club hosted the semi-finals for its "Funniest Person in the World" competition, voted 
on by the public. Jamie Masada 5:27



10/21/2014 ART
The YouTube series is made up of recreations from the Nixon White House tapes. As Nixon, Shearer recites 
and reenacts the exact dialogue captured on the tapes right before the former President resigned. Harry Shearer 8:07

10/21/2014 ART
Naomi Lewin of WQXR, the classical station in NYC, talks about the controversy surrounding the Metropolitan 
Opera's premiere of the opera "Death of Klinghoffer" Naomi Lewin 6:58

10/22/2014 SCI
Staring at a solar eclipse without protection is dangerous because it causes chemical reactions that damage 
the eye Totten :59

10/22/2014 ENER More than 5-million Californians live within a mile of an oil or gas well CC :14

10/22/2014 DC LA union boss honored for work moving immigrants to citizenship Felde :57

10/22/2014 EDU State applies for large federal grant expanding preschool Fernandes 1:38

10/22/2014 POLI California voters will see record number of local revenue measures on the ballots CC :15

10/22/2014 TRAN San Francisco International became first airport to reach agreement with Lyft and Uber Bergman :51

10/22/2014 LAW ACLU sues San Bernardino County and a couple of other jails for discriminating against LGBT inmates Aguilar 1:05

10/22/2014 ENV State and federal agencies held live food training exercises in Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta CC :14

10/22/2014 EDU Cal State Northridge awarded 22-million dollar grant to boost diversity in the biomedical workforce CC :21

10/22/2014 POLI New citizens immediately sent to register to vote; can register even though it's past deadline Berestein-Rojas 1:19

10/22/2014 DIS Wildfire threat inspires new technology Quinton 5:04

10/22/2014 SCI
New study says cosmic radiation may be unusually high for the next few decades, making it more dangerous 
than previously thought to send humans to Mars Totten 1:01

10/22/2014 EDU Education Secretary Arne Duncan speaks in LA about early childhood education Fernandes 3:20



10/22/2014 HEAL Medicare enrollment period opened this week O'Neill 3:59

10/22/2014 POLI June primary set record low turnout McNary 3:37

10/22/2014 ENV CA processing tomato growers expected to meet production target Quinton :48

10/22/2014 POLI Gov Brown meets with public health officials and union leaders to talk Ebola prep Cuevas :54

10/22/2014 POLI Orange County battles over two seats in the state legislature Myers 4:25

10/22/2014 FOR American jailed in North Korea released after 6 months CC :12

10/22/2014 LAW
Deputies in LA county jails used force against inmates more than give hundred times in the first nine months of
this year CC :18

10/22/2014 LAW Canadian soldier shot and killed today CC :13

10/22/2014 ENER More than 5-million Californians live within a mile of an oil or gas well CC :15

10/22/2014 POLI Gov Brown meets with public health officials and union leaders to talk Ebola prep CC :15

10/22/14 EDU
U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan is in Southern California as part of a trip aimed at strengthening the 
partnership between the federal government and district leaders. Arne Duncan 14:47

10/22/14 FOR One or more shooters entered the Parliament building in Ottawa, Wednesday morning. Laurie Fagan 7:32

10/22/14 HOUS

A report this morning from the National Resources Defense Council (NRDC) claims California’s poorest 
population (about 2 million people) are living in communities dangerously polluted by the effects of oil and gas 
drilling. Miriam Rotkin-Ellman, Tupper Hull 9:08

10/22/14 TECH
YouTube videos, Buzzfeed articles, podcasts, and more will soon be rated the same way as your favorite 
sitcom. Melissa Webster 8:26

10/22/14 YOUT

Billed as the "Safe Neighborhood Parks, Gang Prevention, Youth/Senior Recreation, Beaches and Wildlife 
Protection Measure," Proposition P is widely seen as the extension of a tax approved in 1992 that is set to 
expire next June. Zev Yaroslavsky, Mike Spence 21:23



10/22/14 ENER
It’s no secret that the relationship between Vladimir Putin’s Russia and the Obama Administration has cooled 
considerably since the former Soviet nation began military maneuvers in Ukraine and the Crimean Peninsula. Michael Ross, Phil Flynn 21:05

10/22/14 GEND

A lawyer told the Washington Supreme Court on Tuesday that a lawsuit filed by three young girls who were 
sold as prostitutes on a website should be thrown out because the website didn't write the ads, so it's not 
liable. Jim Camden, Jeffrey D Neuburger 16:04

10/22/2014 HEAL
A new study published in the Lancet journal projects that three-Ebola infected travelers per month could fly 
from West Africa. Isaac Bogoch 6:11

10/22/2014 HEAL
Currently there is no U.S. Surgeon General in office. Associated Press medical writer Mike Stobbe argues that 
it doesn't make a difference in the Ebola outbreak. Mike Stobbe 4:53

10/22/2014 IMM
A group took matters into its own hands after the feds refused to share data about who is being stopped and 
detained at its interior checkpoint in Arivaca, about 25 miles north of the U.S.-Mexico border. Kate Sheehy 3:09

10/22/2014 SCIE
A new study has found that a genetic variant common in some Latina women significantly lowers the risk of 
breast cancer. Dr. Laura Fejerman 5:47

10/22/2014 MEDI

The Peruvian game show "El Valor de la Verdad" ("the value of the truth") dares contestants to reveal their 
deepest darkest secrets in exchange for big cash prizes. Ruth Thalía Sayas Sánchez, the show's first 
contestant, had her life changed forever.  Daniel Alarcón 9:29

10/22/2014 SPOR Andy and Brian Kamenetzky share the latest in sports. Andy and Brian Kamenetzky 9:02

10/22/2014 LAW
Many of the instances of force in LA County Jails involved the use of control holds and chemical agents such 
as Mace. Assistant Sheriff Terri McDonald shares more behind the trend.  Terri McDonald 6:09

10/22/2014 ENV
Banners along the Interstate 5 make bold claims condemning politicians for the drought to those traveling 
through the dry and dusty region. But behind the declarations is a complicated story. Bettina Boxall 7:36

10/22/2014 LAW
The Seattle Times looked into the issue after unsafe levels of lead were found in blood tests of 20 young 
people shooting at a gun club in Vancouver, Washington. Lewis Kamb 7:17

10/22/2014 POLI The California Report's John Myers looks at how the fight is taking shape in this former Republican stronghold.John Myers 4:35

10/22/2014 ART
"It just seems fashionable, right now," says Guilford Adams, aka Gilly the Clown. But there's a science behind 
the scare and some groups of people are more scared than others. Guilford Adams, aka Gilly the Clown 9:50

10/22/2014 ENV
Capital Public Radio's Amy Quinton looks at how the threat of wildfires has inspired new technology to deal 
with blazes. Amy Quinton 5:13

10/22/2014 ENT
Last Fall's Festival Supreme was such a big hit, Tenacious D decided to do it all again this year. But this year, 
they've added a spooky Circus of Death. Jack Black and Kyle Gass 10:21



10/22/2014 ART Poet Peter Harris and co-founder Sally Shore talk about their North Hollywood Lit Crawl Peter Harris, Sally Shore 3:32

10/22/2014 ART Effie Brown, Producer on "Dear White People," talks about race in Hollywood Effie Brown 4:15

10/23/2014 DIS Flood on Twitchell Island could threaten CA water supply Quinton :52

10/23/2014 EDU Los Angeles Unified joins districts across the state increasing locally sourced school lunches Plummer 1:07

10/23/2014 ENV Measure P ( on Santa Barbara County's ballot) would prohibit fracking and acidizing. Peterson 4:48

10/23/2014 ECON
The Treasury dept. says Militants from the Islamic State group are earning about $1 million per day from the 
sale of black market oil. CC :11

10/23/2014 GOV
The Public Policy Insitute of California shows Dem Gov. Jerry Brown's Lead is 52 percent to 36 percent over 
Rep. Challenger Neel Kashkari. CC :14

10/23/2014 ENV
Conservation groups and US Forest Service have settled battle over management of Sierra Nevada national 
forests Quinton :43

10/23/2014 LAW LA City Attorneys say Ezell Ford knew the danger and forced police to shoot him Stoltze :51

10/23/2014 POLI Last-minute addition to the ballot involves new water bond measure Adler :41

10/23/2014 POLI Recreation and Parks Commission selects Live Nation to operate Greek Theatre Walton :45

10/23/2014 LAW Recent shootings renew concerns about gang violence in Samoan and Tongan communities Huang 1:14

10/23/2014 POLI Number of political ads going up as election gets closer Orr :50

10/23/2014 ART The Walt Disney Concert Hall celebrates the 10th anniversary of its organ with an educational concert Plummer 1:03

10/23/2014 POLI
More and more CA votes are doing so by mail.  When counties process those ballots, campaigns want to mine
those ballots for valuable information Detrow 2:52



10/23/2014 EDU Lawyers say Jefferson HS plan may be flawed, ask judge to intervene Guzman :57

10/23/14 ECON
Los Angeles may soon see a deluge of billboard applications after a ruling by Superior Court judge Luis A. 
Lavin struck down the city’s long-held ban. Dennis Hathaway, Ray Baker 13:30

10/23/14 FOR

The top prosecutor in Mexico says the mayor of the town of Iguala and his wife are responsible for ordering the
attack on 43 students who went missing in late September while traveling to the town in the southern state of 
Guerrero. Carrie Kahn, Octavio Rodriguez 10:50

10/23/14 YOUT
Parents don’t typically encourage their young children to do drugs. But that’s now how Ray Mirzabegian thinks 
of it. 

Kate Pickert, Ray Mirzabegian, Dr. Eric A. 
Voth 22:44

10/23/14 LAW

Henry Waxman was first elected to represent California's 33rd Congressional District almost thirty years ago, 
and his legacy casts a long and enduring shadow over the nation’s policies, from expanding health care 
coverage and curbing tobacco use, to restricting air and water pollution. Ted Lieu, Elan Carr 1:15

10/23/2014 RACE
Take Two gets the latest on the story and finds out how the community of Ferguson is responding to the latest 
information. Kenya Vaughn 6:14

10/23/2014 RACE
Author and cultural critic Jeff Chang looks at how pop art, TV commercials and political campaigns have 
deeply shaped how we talk about race today.  Jeff Chang 8:00

10/23/2014 POLI
Voter turnout is low, especially among citizens under 25. Dean Logan, the county's registrar of voters, has a 
big vision for transforming voting behavior in Los Angeles County. Sharon McNary 4:07

10/23/2014 LAB
In the iPhone age, are we any closer to being able to vote online? Take Two talks to David Dill, the founder of 
Verified Voting, non-partisan non-profit group that advocates for accuracy and transparency of elections. David Dill 5:19

10/23/2014 TRANS
The Wheel Thing gives you the skinny on the big airbag recall. Plus, low gas prices cut sales of hybrids and 
electrics and a new, high tech way to sell your car. Susan Carpenter 5:43

10/23/2014 RELI
With the recent release of the documentary film "Meet the Mormons" and an informational video on temple 
garments, it seems the Mormon Church has a new PR strategy. Joel Campbell 5:57

10/23/2014 ENT
The master of funk stopped by Take Two to discuss when funk was a bad word and why he chose to finally 
pen a memoir. George Clinton 9:01

10/23/2014 POLI
Southern California Public Radio's Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze join guest host Ben Bergman for the latest 
in California politics. Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze 14:28

10/23/2014 EDU

A report found that for almost two decades, two employees in the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill's 
African Studies department, along with academic counselors for athletes, set up a system of fake classes 
designed to keep student athletes eligible to play. Dan Kane 4:44

10/23/2014 LAW
The suit was brought by prisoners after a warden at California's High Desert State prison confined African 
American prisoners to a wing of the prison for 14 months. Paige St. John 5:33



10/23/2014 ENV
Measure P would prohibit so-called high-intensity techniques like fracking and acidizing. KPCC's Molly 
Peterson says the measure has implications statewide. Molly Peterson 5:01

10/23/2014 LAW
For 65 cents an hour, inmates at a Central Valley prison milk cows at the prison dairy. The wages are low but 
the job gives them a skill and something to do. Lisa Morehouse 6:49

10/23/2014 ENT
Actor Jeff Garlin's latest project is "Laggies," a film starring Keira Knightley and Sam Rockwell. Garlin will also 
be at Take Two's live show and two-year celebration Thursday night. Jeff Garlin 8:04

10/23/2014 ART Journalist Rebecca Milzoff talks about the LA Dance Project and its Director, Benjamin Millepied Rebecca Milzoff 4:30

10/23/2014 ART Director Lynn Shelton talks about her new movie, "Laggies" Lynn Shelton 3:35

10/24/2014 SPOR
UCLA's Men's basketball coach Steve Alford shared his hopes for the team at the PAC-12 media conference ( 
Thur) cc :19

10/24/2014 LAW LA judge has struck down LA's billboard ban, ruled as a violation of free speech. CC :11

10/24/2014 POLI Ca taxpayers have to fork over a little extra to foot the bill for the upcoming Nov. election. Adler :41

10/24/2014 ECON
"Sideways" premiered 10 years ago, has been a big boon for the wine industry of the Santa Ynez Valley, and 
has changed the way Americans drink wine. Watt 4:36

10/24/2014 SCI
USGS wants to develop an earthquake early warning system but, delivering the warning message to 
potentially millions poses a challenege. Totten 4:10

10/24/2014 SPOR The SD Chargers lose 2nd game in a row. The Broncos beat them 35-21 in Denver on Thursday. cc :10

10/24/2014 HEAL researchers have found a genetic variant in Latina women that reduces their risk of developing breat cancer. Dembosky :47

10/24/2014 RELI

A Chaldean church leader in Iraq has suspended half of the 14 priests serving the tens of thousands of 
Chaldean Catholics who emigrated from Iraq to the Western US, including two in San Diego. Chaldeans are 
appealing the decree all the way to the Vatican, Burks 1:11

10/24/2014 HEAL
CA Rep Congressman Issa is blaming the administration for, in his words, clearly botching the response to the 
Ebola crisis. CC :11

10/24/2014 HEAL The nurse who contracted Ebola while taking care of a patient diagnosed in Dallas is now Ebola free. CC :16



10/24/2014 LAW Second suspect in the 2012 USC murders case is tired. Jury deliberates. CC :14

10/24/2014 ECON
The Inland Empire has recovered more slowly fro mthe recession than the rest of CA, but a  new forcast says 
the business outlook for Riverside and San Bernadino is improving. McNary :59

10/24/2014 ART Tim Cogshell and Andy Klein review this week's releases, including " John Wick", "Citizenfour" and more. Mantle 3:00

10/24/2014 LAW
Police in Marysville, WA, say a lone student shooter and one person are dead after an attack this morning at a 
high school north of Seattle. CC :10

10/24/2014 HEAL
The State dept. of public health says any Ebola cases that might turn up in CA will be treated at one of the five 
University of CA medical centers. Plevin :49

10/24/2014 LAW
Three shreiffs' deputies and a man were shot during a series of shootings in NorCal.  Two of the deputies have
died. CC :09

10/24/2014 LAW
The reported number of deaths of migrants who have died while crossing the US-Mexico border has dropped 
to its lowest level in 15 years. cc :09

10/24/2014 EDU Students protest handling of sex abuse complaints at Calarts Jahad :59

10/24/2014 HEAL CA penalizes 85 hospitals for mistakes treating Medi-cal patients. Florido :54

10/24/2014 HEAL Study finds white kids are getting Type 1 diabetes more than other racial/ethnic groups. Aguilera 1:00

10/24/2014 LAW
Athorities in NorCal have arrested a suspect in connection with a series of shootings that killed two sheriffs 
and wounded a third deputy and one bystander on Friday near Sacramento. CC :06

10/24/2014 ENV Explanation of why big chunk of San Gabriels was left out of national monument design. Kim 1:06

10/24/2014 HEAL Ebola Q&A Plevin 3:46

10/24/14 DC

The Supreme Court is in the process of filling its docket for the coming judicial session, and one of those 
cases is Los Angeles v. Patel. 

Alan Butler, Richard Blass 14:32

10/24/14 HOUS
A little over a decade ago, the city of Oakland launched the Nuisance Eviction Ordinance--a law that gave the 
city the right to pursue eviction proceedings on renters based on drug or weapon charges.

Kriston Capps, Richard Illgen, Tim 
Iglesias 18:25



10/24/14 ECON As the holidays and travel season arrive, airlines have decided to raise airfare. Charlie Leocha, Rick Seaney 14:38

10/24/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Tim cogshell and Andy Klein review this week’s releases, including “John 
Wick,” “Citizenfour,” “Camp X-Ray” and more. Tim Cogshell, Andy Klein 0:29

10/24/14 ART
Zombie flicks versus slasher films, monsters versus demons. No, it's not a sequel to “Cabin in the Woods,” it's 
a battle of horror subgenres! Tim Cogshell, Andy Klein 18:10

10/24/2014 FORE
Women are called on to cook, clean and, essentially be wives to the men in the militant group. This week three
young Colorado girls apparently left home to try to join the group. Kim Ghattas 6:23

10/24/2014 LGB

Thursday marked a landmark decision for transgender Americans. The U.S. Office of Special Council 
determined that the Army engaged in "frequent, pervasive and humiliating" gender-identity discrimination 
against Tamara Lusardi, a transgender woman. Tamara Lusardi 8:12

10/24/2014 POLI Take Two looks at this week in politics in Friday Flashback. Robin Abcarian, Jamelle Bouie 9:34

10/24/2014 HEAL
Ebola has killed only one person in the U.S., but are we ignoring greater threats like the flu, which killed 1,000 
people last week? Professor Dan Ariely describes the psychology behind some of our fears. Dan Ariely 6:10

10/24/2014 LIT
Homer's epic poem "The Odyssey" isn't what you call a fast read, but get a group of friends to recite a chunk 
each? Suddenly it's not so daunting. Ken Brecher 7:10

10/24/2014 ART
Their only way out: agreeing on the meaning of life. Not an easy task. It's the premise of the new play, "The 
Gospel According to Thomas Jefferson, Charles Dickens and Count Leo Tolstoy: Discord." Scott Carter 8:21

10/24/2014 EDU
Voting begins Friday at UCLA on a proposal that would make it a requirement for all undergrads to complete a 
course on diversity. Faculty at UCLA have voted down the diversity class requirement three times before. M. Belinda Tucker 4:44

10/24/2014 SCIE
Federal and state officials plan to one day send quake alerts to millions of people. But SCPR's Sanden Totten 
reports they need to address some big challenges before they can pull that off. Sanden Totten 4:35

10/24/2014 ART
Indie film "Sideways," was a surprise hit - grossing more than $71 million at the box office when it came out 10 
years ago. It was also a big boon for the fledgling wine industry of the Santa Ynez Valley. Brian Watt 5:02

10/24/2014 ART
How do cupcakes, kale and quinoa get so popular? David Sax, author of "The Tastemakers: Why We're Crazy
for Cupcakes but Fed Up with Fondue" explains. David Sax 6:40



10/24/2014 ART
As part of his annual Spooks Tour, LA Magazine's Chris Nichols will be stopping by a flavor factory in 
Commerce this weekend to get the secrets of the season's spice. Chris Nichols 8:34

10/24/2014 ART
This week, put a science carnival, an art walk in a converted brewery and vegan wellness food in downtown 
LA all into your planner. Kristen Lepore 4:48

10/24/2014 ART
Writer and director Justin Simien talks about confronting race relations head-on in the film "Dear White 
People." Justin Simien 10:27

10/24/2014 ART British soul singer Alice Russell talks about being a musician and a mother Alice Russell 3:58

10/24/2014 ART Two of the creators of the improv/hip-hop crew Freestyle Love Supreme discuss their new show on Pivot Lin-Manuel Miranda, Tommy Kail 4:05

10/25/2014 EDU Students protest handling of sex abuse complaints at Calarts CC :20

10/25/2014 OBIT Bassist and lead singer of 60s rock band "Cream" has died CC :05

10/25/2014 OBIT Bassist and lead singer of 60s rock band "Cream" has died CC 2:00

10/25/2014 I
John Rabe talks with Caitlin Doughty, author of "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes: And Other Lessons from the 
Crematory," on death, the Americanization of Halloween and more. John Rabe / Caitlin Doughty 6:26:00

10/25/2014 I
Norman Lear — who wrote, produced and created shows like "All in the Family," "Sanford and Sons," "The 
Jeffersons" — says he feels he got America to talk to each other. Patt Morrison / Norman Lear 6:15:00

10/25/2014 I
John Rabe talks with the father of found footage, Eduardo Sanchez, who revives the genre with "Exists," a 
movie even the Bigfoot community can love. John Rabe / Eduardo Sanchez 6:30:00

10/25/2014 I
If you live in Los Feliz and send your little Tallulah or Beckett to daycare with a sack of organic carrots and a 
yoga mat, you might want to skip this segment. John Rabe / Jason Shapiro 4:30:00

10/25/2014 YOUTH
In this episode, we're digging into the psychology of video game music, explain how the interactivity of video 
game music works and figure out what "8-bit" means. Molly Bloom 4:05:00

10/25/2014 P
Faculty and staff at the Fashion Institute of Design and Technology in downtown Los Angeles remember 
Oscar de la Renta with tears, memories and inspiration. John Rabe 4:48:00

10/25/2014 ART
The TAMI Show spanned two nights in late October, 1964. Acts like the Rolling Stones, the Beach Boys, the 
Supremes and James Brown gave career-defining performances. Sean J. O'Connell / Toni Basil 3:54:00



10/25/2014 POLI
On a visit to the White House, Mayor Garcetti tells the story of how his granpa was once arrested by former 
Los Angeles Mayor Bradley. Eric Garcetti 1:58:00

10/26/2014 POLI Superintendent race is the tightest in this election Adler 1:44

10/26/2014 LAW
California Highway Patrol investigates officer for allegedly stealing nude photos of women arrested for driving 
under the influence CC :17

10/26/2014 LAW Shooting in Orange County CC :07

10/26/2014 DIS Fire burned for hours at storage space rental facility in Venice CC :12

10/26/2014 DIS Fire burned for hours at storage space rental facility in Venice CC :09

10/26/2014 SPOR World Series recap CC :09

10/26/2014 LAW OC Sheriff Dept identified man and women shot in a San Clemente store yesterday CC :21

10/27/2014 SCI New research discovers smells that are super effective at luring a pest known as the Asian Citrus Pysllid Totten :55

10/27/2014 ENT Sleep No More; Part Two: Fright Night Loh 2:42

10/27/2014 ENV
The organization that provides earthquake insurance for most homeowners in California is planning to lower its
rates. Joyce :58

10/27/2014 POLI The race for the 52nd Congressional District in San Diego is attracting national attention -- and lots of money. Trageser 4:12

10/27/2014 EDU After spending millions, teachers finding little use of iPads loaded with Pearson software. Gilbertson 3:59

10/27/2014 POLI
Anaheim voter to decide if they want council districts as several California cities have gone to because of the 
state's growing diverse demographics. Aguilar 3:58

10/27/2014 POLI
Californians under 30 had one of the lowest voter turnout rates for their age group in the country in the last 
election. Harnett 4:09



10/27/2014 ECON Angelenos still not giving to charity as much as they did before recession Watt :57

10/27/2014 DIV The only thai town in the US is in LA and they will be celebrating a milestone birthday Monday. Huang 1:04

10/27/2014 ENT A horror movie inspired by a board game debuted at number one at the box office this weekend. CC :11

10/27/2014 TRAN
Gas prices continue to drop.  The average price for a gallon of regular has reached its lowest level in over 
three-and-a-half years. CC :13

10/27/2014 TRAN Lancaster is pushing forward with a controversial plan to close the only commuter rail station in town. Cuevas 1:31

10/27/2014 ENT
The actress who played Julie, on the sitcom "Welcome Back, Kotter," died on Friday at her home in Sherman 
Oaks after a long struggle with breast cancer. CC :14

10/27/2014 ENV
Next steps are underway in California's efforts to use vast stretches of desert for new renewable energy 
projects. Peterson :45

10/27/2014 LAW
A citizens' panel has been proposed to oversee the LA county sheriff's department but sheriff frontrunner 
doesn’t support subpoena power for such a panel. Stoltze 1:01

10/27/2014 LAW
Hollywood director Rob Reiner (RY-ner) and LA Police Commission President Steve Soboroff got into a 
heated debate last night (SUN) in Malibu over Measure R. CC :11

10/27/2014 SEC
The U.S. is urging Arab nations and other allies to do more to counter propaganda from the terrorist group 
calling itself the Islamic State. CC :10

10/27/2014 LAW
Hollywood director Rob Reiner (RY-ner) and LA Police Commission President Steve Soboroff got into a 
heated debate last night (SUN) in Malibu over Measure R. CC :11

10/27/2014 HEAL
A nurse who was quarantined at a New Jersey hospital after working in West Africa with Ebola patients has 
been released. CC :07

10/27/2014 EDU LA Unified says new student data system not only messing up class schedules but also college transcripts CC :14

10/27/2014 ECON Business is booming at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach… maybe a little too much.   CC :19

10/27/2014 LAW Car blows into bus stop near USC, injuring a mother and her two children CC :10



10/27/2014 POLI Tomorrow is last day for voters to request a mail-in ballot McNary 1:06

10/27/2014 TRAN Cargo traffic is backed up at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach Watt 4:05

10/27/2014 POLI The two candidates for California governor are beginning the final pushes Adler :48

10/27/2014 SPOR Major League Soccer shut down the financially troubled Chivas USA. Huang 1:03

10/27/2014 EDU LA Unified says its flawed data system is making errors on student transcripts. Lopez :47

10/27/14 HEAL The angry comments of a quarantined nurse have brought ebola policies into direct debate. Dr. Pascal Imperato 21:28

10/27/14 POLI

This election season, Orange County is home to two of the most important races to the state of California: the 
65th Assembly district race between incumbent Democrat Sharon Quirk Silva and Republican challenger 
Young Kim and the 34th State Senate district race between Janet Nguyen and Jose Solorio. Martin Wisckol, Norberto Santana 19:27

10/27/14 RELI

In a continuing trend toward transparency, a new Mormon church essay reveals its founder Joseph Smith had 
an underage bride and was married to other men's wives during the early days of the faith when polygamy was
practiced. Patrick Q. Mason, John Dehlin 21:23

10/27/14 MIL
After a military ceremony on Sunday, US troops officially transferred control of two bases in Helmand, 
Afghanistan, Camps Leatherneck and Bastion, to Afghans security forces. Gayle Tzemach Lemmon 10:14

10/27/14 TECH
In his new book, “The Innovators: How a Group of Hackers, Geniuses, and Geeks Created the Digital 
Revolution," Walter Isaacson explores the past 150 years of technological advancements. Walter Isaacson 0:26

10/27/2014 HEAL
"Disease detectives" are hard at work behind the scenes, collaborating with the Centers for Disease Control, 
to stop the spread of Ebola and other infectious diseases in the U.S. Dr. Kavita Trivedi 6:18

10/27/2014 HEAL
If you got an email asking if you would fly to West Africa to help treat Ebola patients, would you go?Nurse 
Bridget Mulrooney did and the decision changed her life. Nurse Bridget Mulrooney 4:21

10/27/2014 EDU
The shooter, Jaylen Fryberg also died at the scene. Medical examiners say his death was a suicide. Deborah 
Wang of Seattle public station KUOW reports. Deborah Wang 3:45

10/27/2014 ENV
The department says they hire based purely on merit. But a new LA Times investigation reveals there may be 
some nepotism at play as well. Paul Pringle 6:26

10/27/2014 EDU

After hazing incidents, California State University Northridge has banned all of its 54 fraternities and sororities 
from recruitment and pledging activities for new members. Documentary filmmaker Byron Hurt talks about 
hazing and the role it plays at universities and other parts of society. Byron Hurt 8:59



10/27/2014 ENT

Harvey Weinstein wants to change how different Hollywood producers are credited. San Francisco meets 
Tokyo in the new world of "Big Hero 6." And Stephen Hawking takes to Facebook. The LA Times' Rebecca 
Keegan weighs in. Rebecca Keegan 9:34

10/27/2014 ECOs

More than $50 million of Andrew Carnegie's fortune went to build hundreds of libraries--142 here in California 
alone. In today's dollars, that's $1.2 billion. CityLab's Kriston Capps shares how Carnegie's wealth helped build
the modern library system in the U.S. Kriston Capps 5:32

10/27/2014 ECON

Moreno Valley, located deep in the Inland Empire, is a major artery of commerce that's home to many 
warehouses. But it's also a home to political corruption where the FBI paid out the largest bribe ever in a sting 
to catch a public official: $2.36 million. Jessica Garrison 7:45

10/27/2014 POLI
The criminal justice system has transformed in recent years, yet both candidates have let it go largely 
unnoticed. The California Report's Scott Shafer has more. Scott Shafer 6:28

10/27/2014 ENV

Artist Casey Nocket recently traveled to several national parks on the west coast. But while taking in the 
natural sights, she created her own: Nocket allegedly scrawled her own drawings and artwork onto the 
landscape. Casey Schreiner 6:30

10/27/2014 EDU
The L.A. Unified iPads program has run into a host of problems since it launched last year, leading to 
resignation of its biggest advocate, former superintendent John Deasy. Does this mark the end of the effort? Annie Gilbertson 4:26

10/27/2014 POLI
Anaheim is the largest city in the state that elects officials citywide - and Latinos there say that's keeping their 
voices from being heard. SCPR's Erika Aguilar reports. Erika Aguilar 4:18

10/27/2014 IMM
As the BBC's Wyre Davies reports from northern Brazil, there is one country still prepared to treat migrants 
and refugees with respect and the promise of a future. But is it a policy that can last? Wyre Davies 4:05

10/27/2014 DIV
LA has the only Thai Town in the U.S. Southern California's Public Radio's Josie Huang reports on the 
neighborhood celebrating a milestone birthday on Monday. Josie Huang 1:18

10/27/2014 ART
"Listen up Philip" stars Jason Schwartzman as Philip and Elisabeth Moss as his current girlfriend Ashley. It's a 
film about writers, told in chapters. There's even a narrator who we hear in voiceover throughout the film. Alex Ross Perry 9:20

10/27/2014 ART
Dan Lin, Producer on "Lego Movie," explains Hollywood's fascination with toy movies and the challenges to 
making a good one Dan Lin 3:30

10/27/2014 ART
Dino Everett, Archivist at USC's School of Cinematic Arts, recently dug up the student films of horror greats 
John Carpenter and Dan O'Bannon Dino Everett 4:15

10/28/2014 HEAL New LA County program aims to provide better health care to undoccumented. Florodio 4:01

10/28/2014 TRAN Neighborhood activists want to turn an 8 mile strip owned by MTA into a lanscaped bike path. Gardner 4:01

10/28/2014 POLI
Kern to Fresno County, most lopsided district in the state when it comes to Latino veoter registration vs. 
turnout. Khokha 4:29



10/28/2014 POLI Gov. Jerry Brown has done his best to ignore Tuesday's election, but, has finally hit the campaign trail. Detrow :53

10/28/2014 LAW Ventura County Sheriff's deputy killed after being hit by car was from Ukraine. CC :07

10/28/2014 SPOR Opening night in the NBA Martinez 2:07

10/28/2014 LAW Pomona SWAT officer in critical condition after being shot while serving a search warrant CC :11

10/28/2014 HEAl
US Ambassador Samantha Power reascts to several states imposing mandatory quarantines on health 
workers returning to the UA from countries affected by the epidemic. CC :10

10/28/2014 LAW
41 year old Eugene Kostiuchenko has been identified as the deputy killed after being struk by a suspected 
drunk driver during a traffic stop in Camarillo. CC :19

10/28/2014 LAW Ventura County Sheriff's deputy killed after being hit by car was from Ukraine. CC :15

10/28/2014 DC Clinton to rally for sounthern CA Congressional Democrats. Felde :48

10/28/2014 LAW
Prosecutors have filed charges agains two Utah residents, after two sheriff's deputies were killed near 
Sacramento last Friday. CC :17

10/28/2014 ECON Today (Tues) Ca Attorney General Confirmed it… theres been a sharp spike in data breaches. Bergman 1:00

10/28/2014 ART LAUSD has a student teach staffers about social media. Plummer 1:12

10/28/2014 POLI City council committeewants firm to study impact of minimum wage proposal. CC :10

10/28/2014 SAC A new report out today (Tue) finds the state's roads are at risk of getting worse. Orr 1:05

10/28/2014 TRAN
Roads in CA are suffering according to a report out today( Tues) from the League of Ca Cities and the CA 
state Association of Counties. CC :18

10/28/2014 LAW
Authorities have identified the Pomona Swat officer who was shot while serving a search warrant as 45 yr old 
Shaun Diamond. cc :10



10/28/2014 POLI
City Council committee voted today ( Tues) to slow the measure down after hearing complaints from 
businesses. Walton 1:02

10/28/2014 SCI JPL lost some equipment in the explosion of the unmanned Anteras rocket Totten :43

10/28/2014 LAW LA Police issue warning about caon-artists targeting elderly Chinese women. Huang 1:07

10/28/2014 LAW
The Wifi hotspot with the name "Al_Quida Free Terror Network" delayed an AA aircraft bound for London 
overnight and left passengers on the tarmac for hours at LAX. CC :20

10/28/2014 HEAL
Elderly Americans who need longterm care get it mainly from people who don't get paid for it. A new study has 
put a dollar figure on the value of that care. O'Neill :42

10/28/2014 ENV
The Sacramento- San Joaquin River Delta supplies 2/3 of CA with its water. Ed Joyce says a thousand 
scientists, managers, and policy makers aare in Sac. This week to look at it's future. Joyce :45

10/28/2014 POLI 
There are several races in CA this year in which both candidates are from the same party. It's the product of 
the states new primary system. Orr :52

10/28/2014 ECON Cargo traffic is backed up at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach Watt 3:20

10/28/14 HEAL

According to a new study published in JAMA Internal Medicine, prescription opioid overdoses cost hospitals 
$1.4 billion in healthcare costs in 2010. Between 1999 and 2011, the number of deaths associated with opioids
quadrupled, and painkiller overdoses overtook traffic fatalities as a leading cause of death in 2009. Michael A. Yokell, Dr. Sean Nordt 20:46

10/28/14 POLI
The sour mood of voters in the final stretch of the 2014 campaign could boost Republican turnout and upend 
the U.S. Senate. Chris Moody, Carolyn Lochhead 20:03

10/28/14 TRAN The number of bicyclists killed in crashes with cars has increased 16 percent in the past couple of years. Allan Williams, Gary Brustin 19:23

10/28/14 POLI Sheila Kuehl should be a familiar name in California politics. Sheila Keuhl 14:33

10/28/14 ENT Who decides if a joke is funny or not? Jamie Masada 7:23

10/28/14 RELI
If you’re keeping up with the headlines, you might notice the Middle East frequently portrayed as a land of 
religious intolerance. Gerard Russell 16:20

10/28/2014 TECH
Last year the United States Postal Service approved nearly 50,000 requests from law enforcement agencies 
and its own internal inspection unit to secretly monitor mail. Ron Nixon 7:18



10/28/2014 HEAL
The differing responses at the state and federal level have highlighted the lack of a single standard in our 
Ebola management. Laura Kahn 6:44

10/28/2014 SPOR
While the Dodgers' and Angels' runs have ended, many people in Southern California are still cheering for 
their teams in the World Series. It's just that their teams aren't from around here. Karen Eshoo and Danny Slavens Jr 7:32

10/28/2014 LIT
Girls are hitting puberty at much earlier ages these days. In "The New Puberty," Dr. Louise Greenspan and Dr. 
Julianna Deardorff explain what's behind the phenomenon and what parents can do about it.

Dr. Louise Greenspan and Dr. Julianna 
Deardorff 7:45

10/28/2014 FORE
From Brazil to Beijing, one of the fastest growing markets in the world is the one for clinical cosmetics. But a 
surprising number of these treatments are barely regulated at all, the BBC's Justin Rowlatt found. Justin Rowlatt 4:44

10/28/2014 ENT
Take Two features the latest in music with music journalist Chris Martins and Justino Aguila, Associate Editor 
of Latin at Billboard Magazine. Chris Martins and Justino Aguila 9:14

10/28/2014 POLI
This Wednesday, Bill Clinton is expected to join candidates Julia Brownley, Pete Aguilar and Dr. Raul Ruiz 
from the Coachella Valley for a Get Out the Vote rally in Oxnard. Kitty Felde 5:32

10/28/2014 POLI
The California Report's Sasha Khokha looks at the most lopsided district in the state when it comes to Latino 
voter registration versus turnout. Sasha Khokha 4:42

10/28/2014 TRANS
Metro is expected to approve $2.3 million to draw up plans for the path that would transform a railway not in 
use. Andrea Gardner 4:14

10/28/2014 SCIE
A study linked a compound found in cocoa with improved memory in older adults. Take Two speaks with Dr. 
Scott Small, lead author on the study. Dr. Scott Small 4:36

10/28/2014 HEAL
Somewhere between 400,000 and 700,000 of unauthorized immigrants are uninsured and ineligible for 
benefits under the Affordable Care Act, which prompted the county to create a new health program for them. Adrian Florido 4:20

10/28/2014 FORE
Cremation is one of the ways to contain the Ebola outbreak, but the practice runs counter to West African 
tradition. This poses a challenge for health workers whose job is to collect bodies. Gabriel Gatehouse 5:17

10/28/2014 TECH
A Silicon Valley tech company has developed technology to let police dispatchers know when an officer's 
weapon has been fired and more details. Jim Schaff 8:04

10/28/2014 ART
One way to kill the time until the new season starts is learn to speak Dothraki. Creator David Peterson talks 
about the language of the nomadic, warrior people who strike fear into anyone they come across. David Peterson 6:43

10/28/2014 ART BBC Paris correspondent Hugh Scofield explores the new Picasso Museum with the artist's grandson Olivier Picasso 4:30

10/28/2014 ART Vulture.com's Joe Adalian breaks the story of Neil Patrick Harris's upcoming variety show Joe Adalian 2:47



10/29/2014 ECON Greenblatt's Deli speaks against minimum wage hike Bergman 2:28

10/29/2014 POLI Profile of a minimum wage worker Walton 2:17

10/29/2014 POLI Republicans have a good shot at the State Controller seat Adler 1:40

10/29/2014 EDU School districts cautiously optimistic about new funding formula CC :16

10/29/2014 EDU School districts cautiously optimistic about new funding formula Orr :52

10/29/2014 ENV Environmental group pushes for public review of Diablo Canyon nuclear plant license Samuel 1:26

10/29/2014 POLI Republicans square off in CA Fourth Congressional District race Detrow 3:59

10/29/2014 ECON Data breaches at big retailers contributed to 30-percent increase in hacks from two years ago CC :13

10/29/2014 SPOR Lakers lost opening game of the season CC :10

10/29/2014 SPOR Lakers lost opening game of the season CC :13

10/29/2014 HEAL Nurse placed under quarantine after treating Ebola Patients CC :13

10/29/2014 LAW Pomona police officer dies after being shot while serving search warrant CC :13

10/29/2014 YOUT Children Now collects data on children's well-being Fernandes 1:01

10/29/2014 LAW Pomona police officer dies after being shot while serving search warrant CC :17

10/29/2014 HEAL Clinical trials will test if stem cells can treat human knee osteoarthritis CC :16



10/29/2014 HEAL
CA requires 21-day quarantine for anyone who has traveled from Ebola-stricken areas, had contact with 
infected patients CC :11

10/29/2014 SPOR Will a new, lighter soccer ball help women sustain fewer injuries or endanger the sport? CC :20

10/29/2014 HEAL LA County Fed leader Maria Elana Durazo leaves position for national role in Unite Here CC :26

10/29/2014 LAW A Pomona police officer dies after being shot by suspect during search warrant Aguilar 1:15

10/29/2014 SCI
A study of kelp found that there is pervasive radioactive material in the water around the ports of Los Angeles 
and Long Beach Totten 1:17

10/29/2014 POLI Proposition P, a local measure Kim 4:44

10/29/2014 HEAL CA Dept of Public Health issues quarantine order for people at risk of Ebola Plevin :57

10/29/2014 HEAL Nurses and hospitals have different views on how Ebola training should be handeled Aguilera 4:03

10/29/2014 SCI
Science teacher who oversaw experiments included on board JPL rocket helps kids deal with ups and downs 
of rocket science Ramirez 3:21

10/29/2014 POLI Gov Brown lays out plan for his potential next term CC :17

10/29/14 TECH Say hello to the new shopping assistant at your local Lowe’s: a robot. Richard Feinberg, Lawrence Mishel 20:29

10/29/14 ENV

Known as the "save our water" proposition by its supporters, Proposition 1 authorizes the state of California to 
sell $7.1 billion in bonds to battle the drought by paying for groundwater cleanup, water recycling and 
watershed restoration.

Molly Peterson, Steve Fleischli, James 
Scow, Jason Peltier 0:37

10/29/14 POLI
Bobby Shriver is campaigning for a seat on the LA County Board of Supervisors, a powerful position that 
shapes the allocation of $25 billion in annual spending. Bobby Shriver 13:10

10/29/14 ECON
The go-ahead has been given for a jolt of new life to be infused into the Olvera Street area of downtown Los 
Angeles. John Echeveste, Gina Rodriguez 15:33

10/29/14 SAC
Pete Peterson is running for California Secretary of State, his first run at political office, and by all accounts he 
is doing quite well. Pete Peterson 11:33



10/29/2014 POLI
In the homestretch to Election Day, host Alex Cohen speaks with Republican gubernatorial candidate, Neel 
Kashkari. Neel Kashkari 9:51

10/29/2014 SCIE
While there were no injuries or deaths in the accident Tuesday, it's reported to be a $200 million loss for NASA
and companies that had products aboard the spacecraft. Bruce Betts 4:45

10/29/2014 SCIE

Scientists at the Abbott Viral Diagnostics and Discovery Center at UC San Francisco are studying samples of 
Ebola to try and learn more about the disease and how it's evolving. Dr. Charles Chiu, director of the center, 
shares more. Charles Chiu 5:27

10/29/2014 LAW

Jeff Elder, technology reporter for the Wall Street Journal, writes that the Internet doesn't have a "top cop" 
governing body, and the one organization that does exist says shutting down these sites isn't within its 
jurisdiction. Jeff Elder 9:30

10/29/2014 SPOR
It's time for sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky. The Lakers just had another crushing defeat and basebal
will crown a champion Wednesday night. Andy and Brian Kamenetzky 9:49

10/29/2014 SPOR
A new soccer ball, called the Eir ball, is smaller and lighter, aiming to reduce injuries in youth soccer. Will it 
help? Majken Gilmartin 5:34

10/29/2014 ENV
If you watch TV, you've probably seen a lot of commercials for or against many of the ballot measures, but 
maybe not for Proposition P, a measure to provide funding for parks. Jed Kim 4:38

10/29/2014 POLI
SCPR reporters Alice Walton and Ben Bergman explored both sides of the minimum wage debate, talking to a 
business owner and a minimum wage worker about how the wage hike would affect them. Alice Walton, Ben Bergman 5:05

10/29/2014 DIS
Take Two checks back in with a Pahoa resident to see how her business and neighbors are doing with the 
lava flow nearing. Leslie Lai 4:31

10/29/2014 ART
The renowned chef born in Ethiopia and raised in Sweden includes LA dishes like K-Town noodles, as well as 
music to cook by and the best kitchen tool in his new cookbook about eating at home. Marcus Samuelsson 11:16

10/29/2014 ART
Pet parties are actually a big thing, so KPCC's Leo Duran went all out to celebrate his own cat, including a cat-
themed playlist and "kitty litter" cake. Leo Duran 4:20

10/29/2014 ART
Kyle Buchanan of Vulture.com explains everything you need to know about Marvel's plan to take over the 
movie theater Kyle Buchanan 2:00

10/29/2014 ART Jake Gyllenhaal talks about his upcoming movie "Nightcrawler" Jake Gyllenhaal 5:00

10/30/2014 SPOR LA gets a second soccer team CC :12

10/30/2014 LAW Ventura County prosecutors filed murder charge against a man who killed sheriff's deputy CC :06



10/30/2014 LAW In CA, non-violent felons can get a split sentence Gardner 1:01

10/30/2014 ART LA fans of Hello Kitty celebrate 40th anniversary of the character Huang 1:09

10/30/2014 POLI Mayor Eric Garcetti says he wants to build 100,000 housing units by 2021 Walton :55

10/30/2014 EDU More school police needed as iPads go home with students Gilbertson :48

10/30/2014 POLI Proposition P, a local measure Kim 4:03

10/30/2014 SPOR LA gets a second soccer team CC :22

10/30/2014 EDU Long Beach schools collaborate with college Fernandes 3:58

10/30/2014 MIL Military jet crashed yesterday afternoon near Port Hueneme Naval Base CC :04

10/30/2014 SPOR Giants won the World Series, first since 1979 to win Game 7 on the road CC :10

10/30/2014 SPOR Giants won the World Series, first since 1979 to win Game 7 on the road CC :10

10/30/2014 HEAL National patient survey ranks CA seventh in nation for hospitals with good track records in preventing injuries CC :11

10/30/2014 POLI Gov Brown has a 21-point lead over Neel Kashkari Myers 4:13

10/30/2014 POLI Bill Clinton called on young democrats to vote on Tuesday Detrow 1:17

10/30/2014 ECON Economy grew last quarter, thanks to business investment, export sales and military spending CC :14

10/30/2014 SPOR Lakers have not won a game this season CC :10



10/30/2014 EDU LA Unified suspends out-of-town travel for employees CC :10

10/30/2014 LAW
Head of union that represents airport police officers says LAX police have done little to improve security or 
equipment since shooting last year McNary :54

10/30/2014 POLI State water managers released plans for how to manage water resources over next 40 years Quinton :52

10/30/2014 POLI State water managers released plans for how to manage water resources over next 40 years CC :16

10/30/2014 POLI Asian-American political clout is on the rise in CA Berestein-Rojas 1:04

10/30/14 DIV In an essay published this morning, Apple CEO Tim Cook publicly announced he's gay.  Joshua Johnson 11:40

10/30/14 GEND
Picture this: you're walking down the street, minding your own business, when a complete stranger yells to you
from the other sidewalk. (n/a) 14:30

10/30/14 SAC
State Senator Alex Padilla is campaigning to be California’s next Secretary of State, the favorite since winning 
the blanket primary with over 30% of the vote. Alex Padilla 11:03

10/30/14 ECON
Next week, California voters will decide whether the state insurance commissioner should have the power to 
regulate health insurance rates, with the exception of employers' large group plans. Jamie Court, Dario Frommer 22:11

10/30/14 YOUT
A new study published in the medical journal BMJ wants people to rethink how much milk they should 
consume daily. Faye Flam 9:08

10/30/14 POLI Ever wonder what happens to a voter's registration when he or she moves out of the district or passes away? Neal Kelley, Dean Logan 14:47

10/30/14 LIT
Novelist and California native son T. Jefferson Parker is known for a slate of popular crime novels from 
Laguna Heat to The Famous and the Dead. T. Jefferson Parker 14:47

10/30/2014 HEAL
Even though California's top health officer announced a quarantine for those who have come in contact with 
Ebola, that's not stopping some doctors from helping out. Dr. Phuoc Le 8:14

10/30/2014 FORE
Unlike many of its neighbors, Nicaragua has taken a different approach to drug violence. "One analyst I spoke 
with said the choice that Nicaragua is taking is the lesser of two evils," said Eyder Peralta of NPR.  Eyder Peralta 5:39

10/30/2014 SPOR
Ralph Lawler has been the Clippers play-by-play man since 1978 -- when the Clippers were based in San 
Diego -- and he joins the show as he prepares for his 36th season. Ralph Lawler 4:35



10/30/2014 SPOR
Take Two talks again with superfans in Southern California who've been cheering on their teams -- Royals fan 
Danny Slavens Jr and Giants fan Karen Eshoo.

Danny Slavens Jr and Giants fan Karen 
Eshoo. 5:53

10/30/2014 TRANS
They're kind of like SUVs, but a bit more like cars. Crossover vehicles now make up a quarter of all U.S. auto 
sales. A look at some new ones hitting showrooms. Susan Carpenter 5:12

10/30/2014 SCIE
KPCC science reporter Sanden Totten joins Take Two every other week to talk about some interesting new 
research for the segment Lab Notes. Sanden Totten 6:05

10/30/2014 ENV
There's still much oil left to clean from the BP Deepwater Horizon spill that killed 11 people four years ago, 
according to researchers from UC Santa Barbara and UC Irvine who recently did a survey of the damage. Dave Valentine 4:59

10/30/2014 POLI
A new Field Poll shows Governor Jerry Brown with a commanding 21-point lead over Republican Neel 
Kashkari. Even so, voters must ask themselves whether Brown has done a good job. John Myers 4:36

10/30/2014 POLI

This week on State of Affairs, the latest in state politics: a shift in L.A.'s labor landscape, misleading political 
ads and Bill Clinton comes to town. As always, Southern California Public Radio's political reporters Alice 
Walton and Frank Stoltze join Take Two to discuss more. Alice Walton, Frank Stoltze 14:38

10/30/2014 ART
For some, pumpkin carving is an art form. Thomas Olton is behind many of the jack o' lantern designs 
currently on display at Descanso Gardens and shares his tips. Thomas Olton 5:15

10/30/2014 ART
What do you do with the leftover pumpkin mush? Well, why not turn it into delicious recipes? Chef Susan 
Feniger shares some of her favorites dishes. Susan Feniger 5:44

10/30/2014 ART
The BBC's John Laurenson followed his nose in the Camembert-producing region of Normandy in northern 
France to discover more about the fate of cheese. John Laurenson 4:08

10/30/2014 EDU
Southern California Public Radio's Deepa Fernandes, who usually visits preschools, went to colleges in Long 
Beach for this report. Deepa Fernandes 4:13

10/30/2014 MEDI
Pop-Up Magazine is all about great, never-before-heard stories told by journalists of all stripes, live on stage. 
The concept began in San Francisco and comes to LA next month. Pat Walters 5:40

10/30/2014 ART
Just in time for last-minute Halloween costume shoppers, we have a list of etiquette tips to help you find 
something appropriate, edgy and fun. Amy Alkon 5:25

10/30/2014 ART Katie McMurran documents the history and atmosphere of San Francisco's Treasure Island Music Festival Treasure Island Music Festival 4:31

10/30/2014 ART Vulture.com's Lindsey Weber talks about Taylor Swift's world-crushing first-week album sales Lindsey Weber 1:00

10/30/2014 ART We talk to Jon Schnitzer about the scariest, most terrifying haunts in California Jon Schnitzer 2:30



10/31/2014 POLI
The city of Ontario wants it's ariport back. A judge could rule today (fri) on whether agreements that give Los 
Angeles control of the airport should be thrown out or kept inplace. Watt 1:13

10/31/2014 LAW A TSA agent was shot one year ago tomorrow (Sat), are airports any safer now? McNary 1:26

10/31/2014 POLI
A new field Poll finds support for CA's two health related statewide ballot measures is slippong, but, voters still 
back the water bond and a reduction in sentences for some drug and property crimes. Adler :52

10/31/2014 POLI
One race where voters seem most unsure heaing into Tuesday's election is for state superintendent of 
schools. Plummer 3:48

10/31/2014 SPOR Clippers beat Thunder in season opener CC :08

10/31/2014 ENV Rain will not deter trick-or-treaters Brenner 2:33

10/31/2014 LAW Eric Frein arraigned today after leading police on 7-week manhunt CC :11

10/31/2014 POLI
The LA City Council today ( Fri) recognized outgoing LA County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky for his 20 years 
of service on the Board of Supervisors. CC :26

10/31/2014 HEAL Poll finds most Californians not worried about Ebola Plevin :47

10/31/2014 EDU Los Angeles interim school superintendent Ramon Cortines has called for a hiring freeze. CC :15

10/31/2014 ENV Weekend rain will not put a dent in the drought Gardner :56

10/31/2014 EDU LAUSD freezes hiring Gilbertson :44

10/31/2014 SCI
A test flight for the tourism company Virgin Galactic broke apart today over the Mojave Desert killing one pilot 
and injuring another. Totten 4:10

10/31/2014 ENV A look at the region's smog this year at the end of smog season. Kim :58

10/31/2014 POLI Q and A with Ryan Hagen about Stockton's banruptcy plan. Roman 4:27



10/31/2014 POLI
With total campaign contributions topping $800 thousand - Measure D- an effort to protect the Santa Monica 
airport, is one of the most contentious and expensive Local propositions facing voters next week. Watt 2:09

10/31/2014 POLI Secretary of State's office releases final voter registration numbers before election. Orr :46

10/31/2014 ART
Larry Mantle is joined by KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan and Amy Nicholson to review this week's releases 
including "Nightcrawler" and "Low Down", and more. Mantle 3:00

10/31/2014 ENV Rain is in the forecast tonight ( Fri) across SoCAL CC :08

10/31/2014 EDU Profile of an LA Unified Student affected by data system problems. Guzman 3:35

10/31/14 HEAL
Brittany Maynard, a 29-year-old woman with stage 4 malignant brain cancer, has publicly declared that she 
would take her life in the manner of her choosing. Melissa Binder 21:58

10/31/14 LAW It's a ballot measure pitting prosecutors against prosecutors. George Gascón, Michael Ramos 0:25

10/31/14 ENT
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Amy Nicholson and Henry Sheehan review this week’s releases, including 
“Nightcrawler,” “Low Down,” “Force Majeure” and more. Amy Nicholson, Henry Sheehan 0:31

10/31/14 MEDI
The critically acclaimed new release "Nightcrawler" goes behind the scenes of gritty local news - with the help 
of real life LA stringers who consulted on the film. Howard Raishbrook, Adrian Huerta 16:12

10/31/2014 HEAL
As the conversation surrounding Ebola in the U.S. focuses on states' quarantine policies, aid workers in West 
Africa continue their work to stop the spread of the disease at its source. Michael Stulman 6:00

10/31/2014 IMM
Some children are the first to enter the immigration court system under a new, expedited program that requires
them to have a court hearing within 21 days of their initial filing. Dorian Merina 6:32

10/31/2014 TRANS
Southern California Public Radio's Sharon McNary says passengers, and airport police, wonder whether the 
airport now is any safer a year after a gunman killed a TSA agent and wounded others. Sharon McNary 1:40

10/31/2014 POLI
Take Two looks at the week in news, joined by James Rainey from the LA Times and Emily Schultheis, 
political reporter for National Journal. Emily Schultheis, James Rainey 10:29

10/31/2014 LAW
California Highway Patrol officers in Northern California have been sharing explicit photos of female suspects 
they've apprehended, court records show. A Contra Costa Times reporter shares more.  Matthias Gafni 4:55

10/31/2014 EDU
Southern California Public Radio’s Adolfo Guzman-Lopez brings the story of one student that KPCC will follow 
through the school year. He's been fighting to get his class schedule back on track. Adolfo Guzman-Lopez 4:07



10/31/2014 ENT

You probably know Jeff Bridges best as an actor in films such as "The Big Lebowski" and "True Grit." Turns 
out music was his first love, but his dad, actor Lloyd Bridges, convinced him to act instead. These days, Jeff 
Bridges does both. Jeff Bridges 11:11

10/31/2014 FORE
Forty-three students went missing in Mexico after clashing with police in late September. Now family members 
have given the president, Enrique Peña Nieto, a list of 10 demands concerning the search for their loved ones.Veronica Calderon 5:14

10/31/2014 LIT
The detailed accounts of 33 Chilean miners and their families are the basis of a new book called, "Deep Down 
Dark: The Untold Stories of 33 Men Buried in a Chilean Mine and the Miracle that Set them Free." Hector Tobar 8:29

10/31/2014 HEAL
In a trial of his plan, a Danish pediatrician treated 1,900 children, and helped 70 percent of them reach and 
maintain a normal weight. But there are 20 things children have to do to make it work. Malcolm Brabant 5:23

10/31/2014 ART
It may irk some parents, yet those same moms and dads may have no problem if their daughter dressed up as
a male character like Darth Vader. Lori Duron 5:02

10/31/2014 ART
What scares Americans has changed over time through politics, culture and technology. USC cultural historian
Leo Braudy explains. Leo Braudy 10:34

10/31/2014 ART
"Low Down" looks at the life of jazz pianist Joe Albany through the eyes of his young daughter (played by Elle 
Fanning). Red Hot Chili Peppers bassist Flea plays Hobbs and he joins Take Two to talk about it. Red Hot Chili Peppers' Flea 9:32

10/31/2014 ART Halloween hikes, a zombie crawl, Dia de los Muertos activities and more are in store this weekend. Kristen Lepore 4:56

10/31/2014 ART Mike Roe talks about the coolest things happening at Stan Lee's Comikaze event Mike Roe 3:50

10/31/2014 ART Brian de los Santos explores the traditions that help keep Day of the Dead alive in LA Ofelia Esparza 3:14

11/1/2014 ENV National Weather Service says LA got more rain than expected CC :12

11/1/2014 ENV Heavy rain caused mud slides in Camarillo Springs CC :14

11/1/2014 LAW Car hits man and his son who were trick or treating CC :07

11/1/2014 I
John Rabe talks with Caitlin Doughty, author of "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes: And Other Lessons from the 
Crematory," on death, the Americanization of Halloween and more. John Rabe / Caitlin Doughty 5:12:00

11/1/2014 ART
Off-Ramp Commentator Marc Haefele on the cultural migration that transformed Hollywood when the Nazis 
took power and the Skirball Center's "Light and Power." Marc Haefele 5:10:00



11/1/2014 ART
Sanrio held its first-ever official Hello Kitty Convention timed to the iconic cartoon character’s 40th birthday. 
Some 25,000 people converged on downtown Los Angeles over four days. Josie Huang 5:03:00

11/1/2014 ART
Kozy and Dan Kitchens make up Kozyndan, a husband and wife team whose work is featured in the Japanese 
American National Museum's Hello Kitty exhibit. Kevin Ferguson 4:39:00

11/1/2014 I Off-Ramp's John Rabe talks Hello Kitty with KPCC's Washington correspondent Kitty Felde. John Rabe / Kitty Felde 3:04:00

11/1/2014 ENV
Rain fell at a fraction of normal levels, livestock were slaughtered en masse and California's once-thriving 
rancho economy was devastated. Patt Morrison 5:52:00

11/1/2014 ART
KPCC's Adolfo Guzman-Lopez reports from a south LA tribute to beloved Mexican folk musician Rodrigo 
González. Adolfo Guzman-Lopez 4:58:00

11/1/2014 I
"I do not come like a journalist with a catalog of questions," Herzog says. "You have to feel out the other 
person, give the other person space." Robert Garrova / Werner Herzog 2:18:00

11/1/2014 I
Alice Rackham is a college student who responds to a bad grade by living her life according to the themes of 
classic literature. Learn about this Web series here. Mike Roe / Alice Hackett 4:51:00

11/2/2014 POLI Voter registrars busy making sure everything runs smoothly on Tuesday CC :15

11/2/2014 TRAN State looking at how bikes can be incorporated into state's high speed rail plan CC :13

11/2/2014 TRAN State looking at how bikes can be incorporated into state's high speed rail plan Orr :53

11/2/2014 LAW Santa Ana residents mourn hit-and-run deaths of three young girls trick-or-treating on Friday CC :06

11/2/2014 SCI Injured test pilot from Virgin Galactic rocket is alert and talking CC :17

11/2/2014 LAW Santa Ana residents mourn hit-and-run deaths of three young girls trick-or-treating on Friday Huang :17

11/3/2014 POLI Election outcome to depend on which party better turns out to vote. Adler 1:32

11/3/2014 SCI
The Virgin Galactic prototype spaceship broke apart over the Mojave because a device to slow the craft's 
descent deployed prematurely. The NTSB says they're still trying to figure out why. CC :17



11/3/2014 POLI
The LAPD owes Los Angeles airport more that two-million dollars. The department diverted officers who were 
supposed to be protecting travelers. MvNary 1:27

11/3/2014 ECON 
LA's unemployment rate is holding steady at 8.5%. Researchers say to knock it down, it's going to take more 
than just creating jobs. Bergman 1:00

11/3/2014 ART It looks like a tie at the box officw this weekend between two scary movies. Thomas :49

11/3/2014 LAW Stepfather of twins killed in Santa Ana Hit & Run speaks out at memorial Sunday night. CC :09

11/3/2014 Please don’t eat the basil  Part One: Broccoli from Hell Loh 2:47

11/3/2014 ENV CA drought has caused farmers to figure out how to grow food with less water. Khokha 5:13

11/3/2014 LAW
Police say they've arrested sevral people in  a hit and run that killed three teenage girls Halloween night in 
Santa Ana. Huang :56

11/3/2014 HEAL
Doctors dealing with patients near the end of life often resort to aggressive interventions- they try to keep 
patients alive as long as they can. O'Neill 4:29

11/3/2014 POLI
Voters in Humboldt county will decide tomorrow (tue) whether to ban the production of GMO crops in their 
region. Dembosky 1:49

11/3/2014 LAW
Police say they've arrested sevral people in  a hit and run that killed three teenage girls Halloween night in 
Santa Ana. CC :06

11/3/2014 LAW
Police say they've arrested sevral people in  a hit and run that killed three teenage girls Halloween night in 
Santa Ana. CC :05

11/3/2014 ENV
Forecasters say a storm this weekend dropped about a half inch of rain over the southland, and caused 
mudslides in Ventura County. CC :15

11/3/2014 ART
A film depicting a fictional underbelly of the TV news business in LA tied for number one at the weekend box 
office. CC :13

11/3/2014 SCI Richard Branson tells NBC's "Today Show" the company has an obligation to move forward. CC :11

11/3/2014 LAW Police have identified man involved in Halloween hit-and-run CC :21



11/3/2014 POLI Democratic Congresswoman tries to hold seat in the 26th district CC :26

11/3/2014 POLI Proposition 46 is one of several measures on the statewide ballot in tomorrow's (Tue) election. CC :23

11/3/2014 HEAL Covered California annoucnes rates for 2015 small business insurance plans sold through the state exchange O'Neill :41

11/3/2014 POLI Q&A with Nick Elex about big issues in Tuesday's election. Stoltze 4:45

11/3/2014 POLI Tomorrow ( Tue) is Election Day and polls show several CA races are tight. CC :20

11/3/2014 ECON Herbalife sales are up despite class action lawsuit Watt :59

11/3/2014 POLI May be historic low turnout for election McNary 1:25

11/3/2014 OBIT The co-host of NPR's Car Talk has died.  Tom Magliozzi was 77. CC :30

11/3/2014 LAW Santa Ana officials say they're working to improve safety for pedestrians Gardner 1:03

11/3/2014 EDU MISIS has caused havoc in LA Unified school district Gilbertson 4:53

11/3/2014 ENV
Korean automakers Hyundai and Kia will pay the U.S. Govt. a 100 million dollar penalty to end an investigation 
into overstated gas mileage claims on about a third of their models. CC :10

11/3/14 SCI

Federal investigators say Virgin Galactic's experimental rocket ship broke apart in flight after a device to slow 
the space plane's descent deployed too soon. 

Douglas Messier, Doug Griffith 22:37

11/3/14 TRAN
You may have been to an intersection or two in Los Angeles where there are crosswalks built diagonally, so as
to allow pedestrians to cross from one corner of an intersection to the other. Jim Moore 17:31

11/3/14 ECON Should Indian tribes be allowed to build casinos on non-reservation land? Charlie Altekruse, Andrew Acosta 20:04

11/3/14 SAC Election Day is here. Do you know what's on your ballot? Frank Stoltze, Pat Morrison 0:30



11/3/14 MEDI
Tom Magliozzi, one of the hosts of NPR's "Car Talk," passed away Monday at the age of 77 due to 
complications of Alzheimer’s Disease. Doug Berman 7:18

11/3/2014 ENV Last month the Department of Defense released what it called a "road map" to respond to climate change. Francesco Femia 5:54

11/3/2014 POLI
The midterm elections are Tuesday and a lot is at stake, including control of the Senate. Michael Oreskes, 
senior managing editor for AP, shares more with Take Two. Michael Oreskes 7:59

11/3/2014 POLI

Southern California Public Radio's political reporter Alice Walton and Washington correspondent Kitty Felde 
join Take Two in studio to go over the key races down south. KQED's political reporter John Myers joins the 
show from Sacramento. John Myers 15:23

11/3/2014 ENT
Rebecca Keegan from the LA Times joins Take Two every week for her segment "On the Lot" where she talks 
about the latest in Hollywood. Rebecca Keegan 6:50

11/3/2014 SCIE

Forty years ago, Dr. Donald Johanson discovered a 40 percent complete skeleton of a previously unknown 
type of ancient hominid thought to be more than 3 million years old. It sparked a rethinking of the origins of 
humans. Dr. Donald Johanson 8:30

11/3/2014 SCIE
For more, KPCC's Ben Bergman talks to the Wall Street Journal’s Andy Pasztor, who has been covering the 
story. Andy Pasztor 3:59

11/3/2014 GEND
The responses to a viral video of a woman being harassed highlighted a conundrum: when you talk about 
harassment or sexism, you're bound to get reactions that are angry and threatening. Anna North 7:21

11/3/2014 EDU
Student Ian Tolino volunteers as a peer counselor, often lecturing in fraternities and sororities about sexual 
assault and what is the definition of sexual consent. Ian Tolino 3:03

11/3/2014 HEAL
The thinking behind a Harvard Med School doctor's videos is that letting people see what is involved with 
these procedures will influence their decisions about what they want for themselves and their loved ones. Stephanie O'Neill 4:46

11/3/2014 DIV When members of the Navajo Nation cast their ballot for the president, their votes won't count. Laurel Morales 5:08

11/3/2014 ENV
Scientists in the Central Valley are analyzing the nutritional content of some of those crops stressed out by the 
drought. Sasha Khokha looks at some surprising results. Sasha Khokha 5:26

11/3/2014 IMM

In 1994 voters overwhelmingly passed Proposition 187. It was a kind of citizens' revolt over illegal immigration. 
To understand why Prop. 187 struck such a cord 20 years ago, Scott Shafer for the California Report has 
more. Scott Shafer 6:21

11/3/2014 POLI
If you're still unsure about how to vote on the six propositions on the ballot in California, there are a couple of 
ways to quickly get educated about each of them, and maybe even have a little fun doing it. Kim Alexander 6:51

11/3/2014 ART Screenwriter Dan Gillroy explains the inspirations behind his most recent film, "Nightcrawler" Dan Gillroy 3:48



11/3/2014 ART Art critic Jori Finkel discusses Frank Gehry's role as museum designer Jori Finkel 3:20

11/4/2014 POLI CA Voters approve 7.5 billion dollar water bond CC :56

11/4/2014 EDU Civil suit of Miramonte students against LAUSD to start today. Foshay 3:32

11/4/2014 ENV
Controversial plan to revamp natural area is getting a $3 million boost from the county board of supes. 
Background on the controversy CC 4:17

11/4/2014 LAW Santa Ana officials working to improve pedestrian safety in the city CC :22

11/4/2014 ENV
When that massive water main break flooded portions of UCLA this summer, it seemed to many worse than it 
was because of the drought.  Peterson 3:40

11/4/2014 POLI CA voters choose Gov. half state senate, entire Assembly Adler :46

11/4/2014 POLI CA voters choose Gov. half state senate, entire Assembly Adler :20

11/4/2014 POLI Today's election may set a record in California: The Field Poll projects only a 46 percent participation rate. CC :09

11/4/2014 SCI Federal investigators have an early sense of what went wrong onboard Virgin Galactic's SpaceShipTwo. CC :09

11/4/2014 POLI
Voter turnout tends to be lower for midterm elections than in presidential election years, and that will likely 
remain true this year in California. Gardner :21

11/4/2014 POLI Ads for Propositions 1 and 2, and 45 through 48 saturated TV airwaves over the last several weeks Gardner :08

11/4/2014 POLI
It's older voters who tend to turn out in California's elections, despite efforts by Democrats and Republicans to 
appeal to younger voters Gardner :14

11/4/2014 POLI
Voters are heading to the polls today (TUES) to decide all of the seats in the U.S. House and who's going to 
control the Senate Smith :15

11/4/2014 POLI California election officials are worried the state could see record-low voter turnout today. Gardner :17



11/4/2014 SCI
 Despite the recent crash of a Virgin Galactic test plane, many customers are still eager to fly with the 
company into space Totten 1:14

11/4/2014 LAW
Funeral services were held today for Ventura County Sheriff's Deputy Eugene Kostiuchenko (KAHS-tee-you-
CHAIN-koh) who was killed in the line of duty. CC :20

11/4/2014 ENV Californians cut water use more than 10 percent in September compared to the same month a year ago Peterson :53

11/4/2014 HEAL
UCLA study finds Tai Chi reduces inflammation in breast cancer survivors with insomnia, which helps prevent 
cancer recurrence. Florido :48

11/4/2014 LAW
Los Angeles Police officials today {TUE} announced they're moving forward with Taser as the official 
distributor for the department's new body cameras. CC :15

11/4/2014 YOUT A baby hippo at the Los Angeles Zoo Plevin 1:02

11/4/2014 POLI
Republican gubernatorial candidate Neel Kashkari conceded to incumbent Jerry Brown in a speech tonight 
{TUES}. CC :15

11/4/2014 POLI
Incumbent Jerry Brown defeated his Republican opponent Neil Kashkari for an unprecedented fourth term as 
governor of California. CC :16

11/4/2014 POLI
Governor Jerry brown defeated Republican challenger Neel Kashkari to return for an unprecedented fourth 
term. CC :18

11/4/2014 POLI
Incumbent Jerry Brown defeated the Republican challenger Neel Kashkari for an unprecedented fourth term 
as California Governor tonight {TUES} CC :16

11/4/2014 POLI
Election Day is here, and there are some important run-offs.  The LA County Sheriff and County Supervisor 
races are two of the big ones. Gardner :25

11/4/2014 ECON
Developments at West Coast ports... In particular, the Longshore workers union contract talks, shipping 
companies accusing the union of deliberate work slow-downs in the Pacific Northwest. Watt :58

11/4/2014 ENT  LA has some of the slowest internet speeds of any major city in the world. Bergman 1:05

11/4/2014 EDU  LA Unified travel ban ensnares previously approved student trips. Guzman-Lopez :53

11/4/14 LAW It's election day across the country, with big Senatorial races deciding which party is in the majority. Chris Moody, Carolyn Lochhead 20:00



11/4/14 MEDI
In a move that has angered fans and created ripples across the music streaming industry, Taylor Swift’s label, 
Big Machine Records, has pulled all of her music off the streaming service Spotify. Casey Rae, Ashlye Keaton 20:31

11/4/14 ECON
This time of year, employers struggle with scheduling vacation requests while maintaining enough staff to be 
relatively productive. Randy Renick, John Kabateck 19:14

11/4/14 HEAL
The Affordable Care Act has been beset by partisan bickering, technical glitches, complaints from doctors to 
consumers even before it went into effect. Margot Sanger-Katz 15:13

11/4/14 ECON
Walmart already has a price match program at its brick-and-mortar locations, where you can show them a 
lower advertised price for a product they carry, and Walmart will match the price. Kit Yarrow, Sucharita Mulpuru 7:28

11/4/14 LIT When it comes to Chinese food, it’s not an overstatement to say that Southern California almost has it all. Yong Chen 16:00

11/4/2014 ECON
Lawmakers in California used credit cards to make more than $4 million in purchases in the first 18 months of 
the election period, according to an investigation by the Sacramento Bee. Jim Miller 8:07

11/4/2014 HEAL

Doctor Colin Bucks practices emergency medicine at Stanford and until about a week ago he was on the front 
lines of the Ebola fight in Liberia. He decided to go into quarantine before the state of California mandated 
such measures for returning health workers. Colin Bucks 6:17

11/4/2014 ART
Take Two speaks with Sherman Alexie, one of the producers of the film, who is also the author of books such 
as "Reservation Blues" and "The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian." Sherman Alexie 8:48

11/4/2014 TRANS
A shuttle van that goes off-road. A car/guitar amp. And tires designed to be recycled into shoe soles. A trade 
show for auto customizers opens in Vegas. Susan Carpenter 6:02

11/4/2014 ENT
The singer effectively dumped Spotify by removing all of her albums from its catalogue. For more on what this 
means for the music industry, Steve Knopper joins Take Two. Steve Knopper 5:33

11/4/2014 ENT
Oliver Wang and Morgan Rhodes are back in the studio with their picks of new music that they think you 
should be listening to. Oliver Wang and Morgan Rhodes 9:24

11/4/2014 POLI
For more on why race has become such a difficult issue to talk about in politics, Mark Sawyer, director of 
UCLA's Center for the Study of Race, Ethnicity and Politics, joins Take Two. Mark Sawyer 6:19

11/4/2014 LAW Alex Cohen talks with reporter Matthias Gafni for the latest in this story. Matthias Gafni 3:35

11/4/2014 POLI
Chile is now allowing marijuana cultivation for medical use. It's also allowed a Chilean woman, who is 
terminally ill, to import a cannabis-based medicine from Europe. The BBC's Gideon Long reports. Gideon Long 4:25

11/4/2014 ENV

This summer's water main break at UCLA sent 20 million gallons of water gushing into streets, storm drains 
and into the ocean, all during a drought. The owners of Sticker Planet launched "Make it Up LA" to help 
conserve water. Molly Peterson 4:01



11/4/2014 ENV

It is no question that parts of the city's water distribution system are badly in need of a repair, in the wake of 
significant bursts. But how to prioritize? Senior Assistant General Manager of the LADWP Water System joins 
Take Two.  Martin Adams 7:03

11/4/2014 ENV
County supervisors will spend $3 million to revamp the open space near Whittier Narrows Nature Center, but 
the plan has divided environmentalists. SCPR's Jed Kim reports. Jed Kim 4:31

11/4/2014 SCIE
In Texas, mountain lions can be hunted at will. Still, preliminary results from a four-year-old study suggest the 
number of Texas mountain lions is stable, and may be growing. Lorne Matalon 4:13

11/4/2014 ENV
The killings at a coyote hunting contest in Bakersfield this past weekend are legal, but they've outraged 
conservationists who are working to ban predator killing competitions state-wide in California. Camilla Fox 1:12

11/4/2014 ART
For anyone who puts off cooking because of the time it takes, New York Times food columnist Mark Bittman’s 
new book, "How to Cook Everything Fast," has a solution. Mark Bittman 8:04

11/4/2014 ART Vulture.com's Joe Adalian talks about the contemporary environment of political satire on TV Joe Adalian 4:42

11/4/2014 ART
Yuval Sharon and Nick Tipp of The Industry talk about transforming their opera, "Invisible Cities," from a live 
event into a recorded album. Yuval Sharon, Nick Tipp 2:25

11/5/2014 LAW Jim McDonnell will be the next LA County Sheriff CC :12

11/5/2014 LAW Jim McDonnell will be the next LA County Sheriff CC :07

11/5/2014 LAW Jim McDonnell will be the next LA County Sheriff CC :20

11/5/2014 LAW Jim McDonnell will be the next LA County Sheriff CC :08

11/5/2014 POLI Senator Ted Lieu wins retiring Congressman Waxman's seat CC :23

11/5/2014 POLI Democrat Jerry Brown wins record fourth term as CA governor Adler :43

11/5/2014 POLI Sheil Kuehl beat Bobby Shriver in LA County Supervisor race CC :20

11/5/2014 POLI Cloer look at election results Stoltze 5:49



11/5/2014 POLI
California voters approved the 7.5-billion-dollar water bond along with two other ballot measures, and rejected 
three. Quinton :45

11/5/2014 POLI The percentage of Californians voting in non-presidential elections has slipped compared to 40 years ago. Moffitt 1:26

11/5/2014 POLI Jerry Brown servs fourth term as governor Adler 3:07

11/5/2014 POLI CA voters pass Prop 1 by overwhelming majority Peterson 2:46

11/5/2014 POLI Californians pass the water bond CC :11

11/5/2014 POLI A majority of California voter's agreed with the Governor's plan to shore up the state's rainy day reserves. Brekke :37

11/5/2014 POLI Once again Democrats swept the races for all the other statewide offices. Myers 1:09

11/5/2014 POLI
Voters defeated two statewide health initiatives at the polls yesterday (TUE).  Proposition 45 got just 40-
percent of the vote, while Prop 46 got support from only a third of voters. Dembosky 1:09

11/5/2014 POLI Republicans picked up seven seats in the Senate Felde 3:07

11/5/2014 POLI Prop 47 passed CC :18

11/5/2014 POLI Alex Padilla is California's new Secretary of State CC :17

11/5/2014 LAW As new Sheriff, Jim McDonnell wants to fix LA County's Sheriff's Dept CC :14

11/5/2014 LAW New LA County Sheriff Jim McDonnell has a long road ahead of him to fix the dept CC :14

11/5/2014 POLI Some nonviolent crimes will be downgraded to misdemeanors, now that Prop 47 has passed CC :16

11/5/2014 POLI Voter turnout in yesterday's election was LA County's lowest on record. Gardner :48



11/5/2014 POLI Republican Party won in the country, but not California CC :21

11/5/2014 POLI Senator Ted Lieu wins retiring Congressman Waxman's seat CC :16

11/5/2014 ENV Three CA counties vote on fracking bans; two out of three pass, but not in place where fracking happens Peterson :48

11/5/2014 POLI
The day after Tuesday's election - newly re-elected state school superintendent Tom Torlakson is celebrating 
his win. Plummer 1:02

11/5/2014 POLI Early estimates suggest this midterm election will go down as one of the lowest for voter turnout. Peterson :06

11/5/2014 POLI Early estimates suggest this midterm election will go down as one of the lowest for voter turnout. Peterson :06

11/5/2014 ENV CA Water Resources Control Board says conservation rate dropped 1.3-percent in September CC :14

11/5/2014 POLI
The Santa Monica City Council got a resounding vote of confidence Tuesday when it comes to control over the
City's airport. Watt :59

11/5/2014 POLI
Incumbent Tom Torkalson's win in the hard fought race for state school superintendent pitted the education 
establishment against self-named reformers Plummer 1:08

11/5/2014 POLI District attorney offices implement Prop 47 CC :17

11/5/2014 POLI Neel Kashkari conceded to Jerry Brown last night CC :19

11/5/14 LAW
The 2014 midterm election is over, and the results are in! On one front, not much has changed in Los Angeles 
County: all incumbents to the House of Representatives were re-elected.

Francine Kiefer, Frank Gilliam Jr., Jessica 
Levinson 1:06

11/5/14 LAW
The Republican Party staked its claim in the U.S. Senate in Tuesday’s election, setting up what is likely to be a 
contentious final two years of President Obama’s presidency.

Harmeet Dhillon, Tony Krvaric, Tim 
Donnelly 20:14

11/5/14 LAW Proposition 47 has passed, which means sentencing reform is set to commence throughout California. Jackie Lacey, Barry Krisberg 14:12

11/5/2014 POLI
Southern California Public Radio political reporters Alice Walton and Kitty Felde will be Take Two's guide for 
what happened in Tuesday's election and what it means for Southern California. Alice Walton, Kitty Felde 8:37

11/5/2014 POLI
Supporters argue Prop 47 will go far toward fixing a broken judicial system. Critics are concerned about what 
this will mean for public safety.  Keramet Reiter 5:43

11/5/2014 POLI

Republicans have seized control of the Senate for the first time in eight years and increased their majority in 
the House of Representatives. For more, Michael Oreskes, Senior Managing Editor for the Associated Press, 
joins Take Two. Michael Oreskes 8:34



11/5/2014 POLI
If the growing Latino vote was supposed to be decisive in many elections around the country, then why did 
Republicans walk away with stunning victories Tuesday night? David Ayon 6:46

11/5/2014 SPOR It's time for the latest in sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky. Andy and Brian Kamenetzky 9:49

11/5/2014 TECH
In our regular tech segment, App Chat, we delve into three different apps that want to help you save money, 
save your mind and save your life when you're on a bike. Jacob Margolis 5:32

11/5/2014 ENV
The measure allows the state to take out a loan of $7.5 billion to shore up California's water supplies and get it 
ready for the next drought. So how long until water officials do something with the money? Molly Peterson 4:32

11/5/2014 POLI
Residents of Oregon, Alaska and Washington D.C. voted to legalize marijuana Tuesday night. What does this 
mean for the marijuana debate and possible legalization in California? Tamar Todd 9:56

11/5/2014 POLI
Despite the hundreds of millions of dollars spent on ads in key races across the U.S., there's some evidence 
that all that noise may not really matter. Take Two talks about it with Emily Schultheis of National Journal. Emily Schultheis 6:12

11/5/2014 POLI
Former Long Beach Police Chief Jim McDonnell sees benefit in being the first outsider elected Sheriff in 
almost a century. Jim McDonnell 9:24

11/5/2014 LAW
The city of Berkeley has passed the nation's first soda tax. Measure D won three-quarters of the vote. It will 
place a 1 cent per ounce tax on soft drinks. Scott Weiner 10:05

11/5/2014 ART Kyle Buchanan of Vulture.com talks about the films at AFI Fest to get excited about Kyle Buchanan 4:42

11/5/2014 ART James Kim profiles Tyler the Creator, one of LA's most interesting young talents Tyler the Creator 2:17

11/6/2014 ENV Controversial map shows Hollywood fault running directly under Millenium Partners property CC :17

11/6/2014 ENT Marketplace event at Royce Hall this weekend Roman 4:18

11/6/2014 OC Anaheim council district passes, 68-percent, what's next? Aguilar 1:00

11/6/2014 EDU Report finds faults in LA Unified student data system Guzman 1:05



11/6/2014 POLI Lots of new members: is CA redistricting a success? Felde 1:01

11/6/2014 POLI Democratic congressional race in Ventura County still too close to call CC :13

11/6/2014 SCI
The final state map of the Hollywood fault shows it crossing under a property where developers planned a pair 
of towers, controversy ensues Totten :54

11/6/2014 EDU IUSD still has serious physical plant problems despite state takeover Foshay 5:08

11/6/2014 LAW Proposition 47 passes; what's next for CA criminal justice Aguilar 4:05

11/6/2014 EDU UC President picks a fight with Gov Brown Adler :57

11/6/2014 POLI Congressman Henry Waxman prepares to leave office CC :23

11/6/2014 POLI California Democrats failed to recapture supermajority Berestein Rojas 1:11

11/6/2014 POLI Republicans appear to have broken the Dems supermajorities in both chambers of the state legislature Bartolone :49

11/6/2014 HEAL State has cut Medi-Cal application backlog to 170,000 Florido :49

11/6/2014 POLI Gov Brown talks about key to his fourth term CC :17

11/6/2014 POLI Gov Brown talks about key to his fourth term Adler :56

11/6/2014 LAW Jim McDonnell will be the next LA County Sheriff Stoltze 4:12

11/6/2014 POLI Supporters of plastic bag ban fight against repeal initiative Joyce :59

11/6/2014 POLI Marshall Tuck lost superintendent race but plans ton continue pushing for reform Tintocalis 1:44



11/6/2014 POLI Bilingual poll shows Latinos interested in immigration over the economy CC :16

11/6/2014 ART LACMA receives largest gift of art it's ever received CC :16

11/6/2014 LAW Memorial held for Pomona SWAT officer shot and killled last week CC :25

11/6/2014 POLI Republican-controlled Congress will act on Keystone pipeline and health care CC :12

11/6/2014 ECON LA businessman Jerry Perenchio CC :14

11/6/2014 EDU UC President talks tuition hikes CC :17

11/6/2014 EDU Tom Torlakson turns attention to issues at Inglewood Unified CC :12

11/6/2014 EDU UC President talks tuition hikes CC :15

11/6/14 EDU
UC President Janet Napolitano is pushing for an end to a tuition freeze, citing growing costs and limited 
funding throughout the UC system. Bruce Varner, H.D. Palmer 21:19

11/6/14 SEC
The Aug. 9 shooting death of the 18-year-old Brown by Ferguson police officer Darren Wilson sparked months-
long protests and unrest in the St. Louis suburb that captured the nation's attention.

Reverend Willis Johnson, Steve 
Giegerich 21:10

11/6/14 HEAL
For the first time, marijuana advocates have gained a foothold on the East Coast, in a place that could force 
Congress to make pot policy for the nation. Robert Capecchi, Kevin Sabet 16:58

11/6/14 ECON Where is the line between growth and safety? John Parrish, Mike Reader 10:22

11/6/14 LAW
A shellacking, a thumping, a drubbing. Call it whatever you want, the midterm election results represent a clear
sign of voter discontent in the country today. Maggie Haberman, Scot Lehigh 13:15

11/6/14 DIV From hipsters to Hollywood stars, facial hair is all the rage right now. Adam Causgrove 15:35

11/6/2014 POLI

After Democrat Alma Adams of North Carolina is sworn in, she'll be the 100th woman currently sitting in 
Congress. Host Alex Cohen talks to Debbie Walsh, the Director of the Center for American Women and 
Politics, a unit of the Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers University for more. Debbie Walsh 7:45



11/6/2014 POLI
Californian voters broke a new all-time record this election, but it's not one to boast about. Voter turn-out was 
abysmal in the Golden State. Barbara O'Connor 6:55

11/6/2014 EDU
This week, University of California officials proposed raising tuition by as much as 5 percent over the next five 
years. CSU costs have been on the rise, too. Kristal Raheem 5:32

11/6/2014 IMM
A new immigration court is hearing cases from that facility and its judges are setting lower bonds, allowing 
more immigrants to leave detention. Monica Ortiz Uribe 4:23

11/6/2014 FORE
BBC correspondent Andrew Harding visited a village in Sierra Leone, where he found dozens of children - 
orphans of the Ebola epidemic. Andrew Harding 5:18

11/6/2014 TRANS
Filmmaker Bruce Brown ("Endless Summer") made a classic motorcycle documentary in 1971. Now his son 
has updated "On Any Sunday." Plus, a bike that glows in the dark. Susan Carpenter 7:06

11/6/2014 TECH
The issue has to do with how information flows over the Internet and it could have broad implications for our 
daily use. The FCC is also nearing an important decision on net neutrality. Brian Fung 7:04

11/6/2014 ART
To put that in context, the building that LACMA needs to complete to get its hands on those works will cost 
$600 million. Suzanne Muchnic 8:11

11/6/2014 ART
Companies that are producing drinks like artichoke water, maple water and cactus water are all trying to take a 
gulp of coconut water's $400 million dollar business. Courtney Rubin 6:15

11/6/2014 EDU
The district is on its third trustee and enrollment is down. And, as KPCC has found, conditions inside some 
schools are unsanitary and in some cases, unsafe. Karen Foshay 5:29

11/6/2014 EDU
State School Superintendent Tom Torlakson was just reelected after a tight and very expensive race. How 
does he feel about issues that divide his own party and problems with Inglewood Unified? Tom Torlakson 9:31

11/6/2014 ART
Bring Your Parents To Work Day is an unconventional twist on Bring Your Kids to Work Day. The event 
started at LinkedIn last year.  Sheera, Bernie Selkovitz 4:16

11/6/2014 ENV

g y , p y y
One man hopes to change that. He's in the middle of a seven month long journey down what's left of the Rio 
Grande. Lorne Matalon 4:06

11/6/2014 LIT
David Kipen, founder of the lending library Libros Schmibros in Boyle Heights, joins Take Two every full moon 
for his segment Reading by Moonlight. David Kipen 6:22

11/6/2014 ART
LACMA Director Michael Govan reveals some of the details behind the most recent donation to the museum, 
a gift from Jerry Perenchio which comes out to more than $500 million. Michael Govan 5:00

11/6/2014 ART Actor Joseph Marcell discusses his role as King Lear in the Globe's newest iteration of the play Joseph Marcell 1:30

11/7/2014 POLI Senator Boxer says she will fight attempts to repeal Affordable Care Act CC :11

11/7/2014 IMM Senator Boxer spoke on immigration for first time since the election CC :11

11/7/2014 POLI Senator Boxer blamed Democratic loss on voter turnout CC :15

11/7/2014 SCI NASA releases satellite data on distant comet that created fireworks show above Mars last month CC :16



11/7/2014 HEAL Hundreds of health care workers get Ebola training Aguilera :55

11/7/2014 ECON Mariachi Plaza could be transformed if Metro officials approve plans for retail, office development Berestein Rojas 1:17

11/7/2014 ENER Environmental groups say greenhouse gas reduction plan is working Quinton :48

11/7/2014 ENT Film critics review Interstellar, Big Hero Six and more Mantle 3:00

11/7/2014 POLI San Francisco may prove a model in universal preschool program Fernandes 4:03

11/7/2014 DIS Philippines still rebuiding after last year's typhoon Huang 4:08

11/7/2014 LAW State regulators have ordered Exide Technologies to pay nine-million dollar fine to clean up soil and air Peterson 1:00

11/7/2014 ECON Plastic bag ban takes effect next July CC :07

11/7/2014 LAW Bail hearing today for man accused of taking over largest black-market website in the world Emslie 1:18

11/7/2014 ECON Employers added 214-thousand jobs last month CC :14

11/7/2014 LAW Man arrested for murder of McStay family in 2010 CC :11

11/7/2014 LAW Man arrested for murder of McStay family in 2010 CC :14

11/7/2014 ENV Philippines still rebuiding after last year's typhoon CC :17

11/7/2014 EDU CSU appoints point person on sexual harassment policies Guzman 1:02

11/7/2014 POLI Groundbreaking for purple line extension CC :07



11/7/2014 IMM CA prepares to offer driver's licenses to immigrants in the country illegally Huang :30

11/7/2014 ENT American Film Institute Festival continues today CC :11

11/7/14 MIL
Almost 10 years after the September 11, 2001 attacks, Osama bin Laden was killed by SEAL Team Six in 
Pakistan. Hal Kempfer, Marcus Weisgerber 23:31

11/7/14 IMM
It's only been three days since midterm elections wrapped up, and we're already seeing tensions rise on 
Capitol Hill. James Aldrete, Jon Fleischman 16:04

11/7/14 HEAL
The battle over the Affordable Care Act continues as the Supreme Court has agreed to hear a new challenge 
to President Obama's healthcare law. Greg Stohr, Lisa McElroy 8:00

11/7/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Claudia Puig, Wade Major and Charles Solomon review this week’s 
releases, including “Interstellar,” “Big Hero 6,” “The Theory of Everything" and more - TGI Filmweek!

Claudia Puig, Wade Major, Charles 
Solomon, 0:31

11/7/14 ART
The AFI Fest brought to LA by the American Film Institute kicked off last night. It opened with the buzzy "A 
Most Violent Year" -  starring Oscar Isaac and Jessica Chastain. Jacqueline Lyanga 8:15

11/7/14 ART
The new film starring Marion Cotillard - Two Days, One Night - will have special screenings during the AFI 
Fest including one tonight at the Egyptian. Jean-Pierre Dardenne, Luc Dardenne 7:41

11/7/2014 TECH
This week, the FBI along with Homeland Security and Europol (Europe's main law enforcement body) raided 
more 400 hidden web sites that traded in illegal drugs, arms and child pornography. Kim Zetter 6:51

11/7/2014 TECH

Facebook announced it's donating one-hundred communication terminals for better Internet and cell phone 
service in Ebola-affected areas of West Africa. But how can being connected online help address a health 
crisis? Adele Waugaman 7:04

11/7/2014 POLI
Take Two's weekly look-back at the week in news with James Oliphant, a political writer for National Journal, 
and Robin Abcarian, columnist for the Los Angeles Times. James Oliphant, Robin Abcarian 10:27

11/7/2014 ART
Filmmaker Judy Irving's new film "Pelican Dreams" explores the world of the noble sea birds: their history, their
habits, even their body language. Judy Irving 7:57

11/7/2014 ART
"Birdman" - the latest work from Mexican director Alejandro González Iñárritu - is a very different movie in 
many ways... including its score. Antonia Sanchez 7:31

11/7/2014 ART
The Getty shattered a record when it won its bid on Édouard Manet's 'Spring' on Wednesday. The museum 
will pay $65 mil for the painting, a record for the artist's work. Timothy Potts 5:11

11/7/2014 ART
Quidditch is a fictional sport in the Harry Potter series where wizards fly around a field on broomsticks. The 
real-life version is grounded, of course, but it's been on college campuses since 2005.  Farzad Sangari 8:43



11/7/2014 ART
Southern California Public Radio's social media producer Kristen Lepore writes a weekly column on cheap 
things to do in LA and she's here to help us make the most of our time off. Kristen Lepore 4:47

11/7/2014 DIS
The effect of Haiyan, also known as Yolanda in the Philippines, was felt in Filipino communities around the 
world, including here in Southern California. Aquilina Soriano, Leah Tejada 7:07

11/7/2014 DIS

One year after Typhoon Haiyan, the recovery effort in the Phillipines is still ongoing. But there have been 
efforts to rebuild. One of them is headed by a group called The Peace Project. It aims to meet a primary need: 
housing. Lisa Schultz 7:44

11/7/2014 ART Michael Caine explains that Nolan pushed him into science-fiction Michael Caine :09

11/7/2014 ART Director of "Theory of Everything" James Marsh 5:00

11/7/2014 ART
Herbie Hancock talks about the challenges of being a judge in the 2014 iteration of the Monk Institute of Jazz's 
annual competition Herbie Hancock 2:00

11/8/2014 P
Three vets: one who fought the Cold War, one who survived sharks in the Pacific, and one who became a 
hero to Hmong refugees in the US. John Rabe 14:13:00

11/8/2014 ART
Off-Ramp host John Rabe goes to Sonny's Hideaway in Highland Park to talk with the editors of "Drink: Los 
Angeles," a guide to the best beverages.

John Rabe / Colleen Dunn Bates / Garrett 
Snyder 7:00:00

11/8/2014 P

We talk with a vet who wishes she’d never enlisted, but now works to help vets; another who loved her job 
working with Army dogs but had to stay in the closet during her service; and a couple who met in the service 
and are still married 47 years later.

John Rabe / Billiekai Boughton / Tracey 
Cooper-Harris / Mary Goldberg / Les 
Goldberg 12:22:00

11/8/2014 ENT
NPR veteran host Susan Stamberg remembers the genesis of NPR's "Car Talk," and the genius of Tom 
Magliozzi, who died Monday. John Rabe / Susan Stamberg 5:25:00

11/8/2014 ENT
We remember the Santa Monica fixture who cut the hair of the rich and famous, the infamous ... and Off-Ramp
commentator Hank Rosenfeld. John Rabe / Hank Rosenfeld 2:53:00

11/8/2014 I
The Supreme Court Monday affirmed the rights of creators to develop characters who live in the public 
domain, like Sherlock Holmes, Poirot, and Tarzan. John Rabe / Leslie S. Klinger 5:59:00

11/8/2014 I
John Rabe talks with Caitlin Doughty, author of "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes: And Other Lessons from the 
Crematory," on death, the Americanization of Halloween and more. John Rabe / Caitlin Doughty 15:48:00



11/8/2014 ART
Kozy and Dan Kitchens make up Kozyndan, a husband and wife team whose work is featured in the Japanese 
American National Museum's Hello Kitty exhibit. Kevin Ferguson 4:39:00

11/8/2014 I
Alice Rackham is a college student who responds to a bad grade by living her life according to the themes of 
classic literature. Learn about this Web series here. Mike Roe / Alice Hackett 4:51:00

11/8/2014 ART
Off-Ramp Commentator Marc Haefele on the cultural migration that transformed Hollywood when the Nazis 
took power and the Skirball Center's "Light and Power." Marc Haefele 5:10:00

11/8/2014 P
As the city mulls building three new "pedestrian scramble" crosswalks, Off-Ramp's Alana Rinicella talks with 
pedestrians at in front of Pasadena's diagonal crosswalks. Alana Rinicella 2:02:00

11/9/2014 ENER CA Independent System Operator has faster, chepaer access to power thanks to new automated system Moffitt :55

11/9/2014 ENER CA Independent System Operator has faster, chepaer access to power thanks to new automated system CC :14

11/9/2014 ENER Environmental groups say greenhouse gas reduction plan is working CC :17

11/9/2014 HIST Today marks 25th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall Hamilton 2:41

11/9/2014 HIST Today marks 25th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall CC :15

11/9/2014 OBIT Memorial held for three teens killed in hit-and-run on Halloween CC :04

11/9/2014 ENV CA Dept of Fish and Wildlife says water levels are dropping, but there are just as many fish CC :13

11/9/2014 OBIT Remembering Tom Magliozzi CC :16

11/10/2014 Loh Life Basil Loh 2:39

11/10/2014 ART Profile of a star arts integration teacher from Orange County Plummer 4:04



11/10/2014 EDU Michelle Obama awards prize to two SoCal after-school programs Plummer 1:07

11/10/2014 DC Democrats return to DC as minority in both House and Senate Felde :52

11/10/2014 HEAL CDC study says skin cancer treatment costs more than all other cancers O'Neill :45

11/10/2014 HEAL Profile of two nurses who volunteered to treat Ebola patients Aguilera 3:58

11/10/2014 LAW Sikh woman writes an anthology in response to hate crimes across the country Daniel 4:31

11/10/2014 MIL Veterans Day is tomorrow Lewis 5:10

11/10/2014 HEAL Enrollment campaign will swing through 20 CA cities Bailey :52

11/10/2014 ENT Big Hero 6 comes in first at the box office, followed by Interstellar CC :18

11/10/2014 LAB Kaiser Permanente nurses prep for two-day strike Dembosky :28

11/10/2014 SPOR Lakers finally won a game CC :13

11/10/2014 ECON Gas prices continue to drop CC :13

11/10/2014 SPOR Raiders continue to lose CC :09

11/10/2014 LAW Rescue crews search for hikers missing in Eaton Canyon CC :15

11/10/2014 ENV Sewage spill reported near Dana Point and Huntington Harbor CC :09

11/10/2014 POLI President Obama says US and China will start granting visas that will be valid for up to a decade CC :14



11/10/2014 LAW Hikers rescued after a night in the Angeles National Forest CC :12

11/10/2014 LAW Hikers rescued after a night in the Angeles National Forest Gardner :38

11/10/2014 POLI Leon Panetta supports President Obama's plan to send more troops to Iraq CC :23

11/10/2014 POLI Leon Panetta says public is entitled to know about CIA torture techniques CC :12

11/10/2014 LAW Hikers rescued after a night in the Angeles National Forest CC :07

11/10/2014 POLI LA County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky steps down after five terms CC :14

11/10/2014 HEAL AARP runs PSAs encouraging Latino caregivers to seek out resources and support O'Neill :49

11/10/2014 ECON Corporate, income tax revenues resulted in lucrative October for state of CA Orr :48

11/10/2014 ECON Tensions build over congestion and delays at West Coast ports Watt 1:00

11/10/2014 LAW Hikers rescued after a night in the Angeles National Forest Gardner 1:01

11/10/2014 ENV CA water reservoir continues to plummet Quinton :49

11/10/2014 ENV Water in CA reservoirs is nearing historic lows CC :19

11/10/2014 LAW
LA County District Attorney Lacey wants overhaul of system for dealing with mentally ill people in the justice 
system Stoltze :55

11/10/2014 POLI Veterans Affairs Secretary plans massive reorganization of the VA McNary 1:15

11/10/2014 LAW UCLA police investigate theft of 55 Apple laptops CC :10



11/10/14 DC

Leon Panetta started his career as a legislative aid in 1966. Four decades later, he would hold two of the most 
important posts in protecting the country, first as Director of the Central intelligence Agency (2009 to 2011), 
and then as Secretary of Defense (2011 to 2013). Leon Panetta 21:06

11/10/14 DC
President Barack Obama has given the green light for 1,500 U.S. troops to be deployed to Iraq in a supportive 
role, training Iraqi and Kurdish forces to fight the so-called Islamic State. Michael O’Hanlon 8:53

11/10/14 DC
President Obama on Monday weighed in on the net neutrality debate with the strongest words yet his 
administration has issued on the topic. Gautham Nagesh 12:51

11/10/14 GEND
In an interview with "The Times" of London, Keira Knightley revealed why she posed topless for the 
September issue of Interview magazine. Shira Tarrant 15:39

11/10/14 LAB Should employees be able to use their employers’ email accounts and networks to fight for union rights? Joel Barras 13:21

11/10/14 SCI
Science correspondent Joe Palca has won numerous awards, co-authored a book and worked at NPR for 
over 20 years. Joe Palca 12:32

11/10/14 LAW Five-term Los Angeles County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky is leaving office because of term limits. Zev Yaroslavsky 14:24

11/10/2014 POLI
President Obama is in Asia this week, flexing his political muscles abroad after a midterm beat down back 
home. Ely Ratner 7:31

11/10/2014 FORE
Recently on Take Two, we've been reporting on the city of Iguala. That's where 43 college students went 
missing in late September. It was a grim story, one which remained a mystery for many weeks. Tim Johnson 7:29

11/10/2014 MIL
There are more than 20 million veterans in the US. You may know one. You may be one. And they deal with al
sorts of trials and triumphs when they return home. Anthony Hassan 7:41

11/10/2014 MIL
Author and U.S. Marine Corps veteran Phil Klay joins Take Two to discuss his book "Redeployment," an 
engrossing collection of short stories about the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Phil Klay 7:57

11/10/2014 ENT
It's time for "On The Lot," our weekly peek behind the scenes in Hollywood. Alex Cohen speaks with Rebecca 
Keegan, who covers the film business for the LA Times. Rebecca Keegan 8:54

11/10/2014 ENT
While television networks have cancelled a few shows, almost all of this year’s freshman shows survived their 
first month. Variety's Brian Lowry explains why TV execs are being more patient than usual this year. Brian Lowry 6:37

11/10/2014 POLI
The Supreme Court agreed to take on a case that challenges a key piece of the Affordable Care Act, and with 
Republicans in control of Congress in the next term, the law could be facing a lot of future attacks. Mark Peterson 6:54

11/10/2014 LIT
Ruby Wax has a new book out titled "Sane New World: A User's Guide to the Normal-Crazy Mind." It's part 
neurological study, part self help book and part memoir. And, it's funny. Ruby Wax 8:59



11/10/2014 HEAL

As the population ages, more Americans are faced with some very tough choices. How to find the best quality 
care for our loved ones. Here in California that task is especially daunting, given the difficulties of figuring out 
just who owns which nursing homes. Phillip Reese 7:55

11/10/2014 ART
Fifty years ago, art magnate Norton Simon made a huge move in the art world: he bought the entire collection 
of a New York gallery once owned by brothers Joseph and Henry Duveen.  Carol Togneri 8:04

11/10/2014 ART
CEO of Common Sense Media Jim Steyer talks about Big Hero 6, Interstellar, and the current connotations of 
the phrase "Family Film" Jim Steyer 3:00

11/10/2014 ART Director Christopher Nolan explains his desire to make "Interstellar" the family blockbuster of the year Christopher Nolan 8:49

11/10/2014 ART
KPCC Education reporter Mary Plummer talks to a schoolteacher who incorporates music in the classroom to 
imrpove the learning environment at her school Sunshine Cavalluzzi 4:13

11/10/2014 ART Actor Joseph Marcell discusses his role as King Lear in the Globe's newest iteration of the play Joseph Marcell 3:58

11/10/2014 ART Jon Stewart talks about the first time he bombed on-stage during a standup routine Jon Stewart 1:00

11/11/2014 MIL
USC has developed a virtual reality program that lets social workers practice engaging with a veteran in a no-
stakes learning environment Totten 4:34

11/11/2014 MIL American Legion, country's biggest veterans' group, tries to recruit younger members Huang 4:07

11/11/2014 SPOR Clippers lost to the Spurs last night CC :10

11/11/2014 MIL Americans honor Veterans Day with parades and speeches Daniel 4:18

11/11/2014 POLI President Obama to award Presidential Medal of Freedom to late Congressman Edward Roybal CC :11

11/11/2014 POLI President Obama to award Presidential Medal of Freedom to late Congressman Edward Roybal CC :13

11/11/2014 MIL Americans honor Veterans Day with parades and speeches CC :10

11/11/2014 LAW Long Beach picks deputy chief Robert Luna to be new police chief CC :23



11/11/2014 HEAL USC Study predicts cost of treating Alzheimer's to nearly quintuple in 40 years O'Neill :52

11/11/2014 OBIT Member of hip-hop group The Sugarhill Gang has died CC :22

11/11/2014 ENV Efforts to prohibit fracking hit road block in city's planning department Peterson :58

11/11/2014 EDU LA Unified magnet application deadline is this Friday Guzman :56

11/11/2014 MIL VA in West LA has come under criticism for being slow to help homeless vets CC :11

11/11/2014 ECON CA tourism industry is welcoming change in US's visa policy with China CC :11

11/11/2014 ECON Visa change could bring more Chinese tourists to LA Orr :53

11/11/2014 LAW Long Beach picks deputy chief Robert Luna to be new police chief Aguilar 1:09

11/11/2014 SCI European Space Agency plans to drop a space probe on a streaking comet CC :21

11/11/2014 ECON Drop in gas helps local tour business Watt 1:00

11/11/14 HEAL
The Veteran Affairs Administration unveiled Monday plans to overhaul the agency in the wake of the health 
care scandal that has plagued the department for a better part of a year. Travis Tritten 5:46

11/11/14 LIT The US has sent 2.6 million American soldiers to Iraq, Afghanistan, and other fronts. Rajiv Chandrasekaran 20:35

11/11/14 ECON

Smokers in the military may have to go off base to get their cigarettes and chewing tobacco if Congress
decides to enact a ban on the sale of tobacco products on U.S. military bases.

Karen Jowers, Greg Haifley, Rick Ungar 18:38

11/11/14 MIL
The new director of the West Los Angeles Veterans Home, Thomas Bucci, is tasked with speeding up  the 
slow progress of the half-empty facility. 

Maj. Gen. Peter James Gravett, Toni 
Reinis 18:44

11/11/14 HEAL

A study conducted by researchers from the University of Texas’ Center for Brain Health and the Albuquerque-
based Mind Research Network has found evidence that chronic pot smokers have less gray matter than 
people who have never smoked marijuana. Dr. Sina Aslan, Dr. David Agus 17:51



11/11/14 ART
Pianist and singer Hershey Felder is probably best known for bringing the works of George Gershwin to a new 
generation with his one man show, “George Gershwin ALONE.” Hershey Felder 17:00

11/11/2014 HEAL
9 out of 10 strawberries consumed in the US is grown in CA. It's a $2.6 billion industry, and it's one that relies 
heavily on pesticides believed to cause cancer. Andrew Donohue 9:36

11/11/2014 HEAL
Strawberries are a fragile fruit in high demand. And the use of fumigants has made growers wildly successful 
in California. But one farm in Ventura County does things differently. Michael Roberts 4:53

11/11/2014 MIL
More than 250,000 Filipinos fought alongside US soldiers during World War II. Only a fraction have received 
the recognition that they say was promised to them. Rodney Cajudo 8:29

11/11/2014 ENT
This week on Tuesday Reviewsday, Steve Hochman and Justino Aguila talk about new albums from Ximena 
Sariñana, Damien Rice, Mariachi El Bronx and more. Steve Hochman and Justino Aguila 10:40

11/11/2014 TECH
What if broadband Internet access was a public utility that the government ran? In Santa Monica, it's been true 
for decades. Jory Wolf 4:45

11/11/2014 ART
News reports and conversations about the Middle East often center around conflict. But this new exhibition 
focuses on the creativity of the region and the intersection of Islam and the arts. Amitis Motevalli n/a

11/11/2014 ENV
Two years ago, seven Italian earthquake experts were found guilty of manslaughter for not doing enough to 
warn the public before a deadly quake. Tom Heaton 8:08

11/11/2014 ART Guillermo del Toro explains why he took an opportunity at MoMA to criticize the Mexican government Guillermo del Toro 3:25

11/11/2014 ART Hilary Swank talks about her character in the upcoming movie "The Homesman" Hilary Swank 7:10

11/11/2014 ART Vulture.com's Joe Adalian talks about Amazon.com's upcoming season of TV shows Joe Adalian 3:00

11/11/2014 ART
The grandson of General Patton talks about the Patton Veterans Project's "I Was There" film workshop which 
helps veterans cope with post-traumatic stress Benjamin Patton 3:57

11/11/2014 ART
Actress Geena Davis talks about the first time she was cast in a movie, and how she showed up to the set 
every day for six weeks Geena Davis :51

11/12/2014 HEAL "Open enrollment" season has arrived O'Neill 4:20

11/12/2014 MIL Federal government wants homeless vets off the street by next year Zassenhaus 3:37



11/12/2014 LAB Kaiser Permanente nurses continue to strike CC :11

11/12/2014 LAB Kaiser Permanente nurses continue to strike CC :08

11/12/2014 LAB Kaiser Permanente nurses strike Dembosky 1:41

11/12/2014 LAW
ACLU of CA studied local law enforcement surveillance techniques, found them lacking transparency and 
oversight Shafer 2:13

11/12/2014 ENV San Joaquin Valley sees spike in dangerously high levels of air pollution Khokha 1:43

11/12/2014 LAW Man who led police on a chase through a golf course was killed by sheriff's deputies CC :03

11/12/2014 OBIT Actress Carol Ann Susi has died CC :12

11/12/2014 SCI European Space Agency has landed a space probe on a streaking comet CC :07

11/12/2014 ENV LA County Supervisors direct County Counsel to explore legal action against Exide CC :15

11/12/2014 LAW Dallas hospital that treated only Ebola patient to die in the US will pay relative undisclosed sum CC :09

11/12/2014 ENV LA County Supervisors direct County Counsel to explore legal action against Exide CC :16

11/12/2014 YOUT CA has record high child poverty levels Fernandes 1:01

11/12/2014 DC GOP Congo victories in CA slipping away Felde :53

11/12/2014 ENV President Obama announced agreement to curb greenhouse gas emissions in China Peterson 1:07



11/12/2014 POLI Republicans wave on election day stopped at CA border Orr :53

11/12/2014 DC Brownley declares victory CC :09

11/12/2014 POLI City Hall and DWP union reach settlement over funds Walton :56

11/12/2014 LAW LA County District Attorney wants to keep mentallyi ill people out of jails and send them to rehab programs Gardner 1:04

11/12/14 FOR
The unexpected deal was announced yesterday out of the Asian-Pacific Economic Summit in Beijing, and 
apparently was negotiated in secret over the course of nine months. Janet Redman, Joanna Lewis 21:33

11/12/14 ECON
With the holiday shopping season fast approaching, millions of consumers will be hitting the Internet in search 
of the best deals retailers have to offer. Lars Perner 17:57

11/12/14 GEND
With heightened awareness of sexual assault on college campuses, a new report from Al Jazeera America 
looks at how some men are fighting back against accusations. 

Christof Putzel, Robert Shibley, Wendy 
Murphy 0:24

11/12/14 TECH The European Space Agency (ESA) has landed a spacecraft on a comet for the first time ever. Mark Hofstadter 7:17

11/12/14 ART
Very few artists can master a singular musical genre, but even fewer can combine multiple genres and styles 
in a new, innovative way. Herbie Hancock 0:27

11/12/2014 ENV
So far, the proposals have been widely applauded, but observers are cautious. There is still the question of 
how it will be put into effect and how domestic policies could hinder reaching the goals. Alex Wang 7:39

11/12/2014 TECH
Joining Take Two to talk more about the agreement is Jeffrey Wasserstrom, history professor and China 
specialist at the University of California at Irvine.  Jeffrey Wasserstrom 7:11

11/12/2014 MIL
Veteran Allison Gill is a stand up comic, a surprising choice given what she endured in the military. After 
dealing with Military Sexual Trauma, she's now a comedian with Veterans of Comedy. Allison Gill 9:09

11/12/2014 MIL
Women now make up about fifteen percent of all active-duty military personnel. Despite this, the military 
remains a very male-dominated institution. Dr. Kimberley Finney 6:07

11/12/2014 SPOR It's time for the latest in sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky. Andy and Brian Kamenetzky 8:32

11/12/2014 SCIE
A team of scientists at University of California San Francisco hopes to educate the public about all the effects 
of sugar, its different forms and where it is lurking. Laura Schmidt 6:44



11/12/2014 SCIE
The Philae lander completed its hours-long approach after detaching from the Rosetta space probe and 
landed shortly after 8 a.m. PST. Claudia Alexander 7:19

11/12/2014 ENV
The ongoing drought has lead to an uptick in water theft. Reporter Denis Cuff, who writes about environmental 
issues for the Contra Costa Times, shares more. Dennis Cuff 6:57

11/12/2014 MIL
Counselors have just over a year to make good on a promise by the current administration to get every last vet
off Los Angeles' streets and into long-term housing. Eric Zassenhaus 3:58

11/12/2014 ENV
As drought and a fungus disease threaten the crop world-wide, scientists are mapping the coffee genome to 
learn more about this plant - and to see where else it might grow. Lisa Morehouse 6:15

11/12/2014 LABO
Washington state is looking at a record apple crop of about 155 million 40-pound boxes. The bad news is 
many of those apples may not reach their destination in time. Rebecca Lyons 4:53

11/12/2014 ART
Recently the small San Fernando neighborhood of Pacoima was named the best place in the LA area to view 
a unique form of public art: the mural. Manny Velasquez, Felipe Fuentes 8:51

11/12/2014 ART
Corn mazes are a time-honored fall tradition. But if the corn maze works too well, the fun can run out. At the 
world's largest corn maze in Dixon, California this year, a few people got so worried that they called 911. Matt Cooley 5:35

11/12/2014 ART Jon Stewart talks about the ups and downs of directing "Rosewater," the first film he's directed Jon Stewart 8:29

11/12/2014 ART
Matt Kane is the Director of Entertainment Media at GLAAD, and he discusses the results of the most recent 
GLAAD study "Where We Are on TV" Matt Kane 3:53

11/12/2014 ART Jake Gyllenhaal discusses the Denzel Washington scene that convinced him to become an actor Jake Gyllenhaal :54

11/12/2014 ART
Pela Batalla talks about her family's record store that used to be a hub of the Latino music scene on the west 
side of LA Perla Batalla 4:18

11/13/2014 LAW
Jury selection begins in civil lawsuit against LAUSD, brought by dozens of students over district's handling of 
Miramonte case Foshay 5:55

11/13/2014 EDU
Jury selection begins in civil lawsuit against LAUSD, brought by dozens of students over district's handling of 
Miramonte case Foshay 5:12

11/13/2014 SPOR Kings blew a late lead against the Ducks CC :09

11/13/2014 HEAL "Open enrollment" season has arrived Dembosky 1:04



11/13/2014 HEAL Mental Health Wellness Act allowed Contra Costa County to open a new psychiatric treatment center Korry 3:10

11/13/2014 POLI US is making headway in campaign against ISIL CC :11

11/13/2014 POLI President Obama met with president of Myanmar CC :11

11/13/2014 SCI Philae probe that landed on comet did not touch down in the intended location CC :14

11/13/2014 POLI Democratic Congresswoman Julia Brownley speaks with Take Two a day after winning election CC :14

11/13/2014 POLI Republican Mitch McConnell will serve as Senate majority leader CC :14

11/13/2014 ENV Starting today, City of LA sewer system is no longer under federal supervision for sewage overflows Peterson :52

11/13/2014 ENV El Nino may or may not hit this winter Kim 1:14

11/13/2014 ENV Brown speaks at Western Governor's Drought Forum in Sacramento CC :19

11/13/2014 ECON Truckers stage demonstrations at ports of LA and Long Beach Watt :48

11/13/2014 EDU Cal State trustees hear of proposed changes to success fees CC :11

11/13/2014 MIL Cal Dept of Veterans Affairs offers tool kits to help organizations help women veterans CC :13

11/13/2014 LAW LA Mayor Garcetti orders LAPD to release the autopsy report on Ezell Ford CC :11

11/13/2014 MIL Nearly 200-thousand women vets live in CA Orr :50

11/13/2014 EDU
Reax to Karen Foshay story about LAUSD using legal strategy arguing 14-year old was mature enough to 
consent to sex CC :08



11/13/2014 SPOR LA Dodgers pitcher Clayton Kershaw; Angels' Mike Trout win MVP CC :11

11/13/2014 ECON
Truckers who haul cargo at LA, Long Beach ports walk off job, boosting tensions right before the holiday 
shopping season Watt 1:02

11/13/2014 LAW LAPD says they'll release autopsy report by end of the year. Call for more witnesses. Aguilar 1:07

11/13/2014 ECON Educators critical of long-standing ROP retail program Guzman 3:49

11/13/2014 EDU Cal State trustees hear of proposed changes to success fees Guzman :53

11/13/2014 LAW Arraingment expected today for former UCLA student suspected of stealing more than 50 laptops CC :08

11/13/14 EDU

Last November, Los Angeles Unified School District lawyers fighting a civil lawsuit argued in court that a 14-
year-old middle school student was mature enough to consent to having sex with her 28-year-old teacher, and 
that she bore some responsibility for what happened.

Karen Foshay, Jennifer Drobac, Marci 
Hamilton 0:26

11/13/14 POLI How smart is the average American voter? Aaron Blake 14:24

11/13/14 SCI
San Diego-based matchmaking site SINGLDOUT has joined the ranks of other dating services using DNA to 
determine compatibility with partners. Joel Block, Martie Haselton 19:46

11/13/14 ECON Tired of tripping on buckling sidewalks or driving over potholes? Joe Buscaino, Richard Close 9:52

11/13/14 LIT
To become an assassin is to learn a series of calculated, meticulous steps that keep you safe while your target
sits comfortably unaware. Robert Baer 21:38

11/13/14 LIT

120 years is a long time for any business to stay open, but in a day and age where fewer people are 
consuming literature the old-fashioned way, from cover-to-cover, it’s even more impressive when a local 
bookstore hits that milestone. Allison Hill, Mike Shatzkin 6:02

11/13/2014 POLI

The race to represent California's Ventura County was one of the tightest in the state and it caught the 
attention of political watchers nationwide. Representative Julia Brownley talks about her goals and the tight 
race. Julia Brownley 4:40

11/13/2014 RACE

A grand jury is nearing the end of its investigation into the fatal shooting of Michael Brown, the 18-year-old 
African-American man who was shot and killed by a white police officer in August. Protests erupted in the city 
of Ferguson for several days. Robert Patrick 6:11



11/13/2014 IMM
So-called roving patrol agents, who sometimes stop people hundreds of miles from the border, is a 
controversial case in Texas. Lorne Matalon 3:42

11/13/2014 MIL
Veterans in Film and Television is an organization in LA that pairs ex military with Hollywood jobs. Army 
veterans who work in Hollywood and are members of VFT join Take Two. Karen Kraft and Ryan Curtis 6:01

11/13/2014 MIL
"War Ink" brings together videos and photographs of some of California's tattooed service members, in an 
effort to bridge the divide between veterans and civilians. Chris Brown, Rebecca Murga 9:12

11/13/2014 TRANS Vehicles that are somewhere in between a car and a motorcycle could be more of a reality. Susan Carpenter 5:38

11/13/2014 ART
Few people know how Wonder Woman, the most popular female comic book superhero, came to be. Jill 
Lepore tells the incredible story told in the new book "The Secret History of Wonder Woman." Jill Lepore 9:19

11/13/2014 POLI
This week on State of Affairs, the latest on embattled state senator Leland Yee, the final price tag on Made in 
America and whatever happened to L.A.'s ban on fracking? Alice Walton, Chris Knap 14:33

11/13/2014 SCIE
History was made Wednesday when the Philae probe landed on a moving comet. But it later became clear 
that the probe wasn't as secure as first hoped. Claudia Alexander 8:20

11/13/2014 LAW
Talks among several California tribes working to draft a bill to legalize internet poker fell apart back in August, 
but a new development could mean that the push to bring online gaming to the state is back on track. Jonathan Grotenstein 6:19

11/13/2014 ART
International singing sensation Har Mar, aka Sean Tillman, will be performing this weekend along with a Velvet 
Underground cover band helmed by Macaulay Culkin at the El Rey Theater in LA. Sean Tillman 8:05

11/13/2014 ART Alison Martino from Vintage LA chronicles how famed spots in Los Angeles are now fading away Alison Martino 6:08

11/13/2014 ART
Wall Street Journal's Erich Shwartzel discusses the reports that Hasbro is trying to purchase Dreamworks 
Entertainment Erich Shwartzel 2:43

11/13/2014 ART Cindy Lauper and Harvey Fierstein talk about their new play "Kinky Boots" Cindy Lauper, Harvey Fierstein 6:04

11/13/2014 ART
Pete Nowalk, creator of "How to Get Away with Murder," talks about the show and the actors/actresses 
involved Pete Nowalk 8:00

11/13/2014 ART
Jill Soloway, creator of "Transparent," talks about the first time she saw one of her scenes from "6 Feet Under" 
being performed Jill Soloway 1:07

11/14/2014 ENT KPCC critics review this week's releases Mantle 2:30



11/14/2014 LAW Downey police officer is hurt, suspecte dead, after shootout in San Bernardino drug investigation CC :05

11/14/2014 ENV CA is not only state facing severe drought Detrow 1:12

11/14/2014 LAW LA Police Chief says his fater was stalked by Christopher Dorner during 2013 manhunt CC :09

11/14/2014 LAW LA Police Chief says his fater was stalked by Christopher Dorner during 2013 manhunt CC :03

11/14/2014 SEC Dept of Homeland Security works to stop radical Islamic recruiters from reaching US Muslims Cuevas 2:17

11/14/2014 POLI Defense Secretary ordered management overhaul of nuclear arsenal CC :13

11/14/2014 ENV
Officials in LA and Owens Valley work together to shift dust control measures over Owens Lake to waterless 
methods CC :23

11/14/2014 ENV LA City officials announce settlement with air quality regulators in Owens Valley that means more water for LA CC :09

11/14/2014 LAW State Senator Ted Gaines to introduce legislation in response to KPCC story on LAUSD and age of consent CC :13

11/14/2014 EDU LAUSD drops lawyer who argued 14-year-old can consent to sex with an adult; state senator to introduce bill Gilbertson 1:00

11/14/2014 LAW Survey shows LAPD officers feel disicipline is biased but data shows that's not happening Aguilar :42

11/14/2014 POLI US Housing Secretary speaks in Los Angeles Walton :59

11/14/2014 HEAL Open enrollment kicks off tomorrow O'Neill 4:24

11/14/2014 HEAL Health care experts voice concern about hospitals' ability to manage Ebola virus Aguilera 3:25

11/14/2014 POLI Mayor Garcetti leaves tonight for 12-day trip to China, South Korea and Japan CC :17



11/14/2014 IMM Obama administration announces plan to reduce number of immigrant kids coming from Central America Huang :39

11/14/2014 HEAL Cal-OSHA issues mandatory rules for hospitals on Ebola training and gear Plevin :38

11/14/2014 ENV LA City officials announce settlement with air quality regulators in Owens Valley that means more water for LA Peterson 1:00

11/14/2014 HEAL Health care experts voice concern about hospitals' ability to manage Ebola virus Aguilera 4:11

11/14/2014 HEAL Covered Claifornia's open enrollment starts again on Saturday O'Neill 5:04

11/14/14 ENV

A new agreement between the City of Los Angeles and the Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District
will shift dust control measures over Owens Lake to waterless methods, a move that will save the city millions 
of dollars and billions of gallons of water on an annual basis while maintaining air quality standards for Owens 
Lake and Owen Valley. Mike Feuer, Molly Peterson, Mike Prather 13:47

11/14/14 RACE

The residents of Ferguson are fearing that the violence and looting that had plagued the small St. Louis suburb
in August will again erupt as they await the grand jury decision on whether to charge the white police officer 
that killed black teenager Michael Brown.

Steve Giegerich, Laurie Levenson, 
Eugene O’Donnell 17:31

11/14/14 LAW
L.A.’s regional airports have struggled in recent years to keep up with the number of passengers and airlines 
flying into and out of Los Angeles International Airport. Dan Feger, Jess Romo, Brian Sumers 16:19

11/14/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Amy Nicholson and Henry Sheehan review this week’s releases, including 
“FoxCatcher,” “Rosewater,” “The Homesman” and more. Amy Nicholson, Henry Sheehan 0:31

11/14/14 ART
American funnyman Steve Carell will take a big risk in front of American audiences this weekend when he 
makes his dramatic debut as the millionaire murdering madman, John du Pont, in ‘Foxcatcher.’ Amy Nicholson, Henry Sheehan 16:23

11/14/2014 IMM
Despite protests from Republicans, President Obama is expected to make a big announcement in the coming 
week to take executive action to tackle immigration reform. Justin Levitt 4:32

11/14/2014 POLI
Time for the Flashback - Take Two's look at the week in news. The show is joined by James Rainey, political 
reporter with the LA Times, and Pilar Marrera, senior political reporter and blogger with La Opinion. James Rainey, Pilar Marrero 10:15

11/14/2014 LGB
"For me it's about trust," says Air Force veteran Brad Badgley, "and that could be a difficult thing for people 
who've had their entire career in the military experience discrimination." Jeff Sheng 9:20

11/14/2014 SCIE
Take Two talks about the science of interesting and wacky things on "Lab Notes" with Southern California 
Public Radio's Sanden Totten. Sanden Totten 5:51



11/14/2014 OBIT
In the mid-1950's Doc abandoned a successful medical practice and set out with his wife Juliette on what he 
called an odyssey - raising their nine children in a 24-foot camper, traveling the world and surfing every day. Josh Paskowitz 5:55

11/14/2014 ART
"Through a Lens Darkly: Black Photographers and the Emergence of a People" explores the role of 
photography in shaping the identity of African Americans. Thomas Allen Harris 9:20

11/14/2014 SCIE The findings were compiled by a team at UC Berkeley and published in this week's issue of Science. David Romps 5:19

11/14/2014 ENV
Almost four years after the Fukushima nuclear accident in Japan, traces of radiation have been detected off 
the West Coast. WHOI senior scientist Ken Buesseler joins Take Two for more on the findings. Ken Buesseler 5:57

11/14/2014 SEC

Thursday, the Secretary of Homeland Security was in Southern California, spreading the message about a 
new effort to try to divert the small percentage of American Muslims who might be attracted to radical Islamic 
movements. Steven Cuevas 2:45

11/14/2014 MIL
As Take Two rounds up its week long series on veterans, there's one group of service members that has not 
been talked about - canines on the battlefield. Rebecca Frankel, Jason Kitts 8:22

11/14/2014 ECON
Since pot sales became legal in Washington state last summer, some businesses are struggling with limited 
supply and complex regulations. Amy Radil reports for KUOW in Seattle. Amy Radil 6:03

11/14/2014 FORE
The USDA estimates as much as 30 percent of the groceries Americans buy and meals we purchase end up 
in the trash. Other countries have similar problems. The BBC's Celia Hatton reports from China. Celia Hatton 3:00

11/14/2014 ART 
This week, ice skate in sunny Southern California, have some free high-end coffee in Culver City and your 
favorite movies with a sequel they never got in a new art show at iam8bit gallery in Echo Park. Kristen Lepore 4:05

11/14/2014 ENT
The group's newest album is called "Deke Dickerson Sings the Great Instrumental Hits," and guitarist Eddie 
Angel, from the band, chats about it. Deke Dickerson 8:20

11/14/2014 ART
The two screenwriters of 'Foxcatcher' talk about being rewritten in Hollywood and what it took to make the 
story of 'Foxcatcher' work E. Max Frye, Dan Futterman 5:30

11/14/2014 ART Tim Norwind of OK Go talks about the first concert he ever went to Tim Norwind 1:02

11/14/2014 ART Gael Garcia Bernal talks about what it was like to play an Iranian journalist in "Rosewater" Gael Garcia Bernal 5:38

11/14/2014 ART Journalist Scott Mendelson talks about the impact of the foreign box office Scott Mendelson 2:21

11/14/2014 ART LA Muralist Kent Twitchell talks about doing portraits on segments of the Berlin Wall Kent Twitchell 1:06



11/15/2014 ART
Charles Solomon talks about Disney's animated blockbuster "Big Hero 6" with two of the artists responsible for 
its look: Paul Felix and Scott Watanabe. John Rabe / Charles Solomon 8:22:00

11/15/2014 DIV
As a Canadian living in L.A., I get a lot of questions about my home and native land: What do you call your 
States? Why is your money so colorful? And do you guys have Thanksgiving? Collin Friesen 4:38:00

11/15/2014 I
John Rabe and organ builder Manuel Rosales take us inside the Disney Hall Organ, the iconic centerpiece of 
Frank Gehry's Walt Disney Concert Hall. John Rabe / Manuel Rosales 8:28:00

11/15/2014 EDU
In El Sereno, Semillas School Network incorporates Native American mathematics and indigenous arts. 
Parents and grandparents are integrated into the curriculum. Deepa Fernandes 7:20:00

11/15/2014 P
How do you find water in California's drought stricken wine country? You can pay thousands for a scientific 
survey or — for about $500 — hire a "water witch."

Elyssa Dudley / Marc Mondavi / Damian 
Grindley / Allen Christensen 5:47:00

11/15/2014 ENV
The practice of dowsing — using rods, pendulums, tree branches to find water — has a history that goes back 
hundreds of years, and is being applied in hundreds of different ways.

Elyssa Dudley / Karen Ashley Tippett / 
Dick Tippett 6:18:00

11/15/2014 ART

Off-Ramp commentator Marc Haefele reviews "Bruce Davidson/Paul Caponigro: Two American 
Photographers in Britain and Ireland," at the Huntington's MaryLou and George Boone Gallery through March 
9, 2015. Marc Haefele 3:37:00

11/15/2014 ART
Off-Ramp host John Rabe goes to Sonny's Hideaway in Highland Park to talk with the editors of "Drink: Los 
Angeles," a guide to the best beverages.

John Rabe / Colleen Dunn Bates / Garrett 
Snyder 7:00:00

11/15/2014 ART
Dick Cavett and David Peck join Off-Ramp host John Rabe to talk about the Merv Griffin Show archive, 
including thousands of hours of historical footage of the world's biggest names. John Rabe / Dick Cavett / David Peck 7:05:00

11/16/2014 HEAL
City of Hope National Medical Center invests 60 million dollars into Diabetes and Metabolism Research 
Institute research CC :12

11/16/2014 SPOR Freeway Faceoff hockey game ends with a Kings win CC :05

11/16/2014 OBIT Writer producer Glen A Larson has died CC :30

11/16/2014 ENV Red flag alert in effect as Santa Ana winds blow CC :05

11/17/2014 Loh Life Troll Loh 3:15

11/17/2014 ENV Red flag alert in effect as Santa Ana winds blow CC :12

11/17/2014 POLI South LA applies for federal funds under Promise Zone Walton :38



11/17/2014 HEAL Young gay black men contract HIV at higher rates, new pill reduces chances of getting HIV Florido 4:14

11/17/2014 EDU CA schools pressured to focus on academics as early as kindergarten Schwartz 4:18

11/17/2014 ENV Water truck could offer drought assistance Romero 4:30

11/17/2014 ENT "Dumb and Dumber To" wins the weekend Thomas :32

11/17/2014 IMM Immigration service providers prep for changes Berestein Rojas :53

11/17/2014 HEAL More than 170 people developed norovirus somach illness while on a cruise CC :05

11/17/2014 ENV Strong Santa Ana winds have already caused damage in Chatsworth CC :07

11/17/2014 ENV Strong Santa Ana winds have already caused damage in Chatsworth CC :06

11/17/2014 OBIT Teresa De Anda, who dedicated her life to fighting pesticide poisoning among farm workers, died CC :15

11/17/2014 SPOR Lakers have lost nine of past ten games CC :06

11/17/2014 SPOR Lakers have lost nine of past ten games CC :13

11/17/2014 RELI Pope Francis will be making first papal visit to US next September CC :14

11/17/2014 YOUT One in every thirty kids in the US are homeless, many in CA CC :14

11/17/2014 IMM Four temporary DMV offices opened to handle AB-60 applicants CC :11

11/17/2014 LAW Javier Bolden is sentenced to life without parole for killing two USC grad students from China Aguilar :49

11/17/2014 ENV Red flag alert in effect as Santa Ana winds blow CC :10

11/17/2014 ENV Badwater 135 Ultramarathon will return to Death Valley McNary :49

11/17/2014 ENV Mysterious disease has wiped out millions of starfish Kim :50



11/17/2014 RELI LA's only English-language Catholic radio station launches CC :09

11/17/2014 HEAL Covered Calif Head Peter Lee says new enrollment period off to a good start Aguilera :48

11/17/2014 RELI LA's only English-language Catholic radio station launches Huang :57

11/17/14 HEAL
Over the weekend, DEA agents made a surprise visit to several NFL locker rooms to question medical staff 
members over distribution of painkillers in the league. Mel Owens, Don Catlin 20:03

11/17/14 ECON
In the name of transparency, State Controller John Chiang has added reams of data about public pension 
liabilities to his website. Dan Pellissier, Keith Brainard 17:53

11/17/14 SPOR Outside of the state of Nevada, betting on professional sports is illegal. James Butler, RJ Bell 21:15

11/17/14 DC
The Senate takes up the Keystone XL oil pipeline in a vote tomorrow after the Republican-controlled House 
approved the project on Friday for the ninth time. Chris Faulkner, Bob Deans 12:33

11/17/14 DIV
Selfies, hashtags, and Throwback Thursdays are just a few of the terms that have been coined in recent years 
because of the Internet. Emmy Favilla 12:58

11/17/14 LIT
He’s been dubbed the father of stand up comedy. He’s acted in movies, entertained American troops with the 
USO, starred in vaudeville  and even put out a few singles. Richard Zoglin 13:49

11/17/2014 ENV
In the midst of drought and a projected dry El Niño, California turns to already taxed groundwater. A water 
scientist looks at the state of groundwater depletion and what that means for global water security.  Jay Famiglietti 9:25

11/17/2014 ENV Scientists say they're seeing signs of trouble in everything from ducks to salmon, due to withering habitats. Daniel Potter 5:09

11/17/2014 RACE
As the public awaits a grand jury's decision in Ferguson, Missouri, police radio calls and video provide more 
information on the timeline of the events. Robert Patrick 7:22

11/17/2014 FORE
The former mayor of Iguala, Mexico, José Luis Abarca, has been charged with six counts of aggravated 
homicide and one count of attempted homicide. Tim Johnson 7:53

11/17/2014 ENT
Stupid reigns at the box office and how accusations against Bill Cosby might ripple in Hollywood. It's "On The 
Lot," our weekly peek behind the scenes in Hollywood. Rebecca Keegan 5:57

11/17/2014 ENT
"Because I was an Olympic champion, I was so used to people treating me with respect," says Mark Schultz. 
"It just didn't occur to me that someone would be so underhanded." Dave Schultz 8:58



11/17/2014 HEAL
A pill drastically reduces the chance of getting HIV, but the effort comes with a number of challenges, as 
KPCC's Adrian Florido reports. Adrian Florido 4:35

11/17/2014 ECON
2.5 million US kids go to sleep every night without a home of their own each year and California ranks 48th in 
child homelessness, according to a new report by The National Center on Family Homelessness. Dr. Carmela DeCandia 4:59

11/17/2014 EDU
American colleges and universities enrolled a record-breaking number of international students last year: 
almost 900,000 foreign students studied in the U-S in the 2013-2014 academic year. 4:45

11/17/2014 TECH
Apple heads to court to face the music this week. A federal lawsuit dating back almost a decade questions the 
tech giant's past dominance in the download market. Paul Barrett 6:16

11/17/2014 TECH
As we rush to upgrade and get the latest gadgets, what happens to all our old phones? Many of them are 
finding their way to Africa - and the environment is suffering as a result. Tamasin Ford 3:42

11/17/2014 ENV
Drilling new, deeper wells is expensive, and there's no guarantee they'll actually produce water. Ezra David 
Romero with the California Report has this story about another solution. Ezra David Romero 4:47

11/17/2014 ART
The new documentary "Glen Campbell: I'll Be Me," directed by James Keach, looks at Campbell's battle with 
the disease and how it affected his family. Ashley Campbell 15:53

11/17/2014 ART Director Chris Moukarbel talks about street art and his documentary "Banksy Does New York" Chris Moukarbel 5:17

11/17/2014 ART Guest contributor Carina Chocano explores the storytelling capabilities of virtual reality VR Storytelling 6:25

11/17/2014 ART Vulture.com's Joe Adalian talks about the effects of the allegations against Bill Cosby Joe Adalian 4:21

11/17/2014 ART "Whiplash" director/writer Damien Chazelle tells the story of the first time he cried at a work of art Damien Chazelle 1:00

11/18/2014 ENV Low humidity and Santa Ana winds increase fire risk CC :10

11/18/2014 ART A school in Anaheim gets theatre for the first time due to a grant from Disney Plummer 3:45

11/18/2014 EDU Manhattan Beach school closed today after anonymous threats posted on social media CC :09

11/18/2014 LAW Man convicted of killing two USC students sentenced to life in prison without parole CC :09



11/18/2014 EDU UC Board of Regents to vote on controversial proposal to raise tuition at UC schools Tintocalis 1:10

11/18/2014 HEAL San Diego group encourages young adults with mental health issues to build relationships Goldberg 3:36

11/18/2014 ENV Low humidity and Santa Ana winds increase fire risk CC :13

11/18/2014 FOR Attack in Jerusalem killed four worshippers at a synagogue, 3 American and one British CC :14

11/18/2014 POLI Orange County Registrar's office finishes counting ballots, some very close races CC :11

11/18/2014 LAW National Guard prepares for more unrest in Ferguson, Missouri CC :13

11/18/2014 ENV Vacuum truck explosion caused fire at waste water facility near Santa Paula agricultural fields CC :09

11/18/2014 EDU UC Board of Regents to vote on controversial proposal to raise tuition at UC schools CC :08

11/18/2014 IMM Pew report says fewer immigrants arriving in US from Mexico CC :15

11/18/2014 DC CA to head House Intelligence Committee CC :35

11/18/2014 EDU UC Board of Regents to vote on controversial proposal to raise tuition at UC schools CC :11

11/18/2014 POLI Garden Grove Unified School District Trustee plans to be hands-on leader as the city's new mayor CC :16

11/18/2014 SCI
NASA is hoping makers, inventors and citizen can turn dead weight on a future mission into a scientific 
experiment Totten :52

11/18/2014 IMM Fewer immigrants arriving in the US from Mexico, according to Pew Research Center Berestein Rojas :53

11/18/2014 POLI Assembly Speaker Toni Atkins to present plan to avoid tuition increase for UC students Orr :43



11/18/2014 HEAL State tells Anthem and Blue Shield ot fix inaccurate provider directories O'Neill :51

11/18/2014 EDU LAUSD Superintendent asks school board to approve 53-million dollars to fix student data system MISIS CC :13

11/18/2014 YOUT Dozens of service providers try to help at-risk youth, have trouble finding funding Gardner :51

11/18/2014 LAW
LAPD staff think there is a wide perception of unfairness in LAPD discipline is b/c of a lack of transparency and
information Aguilar :55

11/18/14 FOR Earlier today, two Palestinians attacked a synagogue in Jerusalem killing four people. Neri Zilber, Yousef Munayyer 10:47

11/18/14 LAB San Francisco could start requiring stores to give employees their schedules two weeks in advance. Julia Parish, Gwyneth Borden 18:38

11/18/14 ENT
Actor and comedian Bill Cosby once again is denying sexual assault accusations against him - triggered by a 
young comedian's stand up act that went viral online last month. Cynthia Littleton 18:27

11/18/14 HOUS Nearly half of all working age adults in Los Angeles have at least one roommate. 
Stan Humphries, Ellie Balderrama-
Hernandez 18:07

11/18/14 SCI
For many, hearing the term “bubble boy” conjures up images of John Travolta in “The Boy in the Plastic 
Bubble” or Jake Gyllenhaal in the 2001 box office flop “Bubble Boy. Dr. Denise Carbonaro-Sarracino 8:40

11/18/14 LIT
The Unspeakable: And Other Subjects of Discussion is a collection of 10 essays that explore the world of 
author Meghan Daum in a way that is analytical and fun with a socially incorrect twist. Meghan Daum 23:25

11/18/2014 GEND
Sometimes the team, local law enforcement and other wives were complicit in keeping domestic abuse victims
silent. Steve Eder 5:35

11/18/2014 GEND
Society may have reached a tipping point, where more people are talking about issues typically seen as 
women's issues in public than ever before. Michelle Erai 9:17

11/18/2014 FORE
President Obama strongly condemned the attack - saying there can be no justification for such an act. He 
urged Palestinians and Israelis to work together to reject violence and seek a path towards peace. Paul Danahar 5:22

11/18/2014 ENT
Music journalists Shirley Halperin and Chris Martins join A Martinez in studio for Tuesday Reviewsday, our 
weekly new music segment. Shirley Halperin, Chris Martins 10:15

11/18/2014 FORE
In the 2012 presidential election Enrique Peña Nieto pledged no pacts with criminals and a fight against 
organized crime. So what happened?  Vanda Felbab-Brown 5:31



11/18/2014 TRANS
Toyota bet big, and won big with the Prius. Now it's wagering on fuel cell technology as the next big thing. A 
look at the new Mirai. Susan Carpenter 4:34

11/18/2014 YOUT
"Rebel Music: Native America" tells the story of four young musicians from reservations and cities across 
North America using music and art to confront stereotypes and forge new paths. Billy Luther 5:03

11/18/2014 EDU

The UC Board of Regents is set to vote this week on a controversial proposal to raise tuition at UC schools by 
as much as 5 percent a year for the next five years. New board member and Long Beach City College 
president and superintendent Eloy Ortiz Oakley shares more. Eloy Ortiz Oakley 7:15

11/18/2014 LABO
Instead of earning vacation and sick days, a number of companies are moving to where taking time off is left 
up to your boss's discretion. Brigid Schulte 7:26

11/18/2014 LAW
Hellman's has sued a small California company for using the name "Just Mayo" to describe its product. 
Candice Choi, food industry writer with the Associated Press, gives Take Two the dish. Candace Choi 5:49

11/18/2014 ART
There's science in comic books. A new exhibit looks at Captain America's shield, Spider-Man's web, Thor's 
hammer and Batman's cape and more, scientifically. Suveen Mathaudhu 7:37

11/18/2014 TECH
Ayan Qureshi took the professional IT exam administered by Microsoft and passed it - a month before he 
turned six. Ben Geoghegan 1:44

11/18/2014 ENV
Millions of sea stars have died as a result of the disease. Co-author Kevin Lafferty, a Marine ecologist with the 
U.S. Geological Survey at the University of California at Santa Barbara, shares more. Kevin Lafferty 6:01

11/18/2014 EDU
The California Report's Katrina Schwartz says some parents are drawn to schools where kids spend their days
exploring the outdoors and guiding their own learning. Katrina Schwartz 4:35

11/18/2014 EDU
Four elementary schools in Orange County will choose a Disney musical to put on and the Disney staffers will 
work with the schools to create sustainable theater programs. Mary Plummer 4:04

11/18/2014 ART We talk to Producer Tom Schmacher about the La Jolla Playhouse's test run of "Hunchback of Notre Dame" Tom Schumacher 8:15

11/18/2014 ART
KPCC Health reporter Stephanie O'Neill visits a California couple who use music to combat degenerative 
diseases Tom and Marcie 4:03

11/18/2014 ART
Sheryl Cotler is a first-time judge for the National Book Awards and she talks about how reading has taken 
over her life Sheryl Cotler 3:53

11/19/2014 EDU CA Assembly Speaker proposes plan to stave off tuition increases at University of California CC :10

11/19/2014 EDU UC regents committee approves tuition increase Adler :48



11/19/2014 EDU Long Beach Unified says LA Unified should model itself after it Guzman 3:13

11/19/2014 EDU LAUSD is requiring ethnic studies for graduation CC :05

11/19/2014 EDU LAUSD is requiring ethnic studies for graduation Gilbertson :45

11/19/2014 IMM Pew Research center estimates CA is home to 2.5 million undocumented immigrants Khokha 1:35

11/19/2014 ENV State Water Board held informational meeting about water cooling system at PG&E nuclear power plant Stavely 1:52

11/19/2014 SPOR Lakers pull out a victory in Atlanta CC :07

11/19/2014 ENV High surf advisory in effect for LA until tomorrow CC :17

11/19/2014 ENV Five deaths blamed on Buffalo snowstorm CC :13

11/19/2014 LAW More than a half million dollars' worth of drones stolen from factory in Corona CC :10

11/19/2014 IMM President Obama gets ready to announce immigration plan CC :13

11/19/2014 ENV
Hazmat crews clean up volatile chemical substance left after explosion and fire at Santa Paula waste 
treatment facility CC :15

11/19/2014 HEAL Senior Americans are sickest among industrialized nations O'Neill :47

11/19/2014 EDU UC regents committee approves tuition increase CC :08

11/19/2014 EDU UC regents committee approves tuition increase CC :09

11/19/2014 DC CA Republican frustrated by Obama and GOP house on immigration Felde :52



11/19/2014 ECON Legislative Analyst report says CA lawmakers should remain cautious CC :13

11/19/2014 EDU UC regents committee approves tuition increase CC :15

11/19/2014 ECON Legislative Analyst report says CA lawmakers should remain cautious Orr :47

11/19/2014 ECON San Bernardino has agreed to pay CalPERS all it owes despite bankruptcy status CC :19

11/19/2014 SCI A rare bird is being seen in unusually high numbers in Southern CA this fall CC :04

11/19/2014 LAW More trouble for the Exide battery recycling plant Gardner :53

11/19/2014 EDU UC regents took first step towards tuition increases Adler :49

11/19/2014 EDU LAUSD is reviving Deasy's iPad contract Gilbertson :39

11/19/2014 IMM President Obama gets ready to announce immigration plan Roman 3:57

11/19/2014 HEAL Cases of West Nile Virus have spiked in CA in 2014 Plevin :36

11/19/2014 FOR One of five people killed in Jerusalem synagogue attack had ties to SoCal CC :08

11/19/2014 FOR One of five people killed in Jerusalem synagogue attack had ties to SoCal CC :06

11/19/2014 IMM President Obama gets ready to announce immigration plan CC :15

11/19/14 POLI
President Obama is set to announce Thursday that he is going issue an executive order to grant temporary 
legal status to millions of undocumented immigrants, according to the Washington Post.

Fawn Johnson, Kris Kobach, David 
Leopold 23:35

11/19/14 LAW
The United States 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has struck down part of California’s Proposition 35, citing an 
infringement on free speech that is guaranteed by the First Amendment. Janice Bellucci 13:50

11/19/14 YOUT
Concerned experts convened in Winnipeg, Canada this week to discuss how the easy access of pornography 
is affecting children. Elizabeth Schroeder, Cordelia Anderson 8:12

11/19/14
Whether you’re talking about Capitol Records, Bob’s Big Boy, Felix the Cat or the famous Hollywood sign, 
Southern California is home to some iconic signs. n/a 9:01

11/19/14 ART Few actors have had as long and accomplished a career in showbiz as Dame Angela Lansbury. Angela Lansbury 21:37

11/19/2014 FORE
Colombia is making headlines again after peace talks to end its 50-year guerilla war fell apart over the 
weekend. Thomas Sparrow 8:41



11/19/2014 POLI Yesterday the White House confirmed it was in talks to review its policy regarding citizens taken hostage. Brigitte Nacos 5:59

11/19/2014 LGB
It's the only one of its kind in a major city, created to protect these prisoners from the violence and harassment 
they might face in the general population side of the jail. Ani Ucar 6:58

11/19/2014 IMM
The state's growing prestige in tight political races (think 2016) and the region's influential Latino population 
could be a couple of the reasons. Amber Phillips 5:27

11/19/2014 LIT
Los Angeles is a city filled with wordsmiths. But only one of them holds the title of poet laureate, Luis J. 
Rodriguez. Luis Rodriguez 7:47

11/19/2014 SPOR
The NFL takes a tough stance, Tiger doesn't like getting his tail pulled and Kobe Bryant hits a scoring 
milestone. Andy and Brian Kamenetzky 9:13

11/19/2014 ENT
Model Janice Dickinson has come forward saying that Bill Cosby drugged and assaulted her decades ago; 
Netflix responds by postponing a comedy special with the comic. John Horne 4:45

11/19/2014 TECH

Some Yik Yak users have used the app for cyber-bullying, others have posted bomb threats, and classes at 
Mira Costa High School in Manhattan Beach, CA were cancelled yesterday and today after some vague 
threats were posted through the app. Niki Weber 5:21

11/19/2014 ART
On 'Happy Days,' Fonzi had the magic touch, of course, pounding the jukebox to make it work. But, does 
smacking a machine really get it going again? Turns out, sometimes. Bob Sims 5:06

11/19/2014 ENV

California's drought had dried up many of the home wells in East Porterville. Without running water in homes, 
the county stepped in to provide parched residents with bottles of water. However many remained without the 
water to bathe. Andrew Lockman 6:17

11/19/2014 ENV While other crops seem to be wilting in California, tomato yields are up. In fact, they're breaking records. Bruce Rominger 3:58

11/19/2014 ART 
Craving a little baking with the holidays on the horizon? Zoe Nathan will inspire you with her new cookbook: 
'Huckleberry: Stories, Secrets, and Recipes From Our Kitchen.' 5:27

11/19/2014 ART Comedian Alonzo Bodden joins us to talk about Bill Cosby's legacy Alonzo Bodden 5:32

11/19/2014 ART
Director Amier Bar-Lev talks about his new film "Happy Valley," which covers the local response after the Jerry
Sandusky scandal Amir Bar-Lev 6:54

11/19/2014 ART Director Jason Reitman talks about being overwhelmed by the music on the set of his dad's film "Stripes" Jason Reitman :52

11/19/2014 ART Vulture.com's Joe Adalian talks about the potential impact of the allegations against Bill Cosby Joe Adalian 4:08



11/20/2014 ECON Decision who should shoulder most of costs associated with San Onofre closure Kim :59

11/20/2014 DC GOP backlash expected to President's immigration proposal Felde :48

11/20/2014 POLI Tobacco tax advocates plan another ballot measure CC :08

11/20/2014 ENV Government meteorologists release winter precipitation outlook, hopeful for rain Kim :53

11/20/2014 HEAL Covered CA says first 4 days of open enrollment beat last year Aguilera :48

11/20/2014 EDU New law allows two-year colleges to offer four-year degrees CC :18

11/20/2014 EDU New law allows two-year colleges to offer four-year degrees Orr :41

11/20/2014 EDU Employees criticize Inglewood schools chief for insensitive comments Guzman :48

11/20/2014 ENT Director Mike Nichols has died CC :23

11/20/2014 SPOR Lakers win two in a row CC :14

11/20/2014 LAB Mental health clinicians at Kaiser release results of strike authorization vote Dembosky 1:21

11/20/2014 ENV Chance of rain this afternoon CC :11

11/20/2014 LAW Prosecutors say man who has spent nearly four decades in prison was wrongfully convicted CC :18

11/20/2014 IMM President Obama gets ready to announce immigration plan CC :10

11/20/2014 ENV NY Governor Cuomo calls snowstorm a historic event CC :10



11/20/2014 EDU UC Board of Regents approves tuition increase CC :16

11/20/2014 DC Democrat says President acted when Congress did not CC :08

11/20/2014 DC President's proposal not a cure at all CC :15

11/20/2014 EDU Legal group says public charter schools forcing parents to volunteer hours or pay Guzman :55

11/20/14 EDU Students at University of California schools will be shelling out more to go to school in the coming years.
Ana Tintocalis, Nathan Brostrom, Sadia 
Saifuddin 0:24

11/20/14 ENT
Mike Nichols, director of acclaimed films such as The Graduate, Catch-22, Carnal Knowledge, and Who’s 
Afraid of Virginia Wolf, passed away last night at age 83. John Whitehead 22:08

11/20/14 HOUS Innovation is upending established industry players in the field of home security systems. Ry Crist, David Bryan 19:34

11/20/14 ECON
Car nuts and consumers on the market for new wheels will descend on the 2014 LA Auto Show starting 
tomorrow. Scott Oldham, Alec Gutierrez 15:08

11/20/14 TECH
A large truck speeding in the opposite direction suddenly veers into your lane.

Jeffrey Miller 12:00

11/20/14 IMM President Obama is set to announce his executive actions relating to the immigration system tonight at 5pm. Francine Kiefer 5:17

11/20/2014 IMM
The move isn't popular with everyone on the Hill, and the threat of this presidential power move has played out
like a TV political drama. Niels Frenzen 9:01

11/20/2014 POLI
Ahead of President Obama's speech on immigration, Southern California Public Radio's Washington 
Correspondent Kitty Felde shares the latest. Kitty Felde 5:38

11/20/2014 RACE
As the country awaits a jury's decision on whether to charge police officer Darren Wilson in the shooting death 
of Michael Brown, Oakland and LA prepare for how residents may respond. Pastor J. Edgar Boyd 9:17

11/20/2014 FORE
Actress Angelica Rivera and her husband, Mexican president Enrique Peña Nieto, have landed in hot water 
over a sprawling $7 million mansion known as "The White House" that reports say was gifted to them. Tracy Wilkinson 5:54

11/20/2014 TRANS
A trio of new, small SUVs are among the most interesting new vehicles at this week's LA Auto show. Plus, 
hate washing your car? A paint that actually repels dirt. Susan Carpenter 6:03



11/20/2014 ART
This year, the organ at the Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles turns 10 years old. The LA Philharmonic 
is celebrating with a concert Friday evening, led by conductor and music director Gustavo Dudamel. Gustavo Dudamel 9:17

11/20/2014 POLI
Southern California Public Radio political reporter Frank Stoltze and regional desk editor Chris Knap join Take 
Two for the latest in Southern California politics. Frank Stoltze, Chris Knap 14:27

11/20/2014 ENER
According to the U.S. Department of Energy, the Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System in Southern 
California is generating only about half as much electricity as expected for the year. Chris Clarke 5:15

11/20/2014 SCIE

New numbers are out on a group of bears living off the coast of Northern Alaska -- and it's not good news. 
Take Two is joined by Jeffrey Bromaghin, a researcher with the U.S. Geological Survey's Alaska Science 
Center.  Jeffrey Bromaghin 5:19

11/20/2014 HEAL
A survey conducted by public health researchers at Johns Hopkins find the Navajo Nation in Arizona has the 
highest food insecurity rate reported to date in the U.S. Laurel Morales 4:02

11/20/2014 IMM
Their stories are the subject of a new exhibition at the Skirball Cultural Center titled "Light And Noir: Exiles and 
Émigrés in Hollywood, 1933–1950." Alex Cohen 8:58

11/20/2014 MIL
Iraq veteran and author Phil Klay wins the 2014 National Book Award for fiction for his debut collection of short 
stories called "Redeployment." Phil Klay 4:33

11/20/2014 ART Lawrence Turman, Producer of "The Graduate," remembers Mike Nichols Lawrence Turman 2:57

11/20/2014 ART Sandra Oh explains why she left "Grey's Anatomy" for an animated film project titled "Wild Horses" Sandra Oh 5:29

11/20/2014 ART George Clinton talks about his memoir and his life in music George Clinton 2:55

11/20/2014 ART Director Zak Penn talks about digging for buried video games in his documentary on Atari and "E.T" Zak Penn 5:47

11/21/2014 IMM Hundreds turned out downtown to watch President's immigration speech on a giant screen CC :19

11/21/2014 IMM President Obama tries to sell his executive actions on immigration CC :11

11/21/2014 IMM President Obama tries to sell his executive actions on immigration CC :16



11/21/2014 IMM President Obama tries to sell his executive actions on immigration CC :17

11/21/2014 IMM President Obama tries to sell his executive actions on immigration CC :19

11/21/2014 IMM President Obama tries to sell his executive actions on immigration CC :18

11/21/2014 IMM President Obama tries to sell his executive actions on immigration CC :05

11/21/2014 IMM Reactions to executive actions on immigration Florido 1:52

11/21/2014 IMM Hundreds turned out downtown to watch President's immigration speech on a giant screen Huang 1:26

11/21/2014 IMM Hundreds turned out downtown to watch President's immigration speech on a giant screen CC :10

11/21/2014 IMM Hundreds turned out downtown to watch President's immigration speech on a giant screen Huang 1:26

11/21/2014 POLI Speaker Boehner says House will not allow President Obama's unilateral action on immigration CC :15

11/21/2014 IMM President Obama tries to sell his executive actions on immigration Berestein Rojas 2:41

11/21/2014 ENV 20-percent chance of showers in SoCal CC :11

11/21/2014 IMM Republicans consider strategy as they respond to immigration executive action CC :14

11/21/2014 ENV Late-night downpour caused mudslide in Glendora CC :15

11/21/2014 TRAV LAX will be busiest airport this holiday season CC :13

11/21/2014 ENV Snowstorms in western NY blamed for 10 deaths CC :15



11/21/2014 IMM Reactions to executive actions on immigration CC :01

11/21/2014 IMM Reactions to executive actions on immigration CC :01

11/21/2014 EDU LA Unified reaches settlement in Miramonte case CC :19

11/21/2014 EDU LA Unified reaches settlement in Miramonte case CC :10

11/21/2014 LAW 59-year-old woman declared "factually innocent" after 17 years in jail CC :17

11/21/2014 IMM Senator Boxer responds to President's move CC :11

11/21/2014 EDU Lead Miramonte plaintiff lawyer comments on $140 million settlement with LAUSD CC :15

11/21/2014 LAW 59-year-old woman declared "factually innocent" after 17 years in jail CC :17

11/21/2014 IMM Senator Boxer responds to President's move CC :13

11/21/2014 ENV Environmentalists win partial victory in efforts to preserve wildlife area near Death Valley Kim :50

11/21/2014 IMM Nonprofit Central American Resource Center to host information session on immigration executive order CC :15

11/21/2014 IMM Nonprofit Central American Resource Center to host information session on immigration executive order CC :13

11/21/2014 ECON CA adds more than 40-thousand jobs after losing jobs the month before Adler :46

11/21/2014 IMM Will President's executive action help tech companies? Bergman :52

11/21/2014 LAW LA Unified reaches settlement in Miramonte case Roman 3:52



11/21/2014 IMM President's immigration move revamps "Secure Communities" program Gardner :59

11/21/2014 IMM Asian immigrants will be most affected by President's executive action Huang 1:01

11/21/2014 ENT KPCC film critics review this week's releases Mantle 3:00

11/21/14 IMM
From the White House’s East Room, President Barack Obama announced plans to overhaul the nation’s 
immigration system on Thursday night.

Reshma Shamasunder, Veronica 
Ascencio, Jessica Vaughan, Jonathan 
Wilcox 0:47

11/21/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan and Lael Loewenstein review this week’s releases, 
including “The Hunger Games: Mockingjay, Part 1,” “A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night,” and more. Henry Sheehan, Lael Loewenstein 0:36

11/21/14 ART

The latest battles of Katniss Everdeen are the most politically tinged yet of the "Hunger Games" films. In the 
third installation of the series "Mockingjay - Part 1," Katniss is a revolutionary leader fighting an omnipotent, 
global dictatorship. Henry Sheehan, Lael Loewenstein 11:02

11/21/2014 IMM
Obama will sign his immigration executive order at Del Sol High School in Las Vegas, where more than 60 
percent of students are Hispanic and about 13 percent are English language learners. Lisa Garcia Bedolla 6:55

11/21/2014 IMM Take Two speaks with with two immigrants who have a lot at stake in Obama's immigration reform. Betty Jaspeado 8:13

11/21/2014 POLI
Before President Obama's speech on immigration reform Thursday, California Senator Boxer penned an open 
letter encouraging executive action. Sen. Barbara Boxer 7:56

11/21/2014 IMM
Sheriff Arpaio, who was one of the proponents behind Arizona's controversial immigration law SB1070, joins 
Take Two for more. Sheriff Joe Arpaio 7:20

11/21/2014 IMM

A former immigration judge says if the president's order is properly enforced by the Department of Homeland 
Security it could mean a "moderately significant, if not a very significant" decrease in the number of cases that 
are brought by the government. Bruce Einhorn 6:48

11/21/2014 POLI
Take Two analyzes the week in news: immigration reform, Bill Cosby rape allegations and awaiting a Ferguson
grand jury decision. Robin Abcarian, James Oliphant 8:41

11/21/2014 FORE
Tens of thousands of protesters gathered in Mexico City in the latest, and possibly largest, display of anger 
with President Enrique Pena Nieto Thursday. Tracy Wilkinson 7:00

11/21/2014 EDU
UC Regents say if they don't start getting more money from the state, they may have to turn away more 
Californians and increase out-of-state student enrollment. Louis Freedberg 6:58

11/21/2014 ENT 
The 15th Latin Grammys took place Thursday night after President Obama's immigration remarks. How did 
music and politics intersect at the show? Leila Cobo 5:38



11/21/2014 GEND

Cases often go unreported and unresolved and accused abusers have been allowed to continue coaching 
child athletes without repercussions, according to journalist Rachel Sturtz, who investigated the issue for 
Outside Magazine. Rachel Sturtz 9:19

11/21/2014 ART
Southern California Public Radio's social media producer, Kristen Lepore, writes a weekly column on cheap 
things to do in LA and she joins Take Two to help us plan. Kristen Lepore 5:50

11/21/2014 ART 
"The Theory of Everything" examines the life of Stephen Hawking - from his college years and early scientific 
breakthroughs, through his long struggle with a motor neuron disease. But it's also a love story. Felicity Jones 8:33

11/21/2014 ART Lily Amirpour talks about her directorial debut, "A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night" Lily Amirpour 5:30

11/21/2014 ART
Sam Jones, director of "Lost Songs: The Basement Tapes Continued," and singer Rhiannon Giddens talk 
about the opportunity to write music to unused Bob Dylan lyrics Sam Jones, Rhiannon Giddens 5:38

11/21/2014 ART The lead singer of the metal band Deafheaven explains how he keeps his voice intact while on tour George Clarke 1:40

11/21/2014 ART Ann Powers of NPR Music talks about country singer Ty Herndon and homosexuality in country music Ann Powers 3:45

11/22/2014 LAW Window-washer in San Francisco fell 11 sories and survived CC :07

11/22/2014 DIV What do Thanksgiving and Hanukkah, which coincide this year, have in common? Miracles. Rabbi Marv Gross 3:46:00

11/22/2014 DIV
As a Canadian living in L.A., I get a lot of questions about my home and native land: What do you call your 
States? Why is your money so colorful? And do you guys have Thanksgiving? Collin Friesen 4:38:00

11/22/2014 ART
The story of Jim Tully, a former hobo who became Hollywood's "most hated man" — and the two men who 
spent 20 years rediscovering his life. Chris Greenspon 14:18:00

11/22/2014 DIV
When it was my turn, I said, "I'm thankful that at that very first Thanksgiving everybody ignored the one wise, 
old Native American woman who kept saying, 'If you feed them, they'll never leave.'" Dylan Brody 3:29:00

11/22/2014 ART
Charles Solomon talks about Disney's animated blockbuster "Big Hero 6" with two of the artists responsible for 
its look: Paul Felix and Scott Watanabe. John Rabe / Charles Solomon 8:22:00

11/22/2014 DIV

UPDATE 11-20-2010: Thanksgiving comes every year, so we're serving the most delicious MEMORY 
leftovers, from Off-Ramp 2009. The great chefs of Los Angeles tell us what's on their Thanksgiving menu this 
year, plus Pigtails & Sauerkraut, a Wiley Family tradition.

John Rabe / Marcie Page / Brendan 
Newman / Rico Gagliano / Michael 
Cimarusti / Russ Parsons 3:56:00

11/22/2014 ART
The exhibit at the Getty Research Institute combines propaganda and fine art to a fascinating, strange, and 
sometimes chilling effect.

Kevin Ferguson / nancy Perloff / Philipp 
Blom 6:22:00



11/22/2014 I
John Rabe and organ builder Manuel Rosales take us inside the Disney Hall Organ, the iconic centerpiece of 
Frank Gehry's Walt Disney Concert Hall. John Rabe / Manuel Rosales 8:28:00

11/22/2014 ART
US Attorney General Eric Holder recently visited a California correctional facility to observe a theater troupe 
that claims it can reduce recidivism through acting. John Horn / Kevin Ferguson 6:37:00

11/22/2014 I
Downtown L.A.'s renaissance continues with the restoration of yet another theater — the Regent has been 
brought back by club owner Mitchell Frank.

Robert Garrova / James Kim / Frank 
Mitchell 4:39:00

11/22/2014 ART
Off-Ramp host John Rabe goes to Sonny's Hideaway in Highland Park to talk with the editors of "Drink: Los 
Angeles," a guide to the best beverages.

John Rabe / Colleen Dunn Bates / Garrett 
Snyder 7:00:00

11/22/2014 P
How do you find water in California's drought stricken wine country? You can pay thousands for a scientific 
survey or — for about $500 — hire a "water witch."

Elyssa Dudley / Marc Mondavi / Damian 
Grindley / Allen Christensen 5:47:00

11/23/2014 POLI Election workers continue to count votes Milne :57

11/23/2014 POLI Election workers continue to count votes CC :11

11/23/2014 TRAV LAX will be busiest airport this holiday season CC :10

11/23/2014 SPOR USC fans lost a rough game to UCLA CC :06

11/23/2014 SPOR UCLA declared victory over USC CC :10

11/23/2014 LAW Long Beach has a new police chief CC :04

11/23/2014 LAW Long Beach has a new police chief CC :03

11/23/2014 ENV National Weather Service has wind advisory in effect for the mountains and valleys CC :10

11/23/2014 ENT "Mockingjay" won the weekend Thomas :41

11/24/2014 LAW LAUSD settled Miramonte sex abuse civil suit Foshay 4:15

11/24/2014 POLI Election workers continue to count votes CC :12

11/24/2014 Loh Life Troll Loh 3:03

11/24/2014 LAW Former inmates learn their way around a kitchen Dembosky 3:52

11/24/2014 LAW Man convicted of murder 36 years ago may be released from prison today Bailey :52



11/24/2014 ENV State steps in to get wildlife to use a tunnel under the 101 Kim :52

11/24/2014 IMM Some in the US illegally are afraid to take advantage of Obama's new policy Florido :52

11/24/2014 IMM Not all immigrants will be helped by executive action Berestein Rojas :56

11/24/2014 LAW Man convicted of murder 36 years ago may be released from prison today CC :14

11/24/2014 ENV City of LA may expand oil drilling without environmental review Peterson 4:34

11/24/2014 FOR Russia on US sanctions Rainsford :59

11/24/2014 SPOR Famous Chinese swimmer failed drug test, but no one knew Hatton :33

11/24/2014 LAW Man died last night after being shot by police in West Covina CC :13

11/24/2014 ECON Average gas price continues to drop CC :07

11/24/2014 ENT American Music Awards CC :16

11/24/2014 ENT American Music Awards CC :07

11/24/2014 SPOR Lakers lose again CC :06

11/24/2014 ENV Red flag warning in effect through Wed CC :13

11/24/2014 POLI Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel announced he's stepping down CC :15

11/24/2014 ENV Buffalo deals with flooding after snow melt CC :10



11/24/2014 POLI Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel announced he's stepping down CC :13

11/24/2014 POLI Long-time LA Congressman Ed Roybal received posthumous Presidential Medal of Freedom CC :13

11/24/2014 FOR Another arrest made in case of 43 missing students in Mexico CC :15

11/24/2014 EDU LAUSD settled Miramonte sex abuse civil suit Foshay 4:12

11/24/2014 DC Late lawmaker Ed Roybal recieves Medal of Freedom Felde :52

11/24/2014 IMM Immigration action will benefit Mexican immigrants more than any other group CC :19

11/24/2014 ECON USDA provides disaster assistance to beekeepers in CA CC :14

11/24/2014 ENV USDA provides disaster assistance to beekeepers in CA Quinton :52

11/24/2014 LAW Gov Brown has named CA Supreme Court Nominee CC :17

11/24/2014 ECON UC students protest tuition increase Guzman :45

11/24/2014 LAW Gov Brown has named CA Supreme Court Nominee Roman 4:27

11/24/2014 POLI Immigration action will benefit Mexican immigrants more than any other group Huang :46

11/24/2014 LAW Bus crash killed one, injured 30 Bergman 1:17

11/24/2014 LAW Gov Brown has named CA Supreme Court Nominee Orr :50

11/24/2014 EDU Deasy is often out of town Gilbertson :45



11/24/14 EDU It is said to be the largest ever settlement against a school district in a sex abuse case. John Manley, Lawrence Rosenthal 0:29

11/24/14 HIST
The grand jury in Ferguson, Mo., reconvened on Monday to consider possible charges against Darren Wilson, 
the white suburban St. Louis officer who fatally shot the black 18-year-old after a confrontation in August. Steve Giegerich, Laurie Levenson 12:33

11/24/14 HEAL
Centura, which operates 15 hospitals in Colorado, says that it’ll stop hiring workers who smoke cigarettes 
starting on Jan. 1. Patrick Reynolds, Lewis Maltby 17:04

11/24/14 DC
In a surprise development, the Pentagon has announced that Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel is stepping 
down from his post. Phil Ewing 12:55

11/24/14 MIL

The U.S. House of Representatives’ Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence released a report on Friday 
titled, “Investigative Report on the Terrorist Attacks on U.S. Facilities in Benghazi, Libya, September 11-12, 
2012.” Greg Miller 10:39

11/24/14 ECON
A new study by University College London (UCL) and the University of Oxford has found that altruism may not 
work exactly as theorized. Molly J. Crockett 16:02

11/24/2014 TRANS
Privacy issues and comments from top executives about women have lead some users to delete the app. Will 
Uber survive? Laura Holson 4:48

11/24/2014 TECH
The steady drumbeat of threats to infrastructure and security has led to the development of so-called "cyber 
armies" in a number of countries, including the U.S. Shane Harris 7:57

11/24/2014 FORE
The arrest follows a mass march last week. Protesters want answers about the students - all young men - who
disappeared almost two months ago. Ruben Martinez 9:26

11/24/2014 FORE
"What's interesting about the Iguala case is that we see the coordination of the state forces with organized 
crime," said Octavio Rodriguez, coordinator of the Justice In Mexico Program at the University of San Diego. Octavio Rodriguez 5:33

11/24/2014 ENT Take Two discusses the latest in film with Rebecca Keegan, who covers the film business for the L.A. Times. Rebecca Keegan 8:41

11/24/2014 GEND
Dr. Stacy Smith worked on that study and has an idea for how to fix the gender imbalance in film. She joins 
Take Two. Dr. Stacy Smith 5:53

11/24/2014 IMM
Since President Obama announced steps toward immigration reform last week, people are wondering what it 
means for them. Many are seeking professional advice, and now there are concerns about scammers. Victor Nieblas 8:30

11/24/2014 IMM
Overall, the number of people caught crossing is down in recent years, to its lowest point since the 1970s. So 
what do the president's actions mean for the border region? Bob Ortega 5:33

11/24/2014 ENV
No environment review took place in the issue of expanded oil drilling in South LA because the city and the 
drillers consider the issue routine. Residents say otherwise. Molly Peterson 6:29



11/24/2014 ENV
The porpoise swims off the coast of Baja California in the Sea of Cortez and the Vaquita population has dipped
below 100. Catalina Lopez 4:11

11/24/2014 LAW
The California Report's April Dembosky visits a class where former inmates are learning their way around a 
kitchen. April Dembowsky 4:15

11/24/2014 TRANS
While you might have a lot to be thankful for this holiday weekend, save the biggest pats on the back for 
yourself if you didn't have to drive around. AAA offers tips for getting around. Marie Montgomery 4:52

11/24/2014 MEDI

In his new book "Brief Encounters: Conversations, Magic Moments and Assorted Hijinks" legendeary TV host 
Dick Cavett recalls some memorable moments from his "brief encounters" with Hollywood legends and cultural
icons. Dick Cavett 10:34

11/24/2014 ART
Seema Sueko, the new associate artistic director at the Pasadena Playhouse, talks about the theater's run of 
the play "Stop Kiss" Seema Sueko 3:40

11/24/2014 ART
Director Francis Lawrence talks about the death of Philip Seymour Hoffman and the global phenomenon that 
is "The Hunger Games" Francis Lawrence 5:30

11/24/2014 ART
Frame contributor Seam Rameswaram interviews Boots, the enigmatic musician who rose to prominence due 
to his involvement in Beyonce's most recent album Boots (Jordan Asher) 5:07

11/24/2014 ART
Writer/producer Hugh Davidson talks about Mike Tyson's comic chops and writing "Mike Tyson Mysteries" for 
Adult Swim Hugh Davidson 4:37

11/25/2014 LAW Man convicted of murder 36 years ago will be released on new evidence CC :07

11/25/2014 HEAL Tips for avoiding food poisoning on Thanksgiving O'Neill :46

11/25/2014 EDU Does classical music help or hurt the study process Plummer :56

11/25/2014 ENV
A proposal to put trails into open space near Griffith Park has conservationists worried because it could 
damage wildlife corridor Kim 4:28

11/25/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :04

11/25/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :17

11/25/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :19



11/25/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :13

11/25/2014 FOR Police in Hong Kong have cleared out one of three main pro-democracy camps Sudworth :56

11/25/2014 TECH Google focuses on spoon that allows people with tremors to eat smoothly CC :07

11/25/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :16

11/25/2014 HEAL CDC study says most with HIV not getting treatment O'Neill :47

11/25/2014 FOR Pope Francis has strongly criticized European institutions Grammaticas :35

11/25/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :17

11/25/2014 LAW Attorneys for Michael Brown's family say the grand jury process was unfair CC :10

11/25/2014 LAW Retired LAPD Sargent Dorsey on Ferguson riots CC :21

11/25/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA Aguilar :47

11/25/2014 POLI Two Democratic Assembly members have lost close elections McNary :49

11/25/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :09

11/25/2014 IMM Undocumented immigrants could receive helath care as result of executive action CC :12

11/25/2014 IMM Undocumented immigrants could receive helath care as result of executive action Orr :52

11/25/2014 TRAV Five-and-a-half million Californians plan Thanksgiving travel, mostly by car CC :06



11/25/2014 ENT Birdman picked up most Spirit nominations CC :09

11/25/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :09

11/25/2014 ECON Decision on whether to permit expanded oil drilling in South LA has been delayed Peterson 1:05

11/25/14 RACE
Last night, a wave of protests broke out across the country in reaction to a grand jury’s decision in Ferguson, 
Missouri to not indict police officer Darren Wilson after he fatally shot teengaer Michael Brown.

Steve Giegerich, Reverend Willis 
Johnson, John Burris, Laurie Levenson, 
Joe Hicks, Jody Armour, Erika Aguilar, 
Robert Cristo 0:58

11/25/14 ECON Work is where many of us spend a third of our lives doing—and for some, a bit more. Susan Goldberg, Alina Tugend 0:25

11/25/14 ART It’s almost Thanksgiving, that meal that can be utterly daunting for many of us. David Lentz 14:02

11/25/2014 RACE
After a grand jury declined to bring charges against the police officer who shot and killed 18-year-old Michael 
Brown, protesters took to the streets. Take Two speaks with people on the scene. Erika Aguilar 7:13

11/25/2014 RACE
Cheryl Dorsey, a retired LAPD sergeant, community advocate and expert on police culture, joined Take Two to
share her perspective on the grand jury's decision. Cheryl Dorsey 7:23

11/25/2014 LAW

Some found the grand jury's decision to not indict officer Darren Wilson for the shooting of Michael Brown 
surprising. For more on the grand jury process, Take Two turns to Ben Trachtenberg, associate professor of 
law at the University of Missouri.  Ben Trachtenberg 7:12

11/25/2014 ART
Many items are left behind during the arduous journey across the border and then forgotten. But not by two 
artists: a photographer and a composer. Guillermo Galindo,  Richard Misrach 8:08

11/25/2014 ENT
Morgan Rhodes and Oliver Wang join A Martinez to talk about their favorite recent releases, including music 
from Azealia Banks, Prhyme, Pace Cadets and more. Morgan Rhodes, Oliver  Wang 10:32

11/25/2014 ENT
The Shazam app has been identifying earworms since its launch in 2002. And now it's helping music execs 
snag the next big thing. Steve Knopper 5:13

11/25/2014 TECH
President Obama's immigration executive order underwhelmed many who are in this country on the highly 
skilled worker visa known as the H-1B. Joe Garofoli 5:38

11/25/2014 ENV
Open space is hard to come by in Los Angeles. But now, the city is debating what to do with 180 acres west of 
Griffith Park. Jed Kim 4:43

11/25/2014 ENV
No need for a long hike to and from your car to get to Runyon Canyon, anymore. The Hollywood hotspot now 
has valet service. Jed Kim 3:24



11/25/2014 HIST
Why is turkey the star of the show on Thanksgiving? Andrew F. Smith, author of "The Turkey: An American 
Story,” explores this question. Andrew F. Smith 4:16

11/25/2014 ART
Let's face it: there are sometimes real duds on the Thanksgiving dinner table. What are some of the worst 
dishes that you were thankful to pass up? Andrew Smith 6:43

11/25/2014 LAW
The FDA on Tuesday announced new calorie labeling rules that apply to chain restaurants, supermarkets, 
movie theaters and even amusement parks and vending machines. Helena Bottemiller Evich 4:33

11/25/2014 FORE
People have been protesting rules established by China's leaders that would give them veto power over Hong 
Kong's first fully democratic election. The BBC's John Sudworth shares the latest. John Sudworth 1:28

11/25/2014 EDU
One for-profit school, Orange County-based Corinthian Colleges, may be close to collapse due to federal and 
state crackdowns. Rachael Myrow 4:36

11/25/2014 ART
For 100 days following the shooting of Michael Brown in August, Christopher Phillips spent hours on the 
streets documenting a community searching for answers. Christopher Phillips 8:49

11/25/2014 ART Rapper Killer Mike talks about blackness in America post-Ferguson Killer Mike 6:04

11/25/2014 ART Kyle Buchanan of Vulture.com talks about the nominations for the Independent Spirit Awards Kyle Buchanan 4:43

11/25/2014 ART Benedict Cumberbatch talks about his role in the new movie, "The Imitation Game" Benedict Cumberbatch 6:10

11/25/2014 ART
Ben Watt of Everything But The Girl talks about moving between the rock and electronic music worlds and 
becoming a parent Ben Watt 3:00

11/26/2014 DIV Manju bakery tries to restore tradition to Japanese-American Thanksgivings Daniel 4:33

11/26/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :11

11/26/2014 ECON Ben Bergman explores the allure of waiting in line for Black Friday deals Bergman :55

11/26/2014 EDU Kindergartenders tell own version of first Thanksgiving Fernandes :59

11/26/2014 HEAL Many young black men with HIV don't seek out treatment Florido 4:19



11/26/2014 LAW LAPD arrested 183 people during Ferguson protests CC :14

11/26/2014 LAW LAPD arrested 183 people during Ferguson protests CC :18

11/26/2014 LAW LAPD arrested 183 people during Ferguson protests CC :19

11/26/2014 FOR Polio vaccination program in Pakistan suspended after health care workers were shot Khalil :35

11/26/2014 FOR Poice in Hong Kong crack down on protestors Sudworth :36

11/26/2014 ENV The Northeast sees rain and snow, disrupting Thanksgiving plans CC :10

11/26/2014 ENV US EPA took steps to cut levels of smog-forming pollution linked to athsma CC :14

11/26/2014 LAW LAPD arrested 183 people during Ferguson protests CC :15

11/26/2014 LAW Assemblywoman Nora Campos to introduce bill reconciling criminal and civil law on consent McNary :53

11/26/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :16

11/26/2014 ENV EPA proposed stricter national standards for smog Peterson :52

11/26/2014 ENT Family delivers petition asking Disney to include disabled in its animated films Florido :53

11/26/2014 LAW Ferguson protests block traffic in LA CC :10



11/26/2014 RACE

Ferguson joins the growing list of racially-tinged events that prompt severe divisions in how the general public 
perceives what happened, and what should happen. That is, in part, because we all have biases -- whether we
want to acknowledge them or not -- that stem from the subtle experiences that we gather over a lifetime. Brenda Stevenson, Joshua DuBois 12:43

11/26/2014 ENV After a long delay, the Obama Administration proposes cuts to Ozone emissions by about 7 to 13 percent Molly Peterson 3:46

11/26/2014 SCIE
A theory called the Happiness U Curve seems to show a dip in happiness in middle age. But don't worry, it 
rises later in life. Jonathan Rauch n/a

11/26/2014 ART
While most people tend to think about expanding their waist lines on Thanksgiving day, others have taken to 
the streets to run marathons and other kinds of races. Jen Miller 4:16

11/26/2014 RACE
Just a few miles from Ferguson, a special program at Maplewood-Richmond Heights High gives students the 
tools to talk about the fallout from the Michael Brown case. Kevin Grawer 6:36

11/26/2014 ART
You know all those web videos with hamsters eating mini versions of favorite human dishes like burritos? Well,
there's a Thanksgiving version now! Joel Jensen and Joe Matsushima 7:48

11/26/2014 ART
Why bacon broke out from the breakfast table isn't just because of its taste, but some deft marketing by the 
National Pork Producers Council and the story of pork bellies David Sax 6:59

11/26/2014 ART 

If you're sticking around Los Angeles for the holidays -- or have family members in town and need to get them 
out of the house -- SCPR's social media producer Kristen Lepore has some ideas of things to do on a budget 
during the long weekend. Kristen Lepore n/a

11/26/2014 ENT
Tears for Fears founders Roland Orzabal and Curt Smith talk with Tess Vigeland about their career, creating 
"Songs from the Big Chair" and what's next for them.  Roland Orzabal and Curt Smith 10:49

11/26/2014 ART Kip Thorne, theoretical physician turned storyteller, talks about the science behind "Interstellar" Kip Thorne 6:44

11/26/2014 ART Scientist Steve Mold talks for BBC about musicians who use sing about science incorrectly Steve Mold 2:59

11/26/2014 ART
John Horn and Kevin Ferguson go to the California Rehabilitation Center to watch the Actors Gang prison 
project help teach improv theater to inmates. Tim Robbins Actor Gang 5:55

11/26/2014 ART
TV writer Margaret Lyons gives her recommendations for what to watch while you're stuck with family on 
Thanksgiving Margaret Lyons 3:13

11/27/2014 ENT House of Blues gives out free instruments to student musicians Plummer :45

11/27/2014 ECON Villagers in developing countries can get small business loans without credit history, thanks to microloans Huang 4:02



11/27/2014 FOR Afghan health ministry says suicide bomber has killed at least five people, injured 30 in Kabul Galpin :39

11/27/2014 HEAL Ebola vaccine tests are being hailed as a success Walsh :38

11/27/2014 EDU California Thursdays brings locally grown food into school lunchrooms Gorn 3:55

11/27/2014 POLI President Obama spent a quiet Thanksgiving with family CC :10

11/27/2014 POLI Politicians reflect on Thanksgiving holiday CC :14

11/27/2014 ECON Microloans open new avenues for entrepreneurs CC :08

11/27/2014 HEAL Ebola vaccine tests are being hailed as a success CC :14

11/27/2014 ENV Snow and rain has hampered holiday travel plans CC :08

11/27/2014 POLI President Obama spent a quiet Thanksgiving with family CC :13

11/27/2014 ECON Volunteers prep Thanskgiving feasts at shelters across the region Fernandes :46

11/27/2014 IMM Some hoped Obama's immigration announcement would bring more change with family visas Huang :51

11/27/2014 LAW LAPD arrested more than 300 people in Ferguson protests CC :07

11/27/2014 Kai Rysdall on his most memorable Thanskgiving CC :26

11/27/2014 HEAL A healthier take on mashed potatoes CC :12

11/27/2014 ECON Volunteers prep Thanskgiving feasts at shelters across the region CC :11



11/27/2014 ENT Frank Yablans, former Paramount Pictures president, has died CC :14

11/27/2014 ECON Volunteers prep Thanskgiving feasts at shelters across the region Fernandes :59

11/27/2014 EDU Written lessons or no lessons to combat holiday learning loss? Guzman :49

11/27/2014 IMM Undocumented immigratns are becoming a more recognized segment of CA population Orr :44

11/28/2014 SCI
The snow used in mall and theme park shows is made by adding a soap-like ingredient to water and creating 
tiny bubbles Totten :54

11/28/2014 ENT Larry Mantle and KPCC critics review this week's releases Mantle 3:30

11/28/2014 ENV Snow and rain has hampered holiday travel plans Kim :48

11/28/2014 HEAL UC Irvine prof warns about overly loud toys Plevin :59

11/28/2014 TRAN The number of suicides by train has gone down Aguilar :41

11/28/2014 HEAL A dietician's tips for not gaining too much weight over the holidays Aguilera 1:00

11/28/2014 ECON Retailers have strongest holiday shopping season since 2008 Adler :51

11/28/2014 ECON Retailers have strongest holiday shopping season since 2008 CC :10

11/28/2014 ECON Retailers have strongest holiday shopping season since 2008 CC :10

11/28/2014 FOR David Cameron sets radical proposals to reduce migration from EU Watson :40



11/28/2014 FOR China recruits thousands of former soldiers to protect residents of Xinjiang region Hatton :32

11/28/2014 ENV Heavy rain is about to fall in SoCal CC :10

11/28/2014 ECON London shops adopt American Black Friday tradition CC :12

11/28/2014 LAW Gunman in Austin, Texas died after shooting more than 100 rounds at downtown buildings CC :12

11/28/2014 ENV Napa earthquake could be aftershock from big quake in August CC :04

11/28/2014 ENV PCH has dried out after water main break CC :10

11/28/2014 FOR Japanese newspaper dismisses "sex slave" label for women who worked in brothels during WWII Wingfield-Hayes :30

11/28/2014 ECON Retailers hope for second wave of shoppers on Black Friday weekend CC :11

11/28/2014 ENV Beach hazards alert in effect through Sat CC :10

11/28/2014 OBIT Puppeteer Bob Baker died today CC :16

11/28/2014 LAW Federal authorities warn consumers to watch for harmful knock-offs this holiday season CC :14

11/28/2014 OBIT Iconic Mexican comedian Roberto Gomez Bolanos has died CC :17

11/28/2014 ECON National protest over wages and work conditions at Wal-Mart made its way to SoCal today Fernandes 1:02

11/28/2014 IMM Undocumented immigrants can apply for drivers licenses starting January 2 Orr 1:14

11/28/2014 IMM Undocumented immigrants can apply for drivers licenses starting January 2 CC :13



11/28/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :09

11/28/2014 LAW More Ferguson protests in LA CC :09

11/28/2014 LAW LAPD continue to make arrests during Ferguson protests Roman 1:56

11/28/2014 ECON Frozen merchandise expected to be top seller this holiday season Gardner 3:36

11/28/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Peter Rainer, Tim Cogshell, and Charles Solomon review this week’s 
releases, including "The Imitation Game," "Horrible Bosses 2," "Penguins of Madagascar," and more.

Peter Rainer, Tim Cogshell, Charles 
Solomon 0:33

11/28/14 ART
The most talked about film lighting up marquees this weekend is a major awards contender, "The Imitation 
Game" starring Benedict Cumberbatch as a WWII codebreaker with a secret of his own. 

Peter Rainer, Tim Cogshell, Charles 
Solomon 13:57

11/29/2014 HEAL Didi Hirsch mental health center says youth depression spikes during holidays Plevin :48

11/29/2014 SPOR UCLA lost to Stanford, failed to secure playoff spot CC :10

11/30/2014 ART Nativity scenes lining Euclid Avenue in Ontario have been restored CC :15

11/30/2014 ECON Internet can offer deals, but not a break on sales tax Orr :53

11/30/2014 ECON Shoppers required to pay a "use tax" when not charged sales tax online CC :18

11/30/2014 ENV Storms head through SoCal CC :07

11/30/2014 ENV Storms head through SoCal CC :07

11/30/2014 ART Stevie Wonder leads 83rd Hollywood Christmas Parade CC :13

11/30/2014 LAW Supreme Court agrees to hear challenge to EPA's ability to regulate power plant emissions CC :19



12/1/2014 ENV Foothill communities prepare for storm CC :06

12/1/2014 ENT FBI investigating massive cyber attack at Sony Bergman 1:01

12/1/2014 LAW
Protests to begin Wed Dec 3rd. In response to The disappearance and presumed murder of 43 Students from 
Guerrero. Binkowski 4:41

12/1/2014 HEAL UCLA study finds that many older men with prostate cancer are ovetreated for condition O'Neill :44

12/1/2014 LAW Federal judge orders three men who started Colby Fire to pay $9 million in restitution McNary :51

12/1/2014 Loh Life Troll Loh 3:03

12/1/2014 POLI LA City Attorney's Office seeks additional staff for Prop 47 cases Walton :47

12/1/2014 ENV Much-needed rain is heading to SoCal, residents of burn areas worry about mudslides CC :15

12/1/2014 FOR
Police in Hong Konghave clashed with hundreds of pro democracy protestors who were trying to surround 
government headquarters. Patients :34

12/1/2014 POLI New state lawmakers sworn into office in Sacramento CC :11

12/1/2014 LAW
Women released from prisions after sentences for non-violent crimes can take advantage of "alternative 
custody" Small 4:30

12/1/2014 ENV People getting sandbags on Monday, ahead of storm Kim :51

12/1/2014 POLI CA State Legislature reconvenes today CC :17

12/1/2014 LAW Beverly Hills police officers shot a man who robbed a Bank of America CC :13

12/1/2014 ECON In-store purchases on Black Friday dropped this year CC :11



12/1/2014 LAW Jim McDonnell sworn in as new LA Sheriff Aguilar :49

12/1/2014 OBIT Puppeteer Bob Baker died today CC :10

12/1/2014 ENV
Republican lawmakers introduce legislation that would prevent distributors from having to participate in cap 
and trade program CC :13

12/1/2014 ENV
Republican lawmakers introduce legislation that would prevent distributors from having to participate in cap 
and trade program Quinton :51

12/1/2014 EDU Violence leading to fewer Mexican immigrant kids traveling to Mexico for holidays Guzman 3:15

12/1/14 DIV

From the White House to classrooms to an NFL football field, the fallout continues in the aftermath of a 
Ferguson grand jury's decision last week not to indict police officer Darren Wilson in the shooting death of 
Michael Brown. Jonathan Allen 19:38

12/1/14 SPOR

An arbitrator lifted former Baltimore Ravens running back Ray Rice’s indefinite suspension Friday, calling the
NFL’s decision to extend indefinitely its original two-game suspension of Rice for knocking out his wife in a 
casino elevator “arbitrary.” 

Nancy Armour, Daniel Lazaroff 15:21

12/1/14 TECH
Today, the Supreme Court will begin hearing oral arguments in a case that could have implications for the 
limits of free speech on Facebook and other social media sites.

Lisa McElroy, Frank LoMonte, Paulette 
Sullivan Moore 12:58

12/1/14 EDU
The $140-million settlement owed by the LA Unified School District to plaintiffs in the Miramonte School sex 
abuse case points to failures made. Bill Lucia, Alex Caputo Pearl, 21:35

12/1/14 ART
Once declared “the most admired man alive” ahead of  Jackie Robinson, Bing Crosby was one of the most 
recognizable and beloved performers of the 20th century. Kathryn Crosby, Mary Crosby 0:25

12/1/2014 RACE
After Ferguson, Obama meets with cabinet officials, civil rights and religious leaders and law enforcement 
officers at the White House about reforms. Cheryl Dorsey 7:44

12/1/2014 LAW The case of the American couple being held in Qatar took an unusual turn recently. Peter Kovessy 6:44

12/1/2014 FORE
The case of the missing 43 students in Mexico has brought to the front long-simmering tension throughout the 
country about a breakdown in law and order. Daniel Hernandez 7:36

12/1/2014 ENT
Sony Pictures got hack, we get a taste of the new Star Wars movie and much more this week in "On The Lot," 
our weekly peek behind the scenes in Hollywood. Rebecca Keegan 7:34

12/1/2014 ART

The Mexican "corrido" is a type of folk ballad that typically tells a story. Host Alex Cohen learns about a whole 
new batch of corridos that musicians have written about the 43 missing students from journalist Julie 
Schwietert Collazo. Julie Schwietert Collazo 7:29



12/1/2014 ART 

Leguizamo stars as an actor named Jesse. His career has stalled, but eventually finds success by being 
himself up on stage. It's not too far off from the path that Leguizamo took himself trying to make it as an 
entertainer.  John Leguizamo 7:40

12/1/2014 HEAL
nvestigative reporter Karen de Sa traces the intricate network that brings together pharmaceutical drug 
companies with the doctors who are prescribing powerful psychotropic medication to foster children. Karen de Sa 5:55

12/1/2014 ECON
Curbing the urge to splurge on holiday bargains could help you start the new year with more cash in your 
pocket. Kit Yarrow 5:23

12/1/2014 ART Why a LA based fashionista is clothing for a cause with "Dressember" Blythe Hill 4:52

12/1/2014 ART

Los Angeles puppeteer Bob Baker died over the weekend. His theater, near downtown, has delighted kids of 
all ages for decades, but the building was recently sold, leaving questions about whether the puppet show can 
still go on in his absence. Greg Williams 5:02

12/1/2014 ART 
Fairytales with a modern twist head "Into the Woods" at the Wallis Annenberg Performing Arts Center starting 
December 2. Patti Wolff 9:02

12/1/2014 ART
Re/Code's Arik Hesseldahl talks about North Korea's potential involvement in the hacking and leaking of IP at 
Sony Arik Hesseldahl 5:12

12/1/2014 ART Reese Witherspoon explains what compelled her to start her Pacific Standard production company Reese Witherspoon 7:02

12/1/2014 ART
Michael Smith, Professor of Information Tech and Marketing at Carnegie Mellon, explains piracy's effects on 
unreleased movies Michael Smith 4:28

12/2/2014 ART Letter that inspired Jack Kerouac's "On The Road" is for sale CC :12

12/2/2014 POLI it didn't take long for several hot button bills to emerge on the first day of the new CA legislative session. Adler :31

12/2/2014 ENV CA Dept of Water Resources issued preliminary forecast for amount of water it can deliver next year CC :17

12/2/2014 POLI New state lawmakers sworn into office in Sacramento Orr 1:23

12/2/2014 HEAL State Sen. Lara re- introduces bill giving unauthorized immigrants health insurance benefits. Florido 4:47

12/2/2014 LAW Three founders of Hong Kong protest movement will surrender to the police after days of clashes Sudworth :39



12/2/2014 FOR Russia cuts economic forecast for next year Walker :32

12/2/2014 HEAL State Sen. Lara re- introduces bill giving unauthorized immigrants health insurance benefits. CC :20

12/2/2014 ENV Rainfall creates flood risk CC :19

12/2/2014 EDU FBI seizes LAUSD documents for investigation CC :07

12/2/2014 POLI November mid-term election showed record low voter turnout CC :11

12/2/2014 ENV Rainfall has Glendora at orange alert, voluntary evacuations CC :08

12/2/2014 ENV Voluntary evactuations in effect in Silverado Canyon area of Orange County CC :10

12/2/2014 ENV Camarillo Springs homes evactuated due to mud flows caused by heavy rains CC :09

12/2/2014 EDU FBI seizes LAUSD documents for investigation CC :11

12/2/2014 EDU FBI seizes LAUSD documents for investigation CC :11

12/2/2014 EDU FBI seizes LAUSD documents for investigation CC :17

12/2/2014 ENV Swimmers and surfers advised to steer clear of ocean water at least 72 hours following today's storm CC :14

12/2/2014 ENV SoCal rainwater is currently funneled into the ocean rather than reused CC :10

12/2/2014 HEAL
The CMA and other healthcare providers team up to push people to buy health insurance through Covered 
Calif. O'Neill :35

12/2/2014 ENV Mud flows in San Como neighborhood of Camarillo Springs caused voluntary evacuations but no damage CC :08



12/2/2014 ECON
The FBI has issued an alret to businesses warning them to be prepared for cyber attacks that wipe computers 
clean. Bergman :57

12/2/2014 ENV Water conservation efforts in CA slacked off in OCT. according to new numbers from state officials. Peterson :57

12/2/2014 ENV National Weather Service has issued flash flood warning for Forest Falls community CC :10

12/2/2014 SCI
It takes a re-emergence of both plants and animals for burned areas to recover so that they are no longer 
mudslide risks. Totten :55

12/2/2014 LAW LA City Attorney files injunction against medical pot delivery app. Aguilera :57

12/2/2014
An LA couple stuck in Qatar since the 2013 death of their adopted daughter has gotten the OK to return to the 
US. Huang :36

12/2/2014 ENV Rainfall has Glendora at orange alert, voluntary evacuations CC :13

12/2/2014 ENV CA Dept of Water Resources report shows more groundwater depletion CC :14

12/2/2014 LAW This week, the two newes memebers of the LA County board of supervisors started work. Gardner :53

12/2/2014 HEAL HHS report says hospitals safety efforts saved 50,000 lives ans &12 billion from 2010-13. O'Neill :43

12/2/2014 ECON Debate at LA City Hall over street vendors CC :12

12/2/2014 ECON Debate at LA City Hall over street vendors CC :09

12/2/14 EDU
FBI agents paid a surprise visit to the Los Angeles Unified School District on Monday, taking away 20 boxes of 
documents related to the school district's troubled iPad project, the Los Angeles Times reports. Annie Gilbertson, Laurie Levenson 14:09

12/2/14 EDU

Thanks to a new plan from the U.S. Department of Education, teachers across the country could be getting 
report cards of their own before they get to hand out any to students in the classroom. Beverly Young, Evan Stone, Deborah 

Koolbeck 20:13

12/2/14 FOR
The Pentagon and State Department are reacting to the ongoing extremist violence in Iraq and Syria by 
reaching out to private-sector security contractors for new roles and renewing old contracts. Laura Dickinson, Sean McFate 13:12



12/2/14 DC
President Obama has proposed a new program to fund body-worn cameras (BWCs) for 50,000 police officers 
as part of a broader effort to address tensions between communities and the police that serve in them.

Sergeant Daniel (Dan) Gomez, Jay 
Stanley 18:40

12/2/14 FOR
Controversy has followed the upcoming James Franco-Seth Rogen comedy, “The Interview,” since the project 
was first announced. Dominic Patten, Hye Seung Chung 18:14

12/2/14 ART

Symbols have long been part of protests, from the Guy Fawkes masks that were adopted by Occupy 
protesters, to the umbrellas donned by students in Hong Kong-- in what we now refer to as the “umbrella 
revolution,” to the three-finger-salute seen in protests this summer against the Thai government and hoodies 
for Trayvon Martin. Anthony Kammas, Movindri Reddy 10:37

12/2/2014 DIS
The biggest storm of the year is headed to Southern California. Given the ongoing drought, the rain is 
welcome but not without some concern. Mark Jackson n/a

12/2/2014 ENER
Diplomats meeting about climate change this week in Peru could learn a lesson or two from nearby Uruguay 
and its record on renewable energy. Anahi Aradas 5:25

12/2/2014 ENT
Mother, manager, alcoholic... Brooke Shields' relationship with her mom informed who she is as a person, but 
there were plenty of problems along the way. Brooke Shields 9:03

12/2/2014 LGB
According to new research, many same-sex couples are in a bad position when it comes to the possibility of 
retiring. Ken Sweet 5:28

12/2/2014 ENT
This week on Tuesday Reviewsday, our weekly new music segment, journalist Steve Hochman joins us to talk 
about the latest from Willie Nelson, Bessie Smith and more. Steve Hochman 8:09

12/2/2014 SPOR
Last night, the NBA's Philadelphia 76ers lost for the 17th time this season. They've played a grand total of 17 
games so it doesn't take a math quiz to figure out that they've lost every game so far.  Andrew Zimbalist 7:30

12/2/2014 ECON
To track gentrification as it happens, public radio show 'Marketplace' set up a bureau in the rapidly-changing 
neighborhood of Highland Park in Los Angeles. Krissy Clark 10:03

12/2/2014 HOUS
One of the country's biggest homeless encampments is right in the middle of the Silicon Valley. But, officials 
say they will soon raze the area because it is illegal. Martha Mendoza 4:26

12/2/2014 POLI
November 2014 saw the lowest modern-era voter turn out on record for California. Secretary of State-elect 
Alex Padilla says the Golden State can do better. Alex Padilla 4:25

12/2/2014 ENV
Scientists studied just how much food bugs eat within a small area of New York City and they found that it 
could be the equivalent of 600k potato chips per year. Elsa Youngstead 4:52

12/2/2014 ART
After more than fifty years, an important long-lost missive resurfaces - one that inspired Jack Kerouac to 
changed his writing style from novelistic to the disruptive style of "On the Road." Jerry Cimino 5:57

12/2/2014 ART
To celebrate the anniversary of Richard Scarry's 'Cars and Trucks and Things that Go,' British fashion 
designer Paul Smith has created new covers and packaging for it. Rebecca Jones n/a



12/2/2014 ART Richard Linklater talks about the production of "Boyhood" and the surprising reception to it. Richard Linklater 5:56

12/2/2014 ART Frame contributor Kerstin Zilm explores a museum dedicated to the Cold War Cold War Museum 4:33

12/2/2014 ART Comedian Cameron Esposito talks about all the things comedians need to do to make money these days. Cameron Esposito 4:31

12/3/2014 ENV  Pacific Crest Trail was the focus of the popular memoir "Wild" TONG 3:26

12/3/2014 EDU
State Senate Democrats are proposing a number of changes designed to get more people into and through 
California's universities Orr :40

12/3/2014 HEAL Many parents seek to alter the CDC-recommended vaccination schedule. Plevin 4:23

12/3/2014 ENT
Kevin Costner is in the new film "Black or White," and plays a lawyer fighting for custody of his granddaughter, 
who is half-black. CC :58

12/3/2014 EDU Democratic state lawmakers are proposing a plan to fund CA public universities without raising basic tuition. CC :04

12/3/2014 POLI Three founders of Hong Kong's Occupy Central movement have turned themselves in Sudworth :28

12/3/2014 SCI
Twenty European countries have unveiled plans to invest billions of dollars to develop a new rocket to launch 
satellites into orbit. Padmore 1:25

12/3/2014 ENV Californians didn't conserve as much water in October as they did in September. cc :18

12/3/2014 SAC
California's capitol building was full of student performers from Oakland last night (TUE) as part of the annual 
Christmas tree lighting ceremony. CC :13

12/3/2014 SAC
California's capitol building was full of student performers from Oakland last night (TUE) as part of the annual 
Christmas tree lighting ceremony. cc :09

12/3/2014 HIST 30 years since a lethal gas leak from a pesticide factory Limaye 2:26

12/3/2014 ENV Parts of Glendora remain under voluntary evacuation CC :07



12/3/2014 ENV Despite some flooding and debris, yesterday's (TUE's) storm didn't cause any major issues. cc :07

12/3/2014 POLI
Diplomats from more than 60 countries and international organizations are meeting in Brussels to plot a 
strategy to stop one of the world's worst terror threats. cc :15

12/3/2014 ENV voluntary evacuations are still in effect for homes near recent burn areas cc :11

12/3/2014 LAB
Contract negotiations resumed today (WED) between dockworkers at 29 major West Coast ports and their 
employers. CC :13

12/3/2014 POLI
US Senator Barbara Boxer criticizes nuclear regulators for not doing enough to ensure safety of Diablo 
Canyon plant CC :15

12/3/2014 ENV
residents of Glendora ventured out of their homes to take stock of their neighborhoods threatened by 
mudslides McNary :40

12/3/2014 ENV Rain barrel update CC :13

12/3/2014 ENV More heavy rain is expected CC :09

12/3/2014 ENV All of this rain is helping the drought CC :17

12/3/2014 ENV L.A. County's system of dams and storm channels have captured more than 1.4 billion gallons rain water. McNary :15

12/3/2014 POLI City Council approves additional staff for City Attorney's Office after Prop 47 CC :18

12/3/2014 DC secret negotiations to send more federal water to Central Valley farmers collapsed Felde :50

12/3/2014 IMM Vigils and marches are taking place tonight {WED} in at least 43 U-S cities. CC :11

12/3/2014 ART latest grants from the National Endowment for the Arts have been announced Plummer :39

12/3/2014 IMM Documented immigrants are eligible for subsidized health insurance through the state-run marketplace CC :12



12/3/2014 ECON Changes at LA Times Roman 4:50

12/3/2014 LAW
woman body-slammed by an LAPD officer two years ago after a traffic stop for a cell-phone violation has 
settled an excessive-force lawsuit Aguilar :53

12/3/2014 EDU a much greater number of children from birth to age five are abused or neglected Gardner :55

12/3/2014 TRANS Congestion continues to plague the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach Watt 1:01

12/3/14 GEND
In a case that has allied abortion-rights groups with anti-abortion groups, today the Supreme Court justices 
heard arguments that United Parcel Service discriminated against a pregnant employee. Lenora Lapidus, Beth Milito 23:14

12/3/14 HEAL
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have released new guidance that suggests that circumcision 
could help straight men in the U.S. lower their chances of becoming infected with the HIV virus. Marilyn Milos, Dr. Edgar Schoen 0:24

12/3/14 EDU LAUSD’s rollout of its iPad program has been challenge-prone to say the least.
Brandon Martinez, Keith Kruger, Jane 
Margolis 18:57

12/3/14 ART The short list is out for the best documentaries of 2014. Tim Gray 10:13

12/3/14 LIT
When Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke at a mass meeting at Holt Street Baptist Church in Montgomery, AL to 
kick off the Montgomery bus boycott in 1955, it was before “5,000 hymn-singing blacks.” Robert Darden 18:21

12/3/2014 LAW
Across the nation, hundreds of incidents where the police used deadly force and killed a civilian are not on 
records that are complied by the FBI. Rob Barry 4:51

12/3/2014 POLI
After widespread rallies in Mexico, protesters outside the country are turning their criticism to a US program 
aimed at fighting drug violence. Ruben Tapia 5:26

12/3/2014 TECH
Going digital has cut down on film production costs and been beneficial for big entertainment studios, but it's 
also made them more vulnerable. Brent Lang 4:31

12/3/2014 ENT
For director of photography Yves Bélanger, shooting "Wild" presented some unique challenges— walking 
backwards a lot of the time being just one of them. Yves Belanger 6:57

12/3/2014 SPOR

The new system for college football was supposed to end questions of parity, but controversy still abounds. 
With the difference in quality of East and West conferences, should the NBA ravamp its own playoff system? 
And Landon Donovan and the LA Galaxy could make history at this weekend's MLS championship game. Andy and Brian Kamenetzky 8:28

12/3/2014 LABO
Dockworkers in the Port of Los Angeles resumed talks Wednesday in a labor dispute that threatens to slow the
flow of goods into the United States. Justin Pritchard 6:19



12/3/2014 HOUS
A computer magnate wants to build a nearly 10,000 square-foot home on a steep slope in Berkeley. 
Preservationists call the plan 'unusual,' insist on an EIR. Bob Egelko 5:16

12/3/2014 ART
Drybar broke expectations by being a hit despite only offering blowouts. Salons like FaceHaus are following 
suit by just doing facials. Michelle Tyree Dalton 6:58

12/3/2014 ART
Director Kyle Patrick Alvarez talks about his new film, "The Stanford Prison Experiment," which was included 
in the 2015 Sundance Film Festival's U.S. Drama Competition Kyle Patrick Alvarez 3:08

12/3/2014 ART Kevin Costner talks about self-financing his newest movie, "Black or White" Kevin Costner 6:18

12/3/2014 ART
Collin Friesen explores the place of musicals in contemporary cinema and the impact that Hollywood has on 
high school and college productions "Into the Woods" 3:33

12/3/2014 ART Danal Catan's widow, Andrea Puente, talks about continuing her husband's operatic legacy Andrea Puente 4:41

12/4/2014 LAW LAPD Chief Charlie Beck won't say whether he plans to fire officers who shot unarmed man. CC :17

12/4/2014 POLI New Census data shows 18 percent poverty in LA County. Walton 1:08

12/4/2014 SCI A new book looks at how our brains react to the things we watch on the silver screen. Totten 4:15

12/4/2014 EDU Reax from students to LAUSD cancelling of Ipad distribution. Lopez :39

12/4/2014 ECON If the LA Times is going to survive, it needs to adapt quickly. Bergman :47

12/4/2014 EDU
Changes to funding priorities at First 5 LA might mean the loss of up to 11- thousand preschool seats in LA 
County. Fernandes 4:00

12/4/2014 ENV House Rep. say they plan to bring a CA emergency drought relief bill up to vote next week. CC :15

12/4/2014 HEAL China says it will no longer use organs from executed prisoners in transplant operations. Hatton :35



12/4/2014 FOR
At least three police and seven gunmen died in an overnight gun battle at the center of the Chechen capital, 
Grozny. Rainsford :40

12/4/2014 SCI NASA's Orion spacecraft will have to wait another day to get off the ground. CC :13

12/4/2014 SCI
NASA says high winds and a leaky valve forced them to scrub this morning's scheduled launch of the Orion 
space capsule. Curie :10

12/4/2014 DIS
A busy night on the roads for the Riverside County Fire Dept. as flash flooding left 40 people stranded in their 
cars . CC :09

12/4/2014 OC
Two OC residents were arraigned today ( Thur) in connection with a Ponzi scheme that prosecutors say 
defrauded investors of 11 million dollars. CC :14

12/4/2014 ENV
This week's storm system brought some much needed rain to SoCAl, but, it still didn't make a dent on ending 
the ongoing drought. CC :16

12/4/2014 ECON
Libertarian talk show host Larry Elder was a fixture at KABC radio for nearly two decades… until Tuesday 
when he was abruptly fired. Bergman 1:04

12/4/2014 HEAL US Health officials say early tests show this season's flu vaccine may not be as effective as last year's. CC :13

12/4/2014 Heal CA's 2014 pertussis epidemic is the worst in nearly 70 years, vaccine needs to improve. Plevin :48

12/4/2014 SCI Scientists used a new drought model to determine that the 2014 water year is likely the driest oin 1,200 years. Totten :57

12/4/2014 POLI
LA County's patchwork of water sysytems has led to some surprising differences in what households pay in 
different cities. McNary :53

12/4/2014 IMM
New Census numbers show metropolitan Los Angeles has one of the largest, most multi-ethnic group of 
millennials in the country. Huang 1:02

12/4/2014 ENV Anneberg Foundation backs out of project to restore Ballona Wetlands. Kim :58

12/4/2014 POLI
Statte senators Lara and Cennella are proposing a constitutional amendment that would effectively strip the 
University of CA of its constitutional indep[endence from the state legislature. CC :09

12/4/2014 POLI
The next shot's been fired in the fight over tuition and state funding between the University of CA and state 
political leaders. Adler :42



12/4/14 LAW
A grand jury decided Wednesday not to indict a New York police officer who put a fatal chokehold on an 
unarmed 43-year-old Eric black man, Eric Garner, despite the encounter being caught on video tape.

John L Burris, Ben Tracktenberg, Tim 
Williams 0:31

12/4/14 LAW
A lawsuit has been filed by 17 states on Wednesday against President Obama’s executive action on 
immigration. Stephen Legomsky, Ronald Rotunda 14:57

12/4/14 ENV
A change to the formula used under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) could have a large 
impact on development throughout the state. Ethan Elkind, Richard Close 0:24

12/4/14 LAW
It’s no secret that underage drinking on college campuses is an issue that administrators have been dealing 
with for many years. Jed Rubenfeld, Bill DeJong 22:36

12/4/2014 ART
The Census Bureau's American Community Survey finds that more young adults age 18-34 live in poverty 
today, and have lower rates of employment, compared to their counterparts in 1980. Michael Lens 9:28

12/4/2014 SCIE
Usain Bolt, Ueli Steck, Alberto Contador - are all athletes that have redefined what humans can do in sport, bu
how much better can we perform, as humans? Mark McClusky 8:05

12/4/2014 YOUT

Official data on rates of child abuse in California show that 5.5% of children under age five were reported for 
child abuse or neglect in 2013. But a new study from the Children's Data Network finds that significantly more 
children experience abuse than the annual data shows. Daniel Heimple 5:19

12/4/2014 HEAL
A former nurse takes a look back at a time when AIDS ravaged Seattle, and she took big risks out of her sense
of duty. Jessica Partnow n/a

12/4/2014 LAW
The New York Police Department on Wednesday announced plans for a small pilot program that would outfit 
dozens of officers with body cameras to record their interactions. Lindsay Miller 7:13

12/4/2014 POLI
Southern California Public Radio political reporter Alice Walton and business reporter Ben Bergman join Take 
Two for our weekly installment of State of Affairs. Alice Walton, Ben Bergman 14:25

12/4/2014 SCIE
Writer Peggy Orenstein profiled specialist Laura Esserman's latest research that questions what we think we 
know about breast cancer.  Peggy Orenstein 9:13

12/4/2014 ECON
In 'Sonic Boom,' sound consultant Joel Beckerman explores how sound and music create 'boom moments' in 
our lives, transforming our experiences in an instant. Joel Beckerman 11:13

12/4/2014 ART
WSJ Reporter Joe Flint reviews NBC's Rockefeller Plaza tree-lighting fiasco which ignored the protests raging 
around New York Joe Flint 3:06

12/4/2014 ART Film composer Alexandre Desplat talks about composing "The Imitation Game"'s score Alexandre Desplat 5:35

12/4/2014 ART
KPCC Science Reporter Sanden Totten goes in-depth to understand the science of how movies play with your 
senses to provoke such strong viewer reactions Jeffrey Zacks 4:22



12/4/2014 ART Joe Adalian of Vulture.com details today's "sitcom recession" Joe Adalian 4:39

12/5/2014 ART A younger, artistic-minded crowd is flocking to the Coachella Valley Plummer 3:10

12/5/2014 TRAN Motorcycle clubs have a rich history in California Mendelson 3:31

12/5/2014 HEAL Doctor manages meds, symptoms and fears for cancer patients, searches for new business model Dembosky 4:17

12/5/2014 HEAL At least 15 people in India lost vision after cataract surgery at a medical camp Ahmed :31

12/5/2014 ENT Grammy nominations released CC :15

12/5/2014 ENT Grammy nominations released CC :15

12/5/2014 TRAN Ciclavia hits South LA this weekend CC :17

12/5/2014 SCI NASA's Orion made a splashdown this weekend CC :14

12/5/2014 ENT Larry Mantle is joined by KPCC critics to review this week's releases Mantle 3:01

12/5/2014 ECON Tomorrow marks 20 years since Orange County declared bankruptcy CC :11

12/5/2014 ENV LA Dept of Public Works will try to clean debris between storm systems CC :15

12/5/2014 SCI
Early measures of the snowpack say CA is off to a decent start but, needs much more percipitation to catch up
with a normal year. Totten :36

12/5/2014 LAW LA Inspector General is looking into how dash icam video is being used in patrol cars. Aguilar 1:08

12/5/2014 ENV
The National Park Service says there is credible evidence that a second mountain Lion has crossed the 405 
Freeway and is living in the patchwork of open space between Bel Air and Los Feliz. Kim :53



12/5/2014 LAW LA County Supervisors revisit issue of civilian oversight for sheriff's department CC :12

12/5/2014 MIL Marines train around downtown LA CC :15

12/5/2014 ART Diamond Bar teacher named finalist in Grammy music educator competition. Plummer :48

12/5/2014 LAW Sony Pictures employees in Culver City were on edge Bergman :47

12/5/14 HEAL

Now that President Obama has announced his executive orders on immigration, California Governor Jerry 
Brown is considering expanding Medi-cal benefits to those who have been temporarily shielded from 
deportation.

John Myers, Laurel Lucia, Steve 
Camarota 23:05

12/5/14 MIL
It’s no secret that the United States has a larger stockpile of nuclear weapons than any other country in the 
world. Peter Huessy, John Isaacs 16:48

12/5/14 OC
In the early 1990’s OC Treasurer-Tax Collector Robert L. “Bob” Citron made billions of dollars for Orange 
County, its city governments, water districts and school districts with a heavily-leveraged investment scheme. Chris Knap, Norberto Santana Jr. 7:35

12/5/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Amy Nicholson and Andy Klein review this week’s releases, including 'Still 
Alice,' 'Wild,' 'Dying of the Light' and more. Amy Nicholson, Andy Klein 0:31

12/5/14 ART

Nick Broomfield styles himself as the Columbo of true-crime filmmakers. In his latest verite style documentary, 
he wades into a 25-year-old story of a serial killer that quietly stalked south central Los Angeles, allegedy 
murdering dozens of sex-trade workers. Nick Broomfield 15:57

12/5/2014 RACE

Demonstrations in Ferguson, New York and across the country are calling for reforms after grand juries 
declined to indict police officers involved in several high-profile cases. Alex Cohen talks with Clarence B. 
Jones, former political advisor and personal lawyer for Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. Clarence B. Jones 10:04

12/5/2014 POLI
This week on the Flashback we'll talk to Jamelle Bouie from Slate, and here in studio, James Rainey, political
reporter for the Los Angeles Times. Jamelle Bouie, James Rainey 9:38

12/5/2014 LGB
When the LA Galaxy takes the field this weekend for US soccer's highest prize, Robbie Rogers will be on the
field. Robbie Rogers 8:27

12/5/2014 SCIE
NASA's Orion spaceIt was a no go for NASA's Orion spacecraft yesterday thanks to bad weather, but in the
early morning hours today there was lift off! Bruce Betts 5:37

12/5/2014 ENT
It's a big day in the world of music, with the likes of Iggy Azalea, Taylor Swift, Meghan Trainor and more, al
nominated for Grammys. Mesfin Fekadu 7:04

12/5/2014 HIST
California is packed with motorcycle clubs, including dozens of African-American groups. Oakland's East Bay
Dragons have been revving their engines the longest. Aaron Meldenson n/a

12/5/2014 TRANS
CicLAvia comes to South L.A. on Sunday. The street festival is now 4 years old. It's modeled after an event in
Bogota, Columbia that's been happening for 40 years. Jaime Ortiz 5:58

12/5/2014 ART
We hope you've perked back up after your rainy day soup and sweatpants, because we've got some fun ideas
on how to enjoy your time off. Kristen Lepore 5:02

12/5/2014 ART
Starry Kitchen - one of the most popular restaurants in LA - is reaching out to the community to help save their
balls... crispy tofu balls that is. Nguyen Tran 8:55

12/5/2014 LIT
Book critic & founder of lending library Libros Schmibros in Boyle Heights, David Kipen shares his literary and
California-inspired gift ideas. David Kipen 6:10

12/5/2014 ART LACMA's Chief Curator of Contemporary Art talks about the whirlwind that is Art Basel Miami Franklin Sirmans 4:20



12/5/2014 ART
We talk to Studio 360's Sean Rameswaram about the notable inclusions and snubs in today's Grammy 
nominations Sean Rameswaram 5:00

12/5/2014 ART
Actor Chadwick Boseman talks about filling James Brown's shoes in "Get On Up" and what it means to him to 
be cast as Black Panther Chadwick Boseman 6:58

12/5/2014 ART
Robert Downey Sr. talks about his movies and his legacy before his star-studded retrospective via Cinefamily 
this weekend Robert Downey Sr. 3:16

12/6/2014 LAW Man died in officer-involved shooting in Hollywood CC :13

12/6/2014 LAW Investigation into officer-involved shooting in Hollywood CC :05

12/6/2014 LAW Investigation into officer-involved shooting in Hollywood CC :05

12/6/2014 I
In 1968, several parents, including Harriet Glickman and Ken Kelly, convinced Charles Schulz to create 
Franklin, the first black character in "Peanuts." John Rabe / Harriet Glickman / Ken Kelly 6:34:00

12/6/2014 ENT
On December 12, 1965, a little boy with a round head walked onto more than 15 million American television 
screens. But A Charlie Brown Christmas almost didn't air. Charles Solomon 8:24:00

12/6/2014 I
Superman creator Jerry Siegel's daughter talks with John Rabe about the typewriter Siegel used to write 
Superman. It's now on display at the Paley Center. John Rabe / Laura Siegl Larson 1:30:00

12/6/2014 I
It's no longer surprising to find good restaurants and craft cocktails in downtown LA, but you will be surprised 
to discover what Curtis Berak has been up to in his basement since 1976. John Rabe / Curtis Berak 6:29:00

12/6/2014 SCI
Off-Ramp commentator Taylor Orci on how the Pierce College Farm Center, slated to close this month, taught 
her some important facts of life. Taylor Orci 4:14:00

12/6/2014 I
KPCC's Patt Morrison interviews her grandson, Harry Chandler, about the socialite and philanthropist who 
brought the Music Center to Los Angeles. Patt Morrison / Harry Chandler 6:25:00

12/6/2014 I
As California governor Jerry Brown gears up for his fourth term, artist Don Bachardy talks about the portrait he 
made for the governor 30 years ago. John Rabe / Don Bachardy 1:14:00

12/6/2014 SCI Brains On visits PawPADS to find out how dogs' amazing sense of smell can save human lives. Molly Bloom / Madison McDonald 3:42:00

12/6/2014 ART
R.H. Greene likes it that Frank Capra let Mr. Potter keep Bailey Building and Loan's money in his holiday 
classic, "It's a Wonderful Life." R.H. Greene 6:32:00



12/7/2014 LAW US Border Patrol tries to recruit women Joffe-Block :50

12/7/2014 SPOR Galaxy competes for MLS Cup CC :10

12/7/2014 LAW Protesters marched in Hollywood against police brutality CC :04

12/7/2014 LAW Protesters marched in Hollywood against police brutality CC :04

12/7/2014 SPOR Clippers beat the Pelicans last night CC :10

12/7/2014 LAW Protesters marched in Hollywood against police brutality CC :10

12/7/2014 HIST Today is 73rd anniversary of Pearl Harbor attack CC :14

12/8/2014 DIS Apartment fire downtown destroyed building CC :13

12/8/2014 LAW Couple held in Qatar for two years was welcomed home on Sunday Huang :51

12/8/2014 LAW Couple held in Qatar for two years was welcomed home on Sunday CC :33

12/8/2014 LAW Firefighters watch for hot spots from massive fire in downtown LA CC :09

12/8/2014 LAW Investigation into downtown LA fire CC :19

12/8/2014 LAW Five people arrested during Berkeley protest CC :06

12/8/2014 ECON Average price of gasoline has dropped again CC :08

12/8/2014 DIS Fire destroyed massive apartment building downtown Julian 2:24



12/8/2014 ENV Twenty-one people confirmed dead after typhoon in the Philippines Head :35

12/8/2014 ENV Two hundred countries gather for climate change talks McGrath :34

12/8/2014 POLI Immigration executive action could grant temporary relief for five-million people Cuevas 4:16

12/8/2014 LAW LA County Sheriff's Dept may get civilian oversight group CC :13

12/8/2014 Loh Life Focus Loh 3:11

12/8/2014 POLI Why so many committees in the state legislature Adler :57

12/8/2014 DIS Several buildings damaged in downtown LA fire CC :16

12/8/2014 ECON CA considers whether to start regulating virtual currencies Orr :50

12/8/2014 TECH California considers regulating virtual currencies CC :10

12/8/2014 POLI Civilian oversight commission failed to launch earlier this year, gets a fresh look now Gardner :46

12/8/2014 FOR US and NATO closed combat command in Afghanistan CC :14

12/8/2014 POLI Report on CIA interrogation techniques released CC :14

12/8/2014 TRAN Construction project linking carpool lanes on 22, 405 and 605 wraps up after four years CC :13

12/8/2014 ENT The Hunger Games kept attendance up on Thanksgiving weekend Trujillo :58

12/8/2014 TRAN Construction project linking carpool lanes on 22, 405 and 605 wraps up after four years Bailey :39

12/8/2014 ENV Plant in El Segundo turns out designer water Peterson 3:55

12/8/2014 ENV Storm will return to SoCal on Thursday CC :09

12/8/2014 LAW Federal prosecutors delay decision on death penalty against LAX shooter Paul Ciancia CC :27

12/8/2014 ENV Government meteorologists say don't blame climate change for CA drought CC :08

12/8/2014 LAW Arson investigators look into fire at downtown apartment building CC :15

12/8/2014 HEAL Study finds link between water pipe use and cigarette smoking among young people Aguilera :42

12/8/2014 TRAN Early morning fire destroyed building and melted highway signs CC :13

12/8/2014 DIS DaVinci building fire damanged LADWP building CC :14

12/8/2014 ENV
Mayor Garcetti unveils mandatory retrofit plan for a common type of wood-frame building vulnerable to 
earthquake collapse CC :14

12/8/2014 ENV
Mayor Garcetti unveils mandatory retrofit plan for a common type of wood-frame building vulnerable to 
earthquake collapse CC :14

12/8/2014 POLI
Mayor Garcetti unveils mandatory retrofit plan for a common type of wood-frame building vulnerable to 
earthquake collapse Totten :51

12/8/2014 ECON Inspection files of DaVinci apartments showed no defects that would have led to fire CC :07

12/8/2014 ECON Inspection files of DaVinci apartments showed no defects that would have led to fire CC :10

12/8/2014 POLI US House to vote on drought relief bill for CA CC :16



12/8/2014 ENV New study says drought was natural, not human-caused Kim :51

12/8/2014 IMM
ACLU report says more than two-thirds of LA-area immigrants detained for six months or longer were found 
eligible for release after hearing Berestein-Rojas :52

12/8/2014 ECON Fire destroyed massive apartment building downtown Bergman 4:32

12/8/14 SEC
On Tuesday, the Senate Intelligence Committee is expected to release a long-awaited report detailing the 
Central Intelligence Agency’s post-9/11 interrogation techniques. Steven Kleinman, Jeffrey Addicott, 14:54

12/8/14 EDU

The University of California system has maintained autonomy for 166 years, but that might be about to 
change. Sen. Ricardo Lara, Sen. Anthony 

Cannella, Eloy Ortiz Oakley 16:22

12/8/14 MEDI
The Rolling Stone on Friday said it is no longer standing behind a story it published in its November issue that 
detailed an alleged gang rape of a freshman by a group of men at a University of Virginia fraternity party. Jane Kirtley 16:12

12/8/14 ECON
The gains of California's women business leaders has flat-lined for a straight decade, according to the latest 
annual study on the subject from UC Davis. Elizabeth “Liz” Fetter, Amanda Kimball 21:06

12/8/14 DC
President Obama will give his first TV interview since the Ferguson grand jury decided to not indict Officer 
Darren Wilson.

Nia Malika Henderson, Joe Hicks, Jody 
Armour 0:25

12/8/2014 RACE

Events in Ferguson, New York and Cleveland have opened a national debate on race and the justice system. 
While the deaths of black men are at the center of the demonstrations, are people from other races welcome 
to protest? Shani Byard 10:20

12/8/2014 SPOR
Robbie Roger, defender for the LA Galaxy, this weekend became the first openly gay man to be part of 
championship team in North American professional sports. Robbie Rogers 2:34

12/8/2014 ENT
The hungry Hunger Games ate up the box office this weekend, Bradley Cooper plays the Elephant Man on 
Broadway and the first glimmers of awards season start to glow. Rebecca Keegan 7:58

12/8/2014 MEDI
Gameshows may seem retro, but they're gaining audiences here in the U.S. and abroad. Even shows like 
"The Price is Right," which have been on the air for decades, are gaining viewers. Mike Richards 7:28

12/8/2014 MEDI

Questions have been raised about an article in Rolling Stone about campus rape at the University of Virginia. 
The Magazine itself said it cannot not verify parts of the story. But whether true or not, it could have an effect 
on conversations around campus rape. Hanna Rosin 8:07

12/8/2014 MEDI
Most reporters know that fact-checking is an absolutely crucial practice. But when it comes to covering sexual 
violence, the reporting can be difficult and fraught with potential minefields. Bruce Shapiro 6:59

12/8/2014 ART
The jet engine, name-brand jeans, the Internet. Those are some of the most important inventions of the past 
85 years, at least according to Bloomberg Businessweek. Romesh Ratnesar n/a



12/8/2014 ENT
Mariachi El Bronx isn't from the Bronx, and they don't have a deep mariachi background. They're a former 
punk band - and the mariachi community loves them. Matt Caughthran and Brad Magers 9:58

12/8/2014 ART Filmmaker Paul Weitz talks about what it means to have a film debuted at Sundance. Paul Weitz 4:55

12/8/2014 ART
Ethan Hawke compares the reception to "Boyhood" to the reception of the iconic "O Captain, My Captain" 
scene from "Dead Poets Society Ethan Hawke 3:58

12/8/2014 ART
James Kim drives around LA with artist Jennifer Moon, one of the highlights from 2014's "Made in LA" 
exhibition at the Hammer Jennifer Moon 4:24

12/8/2014 ART Director Jean-Marc Vallee talks about the inspiration he draws from real life and true stories. Jean-Marc Vallee 5:17

12/9/2014 LAW California considers providing free condoms in prison Lavender 4:41

12/9/2014 ECON Developer of apartment complex that burned down has been criticized for big, ugly buildings close to freeways Bergman 3:22

12/9/2014 LAW Investigation into downtown LA fire CC :10

12/9/2014 LAW Investigation into downtown LA fire CC :09

12/9/2014 EDU LAUSD brings in Hour of Code event to support computer science instruction Plummer 1:09

12/9/2014 LAW Murder-suicide in LA CC :09

12/9/2014 LAW Murder-suicide in LA CC :06

12/9/2014 TRAN Caltrans expands focus beyond cars CC :14

12/9/2014 TRAN More Californians choose alternate modes of transportation Orr :47

12/9/2014 ECON CA employers appear ready to hire new workers Adler :38



12/9/2014 SCI Orion spacecraft returns after test flight CC :12

12/9/2014 POLI Center for Investigative Reporting dug up records on Bell corruption CC :16

12/9/2014 FOR German court has thrown out case against former Nazi Hill :42

12/9/2014 FOR Court in China has convicted seven students of "separatism" Hatton :43

12/9/2014 POLI US Senate Intelligence committee releases report on interrogation practices CC :17

12/9/2014 ENV Slow-moving storm hits the northeast CC :13

12/9/2014 POLI Santa Monica city council votes on resolution against offshore oil drilling Peterson :55

12/9/2014 SCI Building owners fear that Mayor's sesimic retrofit plan will be too costly CC :18

12/9/2014 ECON LA City officials want customers of Airbnb, other rental sharing sites to pay hotel taxes CC :16

12/9/2014 HEAL Federal report says many doctors in Medicaid provider directories aren't available Florido :42

12/9/2014 POLI LA County Board of Supervisors increases oversight of sheriff's department CC :18

12/9/2014 SCI
A prominent renter's rights group thinks Mayor Garcetti's plan to shore up bulidings for the next quake will cost 
average Angelenos too much money Totten :52

12/9/2014 LAW LAPD says the man shot Friday was not wearing a costume Aguilar :59

12/9/2014 LAW Investigation into downtown LA fire Roman 4:48

12/9/2014 SCI Building owners fear that Mayor's sesimic retrofit plan will be too costly Totten :47



12/9/2014 ENV Groups to sue county over sediment removal plans, say it's too damaging Kim 1:04

12/9/2014 LAW District attorneys of LA and San Francisco sue Uber Bergman 1:06

12/9/2014 LAW LA County Board of Supervisors increases oversight of sheriff's department Gardner :51

12/9/14 DC

Today, Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) blamed CIA headquarters, analysts and contractors for the illegal use
of "enhanced interrogation techniques" (EITs) used on al-Qaeda detainees in the aftermath of the terror 
attacks on September 11, 2001. Rachel VanLandingham, Jeffrey Addicott 0:26

12/9/14 DIS

The owners of a common type of wood frame building vulnerable to collapse in an earthquake would have five 
years to shore up those structures under a mandatory retrofit plan unveiled by Los Angeles Mayor Eric 
Garcetti on Monday. Dr. Lucy Jones, James B. Clarke 21:34

12/9/14 ECON

If you’re planning to travel during a peak time of the year, like Christmas or Labor Day, you might have to 
cough up a little extra for airline fees.

Mark Murphy 13:15

12/9/14 ENT Tomorrow, the editors of TIME magazine will reveal their choice for the 2014 Person of the Year. Ben Goldberger 17:44

12/9/14 TECH The message is clear from Google to all major automakers: The future of the automobile is autonomous. Paul F. Roberts, Chris Valasek 16:33

12/9/2014 ENV
This week nations are meeting in Lima, Peru to try to hammer out an international plan on climate change 
action. Fred Pearce n/a

12/9/2014 EDU
The Obama Administration plans to encourage the next Bill Gates and Mark Zuckerberg to come forward by 
funding computer science and coding classes. Patricia Burch 7:22

12/9/2014 FORE

Protests in Mexico continue, a century after Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata take control of the Mexican 
government. Some have wondered if the protests will ever ignite real political change, or if it will create a 
person that challenge Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto. Tim Johnson 6:54

12/9/2014 ENT
Sons of Anarchy, The Walking Dead, Game of Thrones - they all kill some of their most popular characters. 
Why? And how does it feel to the actors? Eric Overmyer, Hershel Greene 7:24

12/9/2014 SCIE
A mountain in the middle of a crater on Mars may hold evidence that the Red Planet was once a wet and wild 
place. Ashwin Vasavada 5:57

12/9/2014 ENT
It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, our weekly new music segment. This week we've got new music from Mary 
J. Blige, TriBeCaStan, Tētēma and Whitey Morgan. Chris Martins, Steve Hochman 9:35

12/9/2014 ART 
These days the American public is all too familiar with the sight of cops busting criminals, thanks to the TV 
program Cops and the prevalance of cameras and cell phones. Bill Valentine n/a



12/9/2014 ART
McDonalds is planning to roll out a new customizable burger to thousands of restaurants across the nation ... 
how will it go over and why do it? Nancy Luna 4:52

12/9/2014 LIT
The book publishing industry has not been faring well of late, but one LA-based writer has come up with an 
innovative way to get by in today's tough climate: product placement. Hillary Carlip, 7:51

12/9/2014 ART Vulture.com's Kyle Buchanan talks about the racist casting of Ridley Scott's "Exodus: Gods and Kings" Kyle Buchanan 6:56

12/9/2014 ART Studio 360's Sean Rameswaram brings the best and worst Christmas music of 2014 to The Frame Sean Rameswaram 4:41

12/9/2014 ART Playwright Rebecca Gilman talks about her new play, "Luna Gale." Rebecca Gilman 5:26

12/10/2014 LAW LA County Board of Supervisors creates civilian commission to oversee troubled Sheriff's Dept Stoltze 5:09

12/10/2014 LAW Low threshold for armed security guards in CA CC :19

12/10/2014 POLI Malala Yousafzai accepted Nobel Peace Prize CC :13

12/10/2014 LAW Federal investigators look into fire in downtown LA CC :10

12/10/2014 LAW Federal investigators look into fire in downtown LA CC :08

12/10/2014 LAW More than two dozen gang members arrested in Boyle Heights CC :10

12/10/2014 LAW Federal investigators look into fire in downtown LA CC :07

12/10/2014 EDU CA didn't receive any money for preschool expansion but did get money for Early Head Start centers CC :19

12/10/2014 POLI President Obama announced $1 billion for eaerly childhood programs Fernandes :58

12/10/2014 HEAL Fewer CA parents are refusing to vaccinate their kindergarteners CC :11



12/10/2014 HEAL Nearly 50k Californians have enrolled in CC Plans so far O'Neill :41

12/10/2014 POLI Turnout low - just six percent - for special election for State Senate seat McNary :45

12/10/2014 POLI LA County Board of Supervisors searches for Child Protection Czar Stoltze :51

12/10/2014 ECON Layoffs continue at Boeing facilities Watt :49

12/10/2014 HEAL Fewer CA parents are refusing to vaccinate their kindergarteners Plevin :49

12/10/2014 ECON CA farmers struggle to survive drought Mu 5:19

12/10/2014 LAW Federal investigators look into fire in downtown LA Roman 3:41

12/10/2014 LAW Federal investigators look into fire in downtown LA CC :18

12/10/2014 ECON Over past 14 years, home prices in LA rose faster than anywhere else in country Bergman :41

12/10/2014 LAW Federal investigators look into fire in downtown LA CC :17

12/10/2014 ECON
DMV trains new hires in preparation for launch of country's biggest driver licensing program for immigrants
without legal status Huang :54

12/10/2014 TECH Intel hosts a meeting with Rainbow Push Coalition Watt 2:56

12/10/2014 ECON CA almond industry creates more than 100-thousand jobs CC :16

12/10/2014 LAW LAPD begins investigation into baton use at a recent protest CC :09

12/10/2014 FOR Truth Commission releases report into human rights abuses in Brazil Davies :41

12/10/2014 ENV Rain continues to hit, causing floods CC :14

12/10/14 TECH

Attorneys with the District Attorney’s Offices in Los Angeles and San Francisco filed a lawsuit on Tuesday 
against the popular ride-sharing service, Uber, saying that the company misrepresents its safety and 
background check practices and overcharges customers for rides.

George Gascón, Carolyn Said, Thilo 
Koslowski 23:42

12/10/14 HEAL

On NPR this week, correspondent Ina Jaffe reported on an alarming trend taking place in many nursing homes
across the nation: Patients are being overly medicated with antipsychotic drugs when they don’t necessarily 
need them. Dr. Karl E. Steinberg, Alice Bonner 23:57

12/10/14 HOUS

Hermosa Beach has a limit of two cats or dogs per household, and it is enforcing it  by ordering Betty Starr and
Steve Fry to remove two of their four cats, citing the city's municipal code. Similar to various nearby cities such
as Manhattan Beach and El Segundo, which limit cats and dogs at 5 and 3 per household, respectively, 
Hermosa Beach has instituted the ordinance because of the city's density. Tom Bakaly, Sharon Papa 21:22

12/10/14 ECON Immortalization is one thing Los Angeles Chinatown can claim over its other iterations in the country. Linda Chong, Bonnie Chen, Yong Chen 0:25



12/10/2014 TRANS
District Attorneys in Los Angeles and San Francisco have sued the ride sharing service Uber over sub-
standard background checks on its drivers. Jackie Lacey 8:49

12/10/2014 ECON This week the government released new plans to make buying a home easier. Chris Thornberg n/a

12/10/2014 LAW The world reaction to the report on C.I.A. interrogation methods after September 11th. Sebastian Usher 7:51

12/10/2014 LAW
Security guards are a part of everyday life. They're at the mall, the bank, at airports. Like police, they're 
supposed to protect people and property, often openly carrying guns. Shoshana Walter 7:30

12/10/2014 HIST

During the Vietnam War, 74 American sailors lost their lives when the U.S.S. Frank E. Evans was struck by an 
Australian aircraft carrier in the South China Sea. But their names were never added to the Vietnam War 
Memorial. That may soon change. Rep. Adam B. Schiff 7:39

12/10/2014 SCIE
NASA launched the New Horizons probe nearly nine years ago. And finally, it's almost at its destination, which 
is located in the corner of our solar system... Pluto. Emily Lakdawalla 6:11

12/10/2014 ART
Tonight is opening night for "Sleeping Beauty and Her Winter Knight" at the Pasadena Playhouse. It's done in 
the style of panto, a musical comedy production popular in the UK for Christmas time. Kris Lithgow, Lucy Lawless n/a

12/10/2014 ART
We look over the SAG Nominations, which reward actors like Reese Witherspoon and Jake Gyllenhall who 
took personal risks to make their movies SAG Awards 4:24

12/10/2014 ART
Musician Gaby Moreno chats Christmas music and mixing the music of her childhood in Guatemala with the 
music she found upon moving to the United States Gaby Moreno 5:30

12/10/2014 ART Documentary filmmaker Laura Poitras talks CIA and Ed Snowden on the heels of her movie "CitizenFour" Laura Poitras 7:56

12/11/2014 ENV Coastal cities prep for storm CC :12

12/11/2014 HEAL
Health clinics and lawyers are trying to work together to help unauthorized unaccompanied minors with their 
asylum cases Florido 5:06

12/11/2014 ENV Storm will drop up to 10 inches of rain in CA CC :09

12/11/2014 POLI Lowest turnout ever in this Nov election Myers 3:36

12/11/2014 ENT Golden Globe nominees are announced CC :15



12/11/2014 ENV California braces for another big storm CC :11

12/11/2014 FOR Suicide bomber has killed at least six in Kabul Woolridge :29

12/11/2014 ECON Retail sales rose last month CC :11

12/11/2014 ENV Glendora preps for mudslides CC :13

12/11/2014 SPOR Dodgers trade Matt Kemp CC :14

12/11/2014 ENV Powerful storm knocked out power to tens of thousands in the Bay Area CC :12

12/11/2014 ENV Storm bears down on SoCal CC :09

12/11/2014 ENV Storm bears down on SoCal CC :07

12/11/2014 ENV LAFD prepares for storm CC :13

12/11/2014 LAW Authorities have rescued four boys, taken father into custody CC :13

12/11/2014 SPOR Jeanie Buss speaks against Magic Johnson's comments on the Lakers CC :16

12/11/2014 ENV MWD board boosts conservation program - more money for people who replace lawns, buy low-flow toilets Peterson :41



12/11/2014 ART 50 years since the death of Sam Cooke CC :15

12/11/2014 EDU Federal government approves additional funds for school WiFi upgrades Guzman Lopez :49

12/11/2014 DC Judy Chu in ethics hot water Felde :52

12/11/2014 HEAL
Health clinics and lawyers are trying to work together to help unauthorized unaccompanied minors with their 
asylum cases Florido 4:36

12/11/2014 ENV Glendora preps for mudslides CC :14

12/11/2014 POLI CA voters passed record number of tax and bond measures despite low turnout Adler :50

12/11/2014 POLI CA approved record number of local tax and bond measures in November election CC :11

12/11/2014 HOUS Number of homeless families has dropped for two years in LA Gardner :49



12/11/2014 HOUS Finding a rental can be rough in LA Lepore 3:25

12/11/14 DC
Unlike last year, when Washington lawmakers could not agree on a budget and caused a government 
shutdown, Congress is expected to pass a 2015 budget deal before midnight. Kitty Felde, Victoria McGrane 19:51

12/11/14 SPOR
Baseball in Los Angeles is going to have a very different look in 2015, thanks to a slew of trades that came 
through in the 11th hour of the 2014 MLB Winter Meetings in San Diego. Ryan Fagan, Pedro Moura 13:00

12/11/14 SCI
Most political strategists will tell you that changing voters’ opinions on divisive issues is difficult if not 
impossible — and that when it does occur, it is almost always fleeting. Michael LaCour 14:36

12/11/14 LAW
The new LA sheriff in town, Jim McDonnell, will have to answer to a civilian commission approved on Tuesday 
by the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors. Sheila Kuehl, Don Knabe 14:30

12/11/14 SPOR After a disappointing 2013-14 season, the Lakers were supposed to be a title contender again. Jeanie Buss 16:04

12/11/14 SPOR

It’s no secret that sports fans are some of the most passionate humans on the planet. Die-hard fans will follow 
their favorite teams and players to the ends of the Earth and can experience the full spectrum of emotions over
the course of a season. Michael Malec, Edward Hirt 16:54

12/11/2014 SPOR The Dodgers have undergone a major facelift. A Martinez n/a



12/11/2014 SPOR The NFL creates a new policy aimed at addressing conduct of players and all other employees.  Michael Schottey 5:16

12/11/2014 LABO
An LA Times investigation has shown that Whole Foods, Walmart, and other grocers have bought produce 
from companies that severely mistreat their workers, in Mexico. Richard Marosi 7:21

12/11/2014 SEC
Among the many disturbing details of the Senate report on the CIA's interrogation program is the key role two 
psychologists had in shaping the program Katherine Eban 7:29

12/11/2014 ENT
The nominees for the Golden Globes are announced today, and the L.A. Times' Rebecca Keegan joins Take 
Two for a peek at some of the highlights. Rebecca Keegan 5:06

12/11/2014 TRANS
From a real life Maserati Ghibli S Q4, to a Power Wheels Ford F-150, our car critic Susan Carpenter has 
compiled a car nut's gift guide. Susan Carpenter 4:58

12/11/2014 HOUS

Southern California has the nation's worst market for rentals, but it's not impossible to find a nice place at a 
reasonable rent. KPCC's Kristen Lepore talked with Take Two with tips for finding the best place, plus how to 
avoid a nightmare roommate. Kristen Lepore 9:22

12/11/2014 HEAL
The number of Southern California parents opting to not vaccinate their children due to their personal beliefs 
has dropped significantly.  Janesri De Silva 9:38

12/11/2014 SCIE
A new dinosaur was named this week in a paper published by the journal, PLOS One. It's called Aquilops 
americanus, or American eagle face, for its beak and bird-like appearance. Andrew Farke 5:41

12/11/2014 ART
Marketing consultant and former marketing head at Miramax and Disney talks about "The Interview" fiasco and
Sony's response Dennis Rice 4:30

12/11/2014 ART The British theater tradition of Panto is now in Pasadena. Panto Theater 4:50

12/11/2014 ART Actress Julianne Moore talks about Alzheimer's and doing research for "Still Alice" Julianne Moore 7:00

12/11/2014 ART Actor Christopher Lee…releases heavy metal music every year for Christmas. Christopher Lee :29

12/12/2014 ENT Larry Mantle is joined by KPCC critics to review this week's releases Mantle 3:00



12/12/2014 LAW Authorities have rescued four boys, taken father into custody CC :11

12/12/2014 FOR Two hundred countries gather for climate change talks Peterson :53

12/12/2014 ENV Rain won't do much to improve state's water supply CC :15

12/12/2014 ENV Storm will not improve CA water supply Quinton :46

12/12/2014 DIS Rock and mud flows have damaged homes in Camarillo Springs CC :16

12/12/2014 ENV Storm caused power outages across CA CC :16

12/12/2014 ENV Glendora preps for mudslides CC :12

12/12/2014 ENV Storm caused power outages across CA CC :16

12/12/2014 ENV Evacuation order issued for Glendora residents Kim :37

12/12/2014 ENV Worst of the storm is behind us CC :16

12/12/2014 DIS Flash flood warning remains in effect Kim :38

12/12/2014 DIS
Mandatory evacuations have been lifted for Silverado burn area in Orange County and Colby Fire burn area 
above Glendora CC :19

12/12/2014 ENV Heavy rain causes damage in Long Beach CC :09

12/12/2014 ENV Rock and mud flows have damaged homes in Camarillo Springs Whatley 3:57



12/12/2014 ENV People obeying and disobeying mandatory evacuations and their reasons Kim :56

12/12/2014 POLI Secretary of State's office reports low voter turnout in November election: 42-percent for a general election Alder :45

12/12/2014 ENV Flash flood warning remains in effect CC :09

12/12/2014 ENV Tornado hit South LA this morning CC :16

12/12/2014 POLI LA City Council finalizes ballot language for March Walton :44

12/12/2014 ENV Landslide in Camarillo Springs damaged at least 16 homes CC :14

12/12/2014 DC Rohrabacher's pot measure tucked in spending bill Felde :47

12/12/2014 ENV Heavy rains cause power outages and road closures Watt :44

12/12/2014 ENV Storm triggered landslide, damaged homes in Camarillo Springs CC :08

12/12/14 ECON
Sony Pictures Entertainment is reeling after reams of private emails between company executives and big 
Hollywood figures were released on the Internet. Michael Fleming, Jane Kirtley 0:31

12/12/14 HEAL

That’s the question a court in Iowa would have to answer. The case involves a 78-year-old Henry Rayhons, 
who has been charged with a felony for allegedly raping his wife, Donna Rayhons, who suffered from 
Alzheimer’s at a nursing home where she resided. Katherine Pearson, Daniel Reingold 15:54

12/12/14 ART
Larry and KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan and Tim Cogshell  review this week’s releases including "Inherent 
Vice," "Exodus: Gods and Kings," "Top Five" and more. Henry Sheehan, Tim Cogshell 0:30

12/12/14 MEDI To create this weekend's "Top Five," Chris Rock took a turn as writer, producer, director and lead actor. Henry Sheehan, Tim Cogshell 16:32

12/12/2014 ENV
The storm rolled in early this morning and is expected to continue throughout most of the day, with a possible 
chance of thunder storms. Kathy Hoxsie, Joanie Lych 7:04

12/12/2014 POLI The head of the C.I.A. defends the agency and the details of the spending bill. Ron Elving, Elahe Izadi 5:15



12/12/2014 GEND The film She's Beautiful When She's Angry and the early days of the feminist movement. Mary Dore, Vivian Rothstein 9:47

12/12/2014 GEND
Alex Cohen talks with Harvard Business School professor Robin Ely about her article "Rethink What You 
Know About High-Achieving Women,"  in this month's issue of the Harvard Business Review. Robin Ely 5:14

12/12/2014 ENV
There's still no deal on climate change today in Lima, Peru. That's where nations from around the world were 
gathered for a U.N. conference that had aimed to come to an agreement by the last hour. Helen Mountford 7:39

12/12/2014 POLI

Native American tribes may now be able to pursue a new business opportunity: selling marijuana. That's 
because the U.S. Department of Justice announced yesterday that tribes can legalize marijuana on their 
reservations, even in states where it's still illegal. Barrett Newkirk 4:56

12/12/2014 ART
Darnell Hunt is the Director of UCLA's Ralph J. Bunche Center and leads a study on diversity in Hollywood, 
and he talks about Amy Pascal and Scott Rudin's racist e-mails Darnell Hunt 5:32

12/12/2014 ART
Julian Salgado talks about his new documetary that explores his relationship with his father, photograph 
Sebastio Salgado. Juliano Salgado 5:00

12/12/2014 ART The Motion Picture & Television Fund has a TV channel for the retired Hollywooders in its retirement home MPTF Retirement Home 6:45

12/13/2014 ENV Record rainfall in parts of SoCal CC :07

12/13/2014 SPOR Clippers play the Bucks CC :11

12/13/2014 ENV Cleanup from intense storm CC :13

12/13/2014 ENV Cleanup from intense storm CC :19

12/13/2014 I
Artist Don Bachardy: the Isherwood connection helped him become one of America's most sought-after 
portrait artist. New book has dozens of Hollywood faces. John Rabe / Don Bachardy 8:14:00

12/13/2014 ENT
A few songs to brighten your day or help you feel depressed, and a chance to vote for your favorite rain or sun 
song. John Rabe 2:29:00

12/13/2014 ENT
KPCC news editor Oscar Garza may hate Jose Feliciano’s song, but he's found versions you never knew 
existed, from metal to reggae to "The Wiggles." Oscar Garza 5:44:00

12/13/2014 I
Marc Haefele tells us about Geoff Palmer, who thinks the Italians settled LA, and who lost one of his mammoth
Italianate apartment blocks in a fire Monday morning. John Rabe / Marc Haefele 6:29:00



12/13/2014 I
Superman creator Jerry Siegel's daughter talks with John Rabe about the typewriter Siegel used to write 
Superman. It's now on display at the Paley Center. John Rabe / Laura Siegl Larson 3:19:00

12/13/2014 I
In a small office park in Northridge, just off Nordhoff street, you'll find exhibits on the San Fernando Valley's 
rich history: movie stars, moguls and more. Kevin Ferguson / Scott Sterling 4:12:00

12/13/2014 I
The manager of Viva Las Vegas Wedding Chapel tells "Off-Ramp" host John Rabe that Saturday, 12/13/14, 
will be their biggest day of the year. John Rabe / Brian Mills 5:21:00

12/13/2014 ART
Recorded at Hollywood United Methodist Church's annual holiday show, Once Upon a Christmas, David Dean 
Bottrell shares stories from his childhood Christmases in Kentucky. David Dean Bottrell 6:10:00

12/14/2014 LAW Former LA County sheriff's deputy to be sentenced on charges of obstructing an FBI investigation Gardner :36

12/14/2014 IMM Local immigrants try to figure out new policy Huang :46

12/14/2014 POLI Tomorrow is the busiest mailing day of the year CC :14

12/14/2014 ENV Rain has had minimal impact on the drought CC :18

12/14/2014 TRAN Express bus will take commuters from San Fernando Valley to the Westside CC :14

12/14/2014 ENV Ski resorts open with fresh powder from storm CC :15

12/15/2014 ECON Shortage of affordable houses CC :15

12/15/2014 POLI Today is the busiest mail day of the year CC :09

12/15/2014 LAW Former LA County sheriff's deputy sentenced on charges of obstructing an FBI investigation Gardner :47

12/15/2014 ENT Exodus leads the box office weekend CC :09

12/15/2014 POLI City Clerk releases list of candidates for 2015 election Walton :44



12/15/2014 POLI Local immigrants try to figure out new policy Huang :55

12/15/2014 LAW Investigators look for witnesses to fire in downtown LA CC :23

12/15/2014 LAW Eleven people injured in DUI crash, one in critical condition CC :11

12/15/2014 DC Big four banks gave big money to politicos who voted yes to roll back Dodd Frank Felde :58

12/15/2014 FOR Australia maintains lockdown of financial district in Sydney after hostage situation CC :15

12/15/2014 ENV Country's two largest public employee pension system could be joining fight against climate change Peterson :50

12/15/2014 SPOR Kobe Bryant moved ahead of Michael Jordan on NBA all-time scoring list CC :17

12/15/2014 HOUS A look at the CA housing market Adler 1:49

12/15/2014 HEAL Today is the deadline to buy a health plan that starts on Jan 1 Julian 3:48

12/15/2014 ENV Another storm heads to SoCal CC :09

12/15/2014 FOR Australian police name man who held hostages in Sydney café Donnison :40

12/15/2014 LAW Former LA County sheriff's deputy sentenced on charges of obstructing an FBI investigation CC :13

12/15/2014 LAW Eleven people injured in DUI crash, one in critical condition CC :10

12/15/2014 ENT Sony Pictures continues to deal with controversy over "The Interview" CC :08

12/15/2014 SCI Spending bill boosts limited earthquake early warning system CC :22

12/15/2014 SCI Spending bill boosts limited earthquake early warning system CC :13

12/15/2014 ENV
Environmentalists and animal welfare advocates pay close attention to legal battle between artists and auction 
houses Peterson :53

12/15/2014 ENV Another storm heads to SoCal CC :15

12/15/2014 ENV Another storm heads to SoCal CC :19



12/15/2014 SCI Spending bill boosts limited earthquake early warning system Totten :51

12/15/2014 SCI
To help fight a citrus disease-carrying bug, researchers are releasing a second type of wasp that feeds on 
these pests Totten :54

12/15/2014 LAW Former LA County sheriff's deputy sentenced on charges of obstructing an FBI investigation Gardner :36

12/15/2014 HEAL Today is the deadline to buy a health plan that starts on Jan 1 O'Neill :40

12/15/2014 Loh Life Body Loh 2:47

12/15/2014 ART A struggling school in Compton tries arts as a turnaround strategy Plummer 3:23

12/15/2014 ENV Rain has had minimal impact on the drought CC :12

12/15/2014 ENT Exodus leads the box office weekend Trujillo :57

12/15/14 SEC
16 hours after an armed man took hostages at gunpoint at the Lindt Chocolate Café in Sydney, Australia, 
police stormed the building and brought the standoff to an end on Monday morning. Lisa Davies, Jay Kopstein 14:06

12/15/14 TECH Movie studios, retailers, agriculture interests, and more are all trying to get their hands on drones.
Mark Dombroff, Michael Drobac, Parker 
Higgins 17:57

12/15/14 HEAL
Psychiatrists and clinics are turning to ketamine to treat the most extreme cases of depression -- for those with
symptoms that don’t respond to any other treatment.

Dennis Hartman, Dr. David Feifel, Dr. 
Alan Schatzberg 15:33

12/15/14 FOR
Four years after a fruit vendor's self-immolation sparked the Tunisian revolution, there is hope and reform for 
the North African nation.

Borzou Daragahi, Bechir Blagui, Frederic 
Wehrey 0:24

12/15/14 SEC

Congress appropriated $5 million dollars to help fund California’s statewide earthquake warning system,
however, the funding is only a ⅓ of the $16.1 million needed per year to establish and maintain for California, 
Oregon, and Washington state as the system is expected to cost $80 million in the first five years of its 
operation. Sanden Totten 5:33

12/15/14 TECH For the early adopters on your gift list, forget smartphones and tablets, think biometric shirts and life-trackers. Jeremy Kaplan, Dr. Leslie Saxon 16:29

12/15/2014 EDU
An anonymous group of artists have taken responsibility for erecting the images, saying the images connected 
incidents of the past to those of the present. Leigh Raiford, Rudolfo Mendoza Denton 9:21



12/15/2014 LAW
A trial has been tentatively set for January for Jose Ramon Mancinas Flores, who pleaded guilty in the rape of 
a 14-year-old girl he was smuggling across the border from Mexico. Bob Ortega 5:00

12/15/2014 ART 

Host Alex Cohen talks with UCLA Anderson professor Hal Hershfield about his research on milestone crises. 
His study shows that when adults approach a new milestone in age (e.g. 29, 39, 49), they make some 
significant life changes: sometimes good (like exercising more) and sometimes bad (affairs, suicide). Hal Hershfield 6:42

12/15/2014 ENT
It's time for On the Lot, our weekly peek behind the scenes in Hollywood. Rebecca Keegan from the Los 
Angeles Times joined A Martinez in studio to chat. Rebecca Keegan 8:58

12/15/2014 ENT
A lawyer for Sony Pictures has cautioned news organizations from publishing information that was leaked in 
the studio's massive hack. Do they have any legal standing? Eugene Volokh 6:15

12/15/2014 ENV
The organic food industry is now worth $35 billion -- triple what it was 10 years ago. But the certification 
process has been stretched thin. Mark Kastel 7:46

12/15/2014 ENV After tense talks that stretched into the weekend, nations have reached a plan on climate change. Cara Horowitz n/a

12/15/2014 GEND
In Latin America, several million women have abortions each year, both legally and illegally, but research from 
the Guttmacher Institute found about 95 percent of these procedures were unsafe Joshua Lang 9:13

12/15/2014 EDU
Until this year, Martin Luther King Junior Elementary School in Compton had no arts classes. Now, they're 
turning that around, just in time for the holidays. Mary Plummer n/a

12/15/2014 ENT
To celebrate the film's big anniversary, several new books about the film are being published and a new 
collector's edition Blu-Ray is being released Susan Granger 5:43

12/15/2014 ART Screenwriter Dan Sterling talks about the backlash against his first movie, "The Interview" Dan Sterling 10:10

12/15/2014 ART Jesse David Fox, senior editor at Vulture.com, talks about the character of "Stephen T. Colbert" Jesse David Fox 5:25

12/15/2014 ART Novelist Edan Lepucki remembers the time that Stephen Colbert helped her sell her book Edan Lepucki 2:17

12/16/2014 ART New study shows brain benefits of playing musical instruments Plummer :37

12/16/2014 TRAN High speed rail project faces a lot of opposition Daniel 4:10

12/16/2014 FOR Fallout continues from air rage incident in South Korea Evans :33



12/16/2014 FOR Prison raid in Manila has revealed lavish dwellings Bristow :30

12/16/2014 ENV Rain and snow in the forecast CC :14

12/16/2014 ENV Another storm heads to SoCal CC :13

12/16/2014 ENT Joan Jett and the Blackhearts will be inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame CC :15

12/16/2014 FOR More than 140 people died on attack on military-run school in Peshawar CC :13

12/16/2014 ECON Two trade groups file suit to stop higher wage for hotel workers in LA from going into effect Bergman :46

12/16/2014 HEAL Covered CA extends deadline to enroll Jan 1 policies to Dec 21 O'Neill :39

12/16/2014 LAW LAPD body cameras rollout Aguilar :39

12/16/2014 ENT Sony Pictures continues to deal with controversy over "The Interview" CC :16

12/16/2014 LAW LA County Supervisors agree to federal oversight of jail system CC :15

12/16/2014 LAW
About 3 dozen LAPD officers have been testing different styles of body cameras while patroling the downtown 
area CC :21

12/16/2014 LAW LA County Supervisors agree to federal oversight of jail system Stoltze :51

12/16/2014 HEAL LA County Supes approve mental health triage teams Florido :52

12/16/2014 ECON Average price of gasoline has dropped again CC :12

12/16/2014 LAW 700 LAPD body cameras deployed in Jan Aguilar :52



12/16/2014 ENV A dozen cars got stuck in flooded street in the South Bay CC :13

12/16/14 POLI Could we see a third Bush in the White House? David Carney, Jim Antle 22:32

12/16/14 HEAL The United States spends nearly $4 trillion a year on healthcare.
Dylan Roby, Michael Cannon, Dr. Arnie 
Milstein 0:25

12/16/14 TECH
Some LA denizens are complaining that traffic apps are congesting small, residentials street, and they are 
asking the Los Angeles Department of Transportation to remedy the problem with traffic calming solutions. Michael Carney, Richard Close 14:27

12/16/14 ART It’s no Paris, but Southern California has plenty of special places that heighten romance. Janet Lever 19:40

12/16/14 TECH
Today, surfers, snowboarders and other high-speed hobbyists could not imagine starting an adrenalin-filled 
day without a GoPro camera strapped to their helmet, bike, or some appendage. Bradford Schmidt 13:22

12/16/2014 TECH
This week marks the one year anniversary of the disclosure of the massive Target data breach. What's 
changed since then? Are consumers any safer today? William Kresse 7:08

12/16/2014 TECH Identity theft is on the rise; experts say consumers are to blame for helping criminals steal data Neal O'Farrell 7:24

12/16/2014 FORE
The Taliban has long been in a threat in Pakistan, but Tuesday's attack on a school is being called one of the 
deadliest incidents in the country’s history. Owen Bennett-Jones 6:40

12/16/2014 RACE
Yesterday in downtown Los Angeles, a group of about 50 African American men gathered in front of the 
federal courthouse for a silent vigil. Mark Ridley-Thomas 7:37

12/16/2014 GEND
US Customs and Border Patrol is rolling out a campaign to hire more women. Just 5 percent of the force is 
currently comprised of women. Lilian Segura 3:58

12/16/2014 ENT
Music fans got an early holiday gift, one that they had been waiting 14 years for. In a word that gift has one 
name … D'Angelo.  Randall Roberts 6:32

12/16/2014 ART
Everyone has heard of decorating a tree for the holidays. But if you're a man, what about decorating your 
beard? It’s an amusing trend that has hit social media. Dean Banowetz 4:16

12/16/2014 LIT
Aasif Mandvi talks to us about life on the Daily Show, and why brunch was so important to his family. His new 
book is called, No Land's Man. Aasif Mandvi 11:12

12/16/2014 ART Japanese rocker Miyavi talks about being the bad guy in Angelina Jolie's "Unbroken" Miyavi 6:12



12/16/2014 ART Abe Reisman of Vulture.com keeps the Colbert Countdown going by looking at Stephen Colbert, uber geek. Abraham Reisman 5:21

12/16/2014 ART Author Gregory Rodriguez recounts his time in the hot seat on "The Colbert Report" Gregory Rodriguez 2:53

12/16/2014 ART LA Artist Ben Wolf Noam goes foraging for materials in Elysian Park with The Frame's James Kim Ben Wolf Noam 3:57

12/17/2014 LAW
LA Police Chief Charlie Beck says he has a draft policy on the use of body cameras on his desk. The 
department plans to provide body cameras to seven- thousand of it's officers by summer 2016. CC :15

12/17/2014 HEAL Nat. Insti.on Drug Abuse survey finds more kids trying e-cigarettes. Aguilera :50

12/17/2014 LAW Chief Beck tells Police Commision that he's changing the rules on how violent crimes are classified. CC :10

12/17/2014 LAW Chief Beck tells Police Commision that he's changing the rules on how violent crimes are classified. CC :10

12/17/2014 LAW Mayor Garcetti plans to provide 7 thousand LAPD officers with body cameras by next summer. CC :12

12/17/2014 ECON Falling gas prices are affecting bottom lines. Orr 1:24

12/17/2014 EDU
There are language immersion programs in Spanish and Chinese at schools in CA, but, none in Vietmanese, 
that’s about to change. Huang :29

12/17/2014 ENV Three billion gallons of rainwater was captured following the recent storms.  Peterson 4:40

12/17/2014 ECON
State controller's office says CA's unfunded liability for health care costs for retired state workers up to more 
than $70 billion. Adler :48

12/17/2014 ENV 
NASA scientists say CA needs 1.5 times the maximum volume of water in Lake Mead, the largest US 
reservoir, to end it's drought. Quinton :53

12/17/2014 FOR
Pakastan's PM has pledged to set up a military campaign against militants after Tuesday's massacre at an 
army-run school in Peshawar. Jillani :29

12/17/2014 FOR
President Obama has moved to restore diplomatic relations with Cuba after the return of an American who'd 
been imprisoned there for 5 years. CC :13



12/17/2014 ENV Lingering Showers continue this afternoon ( Wed) in some areas of SoCal CC :14

12/17/2014 TRAN
Heavy rains sent mud, rocks, and other debris onto the 91 Freeway in Corona today ( wed), blocking 
eastbound lanes for more than 12 hours. CC :17

12/17/2014 FOR
President Obama's announcement today ( WED) that the US is easing economic and travel retrictions on 
Cuba means one thing to some smokers: more Cuban cigars. CC :15

12/17/2014 ENT Sony decision not to debut "The Interview" on Christmas Day, as had been planned. Bergman 5:11

12/17/2014 DIV Opponents of UCLA diversity requirement trigger a campus- wide faculty vote. Guzman Lopez :45

12/17/2014 POLI Taxi Commision set to discuss new regulations for cabs. Walton :50

12/17/2014 ENT
Sony scrapped it's plans to release "The Interview", saying it understands theater's needs to protect 
moviegoers. La's police chief is expressing disappointment over the decision. Bergman :42

12/17/2014 LAW
Some immigrant advocates are raising red flags about state programs that license immigrant drivers who are 
in the country illegally. Huang :49

12/17/2014 FOR 
Us Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack says Presidents Obama's move to ease economic restrictions on Cuba 
is good news for farmers. CC :15

12/17/2014 ENV CA is prepared to spend last of Prop 84 funds on flood prevention projects CC :15

12/17/2014 POLI Reax from local Cubans on efforts to reestablish diplomatic ties with Cuba. Rojas 1:14

12/17/2014 ENT 

Sony Told theater chains that they couls get out of plans to show [ The Interview ] if they wanted to  and
today ( Wed), five big theater chains decided to do exactly that… that's now pushed Sony to cancel the 
premiere altogether CC :16

12/17/2014 HEAL Nearly 150k Californians have enrolled in CC Plans so far CC :12

12/17/14 FOR
The US is set to open talks to restore diplomatic relations with Cuba after a 50-year stalemate, President 
Obama said on Wednesday.

Jonathan Allen, Andy Gomez, Michael 
Voss 0:24

12/17/14 LAW
In a highly anticipated move, LA Mayor Eric Garcetti announced yesterday [TUES] that the city will buy 7,000 
body-worn cameras for LAPD officers. Charlie Beck 22:37

12/17/14 ECON

The computer hacking of Sony Pictures catapulted from a business crisis to a security threat yesterday when 
supposed hackers targeting "The Interview" film threatened to attack cinemas showing the satire depicting the 
assassination of North Korea's leader. John Horn 23:25

12/17/14 HOUS
Millenials have been flocking back to their parents’ homes in increasing numbers, with some never leaving at 
all. William A.V. Clark, Jeffrey Jensen Arnett 23:36

12/17/2014 TECH
The fallout continues in the Sony hack, including threats by the hackers to attack theaters that screen, "The 
Interview." A former Sony cyber consultant helps put everything into perspective. Ralph Echemendia 7:27



12/17/2014 TECH
When hackers stole the personal info of millions of Target customers, last year, mom and pop stores 
shouldered a lot of the burden, too. Mike Daniel, Mary Ann Miller n/a

12/17/2014 LAW How do police body cameras work and are they effective? Tony Farrar 8:07

12/17/2014 POLI
President Obama announced the re-establishment of diplomatic ties with Cuba and an easing of economic 
and travel restrictions. Edwin Smith 5:03

12/17/2014 HEAL
Research has disproved the notion that vaccines cause autism. But vaccines aren't entirely without risk, which 
is one of the reason there is a National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program. Rebecca Plevin 5:25

12/17/2014 ENV
Among some of the species found were pygmy killer whales, logger head turtles, as well as a surge in the 
whale population. Jay Barlow 5:01

12/17/2014 ART Do you know what you're entitled to from the airlines if you get delayed, bumped or worse? Barbara Peterson n/a

12/17/2014 ENV
The L.A. River is robustly flowing, thanks to the recent rains. Friends of the L.A. River co-founder and 
president Lewis MacAdams tells more about the water flow's impact. Lewis MacAdams 4:41

12/17/2014 ENT
Gena Rowlands and Cheyenne Jackson star in the new movie about a bristly, but loving relationship between 
an older woman and her dance instructor. Gena Rowlands and Cheyenne Jackson 9:35

12/17/2014 ART Filmmaker Judd Apatow reacts to the decision to pull "The Interview" from theaters Judd Apatow 5:00

12/17/2014 ART VoD expert John Sloss talks about the possibility of Sony distributing "The Interview" via Video on Demand John Sloss 3:11

12/17/2014 ART
Bruce Hardy at the Annenberg Public Policy Center details their study on how informed Colbert Report viewers
are about campagin finance Bruce Hardy 3:42

12/17/2014 ART Rep. Tony Cardenas talks about his time on "The Colbert Report" and the segment Better Know a District Tony Cardenas 3:00

12/17/2014 ART Actor Ralph Fiennes explains why working with Wes Anderson on "Grand Budapest Hotel" was a dream job Ralph Fiennes 3:55

12/18/2014 ENT 
Sony is facing mounting lawsuits from employees whose SS numbers and other private information were 
release as a resilt of computer hacking blamed on North Korea. CC :16

12/18/2014 ENT Sony Pictures continues to grapple with the fallout from computer hacking tied to North Korea. CC :20



12/18/2014 POLI
Street Vendors in the city of LA operate even though it's illegal to peddle their electronics, meat, and fruit on 
sidewalks. Several efforts to change that have failed, but a vote to change that could happen next year. Rojas 3:25

12/18/2014 HEAL Nearly 145K Californians have enrolled in CC Plans so far. O'Neill :41

12/18/2014 ENT Sony has pulled it's comedy, " The Interview" from Theatrical release. Bergman :53

12/18/2014 SCI NOAA will launch satellite on Jan. 23. it will monitor solar storms. Kim 1:00

12/18/2014 LAW
police in Redondo Beach say three people- including tWo women in their 80's- were killed last night 
(wed)when a suspected drunk driver struck a group of outside a church. CC :07

12/18/2014 Heal
Ca is battling the worst epidemic of whopping cough in nearly 70 years. About 10,000 cases have been 
reported this year. Latino babies are disproportionately affected by the disease.` Dembosky :59

12/18/2014 FOR
Russian President Vladimir Putin has tried to calm fears about his country's economy after a dramtic slide in 
the calue of the ruble. Rainsford :35

12/18/2014 FOR
The European Union's top court has ruled obesity can be classed as a disability in certain circumstances. The 
case involves a Danish childcare worker who claims he was fired because of his weight. Brabant :32

12/18/2014 FOR
Islamic extremist group Boko Haram is blamed for a deadly attack on Sunday in a small town in the Nigerian 
state of Bono. Survivors are now being found. Ross :31

12/18/2014 ECON
An index designed to predict the future health of the ecomony posted a 3rd straight solid gain in Nov. The 
Conference board says its index leading indicators increased .6% last month, matching the gain in Oct. CC :15

12/18/2014 LAW
A 56 year old woman has been arrested on suspicion of vehicular manslaughter and driving under the 
influence after a car struck and killed three people last night in Redondo Beach CC :15

12/18/2014 POLI
In one of the hottest LA political races next year, eastside City Councilman Jose Huizar has scored two big 
endorsements. CC :27

12/18/2014 ECON An iconic LA restaurant long known for it's French dips and " cash- only" policy is now accepting plastic. CC :06

12/18/2014 SCI
Despite the delay of a recent resupply mission the International Space Staion is not in danger of running out of 
supplies. Totten :57

12/18/2014 ART Singing Holiday songs on repeat may be good for boosting youngster's reading skills. Plummer :54



12/18/2014 Obit Influential, LA based Rabbi Harold Schulweis has died. CC :15

12/18/2014 POLI
CA Public Utilities Commision President Michael Peevey's upcoming retirement drew the spotlight today ( 
THUR) as he led his final commision meeting.

CC
:09

12/18/2014 POLI
CA Public Utilities Commision President Michael Peevey's upcoming retirement drew the spotlight today ( 
THUR) as he led his final commision meeting.

CC
:09

12/18/2014 IMM
less than a month ago, President Obama signed an executive immigration order that could spare millions from 
deportation. Like clockwork, scam artists jumped in to take advantage. Rojas :58

12/18/2014 HEAL Medicare penalizes 79 CA hospitals for failing to prevent enough infections and injuries. Aguilera :47

12/18/2014 LAW
Investigators say arson was the casue of a massive blaze that cause 20-30 million dollars in damage at 
DTLA's DaVinci Apartment Complex earlier this month. CC :09

12/18/14 ECON Sony Pictures in Culver City has pulled the release of its comedy "The Interview." Dominic Patten 0:24

12/18/14 FOR The Russian economy has been hit hard by falling oil prices and international sanctions related to Ukraine. Arkady Ostrovsky, Will Pomeranz 14:28

12/18/14 FOR
Since the Cuban Revolution in 1959, relations between the United States and Cuba have been tense, to say 
the least. Julia Sweig, Jose Moya 8:44

12/18/14 FOR
When the gunfire stopped and the smoke cleared on Tuesday, 141 people, including 132 children, were dead 
at a school in the city of Peshawar in northwestern Pakistan. C. Christine Fair, Kamal Hyder 14:30

12/18/14 ART
Four former employees of Sony filed a class action lawsuit this week claiming the company failed to protect 
their confidential information from being hacked by outsiders. Jonathan Handel 18:02

12/18/14 ART It’s a genre of music that is beloved by some and loathed by others. Jim Harrington 14:57

12/18/2014 TECH Was the Sony hack an act of terrorism? Michael Orosz, of the USC Information Science Institute, weighs in. Michael Orosz 5:07

12/18/2014 LAW
Four former employees are now suing the entertainment company for failing to protect their personal 
information Gretchen Cappio 5:25

12/18/2014 TECH

Two lawsuits have been filed by former Sony employees who allege that the company didn't do enough to 
prevent hackers from stealing their personal information. But can a company really be held liable for a cyber 
attack? John Nockleby 4:05



12/18/2014 TECH
How does Logix Federal Credit Union manage attempts at fraud against its more than 126,000 customers? 
With their always on, tech savvy, fraud management team. Matt Overin 5:27

12/18/2014 TECH
What happens when a big company is hacked and has a bunch of personal information stolen? Some call 
George Kurtz, CEO of CrowdStrike to hunt down the evildoers. George Kutz 6:56

12/18/2014 TRANS
Car critic Susan Carpenter shares her list of the best cars of 2014. At the high end, the Lamborghini Huracan. 
Electric? Kia's Soul. And a pickup? Ford's F-150 Susan Carpenter 9:05

12/18/2014 TECH
A Philippe's manager explains why after 106 years of being a cash-only establishment, the restaurant is now 
accepting credit cards. Andrew Binder 3:17

12/18/2014 ENER
NBC4's consumer rights investigator Randy Mac has more on an investigation into LADWP's solar panel 
program and the longer waits customers endure for inspections. Randy Mac 6:50

12/18/2014 POLI
Southern California Public Radio reporters Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze join us to review the six sexiest 
stories in California politics this year. Alice Walton, Frank Stoltze 14:54

12/18/2014 SCIE
How sure are you that your kids believe in Santa Claus? A new study out of Occidental College suggests 
children are not as gullible as we might think. Andrew Schtulman 5:34

12/18/2014 ART Vulture.com's Abe Reisman summarizes "The Interview" in four minutes Abe Reisman 4:00

12/18/2014 ART Film critics Justin Chang and Silas Lesnick review "The Interview" for those who weren't able to see the movie Justin Chang, Silas Lesnick 5:11

12/19/2014 POLI The city of La Habra will decide in March whether to ban certain types of oil production. Peterson :54

12/19/2014 LAW Fire investigators say the Da Vinci fire set in DTLA was maliciously set by an arsonist. Stoltze :54

12/19/2014 LAW The family of an unarmed man killed by LA Sherrifs deputies in Paramount has filed a wrongful death claim. Stoltze :41

12/19/2014 ENT Review of "Hobbit" and "Annie" Mantle 3:00

12/19/2014 EDU Costs of special ed are on the rise. Gilbertson 3:25

12/19/2014 ENV Rice growers in CA soon may have an incentive to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Quinton :54



12/19/2014 HEAL
Throughout the country, older black people are less likely than whites to control their diabetes, blood pressure, 
and cholesterol. Aliferis :59

12/19/2014 FOR
Russian Foreign Minister, Sergei Lavrov, says a new US law that authorizes further sanctions against Moscow
could undermine relations. Rainsford :37

12/19/2014 LAW
A 6 year old boy has died- he was part of a crowd outside a church hit by a car Wednesday night in Redondo 
Beach. CC :14

12/19/2014 EDU
The state trustee running the Inglewood Unified School district vowed to clean things up, but, an LA County 
inspection this month found conditions at some schools have not improved. Foshay :11

12/19/2014 POLI President Obama says Sony made a mistake in shelving " The Interview" CC :11

12/19/2014 MIL
About 2 thousand homeless veterans are expected to take part in LA's first ever Family and Veterans Stand 
Down event this weekend. CC :12

12/19/2014 LAW
La County prosecutors today (FRI) charged a Redondo Beach woman for plowing her car into a crowd of 
pedestrians, killing four people, including a 6 year old boy. CC :09

12/19/2014 DC Social Security still houding relatives for over payment errors. Felde 1:01

12/19/2014 TECH Reax from Sony employees on hacking Bergman :11

12/19/2014 ECON CA has strongest job surge in more than two years. Adler :46

12/19/2014 TRAV

Today ( FRI) marks the launch of the official two- week holiday travel season. LAX is expecting a 4% bump in 
traffic over last year. With that in mind, officials overseeing the airport have approved two big mordernization 
projuects. Watt :48

12/19/2014 ECON Average price of regular gas in LA county drops to lowest in five years. CC :11

12/19/2014 LAW Redondo Beach woman pleads not guilty to crash that killed four people. CC :09

12/19/2014 LAW

Family and friends are mourning the deaths of a 6 year old boy and his mother who were among the people 
who were killed when a car hit them outside St. James Catholic Church in Redondo Beach. Two others were 
killed and several were injured Wednesday night. CC :08

12/19/14 DC

President Obama is holding his last press conference of the year, and everyone is waiting to hear what he has
to say on a range of topics, from the FBI’s announcement this morning that it has established links between 
the hack at Sony Pictures Entertainment (SPE) and North Korea to the President’s own actions towards 
reconciliation with Cuba. N/A 1:33



12/19/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Amy Nicholson, Henry Sheehan and Charles Solomon review this week’s 
releases, including “The Hobbit” and “Annie,” plus the pulled release “The Interview”

Amy Nicholson, Henry Sheehan, Charles 
Solomon 16:49

12/19/2014 ENT
The decision by Sony Pictures to pull the Seth Rogan/James Franco film "The Interview" following a threat on 
movie-goers has put the spotlight on the studio's boss, co-chairman Amy Pascal. John Horne 7:19

12/19/2014 ENT
Sony's decision to pull the plug on "The Interview" caught many by surprise. After all, this is by no means the 
first time a film has caused great uproar. Gloria Shin 7:10

12/19/2014 ENT
"To get to watch that kind of inspired, truly rare -- like once a generation kind of talent -- up close, it's a 
privilege," says Levy, "but I'll treasure that more now that he's gone." Shawn Levy 8:36

12/19/2014 TECH
Although there is no one right way to guarantee your security from hackers, there are a few tips you can follow 
to better help protect your information. David Lazarus 7:41

12/19/2014 ART
Tips for what do do with you time off! Southern California Public Radio's social media producer, Kristen 
Lepore, has a run down of cheap things to do in the city this weekend. Kristen Lepore 4:27

12/19/2014 ART 

The drive along the 5 freeway between L.A. and Orange County is usually pretty dull, but during the holidays 
there's an unlikely bright spot along the way: the Christmas decorations at Dunkel Brothers Machinery Moving 
in La Mirada. Peter Dunkel 2:59

12/19/2014 SPOR
The city recently approved plans to fund a brand new soccer stadium in downtown Las Vegas, a move that 
could persuade MLS to award them an expansion franchise. Conor Shine 5:27

12/19/2014 ART President Obama slams Sony for canning "The Interview" Barack Obama :37

12/19/2014 ART
Allison Silverman was the first Head Writer on "The Colbert Report," and she talks about the trials and 
tribulations of the show's early days Allison Silverman 6:02

12/19/2014 ART
Angelina Jolie talks about the joys she's found in directing "Unbroken," and honoring the story of Louis 
Zamperini Angelina Jolie 11:00

12/20/2014 SPOR The Lakers were edged out last night byt the Oklahoma City Thunder 104-103. CC :06

12/20/2014 ENV
I've had terrible luck in the ocean. Every time I try, a wave wipes me out and I feel like I'm drowning. More than 
one person has told me, "But that's the FUN part!" Taylor Orci 4:32:00

12/20/2014 P
It's holiday crunch time, and in a out-of-the-way workshop a merry craftspeople are hard at work stitching 
journals and stamping the covers of holiday cards for the busiest season on record.

Eric Zassenhaus / Amy Turk / Dena 
Younkin / Gloria McKinney 2:50:00

12/20/2014 ART
Rankin and Bass' 1970 masterwork "Santa Claus is Comin' to Town," an origin myth for Santa, is almost as 
Jewish thematically as the annual Chabad telethon. R.H. Greene 6:49:00



12/20/2014 I
This winter, Lansbury will reprise her role as Madame Arcati (for which she won her fifth Tony Award) in the 
Noel Coward play “Blithe Spirit”. Larry Mantle / Angela Lansbury 21:37:00

12/20/2014 ART
A perfect storm of coincidences made the 1992 movie — the only Batman film to take place during Christmas 
— appear to some as an anti-semitic allegory. Kevin Ferguson / Wesley Strick 6:20:00

12/20/2014 ART
It was all too much for the rustic, pious Monsieur Taurin. Such pagan sensuality had to be diabolical. He used 
his pickax to rake the priceless pieces into a sack. Marc Haefele 3:41:00

12/20/2014 ART
Charles Solomon finds a great anime series that turns the Satan story on its head: "The Devil Is a Part-Timer" 
puts Satan in an apron. Charles Solomon 4:47:00

12/20/2014 ART

A Christmas Carol Redux offers something for everyone. For traditionalists, there's the full broadast of the 
classic Lionel Barrymore edition. For those who prefer a thoughtful - and challenging - version, we bring you "A
Christmas Golem," which points out Dickens' anti-Semitism. For fun, Sue Scott performs a short piece about a 
competitive Christmas Carol. Lionel Barrymore 49:28:00

12/20/2014 I
Artist Don Bachardy: the Isherwood connection helped him become one of America's most sought-after 
portrait artist. New book has dozens of Hollywood faces. John Rabe / Don Bachardy 8:14:00

12/20/2014 ART

Where else will you find Larry Mantle, Salman Rushdie, Huell Howser, Kathleen Turner, and Sylvia Poggioli 
working together but in rendering Clement Moore's "A Visit from St Nicholas" for your ears? It's our non-
denominational holiday card to you! John Rabe / Clement Moore 4:30:00

12/20/2014 ART
KPCC news editor Oscar Garza may hate Jose Feliciano’s song, but he's found versions you never knew 
existed, from metal to reggae to "The Wiggles." Oscar Garza / Kevin Ferguson 5:44:00

12/21/2014
After spending more then 4 decades coveringsome of the nation's most memorable trials, AP reporter Linda 
Deutsch is retiring. CC :16

12/21/2014 ENT
Nigth at the Museum 3 features the last appearances of Robin Williams and Mickey Rooney before they 
passed away. CC :11



12/21/2014 SAC The New Year brings a new way of dealing with sexual assault at many CA colleges and Universities Orr :52

12/21/2014 TRAV
The Automobile Club of Souther California estimates more than 7 million people from SOCAL will travel 50 
miles or more for the Christmas and New Year's holiday. CC :07

12/21/2014 MIl
The nations largest Stand Down event is going on this weekend at the LA Convention Center, about 1/5 of the 
25 hundred veterans attending are women. McNary :50

12/21/2014 LAW A spectacular sight in Westwood last night as a fire at a five-story apartment building damaged several units. CC :19

12/22/2014 ENV
Swimming in the ocean could be safer with better beach water quality testing. That's the finding of a new paper
out today ( Mon) from Stanford University and Santa Monica based Heal the Bay. Peterson :56

12/22/2014 POLI
The cities of Lakewood and Norwalk won't be holding elections next spring.That's because two city councils 
canceled them! Walton :40

12/22/2014 Heal A new Campaign urges Americans to talk brain health at the holiday table this year. O'Neill :44

12/22/2014 EDu
In Dec. Kids miss a lot of school. Illness and extended family vacationsare partly to blame. But, in many 
schools, absenteeism is linked to poverty, and can be chronic. Fernandes 3:59

12/22/2014 EDU Skipping kindergarten can have consequences for young learners. CC :11

12/22/2014 ENT The final film in 'The Hobbit" series dominated the box office this weekend. Bailey :50

12/22/2014 ECON Tamales from Mexico bakeries is a tradition here in LA- and the holiday rush is on. Rojas 1:01



12/22/2014 REL
This years Rose Parade will have something it's never had before. Sikh-Americans will ride their own float 
along the parade route. Huang 4:11

12/22/2014 ENV Female Lion raoms Newbury Park residential area Friday. CC :16

12/22/2014 FOR

The veteran Tunisian politician Beji Caid Essebsi says he won the country's first free presidential election. Full 
results are not expected until later today, but, exit polls project he's taken more than 55 percent of the vote. His
rival, Moncef Marzouki, said the result was too close to call. Kottoor :30

12/22/2014 FOR
The nulcear power plant operator in South Korea plans to conduct drills to test it's ability to withstanda cyber 
attack. Evans :34

12/22/2014 FOR

China's Foreign minister had told US Secretary of State John Kerry that his country opposses all forms of 
cyber-attack and cyber-terrorism. The remarks came during a telephone conversation in which the two men 
discussed the hacking of Sony Pictures. Patience :32

12/22/2014 SEC Sony lawyer demands more govt. support. CC :09

12/22/2014 Econ Lowest gas prices in 5.5 years CC :11

12/22/2014 Econ Fewer Americans bought homes in November, as buying slid to it's slowest pace 6 months. CC :13

12/22/2014 LAW
A Former Milwaukee police officer won't be facing criminal charges for fatally shooting an unarmed mentally ill 
black man in April. CC :16

12/22/2014 ENT
North Korea is now making threats- even menacing to blow up the White House- following the massive Sony 
cyber attack. It hasn't been easy to work at Sony these past few weeks. Bergman 1:05

12/22/2014 LAW
LA police officers are wearing their mourning bands over their badges today out of respect for the two NYPD 
officers who were killed on Saturday. CC :13

12/22/2014 POLI The state's Commission on Judicial Appointments has confirmed Leondra Kruger to the CA Supreme Court. Adler :26

12/22/2014 HEAL LA County's health department confirmed the first flu related death of the season. CC :16

12/22/2014 TRAN No cell phone charging at Metro stations, three arrests in 2014. Aguilar :53

12/22/2014 SPOR
The team's struggles on the basketball court this season prompted us to ask …How's their merchandise 
selling this holiday season? Watt :56



12/22/2014 SAC CA's newest Supreme Court Justice will take the bench as a rookie judge. Orr :35

12/22/2014 LAW The number of inmates housed in CA's 35 state prisons has declined slightly compared to last year. CC :14

12/22/2014 SAC CA appears to be making progress on reducing the state prison population. Orr :58

12/22/2014 ENV The National Weather Service reports strong winds will continue to affect some parts of SoCAl. CC :07

12/22/2014 LAW
St. James Catholic Church in Redondo Beach has set up a special fund to help the families of four member 
who were killed Wed. night after leaving a Christmas children's concert. Stoltze :48

12/22/2014 Obit British singer Joe Cocker has died at age 70. CC :08

12/22/14 SEC
The New York Police Department was dealt another blow this weekend when two uniformed officers were 
murdered in broad daylight on Saturday afternoon. Alex Silverman 21:47

12/22/14 YOUT

From capons, duck, ham and lamb to nut loaf, gluten-free cakes, but maybe not gluten-free cookies, LA Times 
food editor and kitchen director, Russ Parsons and Noelle Carter, join us for our annual tips and tricks for your 
holiday fare. Russ Parsons, Noelle Carter 0:24

12/22/14 MEDI
When Charles Manson leapt over a defense table and tried to stab the judge at his trial, Linda Deutsch was a 
greenhorn reporter who had been sent to the trial to back up a veteran AP reporter Linda Deutsch 0:24

12/22/14 LIT The year 2011 marked a defining point in the changing demographic makeup of the US. William H. Frey 21:47

12/22/2014 ENT
President Barack Obama told CNN's Candy Crowley pulling 'The Interview' sets a dangerous precedent of 
allowing a foreign dictator to disrupt our business and censor our expression. Jonathan Allen 6:49

12/22/2014 ENT
Though the FBI takes the Sony hack seriously, much of the media coverage has focused on the distasteful 
and downright offensive emails of Hollywood's elite. Tom Carson 7:09

12/22/2014 ART

The cyber attack against Sony over the release of "The Interview" has stirred a lot of debate about whether 
U.S. filmmakers went too far with their portrayal of North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, but is this a case of the 
pot calling the kettle black? Paul Fischer 7:30

12/22/2014 ENT
The fallout from Sony cancelling the original show date of The Interview continues. North Korea has denied 
involvement and President Obama has pledged a "proportional response. Hadrian Belove 3:20

12/22/2014 FORE
This weekend, tensions rose again between Hamas and Israel after both sides exchanged rocket fire. It was 
the first time such an exchange occurred since a cease-fire in August ended two months of conflict. Lara Aburamadan,  Jehad Saftawi 6:45



12/22/2014 HEAL
New research from the New England Center for Investigative Reporting found that companies are overselling 
the accuracy of prenatal tests. Beth Daley 8:14

12/22/2014 LIT
If you're tired of "Nightmare Before Christmas" and "Frosty the Snowman," children's librarian Mara Alpert 
shares her holiday favorites to freshen up your repertoire. Mara Alpert 5:35

12/22/2014 ART
Christmas is just a few days a way and if you're bored with traditional treats, try a crazy candy cane cake - the 
latest creation from our friend, Charles Phoenix. Charles Phoenix 5:27

12/22/2014 LIT

Christmas is a time for familiar stories like Frosty the Snowman and Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, but 
some of the best holiday tales often never make it mainstream. Like "The Red Raider," a short story written by 
Frank Kingston Smith. Bob Weis 5:58

12/22/2014 ART "Nightcrawler" writer/director Dan Gilroy opines on the media's role in the fate of "The Interview" Dan Gilroy 5:00

12/22/2014 ART Writer/director James Lapine talks about adapting "Into the Woods" for the big screen of Hollywood James Lapine 8:39

12/22/2014 ART
Actor John Fleck reads a poem that he'll be performing at the Skylight Theater in Lis Feliz tomorrow as a part 
of their Festivus celebration John Fleck 3:00

12/23/2014 ENV Heavy downpours lead to exposed fossils. CC :16

12/23/2014 LAW About 20 men file into a chapel to observe Hanukkah at San Quentin prison in Northern CA. Shafer 4:54

12/23/2014 EDU Could MISIS finally be working? An Independents monitor thinks so. Gilbertson :48

12/23/2014 EDU Yesterday ( Mon), we visited a public school in LA where attendance among kidergarten kids is a real problem.Fernandes 4:03

12/23/2014 HEAL
If you still need to get some last minute Christmas shopping done, Covered CA, wants you to consider an 
unconventional new storefront. Dembosky 1:32

12/23/2014 FOR
Australian PM Tony Abbot has said there's been a rise in what he calls 'terror chatter" following last week's 
seige of a café in Sydney. Eighteen people were taken hostage- two were killed. Merver :59

12/23/2014 FOR Internet service in N Korea are back online after 10 being shut down for an almost unprecedented 10 hours. Damon 2:40

12/23/2014 SPOR
The Ducks pulled out a 3-2 overtime win over San Jose last night ( MON) in Annaheim. Duck's defenseman 
Cam Fowler says having the league's best record shows they're playing well. CC :13



12/23/2014 EDU
A CA Law takes effect Jan. 1 that could expand the use of emergency treatment for kids who have allergic 
reactions in  school. Adler 1:14

12/23/2014 FOR
Key N Korean websites have been suffering intermittent outages again today, after a nearly 10 hour shutdown 
yesterday. CC :14

12/23/2014 HEAL
Health and Human Services Secretary Sylvia Burwell says health care sign-ups are off to a good start. The 
numbers reflect a lot of families making considered judgements. CC :13

12/23/2014 ENV
Remember the venomous cobra that slithered around Ventura County in Sept? You can now visit her on 
display at the San Diego Zoo. CC :20

12/23/2014 POLI An LA meidcal marijuana delivery service was ordered today 9 tue) to shut down. CC :21

12/23/2014 LAW Police say a paroled sex offender who cut off his GPS monotoring device is on the loose. CC :16

12/23/2014 ENV The highest predicted tides of the year- known as King Tides- continued to bash CA's coastline today ( Tue) CC :11

12/23/2014 ECON

After seven months of negotiations, union dockworkers and shipping companies at 29 West Coast ports 
including LA and Long Beach- aren't even close to a new contract.The shipping companies have called for a 
federal mediator to step in, but, the union isn't ready for that yet. Watt :42

12/23/2014 POLI Judge orders mobile app to stop medical marijuana deliveries in LA. Walton :54

12/23/2014 ENV
A federal appeals court has turned back a legal challenge by farmers over how water is managed in the San 
Joaquin Delta. Peterson :49

12/23/2014 ENT Sony Pictures announced today (Tues) that it will release The Interview in theaters on Christmas Day after all. CC :13

12/23/2014 HEAL
Covered Ca had the opportunity to increase the number of health insurers competeing on the exchange next 
year, but, it chose not to. Bartolone :51

12/23/2014 LAW
LA Mayor Eric Garcetti delivered an early Christmas gift to Metro riders today, ( TUE), ordering the MTA to quit
arresting people who plug their cell phones into electrical outlets at metro stations. Stoltze :52

12/23/2014 Heal Gay rights activists say FDA proposed new policy on blood donation doesn't go far enough. Florido :53

12/23/14 ECON The Sony breach started off as a piracy story.
Tatiana Siegel, Stewart Baker, Kim Zetter,
Scott Borg, Stowe Boyd 0:47



12/23/14 EDU
One of the biggest stories in education this year is the resignation of former LAUSD superintendent John 
Deasey. Louis Freedberg, Christopher Steinhauser 23:27

12/23/14 TRAV
For many, the holidays are a time for reflection and faith and what better way to gain perspective than the 
sweeping documentary series from PBS, "Sacred Journeys." Bruce Feiler 0:26

12/23/2014 POLI
In 1973 a young woman by the name of Joanne Chesimard was involved in the fatal shooting of a police 
officer in New Jersey. Joshua Guild 11:11

12/23/2014 HEAL
While researchers are making significant strides in the search for a cure for AIDS, one documentary shows 
ending the crisis will be complicated. Lisa Biagiotti 7:27

12/23/2014 SCIE
In his latest piece for The New Yorker, medical writer Jerome Groopman explores new treatments, including a 
strategy scientists call "shock and kill. Jerome Groopman 7:18

12/23/2014 TECH
Reporter Jodi Kantor charts the rise of Silicon Valley entrepreneurs from 1994 when anything seemed possible
through an every-widening gender gap that leaves women mostly on the sidelines of the tech revolution. Jodi Kantor 9:55

12/23/2014 EDU
In July, LAUSD agreed to increase the minimum wage for service workers to $15 an hour. Take Two checks 
back in with janitor Raul Meza to see how life has changed since getting the raise. Raul Meza 4:26

12/23/2014 ENT
This time on Tuesday Reviewsday - our weekly new music segment - we have a collection of rap, R&B and 
soul songs to help your holiday spirit. Morgan Rhodes, Oliver  Wang 11:11

12/23/2014 ART

Last week, 25 movies were added to the National Film Registry. The list included familiar titles like "Saving
Private Ryan" and "The Big Lebowski," as well as some lesser known films, like the 1976 drama "Please, Don't
Bury Me Alive!" The film, directed by Efraín Gutiérrez, is considered the first Chicano movie, but it was almost 
lost to history. Chon Noriega, Efrain Gutierrez 11:03

12/23/2014 ART
As online shopping continues to grow, brick and mortar stores are trying to figure out new ways to bring in 
customers. Could old school window displays help? ChadMichael Morissette 4:47

12/23/2014 ART Downtown Independent Owner James Kirst talks about screening "The Interview" James Kirst 3:15

12/23/2014 ART The screenwriters of "Big Eyes" talk about adapting a crazy true story into their movie Larry Karaszewki and Scott Alexander 6:00

12/23/2014 ART SongExploder's Hrishikesh Hirway dissects "Sea of Lies" by The National The National 6:02

12/23/2014 ART
Rabbi Susan consulted for Jill Soloway's "Transparent," a series which heavily explores contemporary 
Judaism Rabbi Susan 2:20

12/24/2014 TRAN
Motorcyle crashes are going up in LA, statewide, and nationally. Why? And does lane splitting have anything 
to do with it? Aguilar 4:04



12/24/2014 SPOR
The Lakers didn't need Kobe Bryant to pull a 115-105 victory against the Warriors last night ( Tue) at Staples 
center. CC :05

12/24/2014 FOR
South Korean procecutors want an arrest warrant for a former Korean Air executive, over how nuts were 
served to her on a plane. Evans :42

12/24/2014 LAW The LAPD graduated a class of 23 new recruits yesterday ( Tues Stoltze :57

12/24/2014 ENT Sony says the controversial movie, "The Interview" is now available ( Wed 10 am ) for streaming. Horn :13

12/24/2014 LAW
The mayor of the St. Louis suburb of Berkeley is calling for calm today ( Wed) after a white police officer killed 
a black 18-yr-old, who police said pointed a gun at him. CC :12

12/24/2014 ENT A handful of independent theaters across the country plan to show[ " the Interview"] starting on Christmas Day.CC :14

12/24/2014 TRAV
Holidays usually mean long lines at the airport. Not this year at LAX, says Nico Melendez, a spokesman for 
TSA. CC :09

12/24/2014 YOUT Volunteers are all set to track Santa on his Christmas route tonight (wed). CC :13

12/24/2014 TRAV TSA reminds travelers what gifts won't make it past security. Gilbertson :45

12/24/2014 ENV A High wind warning is in effect for the mpountain areas and the valley beginning tonight 9 Wed) at 10. CC :08

12/24/2014 ENV For the first time in more than a year, the fire threat level at Angeles Ntl' Forest will be downgraded. CC :12

12/24/2014 DIV

There's a Mexican Christmas tradition called Posada that usually involves a festive street procession re- 
enacting Mary and Joseph's search for shelter. But, the celebration takes on a different form at the southern tip
of San Diego County along the US- Mexico border. Cuevas 5:15

12/24/2014 LAW LA Airport Police Chief Pat Gannon says you'll see more officers at LAX now through New Years Holiday. CC :14

12/24/2014 LAW
If you've been to LAX during the holidays you know the routine: Airport police chief Pat Gannon says expect 
delays just getting into the airport. CC :19

12/24/2014 LAW Gov. Brown has ( WED) issued 105 Christmas Eve pardons to criminals convicted of felonies in CA Stoltze :58



12/24/2014 ENV Near 70 degree temperatures made local beaches look like a postcard on this day before Christmas. Watt 1:00

12/24/2014 ART Here's a holiday show you wouldn't expect to be a hit: The Yule Log. Gardner 1:04

12/24/2014 YOUT
With the holidays come extra guests, gifts, and food- but also a greater risk of children being exposed to toxic 
substances. CC :18

12/24/2014 LAW LAPD Assistant Chief Michael Moore spoke (TUE) to a group of newly sworn officers at police headquarters. CC :12

12/24/2014 TRAN There is no such thing as a fender bender for motorcyclists. CC :08

12/24/14 TRAV It’s being called one of the worst airline security breaches since September 11, 2001. Jeff Price 13:34

12/24/14 HEAL
You’d be hard pressed to find someone who truly wants to die lying in a hospital bed in an ICU hooked up to a 
bunch of machines. Francine Orr, Patty Watson-Wood 17:13

12/24/14 HEAL
Europe’s highest court ruled last week that under certain circumstances, obesity can be considered a 
disability. Christopher Conover 16:53

12/24/14 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Wade Major and Lael Loewenstein review this week’s releases, including 
“Selma,” “Into the Woods,” “American Sniper” and more. Wade Major, Lael Loewenstein 0:47

12/24/2014 FORE
North Korea's Internet outage has received lots of coverage, but not many people in North Korea actually have
access to the Internet. So how does information flow in and out of this isolated nation? Robert Boynton 7:40

12/24/2014 ENT

Sony Pictures did an about turn when it announced "The Interview" will be available on limited release 
beginning Christmas Day. Laemmle Theatres and other independents in Southern California will screen the 
film. Greg Laemmle 6:54

12/24/2014 TECH
For those drivers looking to head south of the U.S.-Mexico border this holiday, there is a new app from U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection that can make traveling easier. Dan Tanciar 4:50

12/24/2014 SPOR
Heard of the Raycom Media Camellia Bowl? You're not alone. 39 College Football Bowl games will be played 
this holiday season; and corporations are spending big bucks to sponsor. Ralph Russo 5:11

12/24/2014 TRANS
Being surrounded by kids and babies on a flight is enough to make even the jolliest of elves fret. But consider 
what their poor parents have to deal with. Erica Silverstein 5:04

12/24/2014 RACE Saint Louis Public Radio reporter Rachel Lippmann joined Take Two for the latest news on the investigation. Rachel Lippman 4:44



12/24/2014 ART
Christian Parkes, Chief Brand Officer for the Alamo Drafthouse, talks about ticket sales and the role of 
independent theaters w/r/t "The Interview" Christian Parkes 5:49

12/24/2014 ART Vulture.com's Margaret Lyons gives her recommendations for binge-watching over the holidays Margaret Lyons 2:58

12/24/2014 ART
Franklin Leonard, founder of The Black List, talks about the history of his "underdog script" service and its 
development over the years Franklin Leonard 4:54

12/24/2014 ART
Graham Moore explains why he wanted to write "The Imitation Game" despite being told that it would be 
career suicide. Graham Moore 5:25

12/25/2014 RELI Holy Cross, a church destroyed in a fire, hosts some Christmas services Myrow 4:03

12/25/2014 ENV Lawmakers call for an end to a controversial fishing prctice. Kim :50

12/25/2014 ENT The film "Unbroken" opens in theaters today. CC :21

12/25/2014 HEAL Psychology grad students provide therapy for residents of the LA Mission on Skid Row Plevin 4:23

12/25/2014 SPOR Clippers play the Warriors CC :10

12/25/2014 SPOR
The Lakers are on the road to play the Chicago Bull. Lakers guard Jeremy Lin says he has mixed feeling abou
playing on Christmas. CC :05

12/25/2014 POLI President Obama praises sacrifices of troops in Afghanistan CC :11

12/25/2014 ENT Seth Rogan surprised fans at a midnight showing of "The Interview" CC :10

12/25/2014 SPOR Both LA NBA teams in action on Christmas Day CC :14

12/25/2014 ENT
Comedy fans and democracy lovers alike are packing into Los Angeles theaters- to catch the much anticipated
movie, " The Interview" Gilbertson :59

12/25/2014 ENT Sony Pictures releases "The Interview" in limited release - reax from moviegoers CC :11



12/25/2014 ECON Gas prices drop to lowest in years Bergman :58

12/25/2014 DIV
What does Christmas sound like in Los Angeles? KPCC'd Deepa Fernandes stopped by one Holiday concert 
at Field Elementary school in Pasadena where students learn in Mandarin. Fernandes :47

12/25/2014 HOUS
This is the time of year when charitable giving and volunteerism increase.You might be looking for a way to 
give back. If so, LA's homeless services department says they need you. Gardner :54

12/25/2014 SPOR
A new Ca law will limit high school and middle school foootball players to 90 minutes of full-contact drills twice 
a week during the season and preseason. CC :10

12/25/2014 SPOR
Next year, a new law takes effect, limiting full- contact middle school and high school football practices in CA. 
The intent is to reduce concussions. Moffitt 1:03

12/26/2014 DIV Kwanzaa celebration in LA took on a somber tone Huang :59

12/26/2014 ENT Larry Mantle is joined by KPCC critics to review this week's releases Mantle 3:00

12/26/2014 SCI
CalTech researchers discover that waiting a fraction of a second before deciding on a snack may help you eat 
healthier Totten :51

12/26/2014 SCI
Managers of Southern California Aqueducts are looking for ways to shore up their water ways against major 
earthquake Totten 4:14

12/26/2014 POLI Political donors and super PACs refine strategies McNary 3:23

12/26/2014 ENT People went out to see "The Interview" this weekend Gilbertson :47

12/26/2014 SPOR Clippers beat the Warriors CC :10

12/26/2014 LAW Woman in stable condition after being shot by LAPD officer on Friday morning CC :08

12/26/2014 LAW
Homeless people who have died in the US remembered at events across the country as part of National 
Homeless Persons' Memorial Day CC :12

12/26/2014 DIS Five people hospitalized after motel fire in Westlake CC :04



12/26/2014 ECON Missouri became first state to have average gas price fall below $2 per gallon since 2009 CC :11

12/26/2014 ECON Day after Christmas is one of the best shopping days of the year, thanks to gift cards CC :14

12/26/2014 ECON Missouri became first state to have average gas price fall below $2 per gallon since 2009 CC :08

12/26/2014 DIS Five people hospitalized after motel fire in Westlake CC :06

12/26/2014 ENT "The Interview" banked a million dollars in unconventional theatre debut CC :16

12/26/2014 TRAN Holiday driving deaths are up this year CC :18

12/26/2014 ENT "Unbroken" topped the weekend box office CC :16

12/26/2014 ENV More wind in the forecast this afternoon CC :10

12/26/2014 ENV Researchers develop a new Christmas tree that will stay green longer and shed less, making cleanup easier CC :11

12/26/2014 LAW Woman in stable condition after being shot by LAPD officer on Friday morning Stoltze :55

12/26/2014 MEDI Time Warner Cable adds "sports programming fee" Bergman 1:02

12/26/2014 POLI New law will protect agricultural workers Orr :48

12/26/2014 POLI New law will protect agricultural workers CC :15

12/26/2014 ENV More wind in the forecast this afternoon CC :10

12/26/2014 ENV Christmas trees should be thrown away before they become household hazards CC :18



12/26/2014 DC Still no sexual harassment training for House members Felde :51

12/26/2014 EDU CSU Fullerton president elected to board of Washington DC Latino group Guzman :47

12/26/2014 POLI New law will protect CA communities from train accidents involving crude oil CC :15

12/26/2014 POLI New law will protect CA communities from train accidents involving crude oil Quinton :54

12/26/2014 ART
For as long as conflicts have taken place around the world, women have been involved, but often the 
contributions of women in wartime are overshadowed by the achievements of men Rachel Grady 5:39

12/26/2014 ART
One of the "Makers" documentary trailblazers in "Women in War," Retired Maj. Gen. Angela Salinas enlisted in
1974 and became the highest ranking female officer in the Marines. Gen. Angela Salinas 9:44

12/26/2014 FOR

Tens of thousands of people in Hong Kong poured into the streets today to mark the 25th Anniversary of 
Tiananmen Square. But in Beijing, Chinese authorities sharply restricted access to the site and enforced a 
virtual blackout online. Chaohua Wang 6:27

12/26/2014 ART
"Low Down" looks at the life of jazz pianist Joe Albany through the eyes of his young daughter (played by Elle 
Fanning). Red Hot Chili Peppers bassist Flea plays Hobbs and he joins Take Two to talk about it. Red Hot Chili Peppers' Flea 9:32

12/26/2014 ART
Companies that are producing drinks like artichoke water, maple water and cactus water are all trying to take a 
gulp of coconut water's $400 million dollar business. Courtney Rubin 6:15

12/26/2014 ENT
Robert Townsend wrote, directed and starred in the movie, and its being celebrated as part of L.A. Magazine’s 
look at the '80s. Robert Townsend 9:16

12/26/2014 MIL
Author and U.S. Marine Corps veteran Phil Klay joins Take Two to discuss his book "Redeployment," an 
engrossing collection of short stories about the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Phil Klay 7:57

12/26/2014 LIT
Los Angeles is a city filled with wordsmiths. But only one of them holds the title of poet laureate, Luis J. 
Rodriguez. Luis Rodriguez 7:47

12/26/2014 ART
Fashion Trend Daily's Michelle Tyree Dalton joins Take Two to talk about how the jumpsuit is making a 
comeback and how it may or may not be fashion's next cash cow. Michelle Tyree Dalton 4:48

12/26/2014 ART
Debbie Reynolds is not just a Hollywood star, she's also a Hollywood collector. Over the years, she's amassed
a huge collection of Tinsel Town memorabilia. And now she's selling it off... Debbie Reynolds 5:39

12/26/2014 SCIE
More than a dozen spider species have been found that catch and eat fish, and they live on every continent 
except Antarctica. Martin Nyffeler 4:27



12/26/2014 ART
The new documentary "Glen Campbell: I'll Be Me," directed by James Keach, looks at Campbell's battle with 
the disease and how it affected his family. Ashley Campbell 15:53

12/28/2014 ENV Annual Christmas Bird Count is underway in LA CC :20

12/28/2014 LAW Thousands marched through Miracle Mile district in peaceful protest of police violence CC :17

12/28/2014 TRAN CHP says 105 was closed after vehicles tried to take it over, possible for illegal racing CC :09

12/28/2014 LAW New law will allow dining out with your pet CC :10

12/28/2014 LAW New law will allow dining out with your pet Milne :45

12/28/2014 LAW New law imposes higher standards for massage therapists Joyce :56

12/28/2014 LAW New law imposes higher standards for massage therapists CC :11

12/29/2014 HEAL Small employer health plans will no longer be allowed to impose waiting period Bartolone :55

12/29/2014 HEAL Small employer health plans will no longer be allowed to impose waiting period CC :17

12/29/2014 DC Henry Waxman retires after 40 years in Congress Felde 3:55

12/29/2014 ECON More than 30-thousand people expected to gather downtown to celebrate New Year's Eve Gardner 1:08

12/29/2014 EDU New report finds school budgets are far from transparent Gilbertson :48

12/29/2014 ECON Port of Long Beach opened temp storage site for empty cargo containers Bailey 1:02

12/29/2014 LAW The LAPD has ended an eight hour search for a suspect possibly linked to a non-injury attack on a patrol cal. CC :08



12/29/2014 ENV State water crews plan first manual measurement of Sierra Nevada snowpack this winter Cuevas :51

12/29/2014 ENV There's a chance of rain and snow in SoCal during the final week of the year. CC :07

12/29/2014 ECON Port of Long Beach opened temp storage site for empty cargo containers CC :17

12/29/2014 LAW Man in custody after attack on patrol car CC :08

12/29/2014 LAW
The LAPD released it's months- long hold on the autopsy of Ezell Ford, the unarmed black man shot during a 
struggle with officers in South LA in Aug. CC :21

12/29/2014 LAW Ezell Ford's autopsy was released today CC :22

12/29/2014 LAW
Tyler Izen is the president of the LA Police Protective League. He said the ( autopsy) report is just one aspect 
of the investigation- which he predicts will conclude the shooting justifiable. CC :11

12/29/2014 LAW
One person has been arrested in the connection to the killing of a transgender woman in East Hollywood 
nearly three months ago. CC :08

12/29/2014 LAW Officer Garcia is recovering from the gunshot wounds anf brain surgery. Roman 4:26

12/29/2014 LAW A new law that takes effect in CA Jan 1 imposes higher professional standards for massage therapists. Joyce :56

12/29/2014 TRAN Bob Hope Airport is having an identity crisis McNary :52

12/29/14 LAW
Last night, several shots were fired at a Los Angeles Police Department patrol car in South Los Angeles in 
what cops called an “unprovoked attack.” Tim Williams 10:30

12/29/14 DIS State officials said the first manual reading of snow levels will take place this week. Doug Carlson, Frank Gehrke 11:31

12/29/14 TECH
The wait for the green light on driverless car sales in California will continue, according to the state’s 
Department of Motor Vehicles. Thilo Koslowski 9:30

12/29/14 LAB Heading into 2015, it seems economists are generally optimistic about the U.S.’s economic outlook. Craig Gordon, David Lazarus 10:28



12/29/14 LIT
“All us tough guys are hopeless sentimentalists at heart,” author Raymond Chandler once wrote. The 
statement applies to Chandler as well as to his literary alter ego Phillip Marlowe. Barry Day, Denise Hamilton 20:26

12/29/2014 LAW
The Los Angeles Police Department is expected to release the autopsy report for the officer-involved shooting 
of Ezell Ford this week. Jasmyne A. Cannick 6:53

12/29/2014 LGB

LGBT canvassers had a longer-lasting impact on people's opinions compared to their straight counterparts. 
The reason: they shared their own personal stories, and that profoundly affected how people saw the issue of 
same-sex marriage. Laura Gardiner, Jackson Darling 10:14

12/29/2014 HEAL
Dr. Phuoc Le, physician and global health expert at UC San Francisco, returns with an update about Ebola 
conditions in Liberia. Dr. Phuoc Le 8:26

12/29/2014 ENT
How did 'The Interview,' the film that created so much controversy, fare over the holidays? Plus, what movie 
was the most pirated of the year? Rebecca Keegan with the L.A. Times has the answers. Rebecca Keegan 7:13

12/29/2014 ENT
After much controversy, The Interview did make it's Christmas debut after all. It showed at more than 300 
independent theaters nationwide. George R.R. Martin n/a

12/29/2014 LIT
The story of Chris McCandless' life and death served as the basis of the best-selling book and feature film 
"Into the Wild." Until now, some of the key factors of Chris' story had been kept secret. Carine McCandless 10:52

12/29/2014 ART Lucas Shaw of Bloomberg News talks Christmas Weekend box office numbers Lucas Shaw 3:17

12/29/2014 ART
Filmmaker David Lynch discusses a major exhibition of his visual art that's now showing at the Middlesbrough 
Institute of Modern Art in northeast England David Lynch 3:05

12/29/2014 ART Director J.C. Chandor talks about his upcoming thriller, "A Most Violent Year" J.C. Chandor 4:22

12/30/2014 LAW San Bernardino Police Captain Ron Garcia- spoke with Nick Roman about how the recovery process is going. Roman 3:22

12/30/2014 ENV
Today (Tue), water resource experts plan to measure the snow that’s fallen in the Sierras and they don't 
expect good news. CC :18

12/30/2014 ECON On New Year's Day, the "Grandaddy of the all" will be played once again here in Pasadena. Bergman :38

12/30/2014 SAC
On Jan 1, every egg sold at a grocery store in CA must meet new stamdards that require hens have more 
space. CC :13

12/30/2014 SAC New Standards for eggs in CA go into effect on Jan 1. Quinton :55



12/30/2014 SAC
Opponents of CA's new statewide plastic bag ban says they've collected enough signatures to give voters a 
chance to reject the law. CC :08

12/30/2014 SAC
Opponents of CA's new statewide plastic bag ban says they've collected enough signatures to give voters a 
chance to reject the law. CC :06

12/30/2014 SAC The battle over whether to ban single-use plastic bags in CA looks like it'll continue for two more years. Adler :54

12/30/2014 HEAL
It's that time of year when many of us are hungry for advice on how to shed those extra pounds gained during 
the holiday season. O'Neill 4:15

12/30/2014 LAW Search and rescue teams are looking for four hikers missing in the Angeles National Forest. CC :11

12/30/2014 ENV A cold storm is moving into SoCal. CC :06

12/30/2014 ENV
CA's first manual snowpack survey shows the state's doing better than last year snow-wise, but, that water 
content of that snow is still way below average. CC :16

12/30/2014 ENV
Low temperatures, high winds and a chance of rain are all expected to turn SoCAl colder over the next few 
days. CC :10

12/30/2014 TRAN
In an effort to crb the number of drunk drivers NYE, Metro is offering FREE rides on buses and trains 
tomorrow (Wed) night. CC :17

12/30/2014 ENV It's a cold week in SoCal, and temperatures are expected to reach record lows early New Year's Day. CC :18

12/30/2014 ENV The results are in from the state's first maual survey of the snowpack. Quinton :52

12/30/2014 TRAV LAX, Ontario, and Orange County's John Wayne Airport have all seen more passengers this year than last. Watt :52

12/30/2014 Art A remmberance for a well-loved LAUSD music teacher. Plummer 1:19

12/30/2014 ART A highschool marching band goes through a taxing training process to prep for the Rose Parade. Plummer 3:46

12/30/14 RACE
The August 11th shooting of mentally ill black man Ezell Ford by LAPD officers has led local civil rights figures 
to speak out about the use of deadly force against the unarmed 25-year-old. Frank Stoltze, Connie Rice, Harry Stern 21:58



12/30/14 MIL Detainee transfers out of Guantanamo Bay grinded to a virtual stop between 2011 and 2013. Missy Ryan 9:29

12/30/14 MEDI
The world of sports writing has long been a male-dominated field of journalism, though it’s significantly more 
common to find a female beat writer today than it was in 1979 when Lisa Saxon got her start. Lisa Saxon 21:56

12/30/14 ECON
In New York City, the ball drops at midnight in Times Square. But three hours later, when 2015 arrives in 
Southern California, where do we convene? Jean Trinh 8:59

12/30/2014 FOR Earlier this year, the rise of Islamist militants in Iraq and Syria caught the world's attention. Hermione Gee 7:26

12/30/2014 ENT
We've got a special version of Tuesday Reviewsday for you this week. We hear from our critics about some of 
their favorite music from 2014. Steve Hochman, Chris Martins 10:41

12/30/2014 ENT
Oscar Isaac plays a successful immigrant who owns a home heating oil company who finds it challenging to 
stay ahead while playing by the rules in a corrupt New York. Oscar Issac 10:31

12/30/2014 TRAV

Jenna Spesard and Guillaume Dutilh were looking to scale back, live more simply and head out on an 
adventure. So they quit their jobs and hitched their tiny house to the back of a pickup truck and headed for the 
open road. Jenna Spesard, Guillaume Dutilh 6:39

12/30/2014 LIT From stories about the force of gravity, to a superhero chicken, 2014 was a great year for kids books. Mara Alpert 8:31

12/30/2014 ART
Martyn Williams of NorthKoreaTech.org details the latest developments regarding the Sony hack and theorizes
who might really be behind it Martyn Williams 2:55

12/30/2014 ART Vulture.com's Kyle Buchanan talks about the big movie moments of 2014 Kyle Buchanan 2:57

12/30/2014 ART
Stage and opera director Peter Sellars discusses his recent projects and the themes and inspirations behind 
his work. Peter Sellars 6:26

12/31/2014 ENV
People going to tomorrow morning's Rose Parade can expect temperatures to hit 32 degrees- a low not felt on 
New Year's Day since 1952 CC :14

12/31/2014 ENV There's been speculation 2014 may be CA's warmest on record. Kim :51

12/31/2014 ENV Air regulatos have spent the last several months surveying oil operations in LA and Orange Counties. Peterson 1:00

12/31/2014 EDu College students without legal status will benefit from a new state law that begins tomorrow ( THU). Rojas :59



12/31/2014 ENT Louis Zamperini is the subject of Angelina Jolie's film Unbroken. Martinez :17

12/31/2014 ENV Folks heading to Pasadena for tomorrow's Rose Parade may have to endure the coldest Jan 1st since 1952. CC :10

12/31/2014 HEAL AIDS Healthcare Foundation's Rose Parade float honors two of its doctors who died fight Ebola. Plevin 3:13

12/31/2014 LAW
Immigrants living in the US illegally can start applying for CA driver's licenses on Fri., thanks to a new state law
that's intended to improve driver quality. Huang 3:04

12/31/2014 ENV
Nearly 200 people were stranded in their cars late last night because of ice and about a foot of snow in two 
places: near Mount Baldy and along the 138 near Crestline. CC :24

12/31/2014 ART
Near freezing temperatures didn't stop Pasadena HS senior Max Perry from staking out his Rosa Parade spot 
today (Wed). CC :18

12/31/2014 ART Despite the bitterly cold weather, those determined to see the Rose Parade have already begun setting up. CC :11

12/31/2014 SAC Let's talk ab bit about what happened in Sacramento this year- and what to expect next year. Trujillo 3:53

12/31/2014 LAW
A Harbor Patrol officer and another person were killed today (WED) after a powerful storm hit Santa Catalina 
Island late last night. CC :16

12/31/2014 TRAN
A Two- lane mountain highway between Orange and Riverside counties will be closed tonight 9 WED) and into
tomorrow after a snow storm hit the area last night ( TUE). CC :14

12/31/2014 LAW
An attorney for the familyof Ezell Ford says four witnesses from the South LA neighborhood where Ford 
wasshot to death tell a starkly different version of his fatal clash withand anti-gang officers. Stoltze 1:01

12/31/2014 ENV An unexpected wind gust injured four people working at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena this ( Wed) afternoon. CC :12

12/31/2014 LAW Nationally, the number of police officers killed on duty has been dropping for four decades. Aguilar :54

12/31/2014 ENV
Beware of hypothermia and wear lots of layers- that’s the advice of the Pasadena Fire Dept. for the thousands 
of campers already lined up along the chily Rose Parade route. CC :15

12/31/2014 LAW
There are nearly 60,000 homeless people in LA County. Adrian Florido spoke with one of them about what it's 
like when cold weather hits. Florido :56



12/31/2014 ENV
2014 is going out on a cold snap like SoCal hasn't seen in years, complete with snow in some parts of the 
region. Aguilar :46

12/31/14 POLI In 2014, the California Legislature passed and Governor Jerry Brown signed more than 900 bills into law. Dan Walters, Ben Adler 9:37

12/31/14 ECON There’s lots of ways to get parking tickets. 
Ben Poston, Richard Willson, Bruce 
Gillman 11:31

12/31/14 ECON
Traffic and car accidents in LA County are as common as sunshine and palm trees with over 6,000 reported 
within the first three months of 2014. Frank Scafidi, Benjamin Jones 9:29

12/31/14 MEDI
In 2014, President Obama announced sweeping legislation reform and the reestablishment of diplomatic 
relations with Cuba, Jim Fallows, Bob Thompson 10:29

12/31/14 ART

Capitalizing on the success of the first Back to the Future movie, which was released in 1985, Michael J. Fox, 
Christopher Lloyd and most of the original cast returned to the silver screen just four years later for a sequel 
set in the far off year of 2015.

Adrienne LaFrance, Jefferson Graham, 
Jason Perlow 20:59

12/31/2014 LAW
Host A Martinez talks with a lawyer for Ezell Ford's family, Federico Sayre, who says he has many witnesses 
whose accounts contradict the officers' version of events. Federico Sayre 5:17

12/31/2014 RACE

Junior Connor Woods is one member of the basketball team who pushed the tournament hosts -- the Fort 
Bragg School District -- to allow his schools' teams to wear the shirts before their games. He joined Take Two, 
along with his attorney Karen Boyd. Junior Connor Woods 4:59

12/31/2014 GEND
"Orange is the New Black" and "Transparent" brought trans issues into focus in 2014. Lots of work lies ahead 
for trans activism, but a look back in history shows there's much to celebrate this year. Loni Shibuyama, Zackary Drucker, 8:08

12/31/2014 TRAV
The recovery effort continues in the downed AirAsia's flight 8501. Meanwhile, the remains of Malaysia Airlines 
Flight 370 are still missing after it disappeared eight months ago. Justin Bachman 7:10

12/31/2014 ART
A Martinez visits a bunch of the floats at the Phoenix Decoration Company, just down the street from KPCC's 
studios in Pasadena. Chris Lofthouse 5:23

12/31/2014 MIL
Luke Zamperini, the son of WWII hero and Olympic athlete Louis Zamperini, will be standing in for Louis as 
Grand Marshal at this year's Rose Parade. Luke Zamperini 6:30

12/31/2014 RACE
After being denied a spot in the 1958 Rose Parade due to her race, Joan Williams will ride in the parade's lead 
float in 2015. Joan Williams 5:08

12/31/2014 SPOR

College football's new playoff system kicks into high gear. Who will come out on top? And, speaking of football
we pick favorites for the 2015 Superbowl. Also, with Lebron James turning 30, has one of the all-time greats 
peaked in his performance? Andy and Brian Kamenetzky 9:36

12/31/2014 DIV
The thick, coconut-flavored ube halaya, is a favorite during the holidays for Filipino families. It's right up there 
with crispy pork lechon and karaoke singing. Corazon Collera 5:22



12/31/2014 ART Sean Rameswaram joins The Frame to talk about the best and worst versions of Auld Lang Syne Sean Rameswaram 3:15

12/31/2014 ART

Oscar Garza and James Kim travel to The Record Parlour, a record store in Hollywood that recently gave its 
customers free vinyl, to talk to the owners about the vinyl Renaissance and what it's like to run a record store 
in LA Chris Honetschlaeger 3:03

12/31/2014 ART
Olga Garay-English was the head of LA's Dept. of Cultural Affairs from 2007 to 2014, and she joins us to talk 
about LA's standing in the world of arts and culture. Olga Garay-English 5:44


